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Dedication 
This book, volume 2, is dedicated to the child within you 

and to all the new children as they emerge upon the face of the Earth 
to bring us home into the higher light. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We meet again, together exploring the vastness of who we are, and 
again dreaming the same ancient secret that life is a beautiful mystery lead
ing to wherever we envision. 

Volume 2 contains the meditation instructions that were originally 
taught to me by the angels for entering the consciousness state called the 
Mer-Ka-Ba—in modern terms called the human lightbody. Our lightbody 
holds the possibility for the human potential to transcend into a new trans
lation of the universe we find so familiar. Within a specific state of con
sciousness, all things can begin anew and life will change in ways that ap
pear miraculous. 

These words speak more of remembrance than of learning or teaching. 
You already know what is in these pages because it is written in every cell of 
your body, but it is also hidden deep inside your heart and your mind, where 
all that is really needed is just a simple nudge. 

Out of the love that I have for you and all life everywhere, I offer these 
images and this vision to you so that they will be useful; so that they will 
bring you closer to the self-realization that Great Spirit is intimately and 
lovingly connected to your essence; and with the prayer that these words be 
the catalyst that opens the way for you into the higher worlds. 

You and I live in a pivotal moment in Earth's history. The world is dra
matically metamorphosing as computers and humans enter into a symbiotic 
relationship, giving Mother Earth two ways to see and interpret world 
events. She is using this new sight to alter and open the pathways into the 
higher worlds of light so that even a child can understand. Our Mother 
loves us so much. 

We, her children, are now walking between the two worlds, our ordi
nary everyday life and a world that surpasses the dreams of even our oldest 
ancestors. With our Mother's love and our Father's help, we will find a way 
to heal the hearts of the people and transform this world back into unity 
consciousness once again. 

May you enjoy what you are about to read, and may it truly be a blessing 
in your life. 

In love and service, 
Drunvalo 



Spirit and Sacred Geometry 

N I N E 

The Third Informational System 
in the Fruit of Life 

What you are about to read is a subject outside most human 
thought. I ask you to read this with a little faith, and to care
fully begin to see in a new way. It may not make sense until you 

are deep into the subject. It revolves around the idea that all consciousness, 
including human, is solely based on sacred geometry. Because it is, we can be
gin to see and understand where we have come from, where we are now and 
where we are going. 

Remember that the Fruit of Life is the basis of all thirteen informational 
systems, and that it is by superimposing male straight lines in unique ways 
over the female circles of the Fruit of Life that these systems are created. In 
me first eight chapters we investigated two of these systems. The first sys
tem created Metatron's Cube, which generated the five Platonic solids. 
These forms created structure throughout the universe. 

The second system, which we touched on lightly, was created by straight 
lines coming from the center of the Fruit of Life and concentric circles, thus 
creating the polar graph. This in turn created the star tetrahedron in
scribed in a sphere, which is the basis of how vibration, sound, harmonics, 
music and matter are interrelated in all of creation. 

The Circles and Squares of Human Consciousness 

We will approach this third informational system indirectly. The 
source, the Fruit of Life, will reveal itself as we proceed. We'll call this new 
system circles and squares of human consciousness. It's what the Chinese 
called circling the square and squaring the circle. 

According to Thoth, all levels of consciousness in the universe are inte
grated by a single image in sacred geometry. It is the key to time, space and 
dimension as well as consciousness itself. Thoth also said that even emo
tions and thoughts are based on sacred geometry, but that subject will have 
to wait until later in this book. 

For each level of consciousness there is an associated geometry that 



Fig. 9-1. Concentric circles and 
squares. The darker circles and squares 
are the pairs that approximate the phi 
ratio. They also locate the first and 
third levels of human consciousness. 
(One grid unit equals one radius of the 
center circle or one-half side of the 
square that surrounds it. One can see 
that the diameter of the center circle 
and one edge of its surrounding square 
are the same length.) 

completely defines how that specific level of consciousness will interpret 
the one Reality. Each level is a geometrical image or lens that spirit looks 
through to see the one Reality, resulting in a completely unique experience. 
Even the spiritual hierarchy of the universe is geometrical in its structure, 
copying nature. 

According to Thoth, there are nine crystal balls beneath the Sphinx, one 
inside the other. Archaeologists and psychics have been searching for these 
crystal balls for a long time—it's an ancient legend. It is said that these crys
tal balls are somehow connected to the consciousness of the Earth and to the 
three levels of consciousness that humans are now experiencing. 

Various seekers have searched for the nine spheres, spending a great 
deal of time and money, but according to Thoth, you don't need the crystal 
balls; you just need to draw nine concentric circles, because it's just as re
vealing. If they'd known it was geometry and consciousness they were seek
ing and not necessarily an object, the knowledge would have come easier. 

According to Thoth, if you were to approach a planet you've never seen 
before and wanted to know the different levels of consciousness experi
enced on that planet, you would take some of the little beings on that 
planet and measure them, assuming you can get them to hold still long 
enough. From those measurements you can determine the square-and-cir-
cle sacred ratios connected with their bodies, and from this information de
termine their exact level of consciousness. 

Other ratios, always derived from the cube, are used to determine the 
levels of consciousness in other than the human 
form, such as animals, insects and ETs, but in the 
case of humans, it's the circle and the square. By 
seeing if the square that fits around the body is big
ger or littler than the circle that goes around the 
body, and by exactly how much, you can determine 
how they interpret the Reality and exactly what 
level of consciousness they're on. There are 
quicker ways, actually, but this way is fundamental 
to existence itself. 

Thoth said to draw nine concentric circles and 
put a square around each one so that it fits perfecdy 
(one side of the square and the diameter of the circle 
inside it will be equal), as in Figure 9-1. In this way 
you have equal male and female energies. Then see 
how die squares interact with the circles—how the 

male energy interacts with the female energy. The key, according to Thoth, 
is how closely the perimeter of the square and the circumference of the circle 
approximate the phi ratio. This is the key to human life. 

Finding Near-Perfect Phi Ratios 

Looking at the innermost square, no circles cross it; the same is true for 
the second square. The third square begins to penetrate the fourth circle, 



though it's obviously not a phi ratio. However, the fourth square pene-
trades the fifth circle in what appears to be a near-perfect phi ratio. Then it 
comes out of phi ratio again on the fifth and sixth squares. Then, unexpect
edly, the seventh square penetrates the ninth circle again in what appears to 
be near-perfect phi ratio—not one circle beyond, as it did on the fourth 
square and fifth circle, but two circles beyond. And it is even closer to the 
Golden Mean, the phi ratio of 1.6180339..., than the first one. 

This is the beginning of a geometrical progression that could go on for-
ever, a progression in which we humans are only the second possible step. 
(And we thought so highly of ourselves!) Using the full life of a human as 
the yardstick, in human history we are now at the level of consciousness 
represented by the development of the human zygote just after the comple-
tion of the first celll. Life in the universe is beyond anything we can image, 
yet we are a seed that contains the beginning as well as the end. 

Coming back to the practical, you can measure these things without a 
measuring stick by calling the radius of the innermost circle one unit; thus 
the first circle and first square are two radii across. (This unit makes up an 
accused grid.) And when you expand to the fourth square, it will be 8 radii 
across. To know how many radii there are around all four sides of the 
square, you simply multiply by 4 to see that 32 radii compose the perimeter 

if the fourth square. We need to know the perimeter because when it 
equals or approximates the circumference of the circle, we have the phi ra
- (Check chapter 7.) 

We wish to see if the fifth circle's circumference is equal to (or close to) 
the perimeter of the fourth square (32 radii), so we calculate its circumfer
ence by multiplying its diameter times pi (3.14). Since there are 10 units 
radii) across the fifth circle, if you multiply that times pi (3.14), the cir-
cumference equals 31.40 radii. The square's perimeter is exactly 32, so they 
are very close; the circle is slightly smaller. According to Thoth, this repre
sents the first time that human consciousness becomes self-
aware. 

Now let's calculate this for the seventh square and ninth cir-
cle- There are 14 radii across the seventh square; multiplying by 
4 skies gives us 56 radii for the perimeter of the seventh square. 
The ninth circle has a diameter of 18 radii, and that times pi is 
5652. In this case the circle is slightly larger, whereas before, it 
•as slightly smaller. If you keep making circles beyond the otigi-
was nine, you'll see the same pattern: slightly larger, slightly 
smaller, slightly larger, slightly smaller—getting closer and closer 
to the perfection we noted on the Fibonacci sequence approach-
ing the phi ratio [see chapter 8]. 

The First and Third Levels of Consciousness 

In Figure 9-2 we are looking at the very beginning of con
sciousness in these first two phi-ratio places. This indicates Fig 9.2 The ^ ^ ^ levels 

that consciousness will probably continue forever to expand of human consciousness, near-perfect phi ratios. 



Fig. 9-3. The three geometric levels of 
human consciousness on Earth: square 
4 and circle 5 = first (aboriginal) level; 
square 5 and circle 7 = second (pres
ent) level; and square 7 and circle 9 = 
third (Christ) level. 

Fig. 9-4- Rotating the second-level 
square 45 degrees bridges the second 
and third levels of consciousness. 

and approximate the perfection of the phi ratio or the Golden Mean. So 
the fourth square relative to the fifth circle and the seventh square relative 
to the ninth circle form near-perfect phi ratios. Those happen to be, ac
cording to Thoth, the first and third levels of consciousness. They are very, 
very close to being harmonic consciousness, which makes them self-aware. 
Remember the nautilus shell (page 210)? In the beginning it was not even 
harmonically close, compared to several steps further down the geometrical 
path. It is the same here. But what happened to the second level of human 
consciousness? 

According to Thoth, no one has ever figured out how to go from Lhe first 
level, which is where the Aboriginals are, straight into the third level, 
which is Christ or unity consciousness. We needed to have a stepping stone 
or a bridge between the two—which is us, the second level. The question 
now is, where is our level of consciousness in this drawing? 

Locating the Second Level 

There are two places where we (ordinary humanity) 
could be on this circle/square system: on the fifth or the 
sixth square relative to some other circle. There are only 
two squares between the first and third levels in Figure 9-1. 
From my way of seeing, I didn't know what difference it 
would make which square we were on, and Thoth wouldn't 
tell me. He just said, "It's the fifth square relative to the 
sixth circle" without explaining why. So for two or three 
years I was wondering why it was the fifth square relative to 
the sixth circle and not the sixth square relative to the sev
enth circle. Still he wouldn't tell me. He simply said, "You 
figure it out." It took me a long time to understand why. 
When I finally figured out why, Thoth simply gave me a nod, 
meaning I was correct. Here are the three levels of con
sciousness with the other nonharmonic squares removed 
[see Fig. 9-3]. 

If we rotate the square by 45 degrees [see Fig. 9-4] into a diamond, the se
cret purpose of our existence becomes apparent. In this view the rotated fifth 
square very closely approximates the location of the seventh square. It is not 
perfect because we are not harmonic ourselves, and we do not have a perfect 
Christ love, but we show the way to Christ consciousness by our human love. 
And further, we are still connected to the first level because our geometry 
perfectly touches the fourth circle of the first level of consciousness. We con
tain the Aboriginal consciousness perfecdy, and we imperfecdy contain the 
Christ love. This is what we are—a connecting bridge. 

This is the key to why human consciousness is found in this particular 
geometric relationship and why it is necessary. Without our present way of 
seeing the one Reality, the first level of consciousness would never be able to 
evolve into the higher light. We are like a rock in the middle of a small 
stream. One jumps to it, but immediately continues on to the other side. 



As you're going to see later in this chapter, this diamond view is the key 
to our second level of consciousness. You'll see this in the Great Pyramid 
and also in other works I'll be showing you. The square with the diamond 
inside is very important to humanity. Buckrninster Fuller also thought it 
was very important. This form, when in 3D, is called the cuboctahedron. 
Bucky gave it a special name: the vector equilibrium. Bucky observed that 
the cuboctahedron has the amazing ability, through rotation, to become all 
five Platonic solids, giving a clue to its paramount position in sacred geome-
try. Why is it important to humanity? Because the square with the dia-
mond inside it is connected to one of the primary reasons for human exis-
tance—the role of moving from Aboriginal, the first level of consciousness, 
to Christ consciousness, the third level. 

When you measure the human geometries using this system, we humans 
are on by about three and a half radii. We're not even close to being har-
monic (You could measure this yourself if you wish.) We're a disharmonic 
consciousness, though we are necessary to complete life. So when life gets to 
where we are, it gets in and out as fast as possible, like jumping on the rock in 
the middle of the stream. Why? Because when we are disharmonic, we de-
stroy anything and everything around us. If we stay there too long, our lack 
of wisdom will destroy even ourselves. If you look at the world's environment 
and our continual wars, you can understand. Yet we are essential to life. 

Geometric Lenses to Interpret Reality 

The next thing Thoth wanted me to do was look at these three different 
levels of consciousness geometrically so I could see what these geometrical 
lenses looked like. Remember, there's only one God, only one Reality. But 
there are lots of ways to interpret the Reality. 

The innermost square (the fourth) in Figure 9-5 represents the first 
level: the middle square (the fifth) the second level; and the outer one (the 
seventh) the third level. I'm going to call the inner square an 8 by 10, 
meaning that it has eight radii per side and its relating circle (the fifth) has a 
diameter of ten. The middle square is 10 across and the sixth circle 12, so 
I'm calling it a 10 by 12. This is the middle or second level, 
which we exist on now. For the Christ-consciousness level, 
there are 14 radii across the square (the seventh) and 18 ra
 across the ninth circle, so we'll call that a 14 by 18. So we 
have an 8 by 10, a 10 by 12 and a 14 by 18. 

Sow, there's always a reason for everything in sacred ge-
ometry. Nothing—absolutely nothing—occurs without a 
reason. You might ask why, out of the whole spectrum of 
possibilities, did self-aware consciousness begin when the 
fourth square went into harmony with the fifth circle? 

Fig. 9-5. The three levels of human 
consciousness in terms of units or radii 
in their circle-square pairs. 



5th cii 4th square 

Fig. 9-6. Fruit of Life overlaid upon the 
first level of consciousness. 

Fig. 9-7. A side view of the temple at Kamak that Lucie put together. 

Superimposing the Fruit of Life 

To understand why, let's try superimposing the Fruit of Life on this 
drawing of the first level of consciousness [see Fig. 9-6]. Look at that! It 
exactly fits the fourth square and the fifth circle, our 8 by 10! This center 
circle is the same as the center circle of the previous drawing, as are all five 
concentric circles here. This drawing shows only, the fourth square, which 
forms a near-perfect phi ratio with the fifth circle, as we saw before. 

Do you see the perfection of life? The Fruit of Life pattern was hidden 
beneath this pattern all along; they're precisely superimposed over one an-
other. In a right-brain way, that's how to explain why consciousness first 
became self-aware between the fourth and the fifth circle—because that sa
cred image was hidden behind that part of the pattern. The Fruit of Life 
was completed at that precise moment and the phi ratio first appeared. 
When the phi ratio appeared, it was the first time that consciousness actu
ally had a way to manifest. 

Lucie's Genius 

There's one more thing before we get into those three different images 
of consciousness. When I discovered that the concentric circles-and 
squares drawing could be superimposed perfectly over the Fruit of Life pat
tern, I wanted to see if anything had been written about it. At the time, I 
was sitting in my room listening to this man Thoth, whom nobody else 
could see but me, and he was telling me that the Egyptians perceived three 
different levels of human consciousness. I wanted to know if this idea ex
isted in Egyptian history outside his account. 

When I tried to find it in the writings, to my surprise, I did. At least I 
found it in the writings of Lucie Lamy, the stepdaughter of Schwaller de 
Lubicz. Nobody else I could find knew anything about this idea of three 
levels of human consciousness. Schwaller and Lucie understood deeply 
about Egypt's relationship to sacred geometry. Most Egyptologists didn't 

understand that at all until recently. In my es
timation, after studying Lucie's work, she is 
one of the greatest people ever involved in sa
cred geometry. She has absolutely amazed me 
with her work. I always wanted to meet her, 
but I never did. She died a few years ago, about 
1989 or so, in Abydos, Egypt. I want to show 
you something about Lucie Lamy so you can 
see what caliber of person she was. 

This small temple [see Fig. 9-7] is inside the 
Karnak temple complex. Karnak is connected 
to the Temple of Luxor by a wide walkway 
about two miles long. It has human-headed 
sphinxes on both sides at the Luxor end, which 
gradually turn into sheep-headed sphinxes as it 
gets closer to Karnak. The Karnak temple 
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complex is huge, and the pool where the ancient priests cleansed them-
selves would amaze you by its sheer size. 

To give you a sense of the scale of this small temple, a person standing in 
front of it would come up to about the lower edge of the slanted windowsill. 
Before: Lucie found the stones of this temple, they were literally just a big 
pile of rocks. The archaeologists knew that they belonged together because 
ther were unique; there was nothing else around like them. But they didn't 
know what the building had looked like, so they left them in a big pile, hop-
ing that someday someone would figure it out. Then they found another 
big Pile of unique stones. They had no idea about them, either. What do 
you do with a bunch of broken-up stones? It's hard to say what the original 
building looked like, right? 

But Lucie looked at the rocks, took some measurements, and then went 
home and drew plans that looked just like this photograph. She said, 
"That's what it's going to look like." And when they put it together, every 
singe stone fit together and formed what you see there! She understood sa-
cred geometry, and she had made the blueprint by examining the stones 
and measuring them. She put another building together in a similar way. I 
think that's really exceptional. The more I study this woman, the more I'm 
amaced by her. 

Lucie's Ladder 

Before Lucie died, she put all her understanding of the Egyptians' 
knowledge of these three levels of consciousness into one drawing. She said 
this was the key to understanding Egypt's consciousness levels. Therefore I 

attempted to analyze 
vhat she was saying 
hrough her one 
hawing on this sub-
ect. 

This is her drawing 
Fig. 9-8L I redrew it 
in this next photo 
[Fig.9-9J and later 
added the outer bro
ken-line circle so I can 
show you something 
else. It was not copied 
clearly and had to be 
redrawn. 

The first thing I 
noticed about her 
drawing was that 
there was a Star of 
David within a Star of 
David and a circle in 

fig. 9-9. Lucie's drawing with a new outer circle at the top 
of the head of the third level of consciousness and a small 
and large Star of David. The new circle's circumference 
matches the perimeter of the square. 



Schematic diagram of the computing centers and communications 
pathways of the extrapyramidal system in the human brain. Re
moval of the upper cortical areas, where conscious thinking takes 
place, has little effect on the circuit of information required for 
the equally complex computations needed for walking and main
taining equilibrium. The pathways show the routes of chemical 
reactions and electric-like impulses. (From Brains. Behavior and 
Robotics by James S. Albus, Byte Books, 1981.) 

Fig. 9-10. Schematic of human brain showing that a lobotomy 
would not affect complex motor functions. 

the middle. (We've seen that before in the Fruit of Life [see 
page 162] and we'll see it again shortly.) Also, there's a lad
der going up the middle, from zero to 19 steps inside the 
square, then two more steps above, a total of 21. 

According to Lucie, the numbers 18, 19 and 21 are di
rectly connected to Egyptian thought concerning the three 
levels of consciousness. Eighteen symbolizes the Aboriginals, 
and she wrote that the ancient Egyptians believed that hu
mans then didn't have the top half of the skull. Apparendy 
the skull used to slope to the back. When we moved into the 
second level, we "added" a higher skull, and when we physi
cally move into the third level, as we are about to do, we'll 
grow a huge skull that will extend to the phi-ratio point of the 
circle that would relate to the square—to 21. If you draw a 
phi-ratio circle around the square, indicated at point A, it ex
actly reaches the center of line 21. Therefore, each of the 
skull levels are actually contained in the geometry of this 
drawing, according to Lucie. 

Figure 9-10 is a schematic of the human brain from Brains, 
Behavior and Robotics by James S. Albus. This shows that you 
can perform a lobotomy, 
removing the entire top 
half of the skull with ev
erything in it, and it 
won't kill a person— 
which to me is astound
ing in itself. This is cir
cumstantial evidence 
that what the Egyptians 

were saying was true: that the top half 
of our skull was added, that it is not an 
absolutely essential component for life 
and is something separate from what 
we used to be. 

Figure 9-11 is the floor plan of the 
Temple of Luxor. This temple was 
dedicated to mankind and is also called 
the Temple of Man, which means us— 
not any man, not just any level of con
sciousness, but the second level we're 
on now. This plan is laid out in 19 divi
sions. You can see the human skeleton 
behind the drawing. Every room, ev
erything in this drawing, was designed 
to represent all the various parts of the 
h u m a n being. Coming off from the Fig. 9-11. Plan of the Temple of Luxor. 
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Fig. 9-12. The Fruit of Life. 

feet was a long pathway 
that led several miles to 
the temple complex at 
Xarnak. 

I had first noticed 
that the Fruit of Life 
[Fig. 9-12] was defi-
nitely contained in 
Lucie's drawing [Fig. 9-
]. This fact alone im-
presses me because I 
hadn't seen the Fruit of 
Life anywhere else in 

But I wanted to un-
derstant more about the 
ladder that goes to the 
top to 19 and 21. I 
knew that a ladder like this is another way of making concentric circles, 
so I decided to study what Lucie was doing with this ladder. I began to 
redraw every one of her lines to see what she was trying to convey 
Tig. 9-13]. So I took these two drawings [Figs. 9-12 and 9-13], which 
were obviously both out of her original drawing, and combined them. I 
reconstructed her drawing, superimposing the lines very accurately 
[Fig. 9-13a]. 

Side Note: Sacred Geometry Is a Do-lt-Yourself Project 

This might be the right time to take a little side trip and express 
something about sacred geometry that is very important to under
stand if you decide to become a student of the subject. When you sit 
in an audience and look at sacred geometry forms or read about it in 
this or any other book, receiving the information passively, you're ab
sorbing a very small amount of the information coming off these 
drawings. However, if you were to sit down and draw them yourself, 
actually construct them, something happens to you, something far 
beyond what happens if you simply look at them. Anyone who has 
ever done this will tell you the same thing. This is one of the basic premises 
of the Masons. When you actually sit down and line things up and physi
cally draw the lines, something seems to happen that is akin to a revelation. 
You draw the circle and you start understanding. Something happens in
side. You start understanding on very, very deep levels why things are done 
the way they are. I believe there is no substitute for personally reconstruct
ing these drawings. 

I can tell you about how important this is, but what I've found is that few 
people actually take the time. It took me over twenty years to do these 
drawings, but it doesn't have to take you that long. For many of these draw-

Fig. 9-13. Lucie's ladder, with concen
tric circles drawn to step 19 and again 
at step 21. 

Fig. 9-13a. Lucie's basic geometry, with 
the temple plan and the Fruit of Life 
superimposed over it. 
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ings, I would spend two or three weeks in front of one, like a meditation, 
just gazing at the image. I might spend half a day and make only one line to 
fully understand the implications that line has for nature. 

A Snag in the Ladder 

Before I combined the two drawings, Figures 9-12 and 9-13, extracted 
from Lucie Lamy's original drawing, I started by drawing a concentric circle 
for every line on the ladder except 20, shown in Figure 9-13a. 

Notice that on the original drawing [Fig. 9-8], the central circle was di
vided into exacdy five horizontal components, or rungs on the ladder 
(don't count the horizontal line running through the middle of the circle). 
You can clearly see that on the original drawing. Therefore I assumed that 
the other circles of the Fruit of Life pattern would also be divided into ex
actly five components. Pretty straightforward. I did that. Here it is [Fig. 9-
14], but only the top three vertical circles, leaving out the rest for simplic
ity's sake. 

Each circle has five equal components. The only problem is that it 
didn't fit, it didn't work. I couldn't believe it! I'd thought it was going to be 
a simple thing, and I would go on from there, but it didn't fit. It just simply 
didn't work geometrically. So I went back and checked the two drawings, 
thinking, I can't be wrong here. There it is, plain as day. But when I put them 
back together again, they still would not superimpose. 

After many, many hours I went back and studied Lucie's original draw
ing again. There were definitely five divisions in the middle circle and 
seven divisions on either side of it. Then I got a special little instrument to 
measure the size of the steps of the ladder. I discovered that the seven divi
sions below and the seven divisions above the central circle were smaller 
than those inside the central circle! She had changed the sizes to make 
them fit! Lucie knew that we're on a disharmonic level of consciousness; 
she knew the ladder wouldn't fit without changing some of the measure
ments, but she wanted to put it all into one drawing. So she made it fit, 
knowing that if people would just study it, they would understand that the 
level she was drawing.with-the 19 divisions, was a disharmonic level of con
sciousness. 

It was subtle in a manner similar to Leonardo's canon of man, where he 
wrote in a mirror image on the top of his drawing so that you would have to 
hold up a mirror to read it. In the same way, the original drawing of Lucie's 
is the male aspect, and the female component of it is a mirror image. Many 
of the ancients were constantly changing things to hide knowledge. It's like 
a little game to hide what you don't want to be known by the outer world. 
When I realized that, I really began to understand that this is truly a 
disharmonic level of consciousness, and I knew then that the Egyptians also 
understood this. After that I began to spend a lot more time studying 
Lucie's drawings. 

Fig. 9-14. Dividing the circles into five 
equal components. 
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The Three Lenses 
At this point, now that we know that the three levels of consciousness 

were known by the Egyptians, we'll go back to those three geometric draw
ings and study them carefully. They are the lenses that each level of human 
consciousness uses to interpret Reality: the 8 by 10, the 10 by 12 and the 14 
by 18. We'll begin by drawing the 8 by 10, the first level of consciousness. 

Thoth showed me an ingenious way of constructing this drawing with
out measuring or calculations. You need only a straightedge and a compass. 
He showed me directly, saying that this would save me a lot of time [see in
structions at bottom right for Fig. 9-15]. 

When the last step is completed, you have a grid of 64 small squares in
side the large square, with exactly one additional grid square's width be
tween the large square's perimeter and the large circle's circumference 
[Fig. 9-16]. The large square measures 8 grid squares across and the large 
circle measures lO across—a perfect 8 by 10. And you didn't need a ruler to 
measure it! 

Fig. 9-15c. Step 3. Fig. 9-15d. Step 4. 

Fig.9-15e. Step 5. 

Fig. 9-15a. Step l. 

Fig. 9-16. Step 6: An 8-by-10 grid of the first level of 

consciousness. 

Fig. 9-15b. Step 2. 

1. Draw a vertical line, then draw a cir
cle on the line [Fig. 9-15a]. 

2. Draw five more identical circles cen
tered on the points where the vertical 
line crosses the circumference of the 
previous circle [Fig. 9-15b]. 

3. Draw a horizontal line through the 
points of the middle vesica piscis. Cen
tered where the horizontal and vertical 
lines cross, draw a large circle around 
the four middle circles [Fig. 9-15c]. 

4. Draw the same size circle as in 
Fig. 9-15b centered over the horizontal 
line starting at the edge of the large 
circle. Create five more circles in the 
same manner as step 2, only horizon
tally [Fig. 9-15d]. 

5. Construct a phi-ratio square with 
sides passing through die long axes of 
the four outer vesica pisces. 

6. Within the square, draw parallel lines 
through each tangent point (where cir
cles touch but don't cross) and also 
through the long axes of each of the re
maining vesica pisces [Fig. 9-16]. This 
gives you an 8-by-10 grid. 
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Fig. 9-17a. The square root of 2 (the 
triangle at A), the square root of 5* 
(the triangle at B) and the square root 
of 3 (the triangle at C). 

Note: The Pythagorean theorem re
lates the hypotenuse of a triangle to its 
sides: 

h2 = a2 + b2 or h = sqrt(a2+b2) 

where h is the hypotenuse and a and b 
represent the length of the sides. 
*Thus when a = 2 and b = 1 (as in the 
triangle at B), a1 + b2 = 5, so h =sqrt(5). 

Fig. 9-17c. One of the eight 3-4-5 triangles inscribed in the 
circle in this grid. Here one unit is 2 grid-square lengths. 

Square Roots and 3-4-5 Triangles 

There's another aspect of this 8-by-10 grid that I sometimes talk 
about, but I'll touch it lightly now. 

Some of you may know that the Egyptians reduced their entire 
philosophy to the square root of 2, the square root of 3, the square 
root of 5 and the 3-4-5 triangle. It just so happens that all those 
components are in this drawing of the first level of 
consciousness, and it's extremely rare that such a thing would 
happen in the way it is occurring. In Figure 9-17a, if the length 
of the sides of the small squares is taken as 1, then the diagonal 

line A is the square root of 2; the diagonal B is the square root of 
5, and line C is the square root of 3, from the equilateral triangle of 

the vesica piscis. 
For example, 

by the square 
root of 5,1 mean that 

if four grid squares are a 
unit (1) [Fig.9-17b], 
then line D would be 1 
and line E would be 2. 

The Pythagorean 
rule states that the di
agonal (hypotenuse) of 
a right triangle is de
rived by adding the 
squares of the two sides 
of a right triangle, then 
taking the square root 
of the result. Thus, l2 

= 1 and 21 = 4; then 
1 + 4 = 5, making 

the diagonal the 
square root of 5 (sqrt5 )• That's what they mean by the square root of 
5. See Figure 9-17b, where four grid squares equal one unit. 

A 3-4-5 triangle is perfectly inscribed in Figure 9-17c. If you 
count the length of two squares as one unit for your yardstick, 
then line F is exacdy 3 units (6 squares) and line E will be 4 (8 
squares). Since these sides measure 3 and 4, then the diagonal 
has to be 5, making a 3-4-5 triangle. In fact, there are eight of 
them in this figure that are perfectly inscribed, whirling around 
the center. What is so rare is that the 3-4-5 triangles are inscribed 
exactly at the points where the circle crosses the square to form 
the phi ratio. These are amazing synchronicities that you 
wouldn't happen upon by pure coincidence. Now let's do this 
drawing a little differently. 

Fig. 9-17b. The square-root-of-five (V5) triangle shown anothet 
way, using four grid squares instead of one as equal to 1.0. 
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Leonardo's and CBS's Eye 

We now superimpose two Fibonacci spirals, a female spiral 
(broken line) and a male spiral (solid line) [Fig. 9-18]. We saw a 
perfect reflection before [see Fig. 8-11]. The male spiral (A) 
-ouches the top of the "eye" and spirals up and around clock
wise. The female spiral (B) passes through zero point (C), the 
center of the eye, then up and around counterclockwise. (This 
eve in the middle, by the way, happens to be the CBS eye, which 
makes me wonder who those guys were who designed their cor
porate image.) This eye is a lens, though Thoth sees it as an eye. 
It's the geometry through which the mind of the first level of 
consciousness interprets Reality. This drawing represents the 
Aboriginal level of consciousness with 42 + 2 chromosomes 
the author regrets that he has lost the scientific reference paper 

from Australia to prove this fact). It's the first level of human 
consciousness on Earth, and it's the first time human 
consciousness becomes self-aware. 

Notice that this figure and the next two (out of Leonardo's 
canon, which we used before) have the same geometries 
[Figs. 9-19 and 9-20]. Both patterns have a 64-square grid and 
the same inner structure, although the circle and square are dif
ferently positioned in the Leonardo drawings. They're interre
lated, making me wonder who Leonardo really was and what he 
was really studying! 

Fig. 9-19. Leonardo's original grid. ;' Fig. 9-20. A female spiral superimposed on Leonardo's human grid. 
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Fig. 9-18. A different perspective, showing the 
CBS eye in the center, at zero point (C). 



Fig. 9-21. The Leonardo canon superimposed over the eight'Cell 
division (the other four cells hidden behind the visible four). 

Fig. 9-22. Four circles that will create 
the 8 by 10 grid. 

Fig. 9-23. The 10 by 12. 
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In Figure 9-21 you see the eight-cell division [see the 
Egg of Life in Fig. 7-26] and the human body under
neath; you can begin to see the actual proportions of the 
adult human being contained in that eight-cell division. 
(Later in this chapter we will discuss in more detail the 
relationship between Leonardo's canon and the Egg of 
Life.) This also means that if Leonardo actually under
stood this information, if it wasn't just a coincidence, he 
was not talking about us, but about the first level of con
sciousness—the Aboriginals, the first peoples of the 
world. Of course, I don't know if he knew this or not, be
cause this one piece of information is not enough to base 
that kind of judgment on. 

Because Leonardo did create an 8 by 10 around his 
canon—and since there are lots of grid possibilities—this was 
enough for me to suspect that maybe he did understand these 
levels of consciousness based on geometry. So I began to 
search all of Leonardo's works to see if he had a human 
canon with a 10 by 12 or a 14 by 18. I searched and searched 
and looked and looked, but I couldn't find it. I mean I really 
looked, but after a while I gave up. Later, at another time 

when I was restudying Leonardo, I noticed that this drawing of the canon of man 
based on the 8 by 10 wasn't really Leonardo's work, because the proportions 
were drawn from his teacher, Vitruvius. Vitruvius actually lived about 1400 
years before him, but Leonardo considered him his most important mentor. 

Vitruvius' 10 by 12 

Once I found out that this was really Vitruvius' proportions, I began to 
go through his works to see if I could find a 10 by 12 or a 14by 18—and I did! I 
found a 10 by 12. This gave me two of the three levels of consciousness, which 
then made me suspect strongly that these men, Vitruvius and Leonardo, were 
following exactly the same line of thought that Thoth was teaching me. To top 
this off, Vitruvius was a Roman engineer whose writings, when revived and 
printed in the 1400s, were responsible for the architecture of some of the mag
nificent churches in Europe. Leonardo was a master mason. 

If you draw five circles of the same diameter along the axes (as in Fig. 9-
23) instead of four (as in Fig. 9-22) and draw lines through the lengths and 
conjunctions of all the vesica pisces, you come up with this grid of 100 
squares—a 10 by 12. 

You know that it's exactly a 10 by 12 because there are 10 squares across 
the big square and 12 squares across the diameter of the large circle. As we 
saw in Figure 9-16, the vesica pisces around the four sides are half inside 
and half outside the square, and because half the width of a vesica piscis de
termines the square sizes (you've drawn lines through the lengths of all 12 
vesica pisces and parallel lines at all 10 conjunctions), you know you have 
the perfect ratios. 



Fig. 9-24. Grid of consciousness level 
two; unsynchronized spiral. Here a unit 
is a diagonal of one grid square; you can 
follow the Fibonacci sequence. 

1 0.000 Years to Figure Out 

However... when I started my (fe-
male-originating) Fibonacci spiral 

from the upper right corner of the cen-
tral four squares (point A in Fig. 9-24), 
it didn't seem to be hitting in the right 

places as it did in the 8 by 10; it didn't 
seem to have synchronicity. 

I remember that I was doing this 
while Thoth was watching. He 
watched me for a long time and then 
he said, "I think I'm just going to tell 
you this one." I said, "Well, I'll get it." 
He said, "No, I think I'll just tell you." I 
said. "How come?" He replied, "You 
probably won't get it for a while. It took us 10,000 years to figure this out, 
and I don't have the time." 

This is what Thoth told me: For the first level of consciousness\(8 by 10, 
Fig. 9-16), for those four grid squares in the middle, the number 1 we ar-
rived at as our measuring stick was not 1. It was 1 squared—that was its ac-
ctual value—and 1 squared equals 1. But how do you know the difference 
when you're looking at it? And when you come to the second level of con-
csiousness, the 10 by 12, it's not 2, but 2 squared, which equals 4. 
So you have to take the diagonal of four squares as your unit of 
measure, which means it takes two diagonal lengths now instead 
of one to equal the 1 of our measuring stick [see Fig. 9-24a]. 

When you use this new measuring stick of two diagonals, 
then everyting begins to move in synchrony again. I'm not go
ne to tell you what this is about yet except that this is the sec-
and level of consciousness. This is us. And this drawing is the 
geometrical lens that we interpret the one Reality through. 

Figure 9-25 is Vitruvius' canon, which is a 10 by 12. When 
you first look at it, it doesn't look like a 10 anything, because 
there are 30 squares on a side —900 squares in all. However, 
when you look carefully, you'll see a dot counting off every third 
square. And when you count from dot to dot, counting every 
three squares as one, you get exacdy ten units on a side. So 
there are 100 bigger squares hidden within this grid. 

I believe that Vitruvius' canon is a 10 by 12, though it's diffi-
cult to prove that, since Vitruvius did not draw the phi-ratio 
circle. If he had, the circle would create a 10 by 12 for certain [see 
fig. 9-26]. However, the other thing you see in the drawing is 
this diamond (apexes at A, B, M and N), which doesn't seem to 
fit anything. But this is also an indication of the second level of 
consciousness, referred to earlier in this chapter [see Fig. 9-4 and 

Fig. 9-24a. Grid of consciousness level 
two; synchronized spiral. Here a unit is 
a diagonal of two grid squares, so that 
only the first three numbers in the 
Fibonacci sequence are inside the grid. 
Can you find the difference in 
synchronicities between Fig. 9-24 and 
Fig. 9-24a, where there is an imbalance 
between the two in two ways? (The se
cret lies in the secret pyramid in Fig. 9-
39.). 

Fig. 9-25. Vitruvius' canon. 
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Fig. 9-26. New circle around Vitruvius' canon. 

Fig. 9-27. Pyramid cut off at the level of the 
King's Chamber. 

text] as the basis for the selection of the 10 by 12 in the first 
place. To me, the fact that Vitruvius drew this diamond over 
his canon is proof he understood that this was the second 
level of human consciousness. 

Another thing about this canon is that inside each 
square delineated by the dots are nine little squares. Now, 
the nine-square pattern happens to be the key to the inner 
grid of the next level—Christ consciousness—because the 
next level doesn't use 1 squared or 2 squared—it uses 3 
squared, and 3 squared equals 9. We have to take 9 squares 
to create the harmonics in the next level, which is the num
ber of stones in the roof of the King's Chamber. 

Vitruvius and the Great Pyramid 
To say it again, Figure 9-26 shows the diamond shape 

around the second level of consciousness—the shape that 
ties the first and third levels of consciousness together. 
When we rotated the square of the second-level conscious
ness 45 degrees [see Fig. 9-4], it geometrically approximates 
where the Christ consciousness is and actually touches the 
seventh square of Christ consciousness. This square-and-

diamond pattern is also found, subtly, in the plan of the Great Pyramid, 
which can be seen as further proof that the pyramid was meant to be 

used by the second level of consciousness to enter the third level. 

If you cut the pyramid off at the floor level of the King's Chamber, 
the square on top [see Fig. 9-27] is exactly one-half the area of the base. 
The Egyptian government figured that one out. You don't need a mea
suring stick to see this. If you take the top square and rotate it 45 de
grees as shown in Figure 9-28, its corners touch the base perimeter ex
actly. By drawing diago
nals to connect opposite 
corners of the inner 
diamond-square, you 
make 8 equal triangles 
(four inside and four out
side the diamond-
square). Because the in
ner triangles are the 
same size as the outer 
ones (see the two dark
ened triangles), the area 
of the inner square is 
pearly exactly one-half 
the area of the base. You Fig. 9-28. Squares and diamonds that illustrate 

the fact that the "upper" square (see previous fig-
can see this wi thout even ire) has exactly half the area of the "lower" 
Calculating it. square 1 
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The King's Cham
ber—whose floor level 
determined the size of the 
upper square in both 
these figures—was built 
for us, for our level of con
sciousness, to go through 
the initiation into the 
next level of Christ con
sciousness. This becomes 
obvious as the informa
tion becomes known and 
understood. 

In Figure 9-29 you 
can see the actual geom
etry of an outer square 
with successive inner 

squares of half the size rotated by 45 degrees. We could get 
into a deep discussion on the esoteric meaning of this geomet-
rical progression, because the sacred square roots of 2 and 5 
geometrically oscillate foiever, but I believe you will under
stand on your own as we continue. 

Fig. 9-29. Outer square with successive 
inner squares rotated by 45 degrees. 

The Search for a 14 by 18 

At this point I had drawings of two of the three levels of conscious-
ness from the lineage of Leonardo and Vitruvius, and I was really ex
ited. I started looking through everything I could find of Vitruvius, 
trying to find a 14 by 18. I looked and looked, then all of a sudden it 
dawned on me. The 14 by 18 is Christ consciousness. My logic said 
that if he did have such a dtawing, it would be the most holy drawing he 
bad, and it would probably be inside some gold container hidden deep 
under a sacred altar somewhere. It wouldn't be thrown around on a ta
bic and probably wouldn't emerge at all into public knowledge. I kept 
looking, but I've never found anything. I don't know if I ever will. 

Figure 9-30 is the drawing of us, with added lines that are mine. It 
may become very important for you. In fact, it's so important to me 
that it is the frontispiece for the first eight chapters. It is of immediate 
importance because it shows the exact proportions of the star 
tetrahedron around your body; the tube running through the middle, 
which we will use for our breathing in the meditation that leads to the 
knowledge of the Mer-Ka-Ba, the human lightbody; and the phi-Tatio 
circle. Figure 9-30a shows a sphere we haven't talked about yet—the 
sphere of consciousness that will develop around your universal heart 
chakra when you breathe in the ancient way. My prayer is that by the 
end of this book, this knowledge will have deep meaning for you and 
help you in your spiritual growth. 

Fig. 9-30. Vitruvius'second level of consciousness. Added: 
the phi-ratio circle, the central ptana tube and the star tetra
hedrons that represent the basis of the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

Fig. 9-30a. Added: the new sphere of consciousness 
centered at the heart chakra, which results from a 
different way of breathing. 
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Fig. 9-31. Leonardo's Flower of Life- From The Unknown Leonardo (Ladislas 
Red, ed., Abradale Press, Harry Abrams, Inc., Publishers, New York, 1990 
edition). 

ing angles and study
ing and understand
ing the geometries as
sociated with the 
Flower of Life. 

Figure 9-32 is on 
another page of the 
book and shows how 
he drew various geo
metric patterns found 
in the Flower of Life. 
The flower design at 
point A is one of tht 

The Unknown Leonardo 

Now I had two of the three pieces. I sus
pected strongly that Leonardo and Vitruvius 
were working along the same lines that Thoth 
was teaching me, but 1 still couldn't say abso
lutely. In my heart I was pretty sure, but it was 
still circumstantial evidence. Then one day I 
was in New York City; I had given a workshop 
there. I was sitting in the home of the woman 
who had sponsored this workshop and who had 
an excellent library. I noticed a book on Leo
nardo I had never seen before. It was called The 
Unknown Leonardo. It was composed of works 
by da Vinci that everybody considered unimpor
tant. These sketches weren't included in the 
beautiful manuals because they were seen as just 
doodles and preliminary sketches. 

As I leafed through this book I'd never seen 
before, I suddenly saw this [Fig. 9-31). Leo
nardo had drawn the Flower of Life! And it 
wasn't just a doodle—he was actually calculat-

Fig. 9-32. More of Leonardo's Flower of Life sketches. A: 
the core of the Flower of Life. (From the Unknown Leo
nardo, page 64-) 
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leys you'll find all over the world—it's the cen-
tral core of the Flower of Life. You'll find this 
—age in churches, monasteries and places all 
rrer the planet, relating back to this core infor
mation about creation that we've forgotten. 

He went on working with all the possible re-
lationships and calculating angles he could find. 
As tar as I know, Leonardo was the first person 
to figure all these ratios and apply diem to physi
cal inventions. He invented amazing things 
based on these ratios [Fig. 9-33a]—things such 
as the helicopter, which he first envisioned, and 
gear relationships as seen today in automobile 
transmissions. And they all came out of his 
drawings studying the Flower of Life! The editor 
of the book didn't recognize what all this was. 
He just said, "This is where his gear inventions 
came from." Leonardo went on and on, figuring 
as many ratios as possible. Here's another page 
of his work [Fig. 9-33b]. 

Now I can say quite confidently that Leo
nardo definitely was moving, or had already 

moved, in the same way 
geometrically that Thoth 
had taught me and I'm 
showing you. I believe 
Thoth's teachings and 
Leonardo's study were 
based on the same under
standing of the Flower of 
Life. 

Fig. 9-33a. Leonardo's gear ratios ap
plied to his inventions. (From The Un
known Leonardo, page 78.) 

Fig. 9-33b. More ratios and proportions. (From The Un
known Leonardo, page 79.) 
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Fig. 9-34. The Christ consciousness; 
the 14 by 18 square-circle relationship 
of the third level of consciousness. 

Fig. 9-34a. The Christ consciousness, 14 by 18, showing the basic unit (4 dark 
center squares) and the 3-square diagonal unit of the spiral (larger shaded square). 

There is another famous man who was moving in the same 
manner—Pythagoras. When you work with sacred geometry 
and make the drawings—which forces you to know angles and 
geometrical proportions—you have to prove your actions. Ev
ery time I came up with something to prove, rather than going 
through all the trouble of actually creating the proof myself, I 
could find it in existing geometry books. And in almost every 
single case, the proof had come from Pythagoras. 

Every proof that Pythagoras worked out—almost the 
whole spectrum of his school—was not just a random proof of 
some geometry. Each one was a living proof on the same path 
we're on right now. He had to prove each step in order to keep 
going. He couldn't just guess at something; he had to prove it, 
and he had to do it geometrically before continuing. After a 
while I got all of his drawings and proofs together because I 
knew I would need them. It had taken him his whole life to fig
ure out these things, and of course I wanted to move faster. 

So now we know that at least two of the great ones of the 
past, Leonardo da Vinci, one of the greatest men to ever live, 
and Pythagoras, the father of the modern world, both realized 

the significance of the Flower of Life and ap
plied this knowledge to everyday life. 

Let's examine the last geometrical draw
ing of consciousness, the 14 by 18, Christ 
consciousness [Fig. 9-34]. All you need is 
nine concentric circles as before, a square 
around the seventh circle, and you have the 
basic drawing of Christ consciousness—a 14 
by 18. But when you come to the middle four 
squares, you cannot base them as 1 squared 
or 2 squared; you must use 3 squared as your 
basic unit. Three squared equals 9, so now 
you use nine squares as your basic unit to 
equal four center squares, and you draw a 
square around the nine as shown (shaded). 
Your measuring unit is now three diagonals. 
So the male-originating spiral [see Fig. 9-
34a] would start at point A and go down, 
over and out, and the female spiral (broken 
line) would start at point B and go up, down, 
then precisely through the center or zero 
point and leave the grid. You have 
synchronicity happening again on this draw
ing, but only if you know to use three diago
nals or nine squares (shaded), which was al
ready in Vitruvius' drawing of the second 
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level of consciousness. This was his way of saying the same 
thing Thoth said: The second level of consciousness con-
tains the basic information of the third level, Christ con-
sciousness. 

What is the synchronicity? Look how the female exactly 
passes through the female zero point and the male exactly 
passes over the center line and the outer circle. The same 
thing can be seen in Figure 9-24a. This is the key. In a few 
pages you will see what these points actually represent, the 
base and apex of the Great Pyramid. 

A Great Synchronicity 
Now I'm going to show you a series of drawings to illus-

trate a great synchronicity. 
In Figure 9-35 you can see the original eight cells 

shaded circles) surrounded by the inner surface of the zona 
pellucida [compare with Fig. 7-26]. (The other four cells 
ande directly behind these four.) The outer circle forms the 
phi ratio with the square surrounding the human figure, and 
the adult human being fits the combined geometries per-
rectly. Even the star tetrahedron is there [Fig. 9-35a]. 

Fig. 9-35a. Fitting the star tetrahedron into both the canon and the 
original eight cells. 

Fig. 9-35. Leonatdo's canon superim
posed over the eight original cells 
(shaded circles; four are behind the four 
you see). 
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Fig. 9-36. The eight original cells with
out Leonardo's canon, adding three cir
cles. 

Fig. 9-36a. Showing how the slightly 
larger circle that tits into the grid 
square precisely fits inside the three-
dimensional original cells and how this 
circle, on the outside, touches the outer 
surface of the zona pellucida. 

If you were to draw three equal circles along the vertical axis (Fig. 9-
36]—and they would fit perfecdy because, the star tetrahedron is divided 
into thirds—it would show that the original eight cells and the adult human 
being are interrelated. The microcosm is linked to the everyday world. 

This is a two-dimensional drawing of the eight original cells. In a 
three-dimensional form, if you were to put a sphere in the middle that 
would pass through to the center—like a marble that would just fit be
tween these spheres and enter the center—that sphere is represented by 
the circle at point A. If you take that same size circle and put it at the top 
(B), it would just touch the inner surface of the zona pellucida, showing 
you its location. 

Then take the circle that fits behind the smaller central circle—the 
slightly larger one that fits into the 64-square grid [see Fig. 9-36a]. When 
you put this size circle at point B, it shows you the exact outer surface of the 
zone pellucida. So the smaller circle that fits through and the slightly larger 
one that fits perfectly inside are the keys to the inner arid outer surface of 
the zona pellucida, and they indicate where these elements go in the phi ra
tio. My way to calculate this is the only way I know, though there may be 
others. 

Now back to Leonardo's drawing superimposed over the original eight 
cells. On Figure 9-37 we superimpose over da Vinci's canon a different ge
ometry that shows a further relationship to the macrocosm as well as the 
microcosm. Notice the large shaded sphere that fits perfectly around the 
human body from head to foot and also inside the square around the hu
man body. Now notice the smaller shaded circle directly over the man's 
head. This small circle is created by putting the point of a compass on the 
top of the phi-ratio circle around the human body and extending the com
pass arm to the top of the human head. This same circle on Figure 9-35 
would have a radius from the outer surface of the zona pellucida to the top 
of the head or the square. The smaller circle just touches the larger shaded 
circle. (As a side note, die center of the smaller circle is exacdy where the 
thirteenth chakra is located.) 

So what does all this mean? 

Earth-Moon Proportions 

Many people have claimed this next piece of information as their own, 
but none of them were the actual originators, because I found an even ear
lier person who was involved in this and was supposedly the originator. The 
earliest written work I can find is by Lawrence Blair [Rhythms of Vision], but 
he doesn't claim it; he says he got it from older works. 1 don't know who 
originally came up with this idea, but it's truly remarkable information, es
pecially if you've never heard it before. 

Consider: The size of the two shaded spheres on this drawing [Fig. 9-
37] "happen" to have exactly the same ratio as that of the Earth and the 
Moon. This ratio is located in the human body and in the original eight 
cells of all life. In addition, not only do the spheres in this drawing possess 
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the same relative sizes as the Earth and the Moon, but 
just as in this drawing, a square that would fit around 
the Earth and a circle that would pass through the 
center of the Moon (if the Moon were touching the 
Earth would have a phi ratio. This can be proven, 
which also proves that the size of the Earth and the 
Moon are as stated. 

To prove it, you have to know the diameter of the 
Earth, which is equal to one edge of a square that 
would fit around it, just like the same square that fits 
around the human body. Multiply that by 4 to find out 
how many miles it would take to go around the square. 
Once you determine that, you need to know how 
many miles go around the circle that would pass 
trough the center of the Moon if the Moon were 
touching the Earth. 

So let's look at this. 
The average diameter of the Earth is 7920 miles. 

The average diameter of the Moon is 2160 miles. 
The perimeter of the square that would fit around the 
Earth equals the diameter of the Earth times 4, or 
31,680 miles. To figure the miles in the circumference of the circle that 
passes through the center of the Moon, you need to know the diameter of 
the Earth and the radius of the Moon at both the top and the bottom of 
Figure 9-37—which is the diameter of both the Earth and the Moon— 
added together, times pi. If those numbers are the same or very close, 
then that would prove it. The circumference of the circle equals the di
ameter of the Earth (7920 miles) plus the diameter of the Moon (2160), 
which equals 10,080. If you multiply 10,080 times pi (3.1416), it is 31,667 
riles [see Fig. 9-38]—only 13 miles difference! Considering that the ocean 
is 27 miles higher at the equator than it is anywhere else (the ocean is 
pulled outward in a 27-mile ridge), 13 miles is nothing. However, ifyou 
multiply 10,080 miles times 22/7 (a number often used to approximate 
pi), it comes out to the exact same number as the perimeter of the square— 
31,680 miles! 

Thus the size of the Earth is in harmonics with (in phi ratio to) the 
Moon, and these ratios are found in the proportions of our human energy 
fields and even in the very Egg of Life itself. 

I spent weeks thinking about this paradox. The human energy field 
contains the size of the Earth we live on and the Moon that moves around 
her! It was like the thought about electrons traveling at 9/10 the speed of 
light. What does it signify? Does it mean that only certain sizes of planets 
are possible? And that there's no randomness at all, in any way? If our bod
ies are a measuring stick for the universe, does it mean that we contain 
within us, somehow or somewhere, all sizes of all possible planets? Does it 
mean the sizes of all suns are located in us somewhere? 

Fig. 9-37. Leonardo's canon with the 
square and the circle inside. The small 
shaded circle above the head is cen
tered on the outer surface of the zona 
pellucida, which is the phi-ratio circle 
to the square. 

7920x4 = 31,680 

D = 7920+ 2160 = 10,080 

10,080 xPi=31,667 

Fig. 9-38. Earth and Moon calculations. 
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Fig. 9-39. Earth-Moon proportions. 
Angle A is the angle found in the Great 
Pyramid-

This information has come up in a few books in recent times, but the au
thors pass over it like it's nothing. But it's not nothing; this is serious stuff. 
I'm still deeply amazed by the perfection of creation. This knowledge defi
nitely supports the idea that "man is the measuring stick of the universe." 

Earth, Moon and Pyramid Proportions 

If this is not enough, check out what some of these other lines mean. If 
you were to draw a horizontal line through the center of the Earth to its cir
cumference, then lines from those two points up to the center of the Moon, 

and from the center of the Moon a line back to the cen
ter of the Earth [Fig. 9-39, these are the precise propor
tions of the Great Pyramid in Egypt! That angle at A is 
51 degrees 51 minutes, 24 seconds, exacdy the same as 
that of the Great Pyramid [Figs. 9-40 and 41]. 

Thoth, when he was Hermes in. Greece, says in The 
Emerald Tablets that he was the one who made die 
Great Pyramid, and that he did it from the proportions 
of the Earth. The above proof gives credence to his 
claim. 

Since the Earth, the Moon (and the entire solar 
system), the physical human body and the Egg of Life 
are all related geometrically and the Great Pyramid 
ties them all together; and since we have these three 
different consciousness levels that happen to have 
pyramids inside each one, we can superimpose these 
drawings over the Great Pyramid and know what the 
rooms are all about and where they are located within 
the pyramid. The Great Pyramid is really the great 
map for the level of consciousness we are all on. No 
wonder why (why from a subconscious level) 18,000 
people visit the Great Pyramid every day! 

Rooms in the Great Pyramid 
Until around 1990 almost everyone thought the Great Pyramid [see Fig. 

9-41] contained only the King's Chamber (K), the Queen's Chamber (Q), 
the Grand Gallery (G), the Pit or Grotto (E)—which is a very strange 
place—and the Well (W) (called that because there was a "well" in the 
room). However, they've found four more rooms in just the last several 
years (since 1994). Three more rooms off three walls of the Queen's Cham
ber have been found. One room had nothing in it, another was filled from 
floor to ceiling with radioactive sand, and the third had nothing in it but a 
solid gold statue, which the Japanese allegedly removed. (Incidentally, the 
King's Chamber and Queen's Chamber don't have anything to do with 
male/female. The names were given to those rooms by the Muslims be
cause the Muslims buried men under flat roofs and women under pitched 
roofs. It has nothing to do with kings and queens.) 
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This theft was followed by a 
silent alarm around the world. 
It cuased the Egyptian Antiq-
ities Minister to be fired and 
all the foreign archaeologists to 
be kicked out of the country 
during the crisis. There was a 
worldwide hunt for the gold 
statue, but they never found it, 
as far as I know, and they never 
found the people responsible. 
The statue is absolutely price
less. The solid gold alone 
would be worth a lot, but 
there's no amount of money 
that could match the value of 
the statue itself. The Japanese 
scientists were present when I 
was there in January 1990, and 
the statue was taken right after that. 

You see, the Japanese had made some instruments that 
could see into the Earth, and with these they found a brand-
new room beneath the Sphinx. Through 60 feet of rock they 
could look into the room so well that they could see a coil of 
nape and a clay pot in a corner. They also found a tunnel 
leading from the room under the Sphinx to the Great Pyra
mid. This tunnel has been mentioned in many of the an-
cient writings, though the ancient writings say there are ac-
tually three tunnels. 

The statue was located where the Japanese were investi
gating. According to my sources who were there, the Japa
nese imaged the gold statue inside the room next to the 
Queen's Chamber, then went to the Egyptian Minister of 
Antiquities and asked permission to remove it, but he re-
fused them on every level. I think the Japanese thought 
there would be no problem. The entire Queen's Chamber 
-as filled with their scaffolding at the time, and no one was 
allowed inside. So the Japanese had full access to this wall 
and the room behind it. About a month or so after they were 
denied permission, they gathered up their scaffolding and 
left the country. Only after they left Egypt did the Minister 
of Antiquities notice the new mortar in the bricks on die 
wall facing the hidden room where the gold statue was lo
cated, and realized what they (allegedly) had done. But it 
was too late. He got fired for it; it was quite a big deal. 

Fig. 9-40. The Great Pyramid. 

Fig. 9-41. Cross section of the Great Pyramid. 

A: 

D: 

E: 
G: 

Ascending Passage 

Descending Passage 

excavation called the Pit 
seven-corbeled Grand Gallery 

K 

Q 
S 
W 

King's Chamber 

Queen's Chamber 

Sarcophagus 

shaft called the Well 
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Update: About 300 or so years 
ago, Kepler believed that all the 
orbits of the planets in our solar 
system were based on the Platonic 
solids. He tried to prove this was 
true, but he could not because he 
had incorrect information for the 
planetary orbits. In modern times 
Englishman John Martineau has 
found the truth- Using comput
ers, he input most of the known 
sacred geometry relationships and 
the precise information of the 
maximum, minimum and mean 
orbits of the planets as deter
mined by NASA for the computer 
to compare. What he found is as
tounding. 

It was found that simple sacred 
geometry determined the orbital 
relationships between the planets, 
and that nothing was random. 
Kepler was right, except that it 
was more than just the Platonic 
solids. John Martineau put all 
this new/old information into a 
book published in 1995, A Book 
of Coincidence: New Perspectives 
on an Old Chestnut [currently out 
of print, Wooden Books, Wales]. 

What is important to us is that all 
the sacred geometry relationships 
discovered by Martineau are 
found in the human energy field, 
the Mer-Ka-Ba. This means that 
not only is the relationship of the 
Earth and her moon found in the 
human energy field, but that of 
the entire solar system. It is be
coming increasing clear that man 
is truly the measuring stick 
of the universe. 

More Rooms 

They've recently found another room off the Queen's Chamber. There 
are two ventilation ducts about four to six inches in diameter that go 
upward out of the Queen's Chamber. A German researcher [Rudolf 
Gantenhrink] ran a little robot camera way up one of those ducts and found 
a doorway leading into another room. 

The chamber at E is called the Pit; it's a really strange room. They usu
ally won't let you into the Pit. If you've been there, it probably means you 
have friends in high places. It is just a big hole in the ground. Thoth never 
told me much about this room, so I can't tell you. 

The three places Thoth did tell me about are the King's Chamber (to
ward the top), the Queen's Chamber (almost halfway up to the King's 
Chamber), and the Well (below ground level at the very bottom). I'll give 
you as much information about these three places as I can as they relate to 
the three levels of consciousness. 

The Initiation Process 

The initiation process of a person who moves from the second level of 
consciousness to the third begins in the Well. If you read The Emerald Tab
lets, it tells you that the initiation begins at the end of a tunnel that goes no
where. It's a tunnel that seemingly has no purpose, and the Well is the only 
room we know of in the Pyramid that fits that description. This tunnel goes 
horizontally deep into the Earth about 80 to 100 feet and simply ends. The 
usual Egyptian archaeologist has no idea why the ancient Egyptians dug this 
tunnel. I've looked carefully at it, and it looks like when they were carving 
it out, they got to a certain place and decided, "Let's do something else," be
cause the end is rough, like they simply decided to quit. 

Now let's leave this tunnel for a while and look at the initiation process 
in the King's Chamber. First, the King's Chamber was made for you and me 
to move into Christ consciousness; this is its primary purpose. It's a room of 
initiation. I'm going to give you a concept of the particular technique the 
Egyptians used for resurrection. It was a rather synthetic way, because it re
quired physical instruments and the knowledge of how to use them. We, 
you and I, are not going to be using this method at this time in history, but it 
is extremely educational to see how the Egyptians did it. Later I will tell you 
in detail what I believe humanity will be using to move into the third level 
of consciousness. 

First we'll try to understand why these three rooms are placed where 
they are inside the Great Pyramid. This information will illuminate many 
questions you may have. The King's Chamber is not a Golden Mean rect
angle, though you may have read that in several books. It's something a lot 
more interesting: It's a square-root-of-5 room—a perfect 1 by 2 by square-
root-of-5 room. Remember the human body with that line down the mid
dle and a diagonal, which were bisected at the center of the circle by a line 
that created a phi ratio [see Fig. 7-31]? Well, this room is like that. The 
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floor plan is a perfect 1 by 2, and the height of the room is exactly one-half 
the diagonal of the floor. 

See how the King's Chamber is off center in Figure 9-41? But it's off 
center in a very special way. When you enter it, having climbed the Grand 
Gallery and ducked to go through the tiny anteroom, the sarcophagus is off 
to vour right. In its original placement, the exact center of the pyramid ran 
right through the sarcophagus, but it has been moved. The apex of the pyr-
amid is shown at the top. You need to know this first. 

Two initiations actually took place in the King's Chamber. The first one 
was in the sarcophagus. The second one, which usually happens many 
years later, sometimes even thousands of years later, happens precisely in 
the center of the room, marked by half the diagonal. There's a fourth-
dimensional object you can't see physically that sits in the middle of the 
room. The room is made up of precisely 100 stones on the walls and ceiling. 
It was created for the second level of consciousness, and we have exactly 
100 squares around our bodies geometrically. 

Light Reflectors and Absorbers above the King's Chamber 

Here's another aspect of this picture you need to see as we put the pieces 
of the puzzle together. 

Figure 9-42 is a section drawing of the King's Chamber and the five 
layers above the room. The immediate ceiling of the King's Chamber is 
made of nine huge stones (remember that nine is the key to Christ con
sciousness), and over it is a series of stone layers, as shown in the drawing, 
with an air space between each layer. The usual explanation is that this 
was built to relieve the pressure on the flat roof of the King's Chamber so 
that it doesn't cave in. Well, it's true that it does that, but I don't believe 
that's the only reason for the layers. The standard explanation is that 
the Queen's Chamber doesn't need one of these pressure-relievers be
cause it has a pitched roof. But there's at least one other room in the 
pyramid—the Well—without a pitched roof, and you could ask, why 
they didn't put one of these so-called pressure relievers over it, since it is 
beneath the Pyramid and has millions of tons more pressure? (There are 
two and a half million blocks in this pyramid, and their weight is tremen
dous.) So something else is obviously going on concerning these five 
spaces. 

When you look carefully at those layers, it becomes pretty clear that 
they are more than just air space to relieve pressure. The bottom sides of 
the blocks are polished like glass. The top sides are totally irregular and 
covered with about a quarter inch of black foam. Yes, foam! It looks like 
somebody sprayed it on with a spray can. I don't know what it is, but that's 
what it looks like. When you think about it, you've got these mirrorlike sur
faces facing downward and these irregular, foam-covered surfaces facing 
upward. It looks to me like it's designed to reflect energy coming from un
derneath and absorb energy coming from above. It's a separator, which we 
will explain in just a moment. 

Fig. 9-42. The five open spaces above 
the King's Chamber. 
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It has still another function (almost everything the Egyptians did has 
more than one purpose): It's also a sound generator. When we look care
fully at this room relative to the superimposed geometric images of human 
consciousness, this will become clear. 

I want to repeat that this is Thoth's information, what he said to me. 
Most of this information is not written down anywhere. 

Fig. 9-43. Schematic of the first level of consciousness, 8 by 10. 

Comparing the Levels of Consciousness 
The Great Pyramid is definitely not made for first-level Ab

original types with 42 + 2 chromosomes. It has nothing to do 
with them. The Great Pyramid is primarily based on thirds, 
which synchronizes with our level and the Christ-consciousness 
level of consciousness, but not the first level. 

Figure 9-43 is the drawing of the first level of consciousness, 
showing the pyramid. There are 5 grid units from its base to the 
apex; you see that the first level of consciousness is based on fifths, 
which is divisible only by 1 and 5. 

Here's the second-level drawing with the pyramid [Fig. 9-
44] and the 100-unit grid for this level of human consciousness. 
Counting from its base to the top are 6 units, divisible by 3. 

The pyramid in the third-level drawing [Fig. 9-45] is 9 units 
high, also divisible by 3, and this is the Christ-consciousness 
level. The reason thirds were chosen as the basis for the Great 
Pyramid is because 3 is the common denominator between the 
two levels of consciousness connected to its ultimate purpose. 

Catching the White Light 

Look at the second-level (10 by 12) drawing, 
Figure 9-44- Here you have the white-light 
energy [solid line] starting at point A and going 
down first, then spiraling around to exactly hit 
the apex of the pyramid at point B (if the cap
stone were there). And you have the dark-light 
energy [broken line], also starting at A but going 
up first, then spiraling around to pass through 
zero point, the center point of the base of the pyr
amid at C. According to Thoth, because of the 
placement of the Great Pyramid on the Earth 
connecting into the Earth's huge geometrical 
field—specifically the octahedral field of the 
Earth, which is equivalent to our own fields— 
and because of the pyramid's mass and the geom
etries used in it, the white-light energy field spi
rals upward and becomes extremely strong, 
stretching all the way out to the center of the gal
axy. The dark-light energy comes in from above, 

Fig. 9-44. 
Schematic of 
the second 
level of 
consciousness, 
10 by 12, with a 
100-unit grid. 
Dark-light spi
ral (broken 
line) goes 
through center 
(zero point) to 
the center of 
the Earth. 
White-light spi
ral (solid line) 
travels to the 
center of the 
galaxy. 
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spirals through zero point and connects with the center of the Earth. In this 
way the Great Pyramid connects the center of the Earth to the center of our 
galaxy. 

Suppose you want to connect with only the white-light energy, get just 
that energy, and get it at its source. (In the Egyptian initiation this is neces
sary for experiencing Christ consciousness.) The white-light energy actu
ally starts at point D and comes down one diagonal to cross the diagonal 
I've drawn starting at point A. And the dark-light spiral starts at point E 
and goes up across one square to meet its connection at point A. But if you 
start at points D and E, the energies will cross near their point of origin; the 
problem with that is that the energies tend to switch polarities. 

Thoth tried to explain it to me. The female can come in and become 
the male, or the male can come in and become the female only when they 
are returning to the source, or beginning, and only at point A. The 
Egyptians wanted to use the white-light energy just after it crossed point A 
but before it made the 90-degree turn, which is precisely where the King's 
Chamber is located. But if they were to put the initiation room in that area, 
they would have another problem to solve, because just above that area is 
the black-light, or female, energy. 

That's the reason for the separators, the five spaces above the King's 
Chamber. The spaces absorb the black-light energy coming from above 
and reflect the white-light energy coming from below. In this way they sep
arate the two from each other. When you're lying in the sarcophagus, the 
male energy comes down, rises off the floor at a 45-degree angle and passes 
right through your head. That beam, about two inches in diameter, comes 
up through the back of your head and passes through your pineal gland, 
which is the hidden secret to all this work. (At the right time we will ex
plain.) 

Getting to this point in the Egyptian experience took twelve years of 
training in the Left Eye of Horus school and twelve years in the Right Eye of 
Horus. If they thought you were ready after twenty-four years, at the right 
time they would place you in that sarcophagus, put the lid on and leave you 
between two and a half to four days. 

You would lie down in the sarcophagus, connect with that white-energy 
beam with your pineal gland, then (using your twenty-four years of train
ing) you would go out on the spiral 1,1,2,3,5,8,13, making very specific 
turns, following the male straight-line, 90-degree energy (not the female 
curved energy, which cannot be followed), going way out to have the awe
some experience of becoming all of creation—synthetically experiencing 
Christ consciousness. 

After you'd been out in the cosmos for a few days, you would return. Be
cause of your training, you knew you were supposed to return, and you 
would return by using the Fibonacci mathematics, which was the key to 
your being able to return. 

According to Thoth, they did lose people occasionally. He said they lost 
about one out of every 200 initiates. When you're out there being the uni-

Fig. 9-45. Schematic of the third level of 
consciousness, 14 by 18. 
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verse, it's so beautiful that the thought of coming back to Earth is not ex
actly the greatest thought in your mind. You don't really want to. It takes 
great discipline. When they trained you, the ancient Egyptians drilled this 
"returning" into your mind, because all you have to do is say no, and you re
main there in that state of consciousness. If you do stay, then your body 
dies in the sarcophagus and you no longer live on Earth. But most of them 
did come back, because the reason for doing this in the first place was to 
evolve the human consciousness. If you did not come back, the Earth 
would not have that experience. 

In the next chapter we will show how the Egyptians placed both the 
Fibonacci and Golden Mean spirals dramatically around the Great 
Pyramid. Why? Because they wanted you to know the important differ
ence between these two mathematical relationships. Relating to what we 
just talked about with the dark and light energies, if the Egyptians went 
out of a Golden Mean spiral, they would never know where to begininng 
was, since a Golden Mean spiral has no beginning and no end. Therefore 
they would never know where their body was located relative to the uni
verse. But because it's a Fibonacci spiral, they could count down, moving 
down the Fibonacci numbers such as 5 ,3 ,2 ,1 and 1, locating their body 
exactly, then center into it. They would step out of this experience onto 
Earth inside the sarcophagus in the King's Chamber where their body was 
located. But they would be a completely altered person, never again the 
same, having had the direct experience of what it is like to be in Christ 
consciousness. 

Proof of the Initiation Chamber 

The fact that this is an initiation chamber and not a burial chamber is 
pretty obvious for two reasons. The first has to do with the mummification 
process used in Egypt. Throughout early Egyptian history—for every 
known king, queen, phaTaoh, doctoT, lawyer or other special person who 
was ever mummified—the process was carried out the same way. They had 
a ceremony, took out the organs and placed them in four clay jars, then 
wrapped the body, now in the process of mummification, and placed it in 
the sarcophagus, sealing the lid. Then they carried the sarcophagus and the 
four jars to wherever they were going to bury them. 

There have been no known exceptions to this procedure that I am 
aware of; yet in the King's Chamber the sarcophagus is larger than the 
doorway. They couldn't have carried it into the room because they can't 
even get it out. It's one enormous piece of granite. It had to have been 
placed in the King's Chamber during the construction of the pyramid. 
That's the only reason it's still there—otherwise it would have been stolen 
a long time ago and put in the British Museum or somewhere. The lid's 
gone because it could be taken out, but they can't remove the sarcophagus. 

The doorway into this chamber is small, and the tunnel you have to go 
through to get there is even smaller, smaller than the sarcophagus itself. It's 



clear that no one was buried in this sarcophagus. Further, a mummy was 
not found in this sarcophagus when the King's Chamber was first opened. 
This is circumstantial evidence, but it's pretty powerful. 

The other indication that this is an initiation chamber is that there are 
air shafts going into it. If it were meant to be a tomb, they wouldn't need air 
facts. Egyptian burial chambers are as airtight as possible to protect the 
— mummy, and none have air ducts. But both the King's Chamber and the 
Queen's Chamber have them. Why? To make sure there is air circulating 
for the people who use the room for their ceremonies. 

Here's another litde piece of circumstantial evidence indicating what 
the King's Chamber was used for. When they first examined it, they no-
ticed white powder inside the end of the sarcophagus facing the center of 
the pyramid, the very place where your head would be if you were being ini-
rated as described above. They didn't know what it was, but they scooped 
it up and put it into a litde glass vial, which is now sitting in the British 
Museum. Only recently did they figure out what it was. You see, when you 
are in meditation and you go into the theta state, the corpus callosum fully 
links the left and right brains and the pituitary gland begins to excrete a liq
uid through the forehead. When that liquid dries up, it becomes little white 
crystals, which flake off. That's what this was on the bottom of the 
sarcophagus in the King's Chamber. There was far more powder than a sin
gle person would produce. This probably meant that lots of people went 
through that initiation. 

After you've returned to your body in the King's Chamber, they imme
diately take you down the Grand Gallery and into the Queen's Chamber. 
Thoth didn't describe exactly what they did there, but he said it was de
signed to stabilize you and your memory when you came back from that 
super cosmic experience so you wouldn't forget, wouldn't lose the experi
ence. This was and still is the primary purpose of the Queen's Chamber. 

Catching the Dark Light 

The chamber below ground level called the Well is actually where initi
ation begins. Nobody I've studied in the conventional world knows why 
this room is there. But when you superimpose the cross section of the pyra
mid over the drawing of the second level of consciousness [see Fig. 9-44], 
you can see what it is. 

Suppose you wanted to get only the black-light spiral, which is actu
ally the beginning of the pyramid initiation. Logically, you would think 
you'd do it at the area above the King's Chamber (following the logic of 
its location—unless you know what's involved here. If you did do it in 
the higher area, you would have to go through zero point at the base, and 
going through the Great Void is not exactly desirable. There are too 
many variables in that state, according to Thoth. So they chose a place 
immediately after the energy beam left zero point, which is in the area of 
the tunnel. 
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Fig. 9-46. The Great Pyramid, showing the black-light 
beam, angling downward to cross the end of the tunnel be 
low the pyramid. 

Now, think about this for a moment. This drawing [Fig. 9-
46} is not perfect, but if it were, you would see the black-light 
beam coming down at a 45-degree angle and actually crossing 
the end of this tunnel. The Egyptians continued to dig until 
they reached the dark-light beam, then they went about a foot 
farther and stopped. That beam is real, because I've been 
there and I've experienced it. If you lie down there, a powerful 
beam of energy comes in and locks onto you—and you will 
have an incredible experience. 

The Halls of Amenti and the Face of Jesus 

After the initiation process is completed in this tunnel, the 
initiates go through a training that teaches them how to go to
ward the center of the Earth to the Halls of Amenti, the womb 
of the Earth. This space is located about a thousand miles in
side the Earth, not in the center. The Halls of Amenti is a 
space as vast as all of outer space. I've been there; some of you 
have heard me tell that story. And so have all Egyptian initi
ates, before they entered the King's Chamber to experience 
the third level of human consciousness. 

There's another little fact about the Great Pyramid that has recently 
been discovered and it is very, very interesting. Leading into the Queen's 
Chamber, on the right-hand side way up high, they discovered something 
about three or four inches in size. You all probably know about the Shroud 
of Turin, on which is imprinted what some people suspect is the actual face 
of Jesus. Scientific analysis couldn't determine how the image of the face 
was put on the cloth, but it has shown that it was somehow created through 
an intense blast of heat. That's all they can say about it, at least from every
thing I've read. Leading into the Queen's Chamber, there's an image of a 
person on what looks like a photograph on stone, and they don't know how 
it was created. Scientific analysis indicates that it was made by an intense 
blast of heat. And the image appears to be the same face that's on the 
Shroud of Turin. It looks like the face of Jesus, if you accept that, and it 
leads into the Queen's Chamber, a chamber that was used to stabilize 
Christ consciousness. 

Summary of the Initiation Process 
First you go to the Well, to the initiation at the far end of the tunnel, 

and experience the dark-light energy that leads to the Halls of Amenti, or 
the womb of the Earth. Then you go to the King's Chamber, where you ex
perience while white-light energy that gives the experience of being all of cre
ation. Finally you go to the Queen's Chamber, where you are stabilized in 
the experience of creation so that you can return to everyday life to help 
others find their way. Then you wait a long time. At a certain moment, 
which could even be in a future life, you go back into the King's Chamber 
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for the final initiation, which is a four- or five-minute ceremony that hap
 in the center of the room. In this ceremony an ankh is drawn on the 
third eye of the initiate to verify that you are still on the path and have sta-
bulized over a long period of time. Those are the steps of initiation as de
scribed to me by Thoth. 

What we have now seen is one of the major keys to knowledge in the 
universe: the geometry of the consciousness levels of human origins. We 
have only begun to explore this science. We have examined only the first 
three levels, but this knowledge gives us the understanding of where we 
have been, where we are now and where we are going. Without this under
standing we could not know the basic blueprint and map to human con
sciousness. 



T E N 

The Left Eye of Horus 
Mystery School 

There are three mystery schools in Egypt. The male school is the Right 
Eye of Horus. The female school is the Left Eye of Horus. And the 
third school is the child, the Middle or Third Eye of Horus, which is 

simply life—but the Egyptians considered life the most important school of 
all. From the Egyptian point of view, everything that happens in this life is a 
lesson, part of a school preparing for higher levels of existence, which the 
normal world calls death. Life is all about teaching and learning, and what 
we call everyday normal life has, to the Egyptians, a deep, secret meaning. 
This wall mural [Fig. 10-1] shows the right eye, the left eye and the middle 
eye. This mural is the symbol for not only all three schools, but also the 
mearring and purpose of life itself. The right eye is male, the left eye is 

Fig. 10-1. Top center: Right eye, middle eye and left eye. 
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female and the middle eye is the child, the source of both the other two 
eyes, for we all begin life as a child. 

The Left Eye of Horus, the feminine pathway, explores the human na-
ture of emotions and feeling, both positive and negative, sexual energy and 
birthing, death, certain psychic energy, and everything that is not logical. 

We've been looking at the male Right Eye Mystery School since chapter 
5. Now I'd like to explore the other side of the brain, 
the feminine side. I'm probably not the best person to 
teach this subject since I am male, but I'm going to 
give it my best effort. What we are about to give to you 
is information that can help you today in life and as
cension if you understand the subtle nature of what is 
discussed. 

Figure 10-2 is another depiction of the different 
schools. You can see the two eyes with the sphere in 
the middle. 

Figure 10-3 is a pyramid capstone tliat's now in the 
Cairo Museum. First of all, you Sitchin (see chapter 3) 
fans may remember that the symbol of the oval with 
the wings and the two cobras coming out of it is die 
symbol for Marduk, the tenth planet. Notice again 
the two eyes with the center component, symbolizing 
the three schools. 

Another symbol for the Right Eye of Horus school 
is the ibis and the oval, shown underneath the right 
eye (left of center). To the left of those symbols is a 
name—a cartouche. And farther to the left you see 
the triangular symbol for the star Sirius and the ankh, 

Fig. 10-2. Another wall mural of the 
three schools. 
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a symbol of eternal 
life. In the middle of 
that row of symbols 
is the egg of meta
morphosis, repre
senting the actual 
physical change that 
one goes through in 
life to reach immor
tality. Then going 
toward the right, an
other symbol for the 

Left Eye of Horus school is a flower stalk with a 
bee next to it. Then there's another cartouche, 
and farther to the right you see the star Sirius, 
eternal life and the snake, which represents 
kundalini energy. 

Here you see Isis and Osiris [Fig. 10-4], and 
he's holding the tools of resurrection: from left 
to right, the hook, a 45-degree endpiece of the 
rod that has a tuning fork at the other end, and 
a flail. Isis has the ankh, and she's giving it to 
him from behind. According to Thoth, the 
only way you can initiate the ankh is from be
hind. If you initiate it from the front, it will de
stroy you. The ankh is very important, and we 
will be giving the sexual breathing instructions 
associated with the ankh later (all things at the 
right time). 

The hook and the flail are actual tools, and 
these [Fig. 10-5] are King Tutankhamun's. Fig. 10-5. King Tutankhamun's hook and flail 
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Fig. 10-6. Isis, Horus and Osiris at Abu Simbel. 

This mural is on a wall at Abu Simbel [Fig. 10-6], and 
you see the family here—Isis, Horus and Osiris. This is 
the only place I've seen in all of Egypt where they actually 
show the physical use of these tools of resurrection. I 
couldn't believe it when I saw it. Horus is holding the rod 
to the back of Osiris's head, right at the chakra point that 
is the primary doorway into the eighth chakra. The hook 
is not shown here, but they actually slide the hook up and 
down this main rod to tune it. Evidendy they got it tuned 
just right without it. Here Osiris is holding his arm up and 
one finger is holding the tuning fork, which is an angled 
piece with which you can fine-tune your body to get the 
exact vibration running up your spine. As you can see, he 
has an erection. Sexual energy was and still is a para
mount component in their concept of resurrection. The 
sexual energy was running up his spine. It was at the mo
ment of orgasm that they were able to make this transi
tion. This subject will require a book of its own because it 
is so complex, so we will not address the subject of Egyp-
tian tantra fully at this time. 

In Figure 10-7 you see Isis placing the ankh to Osiris' 
nose and mouth, showing that the ankh, or the key to 
eternal life, was linked to breath. Thus far the ankh is 
linked to both the sexual energy and to the breath. 

In Figure 10-8 you see it again in another place. 
Instead of the usual sphere over the top of her head, you 
see the red oval of metamorphosis, meaning that she's 
giving him instructions about how to go through meta
morphosis and about breathing, which is what you'll be 

receiving here. She's gently holding his hand, and she has a kindbf Mona 
Lisa smile, a very gende, loving smile, as she teaches him the breathing that 
will take him from ordinary consciousness into Christ consciousriess. 

Egyptian Initiations 

Crocodile Initiation at Kom Ombo 

In the feminine world of emotions and feelings, if they are not in balance 
within the initiate, this imbalance will stop us from evolving. Until the 
emotional balance is achieved, we can proceed on the patlv of enlighten
ment only a certain distance, then all will stop. For without love and com
passion and a healthy emotional body, the mind will fool itself into thinking 
all is well. It will create the sensation that the initiate is reaching enlighten
ment when in truth he or she is not. 

We are bringing the following ceremony to light because it is a perfect 
example of the importance that the Egyptians placed on overcoming fear, 
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one of the negative emotions. Fear was and still is the 
primary force that stops a person from growing into the 
light. As we move into the higher worlds of light, we 
manifest our thoughts and feelings directly. This fact 
of nature becomes a tremendous problem, since we will 
almost always manifest our fears first. And in manifest-
ing our fears in a new world, a new dimension of exis
tence, we destroy ourselves and are forced to leave the 
higher worlds. Therefore, what all the ancient races 
have discovered, and what we are rediscovering now in 
modern times, is that in order to survive in the higher 
worlds, we must first overcome our fears here on Earth. 
To reach this goal, the Egyptians built special temples 
aong the Nile. 

Fig. 10-7. Isis offering ankh to Osiris. 

Fig. 10-8. Another 
offering of the ankh. 
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Fig. 10-9. Temple at Kom Ombo. 

Fig. 10-10. Two left eyes. 

Fig. 10-11. Cross section of ceremonial hole in next figure. 

Figure 10-9 is the temple at Kom 
Ombo. It represents the second chak-
ra, the sexual chakra, of twelve chakras 
that run up the Nile—thirteen if you 
wish to count the Great Pyramid. Kom 
Ombo is the only temple that's dedi
cated to polarity, or duality, which is 
the basis of sexuality, and two gods are 
associated with it. In fact, it is the only 
temple dedicated to two gods in all of 
Egypt: Sobek, the crocodile god, and 
Horus. As you face the temple, the 
right half of this temple is dedicated to 
darkness and the left side to the light. 

An interesting event recently hap
pened in this temple—sort of a sign of 
the times. There was a major earth
quake in Egypt in 1992, and Gregg 

Braden told me that he was sitting in this temple 
when the earthquake hit. Ptactically everything 
on the dark side fell, but the light side didn't lose a 
brick. As you will see in this work we do, the light 
is now stronger than the dark. 

The carving in Figure 10-10 is on the rear wall 
of that temple at Kom Ombo. Two left eyes of 
Horus show that this is the emotional-body school, 
the feminine school, and that it's really two schools 
dedicated to two gods. On the left you see the 45-
degree rod of resurrection. 

The first time 1 went there I took a friend, and 
the second time she took me. This was my second 
trip in 1990, and we went through a beautiful cere
mony that my friend had set up in Kom Ombo. For 
part of the ceremony we climbed down in a hole, 
and Figure 10-11 is a cross section of that hole. 

A big granite slab comes down in the middle, al
lowing only a little space between the bottom of it 

and the ground. So we squeezed underneath the low part and 
came back out the other side. That was the physical part of this 
ceremony. Here's a photo of somebody going down into it 
[Fig.10-12]. 

But I could see that there must have been more to it than that 
in the ancient past. My friend was working with a large group of 
people, so I mostly watched that day. I was conscious of Thoth's 
presence the whole time I was in Egypt, so I asked him, "Is that 
it?" He said, "No, there's more than that." So I asked, "Well, 
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would you tell me?" He replied, "All right. This knowledge might be help
ful to you." 

Thoth told me to climb up high onto a wall at the back side of the tem
ple and look back. So I climbed up on that wall, looked back and took this 
picture [Fig. 10-13]. The entrance to the ceremony hole was at point B, 
just off the picture. You can see the Nile in the background to the left of the 
large structure. The river ran along the front and the water from the Nile 
:ame right up into the temple. This was a temple where water and croco
diles were used in the teachings. 

On the previous photo [Fig. 10-12], you can see the little wedge-shaped 
pegs at points A [Fig. 10-12b]. They use pieces of metal shaped like that to 
lock two stones together so that they don't move around during earthquakes; 
drat makes it more stable. Those wedges actually hold walls in place at these 
points. Where the man is going down into the hole there used to be walls on 
both sides. When you are up high on the other side (where I took this pic
ture), you can see the litde wedge holes going all the way to the top at C. 
Walls at D and E had originally extended forward to where I took this pic
ture, and you can see a secret hollow space in the middle. In this view from 
die back of the temple, the left side of this hollow center was the side of the 
"dark," and the right side was the side of the "light." If you were on either side 
o( this wall, you wouldn't know there was a hollow place in the middle. It 
would be pretty hard to tell because you'd think that the other side of that 
wall was the other side of the temple. 

At each of the temples in Egypt, they would create situations to force 
you to have experiences you would not 
normally bring on yourself, so that 
when you had similar experiences you 
would become stronger and less fearful. 
You would be put in extremely fearful 
situations to overcome your fears. 
That's what this secret hollow space 
was all about—an exercise to over
come fear, a specific kind of fear. 

Fig. 10-12. Entrance to the ceremony hole. 
You can see the right hand and top of head 
the man descending into it. 

of 

Fig. 10-12b. Shape of 
wedge at points A. 

Fig. 10-13. What's left of the initiation site in Kom Ombo. 
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Fig. 10-14a. Crocodile pool used for initiatory experience. 

Fig. 10- 14b. Top view of the crocodile pool. 

That was more or less the function of the 
complex as Thoth explained it to me. Figure 10-
14a is a section, viewed from the side, of die hol
low place between the walls. The walls at A and 
B spanned the short distance to walls C and D, 
and this formed a sort of mazelike channel going 
from one visible opening to the other. Inside this 
channel was water—and crocodiles—maybe one 
tying on the ledge in the center, having a good ol' 
time waiting for some human to enter the water. 
Light came in through the opening at E. 

Imagine yourself as a neophyte about to 
undertake this test. After much preparation 
and meditation, you would stand on the steps 
at F, look down and see a little square of water 
at your feet no bigger than about one square 
yard. You would not have any idea what was 
in the water or where it led to. Then you were 
told to go into the water and not come out the 
way you went in. You, the neophyte, had only 
one breath—and you had to be careful, be
cause if you hurried to jump in without cau
tion, you would hit the granite slab at point G. 
But your training would have taught you to be 
careful in all unknown situations. So at first 
you had to move around this granite slab. 
When you got to the bottom, which is about 
20 feet deep and under wall A, you would 
emerge out of the darkness of the channel and 
look up toward the light. Then you would see 
the crocodiles. You can imagine the fear that 
would come up in such a situation. There was 
not much the initiate could do at this point ex
cept swim upward, squeeze by these fearful life 
forms and get out. That's what happened with 
almost everyone the first time around, accord
ing to Thoth. 

What you didn't know was that these crocodiles were fully fed so they 
would not hurt you. But that hardly makes a difference to initiates down in 
that channel holding their breath and looking up at them. They didn't lose 
anybody to the crocs, but nevertheless . . . 

When you, the initiate, stepped out of the water at E [see top view, 
Fig. 10-14b], you were told that you had just failed. Then you would have 
to go through more and more and more training. When your teachers 
thought you were ready, they would put you through this ceremony a sec
ond time. This time you knew about the crocodiles, that you had only one 
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breath, and that the way out was not past the crocs toward the light. So you 
would go down to the bottom again, and at the moment of your greatest 
fear. when you could actually see the crocodiles, you had to search for an-
other way out. The opening at H is where we went down and came up for 

my friend's ceremony. So if you found the opening at H, you had to go far
 down and under wall B before you could swim up and out another 
pitch-blackk channel, not knowing for sure that it was even the way out. 

This was the kind of initiation the Egyptians performed in these schools 
very calculated experiences. And these experiences were many and var-

ied. This building had all kinds of special rooms designed to overcome fear. 
This temple also had a positive side, where they studied tantra—not just 
sexual pleasures, but understanding the sexual currents and other sexual 
energies and their relationship to resurrection. They also studied breathing 
and its relationship to all things that arc human. The mundane ability to 
simply stay under water that long was quite a feat. 

Now that we understand the importance of fear, I will talk about direct 
experience and the secret of the Well. 

The Well under the Great Pyramid 

The room in the Great Pyramid called the Well was closed off in about 
1983 for safety reasons. They installed an iron door at the opening to the 
descending passage up at the main level, and kept a guard there for a long 
time. This was because many people had died in the Well, so many that 
they finally closed off the room to tourists. They had died of unbelievable 
things—for example, poisonous snakes and spiders that don't even exist in 
Egypt! The last incident happened just before they closed the Well. Some 
kind of poisonous gas appeared in the air and killed a group of people who 
were doing ceremony in the room. Nobody knows what it was. 

This space has a very unusual nature, especially toward the end of the 
runnel, where it ends at a wall. In this tunnel there is a connection be
tween the third and the fourth dimensions. Whatever you think and feel 
happens, for real. If you've got any fears, they will become real. They will 
manifest and will not allow you to survive in the new world. If you are fear
less, then you are free to manifest in the positive, which opens the door to 
the higher worlds. As you will see, this is the nature of the fourth dimen
sion: whatever you think and feel happens. 

This is why the Egyptian mystery schools took students through twelve 
years of training where they were faced with every fear known to man. Kom 
Ombo held only fears associated with the second chakra. Each chakra has 
its associated fears. They took initiates through every fear you can imagine, 
so that by the end of twelve years they were absolutely fearless because they 
had overcome all fear. All the mystery schools and training schools around 
the world did exactly the same thing in various ways. 

The Incas were incredible. The things they did to get you into a fear 
state and then overcome it were unmentionable. In contrast to the Egyp-



tians, they didn't care if they lost a high percentage of their people. They 
were intense. The Mayans did the same thing. Remember the Mayan ball 
games where two teams would practice all year long to play a game that was 
like basketball, but it is believed that the winners had their heads cut off? 
They believed it was an honor to die this way, but it was really all part of a 
higher-dimensional training program. 

Another interesting thing that's happened many times down in the tun
nel below the Pyramid is that people would lie down, close their eyes and 
have an awesome experience, then wake up in the sarcophagus in the King's 
Chamber! They'd ask, "How did that happen?" This has been written about 
many times, and the present-day Egyptians haven't a clue how this could 
take place. What happened was that the people who experience this 
phenomenon didn't have the right training, so they were pulled back along 
the black-light energy vortex, traveled through the Great Void and came to j 
the beginning of the black-light vortex. Then they reversed polarities and 
went down the white-light spiral into the sarcophagus.' It brought the 
whole being, body and all, right back through into this other reality. 

There were many, many problems with people lying down in the sar
cophagus in the King's Chamber and having experiences that were irratio
nal by modern standards. For that reason they moved the sarcophagus a 
long time ago. They pulled it askew and pushed it back so it doesn't line up 
with the field at all. When you lie down in it now, you can't get your head 
in the beam. It's not even possible now. The Egyptians know. They under
stand; they're not dumb. And they've been there for a long, long time. Of 
course, they have a story about why the sarcophagus was moved, but tiiey 
are silent about why they have not moved it back to its original position. 

They understand about the sarcophagus, though they didn't understand 
about the tunnel beside the Well. So in 1984, after this group of people 
died down in the Well tunnel, they sealed die whole area off and wouldn't 
allow anyone else into it. When we went there in 1985 and explained to 
them drat it was only the end of the tunnel where the problem was, they 
opened up the rest of the area to the public. Now it's open except for the 
tunnel. The entire area was closed off for a period of only about a year. 

The Tunnel beneath the Great Pyramid 

In the original Flower of Life workshop I used to tell stories each day, be
cause it is one of the best methods I know to give and receive information. 
The story I am about to tell is my personal experience in the tunnel so that 
you can understand the nature of the initiation the Egyptians went through 
and the nature of the fourth dimension, which will become more and more 
important as this book unfolds. This happened exactly as I perceived it, 
and I hope this story opens an insight within you. You do not have to be
lieve it. You can take it as just a story if you wish. 

What follows has been edited because it is too long in its entirety, but 
the most important points have been retained. 
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In 1984 Thoth appeared to me and said that I was to prepare for an initia-
tion in Egypt. He said it was necessary for me to go through this initiation in 
order to connect with the Earth's energies and move with the Earth's changes 
in the future. Thoth told me that for this initiation I had to arrive in Egypt 
without any help from myself. I could not buy a ticket or make any arrange-
ments on my own. I also could not even tell anyone that I wanted to go to 
Egypt. Somehow the events in my life had to naturally take me there without 
any effort on my part. If they did, then the initiation would begin. If they did 
not. then the initiation would not happen. The beginning rules were simple. 

About two weeks later I visited my sister, Nita Page, in California. I had 
not seen her in a very long time. She had just gotten back from China, so it 
seemed like a perfect chance to meet. Nita is always traveling. She has 
been to almost every major city and country in the world many times over. 
She loves to travel so much that she eventually bought a travel agency to 
blend her love with her job. 

As I was sitting with her in her home, I was careful not to talk about 
what Thoth had requested of me. But without any words on my part, it just 
happened. It was late at night around 1:30 A.M. and we were talking about 
China. There was a book on her coffee table called The Secret Teachings of 
All Ages by Manley P. Hall. As she was talking, she casually flipped open 
the book to a page that showed the Great Pyramid, and the conversation 
changed to Egypt. After a while, she looked me in the eye and said, "You 
have never been to Egypt, have you?" I said no, and she said, "If you ever 
want to go, I will pay for everything. Just let me know." 

I had to bite my tongue not to talk about what Thoth had requested of 
me, but I did. I did not say a word. I simply told her thanks, and that if I 
ever wanted to go, I would call her. 

My sister had been to Egypt twenty-two times and had probably been to 
every temple in Egypt. I was glad she wanted to take me, but I didn't really 
know what this would mean in terms of the initiation. However, as soon as I 
arrived home, that same night Thoth appeared and told me that my sister 
was the way I would go to Egypt. I just sat there and listened to him. He then 
said that I was to call her in the morning and tell her that I wanted to go be
tween January 10 to 19 in 1985. He said that this period was the only time 
this initiation could be given. Then he left. This was a day in early December 
1984, which meant that we would have about a month to prepare. 

The next morning I sat by my phone to call her, but I was feeling a little 
strange. When my sister had offered this trip and said that she would take 
me, I knew that what she really meant was someday, not immediately. So I 
sat by my phone thinking how I would ask her. I must have sat there for 
over twenty minutes before I finally got up the courage to call. 

When she answered, I told her about Thoth and what he had asked of 
me. Then I told her we would have to leave in about a month. She immedi
ately told me to hold on. She said it would not be possible for at least nine 
months, which was about what I expected her to say. Nita, as I said, ran a 
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travel agency, and she was booked solid until the middle of September. She 
loved me and tried to soften to blow by saying that she was about to go to 
work, and she would check her schedule and call me in a few hours. When 
she hung up I assumed it was over, but I didn't understand it, since Thoth 
has never been wrong on anything, ever, and he had said, "This is how you 
will go to Egypt." 

Shortly after, my sister called me back; she sounded strange. She said, "I 
am booked even longer than I remembered this morning. I am booked solid 
through October. But when I looked in the time period you gave me, there 
was not even one booking. It was completely blank! I am booked on the 
ninth and on the twenty-first, but nothing in between. Drunvalo, I believe 
that Thoth was right. We are supposed to go." 

Not only that, Nita called me the next day to tell me further interesting 
news. She said, "When I phoned to buy the tickets for us at United Air
lines, I talked to my friend in ticketing who does most of the ticketing for 
my travel agency, and when he found out that the tickets were for me and 
my brother, he gave them to me for free." To me, this just emphasized the 
perfection of this initiation. It truly was effortless. 

Thoth then began to appear every day to teach me different information 
pertaining to the work I would need to do in Egypt. First he gave me an itin
erary we were to follow. The order of which temples we would enter could 
not be broken for any reason. We had to visit them in this exact order or 
the initiation would not be completed. 

Then he began to teach me to talk in Atlantean. There were certain 
phrases and statements that had to be spoken aloud in perfect Atlantean in 
order for this to work. Every day Thoth would come and instruct me how to 
say them. He would have me repeat them over and over until they were 
perfect for his ears. Then he would have me write them down phonetically 
in English so that I could remember them when I got to Egypt. In each tem
ple I had certain words to say in Atlantean to begin the initiation. 

Finally Thoth taught me how to work with fear. He taught me certain 
techniques to identify whether the fear was real or imaginary. He had me 
imagine electric-blue rings that would move up and down the outside of my 
body like hula hoops. If the fear was imaginary, the rings would move in 
one way, and if the fear was real, the rings would move in another way. I 
took this training very seriously. He told me my very life could depend on 
my knowing this meditation. 1 did as he said and studied everything he 
taught me as though my very existence depended on it. 

As we came closer to the time we were to leave, other people became in
terested in this trip. Thoth knew before they even asked that they would 
want to go. He said it had been written down long ago. Finally there were 
five of us—myself and my sister, another woman and her husband and his 
brother. I remember as we arrived in Egypt, we flew over the Giza complex 
and circled once. All five of us were like children waiting to go out and 
play, we were so excited. 
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We were met at the airport by Ahmed Fayhed, the most renowned 
Egyptian archaeologist in the world, next to his father Mohammed. Mo
hammed was famous all over Egypt, and both of them were good friends of 
my sister Nita. Ahmed led us out of the passport lines and took the stamp 
out of the hands of one of the officials, stamped our passports and immedi
ately guided us out into the street and into a taxicab without anyone so 
much as asking us about our luggage. He took us to his home, which was 
more of an apartment building several stories high. His large family lived in 
different "apartments" in this building. From his home we looked straight 
into the eyes of the Sphinx. 

Ahmed's father, Mohammed, was an interesting man. When he was a 
small child he had had a dream that there was a huge wooden boat next to 
the Great Pyramid. The next day he drew the boat, which included hiero
glyphics. He also wrote down the exact location of the boat in his dream. 
Somehow the Egyptian officials saw this drawing and noticed that the hi
eroglyphics were real, so they drilled a hole in the location where the child 
said the boat would be. And it was really there! 

The Egyptian government took the boat out of the ground but found 
that it was dismantled, so they tried to put it together. After two years of 
trying, they gave up. Then Mohammed had another dream. In this dream 
he saw the blueprints showing how to put the boat together. By now the 
Egyptian government listened to him. They took the blueprints and with 
them, the boat went together perfectly. They then built a special beautiful 
room next to the Great Pyramid to house the boat. It is still there today, 
and you can see it for yourself if you wish. 

Mohammed found almost the entire buried city of Memphis by simply telling 
them exacdy where to dig. He provided the Egyptians with a drawing of the 
building or temple before they dug it up, and he was right in every single detail. 

The middle pyramid at Giza was also opened through Mohammed's psy
chic powers. The government asked him if it would be all right to open this 
pyramid. Mohammed meditated and finally said yes. The government said 
they would move only one block (out of over two million), so Mohammed 
meditated for five hours in front of this pyramid. He finally said, "Move 
that block." As it turned out, that was the exact block that hid the door
way, and the Egyptians entered the second pyramid for the first time. He is 
the father of Ahmed Fayhed, our guide and my sister's friend. 

When we arrived at Ahmed's house, he gave us rooms and let us relax 
for a couple of hours. Then he met with my sister and me and asked us 
where we wanted to go. I gave him the itinerary that Thoth had given me. 
He looked at it and said, "This is no good. You have only ten days here, and 
the French train that goes to Luxor does not leave until 6:00 P.M. tomorrow 
tonight. You will lose almost two days. I feel we should go to Saqqara first, 
then immediately go to the Great Pyramid." This, of course, was exactly 
what Thoth said we could not do; he was emphatic that we must move ex
actly as the original itinerary indicated. 
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But Ahmed was even more emphatic that we not use this itinerary. 
Ahmed would not take no for an answer, and he set up everything for us to 
go into the Great Pyramid early the next morning. On top of that, he did 
not want us to go into the tunnel beside the room called the Well. It took a 
great deal of convincing him that we absolutely had to enter the tunnel. 
This was the primary reason for coming to Egypt. He told us how dangerous 
it was, that many people had died in that part of the pyramid, and that if we 
insisted on this part of the itinerary, he would not go there with us. 

I didn't know what to do. Thoth said that we had to move according to 
his itinerary, and now it looked like we were not going to / l knew that if we 
didn't, the initiation would not happen. I decided to go to the Great Pyra
mid in the morning as Ahmed wanted, fully realizing that if I did, it would 
be all over. 

The next morning I was sitting in Ahmed's living room along with the 
others in the group. We all had our little daypacks set up with everything 
we thought we might need, like flashlights, candles, water and so on. 
Finally the hour came for us to leave and Ahmed opened the front door and 
said, "Let's go." My sister went out and behind her were the other three 
members. I just stood there for a moment, then threw on my daypack and 
started to move toward the door. 

Then something happened truly out of the blue. I felt absolutely per
fectly healthy and happy that morning, but a little worried about this itiner
ary thing. As I took a step toward the door where Ahmed was waiting, I 
suddenly felt a wave of energy come over me. It stopped me in my tracks. 
Then a second very strong and powerful wave of energy went through my 
body. I couldn't figure out what was happening to me. Then these waves of 
energy came faster and faster. The next thing 1 knew, \ had fatten to the 
floor and was throwing up. Every system in my body seemed to be breaking 
down before my eyes. Within ten to fifteen seconds, I was so sick I could 
hardly respond to my circumstances. 

It's strange. When a person gets sick this fast, the spirit inside the body 
doesn't have time to get sick. I remember lying on the floor trying to figure 
out what was happening to me. It was almost like watching a movie of my
self getting sick. 

They carried me into a bedroom, where my condition quickly degener
ated into total paralysis. I could not move any part of my body. It was an 
amazing experience. I lay there for about three hours, and it seemed that 
whatever it was, it was getting worse. There was not much anyone could 
do. The next thing I remember is waking up the next morning. 

For most of the day I could do nothing but lie there. Finally around three 
in the afternoon I began to feel a little stronger. I tried to do the Mer-Ka-Ba 
meditation to heal myself, but at that time I didn't know how to do it lying on 
my side. I tried fot a while, but to no avail. Finally I called my friend and her 
brother into the room and asked them to prop me up into a sitting position. 
They helped me to get into the familiar position for doing the meditation. 
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As soon as I got the prana flowing through my body again, I began to feel 
stronger. After only about thirty minutes, I was walking around the 
room—a little dizzy, but walking. Ahmed came into the room and saw me 
standing. He asked me if I was better, and I said yes, but I was still sick. He 
:hen reached into his pocket and pulled out the original itinerary and 
looked at it. He said that if I could travel in an hour and a half, we could get 
on the French train to Luxor. Then he said, "This should make you happy. 
We can now do your original itinerary as you planned." 

I have always wondered if I made myself sick so that we could return to 
the original itinerary or if Thoth did it. Either way, the "sickness" was not 
normal. At least I have never felt anything like it in my entire life. So now, 
anally, the true initiation could begin. As I rode on the train to Luxor, the 
thoughts and feelings of the sickness kept trying to return, but 1 kept my 
pranic breathing going, filling my body with life-force energy, and by the 
time we reached Luxor the next morning, I was back to my old self again, 
excited for what might come. 

We checked into a hotel in Luxor before we began the initiation at the 
first temple, the Temple of Luxor, the temple dedicated to man. Ahmed 
handed me my room key. It was room 444, the number of initiation into 
spirit. I knew then that everything was back on track and moving perfectly. 
In fact, all movements in Egypt flowed perfectly from then on. We arrived 
at each temple in the exact order that Thoth wanted. I had my little piece 
of paper so that I could remember the Atlantean words, and each ceremony 
was also performed in the manner that he wanted. Life flowed like the river 
Nile. 

Finally, on January 17 we arrived back at Ahmed's house, ready to com
plete the final initiation in the tunnel. This had not been planned, as I had 
little control over the events in Egypt, but we went into the Great Pyramid 
on January 18, my birthday. In fact, the second time I went to Egypt, in 
1990,1 was following my friend's plans, and I ended up in the Great Pyra
mid on my birthday again. I feel sure there is a cosmic reason for everything 
that happens. 

We arrived on the seventeenth, but we couldn't get into the Great Pyra
mid until Ahmed received written permission from the government, which 
didn't come until late that night. So early in the morning of the eighteenth 
we headed for the tunnel. 

When we arrived at the steel gate leading to the Well, Ahmed and his 
people stopped the flow of tourists at two points so the tourists could not 
see that we were going into this off-limits area. Realize that there were 
18,000 people a day going into this pyramid, so it was like stopping cattle 
heading for their feed. The guard who let us in then said, "You have one 
hour and a half, exactly. Set your watch with your alarm. If you are not 
here on the dot, we will come and get you, and we will not be happy. Do not 
be late." Then he let us through, and as soon as we were out of sight, he let 
the tourists continue. 
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Fig. 10-15. The red square. 

So here we were standing at the top of a long, sloping tunnel at an angle 
of 23 degrees, the same tilt as the Earth's axis, that led about 400 feet 
downward into an underground room. 

None of us knew what to do. How do you move down a tunnel only 
about a yard high and a yard wide that slopes at a steep angle? You can't 
walk, you can't crawl. We laughed and thought maybe we could roll down. 
We had to remove our daypacks because they hit the ceiling of the tunnel, 
so we finally decided that we had to walk like a duck, with our daypacks in 
our laps. It seemed to work. Everyone else went first, and I was last. 

As I proceeded down the tunnel, my mind was blank. I seemed to not be 
thinking but only observing. Then something happened that awoke me. 
There is a vibration in the Great Pyramid that is very deep and intensely 
masculine. It never seems to end. I was very aware of this vibration from 
the moment I entered the pyramid and I was concentrating on it as I de
scended. Suddenly I noticed these two red squares [see Fig. 10-15] embed
ded in the walls of the tunnel, one on each side. They were about two 
inches square. As I passed them, the vibration seemed to drop about one 
full octave, and at the same moment a feeling of fear went through me. 

I was so involved with this vibration and this new feeling of fear (which 
is very unusual for me) that I forgot everything Thoth had taught me. He 
said that fear would be most important to overcome once I entered this 
space, but still 1 forgot everything. I was just reacting to my feelings. 

As I proceeded deeper into the tunnel, I was simply feeling the fear, but 
then I came to another set of red squares. As I passed them, the vibration 
dropped another octave and the feeling of fear became even more intense. 
I started talking to myself. I asked, "What am I afraid of?" Then I heard a 
voice inside me say, "Well, you are afraid of poisonous snakes." I replied, 
"Yes, that is true, but there are no snakes in this tunnel." The inner voice 
said, "How can you be sure? There may be snakes in this tunnel." 

As I arrived at the bottom, I was still having this internal dialogue and 
feeling this intense fear now over snakes. I mean, yes, I have a fear of 
snakes, but it isn't something that comes up very often in my life. Thoth 
seemed to be a million miles away. I forgot he existed. I forgot the electric-
blue rings that could take the fear away. All that training for nothing. 

We passed through the first room, which is seldom in any of the books 
on Egypt, into the main room where the tunnel we'd come to Egypt to visit 
branched off. There in the middle of the room was the "well" the room was 
named after. We looked into it, but it is filled with debris about 30 feet 
down. This room has no particular shape. It is totally female, with no 
straight lines. It looks more like a cave than a room. At last we were stand
ing in front of the tiny tunnel that was the reason we came all this way. 

An interesting side note: When I talked with Thoth about this area, he 
said that this room was not built by the Egyptians. It was so old that even he 
did not know who built it. He said that protecting this room was the pri
mary reason why he placed the Great Pyramid in this exact location. He 
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said it was the opening to the Halls of Amenti, the womb of the Eardi and a 
fourth-dimensional space, one of the most important sites in the world. 

Whenever I can, I check what Thoth says, which he encourages. Espe
cially things that can easily be checked. So when I was with Ahmed on the 
French train going to Luxor, I had asked him about this room and who built 
it. He confirmed what Thoth had said, that it was not built by the Egyp
tians, and he didn't know who'd built it, either. Yet no book on Egypt that I 
am aware of speaks of this. 

On with the story. This tunnel is very small. I'm not sure of the exact di
mensions, but it is smaller than the one we came down in. The only way you 
can get inside this tunnel is by crawling on your belly. I believe it goes back 
into the Earth for about 80 to 100 feet, but people who are returning from 
diere lately say that it goes back only about 25 feet. This cannot be, so the 
Egyptians have now probably sealed the tunnel. The floor was made of silica 
sand and was soft. The walls and the ceiling were covered with tiny quartz 
crystals and shone like diamonds. It was beautiful. When we pointed our 
flashlights inside, the light seemed to spiral, traveling just a few feet into the 
tunnel, then there was darkness. I have never seen anything like it. 

One by one we each aimed our flashlights into the tunnel to assess the 
situation. After each person had done this, they all turned and looked at 
me and said, "You brought us here; you go first." I had no choice. 

I tucked my daypack up against my chest and began to crawl, with my tiny 
flashlight pointing the way. Of course, I was still feeling the fear of snakes 
and was looking for them, hoping not to find them. After what seemed 
hours, I reached the end of the tunnel, with no sight of snakes. I breathed 
easier and relaxed. But then I noticed something—a small round hole near 
the right-hand side of the tunnel's end. It looked like a snake hole. 

My fear jumped into high gear. I took my flashlight and pointed it into 
the hole to see if something was looking back. There wasn't. I didn't like it, 
but what could I do? 

I shifted my attention to the immediate problem. It was then I realized 
that the Egyptian hieroglyphs that showed the way Osiris led initiates in 
this tunnel could not be performed in modern times because our bodies are 
bigger [see Fig. 10-16]. 

Fig. 10-16. Osiris and initiates in the tunnel. 
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According to the hieroglyphs, Osiris and his initiates sat. This was im
possible for me, so I finally remembered Thoth again and asked him to 
come in. He told me to lie on my back with my head toward the end of the 
tunnel and for the rest of the group to do the same. I made this suggestion 
to the group, and they all complied. 

As I lay there on my back, immediately several things happened. First I 
noticed overwhelmingly that this was the darkest place I had ever been. I 
held my hand up to my eyes, but it was so black that I couldn' t even begin to 
see my hand. I do not believe that there was even one light photon in that 
space. 

The next experience I had was the incredible sense of mass and gravity. 
I could feel the mountainous mass that was on top of me. It was like being 
buried alive. I had solid rock in every direction except out the tunnel, and 
that was clogged with human bodies. It was a very good thing that I am not 
claustrophobic. If I were, the feat of small, tight spaces would have ended 
the initiation for sure. Actually, for me this all felt great, no problem. 

Thoth then came in very cleariy and told me to begin my Mer-Ka-Ba 
meditation. I started to, but then the fear of snakes began to come back. I 
remembered that there was a tiny "snake" hole that was now just off to the 
left of my head behind me, but I couldn't see it. My imagination went wild. 
I could see snakes coming out of this hole and beginning to cover my body. 
It felt so real. I knew that if I continued with this fear, it would become real, 
and I would be covered with rattlesnakes. This knowing made it even 
worse. I knew this was how so many people had died in this tunnel. And 
still I forgot my training on fear that Thoth had taught me. 

What I did was probably an American reaction. I grabbed my shirt like 
John Wayne and began to "talk sense" into myself. I said that I had come all 
the way to Egypt from America, and "so what if I died? Life would still go 
on." I told myself, "Get a hold of yourself. Forget the snakes and remember 
God" and "Even if my whole body is covered with snakes, I am going to con
tinue." 

Lucky for me, it worked, and 1 was able to shift my attention to complet
ing the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation. The beautiful flying-saucer disk extended 
out to about 55 feet around my body, and a sense of well-being came over 
me. I completely forgot about the snakes. Although it did not occur to me 
at the time, not until 1 arrived home in America, it was interesting that I'd 
been unable to do the meditation lying down when I was sick a few days ear
lier, yet it happened naturally in this tunnel. I have thought about this; per
haps it was because there was almost no sense of up or down. It was like 
floating in outer space. Whatever the reason, thank God I was able to med
itate lying on my back in that tunnel. 

Thoth was now always in my field of view. He first requested of me the 
Atlantean words that would allow permission from the seven lords of the 
Halls of Amenti. He asked that I say these words with power, so I did as he 
said. There was a space after that. I can't really explain it, but it seemed 
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like years went by. Thoth then asked me if I knew that when I had been in 
the Mer-Ka-Ba I'd been sending light out in all directions like the Sun. I 
told him, "Yes, I know that." He asked me again, "Do you really know?" I 
told him again that yes, I knew that. He then spoke a third time, saying, "If 
you really know, then open your eyes and see." I opened my eyes, and I 
could see in the tunnel. Everything was lit up with a soft glow, much like 
moonlight. It did not seem to come from a source. It was almost like the air 
was glowing. 

Then my mind engaged, and I thought it was someone in the group with 
a light on. I leaned up on my elbows and looked down the tunnel at the 
other four initiates, but they were lying still with no flashlights turned on. I 
could see them clearly. I lay back and looked around; it was amazing. I 
could see perfectly every detail around me. I thought to myself that it was 
bright enough to read, then I closed my eyes again. Every so often I would 
open my eyes again, and the light was still there. 

At one point when my eyes were closed, I asked Thoth what was next. 
He looked at me and said, "Isn't lighting up a tunnel enough?" What could 
I say? So for about one hour 1 lit up the tunnel and watched this incredible 
phenomenon. I remember that when my alarm went off to tell us to return 
to the top, I had my eyes closed. I opened my eyes, expecting the tunnel to 
be lit, but it was pitch black. That surprised me. The initiation was over. 

We went to the top and the guards were there with the gate open. My 
sister went outside the pyramid, since she had been there so many times, 
but the rest of us became tourists and went into the King's Chamber and 
other rooms. We exchanged stories later, and it was clear that each person 
had a different experience—depending on what they needed, we assumed. 
My sister's story was extremely interesting to me. She talked about how she 
stood up in this little tunnel and was greeted by these very tall beings who 
took her into a special room for her initiation. Life is more than we know. 

When I exited the pyramid, I could hardly believe my eyes. From the 
height of the doorway's location up the pyramid, I could see an enormous 
crowd that I estimated to be about 60 to 70 thousand people. As 1 looked 
closer, I realized that they were almost all children. Upon even closer ex
amination, the children were from about five to twelve years old. There 
were very few adults. I don't know why they were there, but there they 
were. 

As I looked down at the bottom step of the pyramid, I noticed that the 
children were holding hands in a line as far as I could see along one edge. I 
walked to the step just above them, around one of the adjacent sides, and 
the children were holding hands there, too. My curiosity was so great, I 
ended up walking around the entire Great Pyramid to see if it was true, and 
it was! The children were holding hands in a complete circle around the 
Great Pyramid. I even went to the second and the third pyramids to see if it 
was true there too, and it was. The children had circled all three pyramids 
while we were inside. I asked myself, What does this mean? 
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When I got back to my room at Ahmed's house, I went into meditation 
and brought the angels in. I asked them the question, "What do all those 
children mean?" They asked me if I remembered what they had said twelve 
years before. I didn't know what they were talking about, so I asked them to 
explain. They said that twelve years before, I had been asked to be the fa
ther of a child that they said had come from the Central Sun. They said 
that he would be the apex of a pyramid of millions of children who would 
come to Earth to help us during our transition into the next dimension. 
The angels said that these children would be almost like ordinary children 
until twelve years passed, then a quickening would begin and they would 
slowly emerge upon the face of the Earth as a force that could not be 
stopped. They said that these children were connected together by spirit, 
and at the right moment in history they would lead the way into the new 
world. 

After the meditation, I calculated the years between my son Zachary's 
birth and that day. Zachary was born on January 10, 1972, and the day of 
this initiation was January 18, 1985. It had been thirteen years and one 
week. I had forgotten, but the children had not. 

In the final chapter you will learn what science now knows about these 
children. You will see the great hope that is emerging on Earth from these 
beautiful beings from space, our children. 

Remember, children are the Middle Eye of Horus; tliey are life itself. 

The Hathors 
The Hathors were the main or primary mentors within the Left Eye of 

Horus Mystery School. Though they were not from Earth, in the ancient 
days they were always here to assist us in unfolding our consciousness. 
They loved us dearly, and they still do. As our consciousness became more 
and more third-dimensional, we eventually could no longer see them or re
spond to their teachings. Only now, as we grow, are we beginning to see 
and communicate with them again. 

Figure 10-17 is the likeness of a member of the Hathor race, a race of 
fourth-dimensional beings who come from Venus. You don't see them on 
the third-dimensional world of Venus, but if you tune to Venus on the 
fourth dimension, especially on the higher overtones, you'll find a vast cul-
ture there. They are the most intelligent consciousness in this solar system, 
and they function as the headquarters or central office for all life under our 
Sun. If you come into our solar system from the outside, you must check 
with Venus before proceeding. 

The Hathors are beings of tremendous love. Their love is on a level of 
Christ consciousness. They use vocal sounds as their means of communi
cating and performing feats within their environment. They have amazing 
ears. They have almost no darkness to them at all; they're just light—pure, 
loving beings. 

Hathors are very much like dolphins. Dolphins use sonar to do almost 
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everything, and Hathors use their voices to do al
most everything. We create machines to light or 
heat our houses, but the Hathors simply use sound 
through their voices. 

There aren't many of these Hathor-face statues 
left because the Romans thought they were some 
sort of evil spirits and perpetrated great destruction 
upon their images. This carving is found in Mem
phis, and it's at the top of a 40-foot pillar, though the 
present ground level is just above the top of the pillar 
[what you see here is excavated]. They had recendy 
discovered this temple when I was there in 1985. 

The Hathors are about 10 to 16 feet tall, the 
same height as the Nefilim, mentioned in chapter 3. 
For a very, very long time they have helped people 
on Earth, almost always through their love and their 
incredible knowledge of sound. There's an initiation 
in Egypt where the sound of the ankh is created— 
this is one of the initiations in the Great Pyramid. 
It's a continuous sound that a Hathor makes, with
out stopping, for somewhere between half an hour to 
an hour. It is used primarily for healing the body or 
restoring balance in nature. It's like when we sound 
On and have to breathe at the same time. The 
Hathors learned how to make a sound without stop
ping, breathing in through their nose, into their 
lungs and back out through their mouth continu
ously. Conducting this sound-of-the-ankh initia
tion ceremony was only one of the many things they 
would do for us to create balance. The Hathors were 
here on Earth helping mankind for thousands of years. 

Breathing in and out at the same time and making a continuous sound 
without stopping is not unheard-of today. An Aborigine playing the 
didgeridoo uses circular breathing. He can make one tone nonstop for an 
hour by controlling the air flow into and out of his body. It's not that hard 
to learn, actually. 

Fig. 10-17. A Hathor. 
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Fig. 10-18. Dendera. 

Dendera 

Figure 10-18 shows you 
Dendera, and this temple was ded
icated to the Hathors, the great 
mentors of the human race. There 
used to be Hathor faces on all 
those columns, but someone in the 
past tried to destroy them. There 
are huge pillars inside this temple 
that extend to the back of the tem
ple. This temple is enormous; you 
can't believe the size of this place! 
It stretches back a quarter mile or 
so. 

Dendera has two primary 
places I would like to mention. In
side this temple you will find the 
astrological chart that I've referred 
to a couple of times. Here also you 

will find a room that I have seldom talked about because I have not person
ally seen it. If you enter the temple and turn right, beneath the front panel 
in the floor is a small room, as 1 understand it. In this room is something 
that is impossible by all of today's standards. There is a carving of the Earth 
from space, perfectly proportioned, with an extension cord coming out of 
the Earth that has a modern electrical plug on the end of it. Next to the 
plug is a wall outlet exactly like we have today. It is unplugged. How can 
this be? How could the Egyptians know that in the future the Earth would 
be electrified.7 

Let me tell you a story and show you the photo I promised in an earlier 
chapter. When I was in Abydos at the Seti the First Temple [Fig. 10-19a; 
see chapter 2] one of the guards who was working with me told me to wait 

until all the people were out of this 
area of the temple. He then told me 
to aim my camera and take a picture 
of a particular place on one of the ceil
ing beams. It was dark and I could not 
really see what I was photographing. 
It was not until I returned home and 
developed the picture that I could see 
what it was. 

Fig. 10- 19a. Seti the First Temple at Abydos. 
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This photo was also im-
possible by all known ideas 
of what the past, present 
and nature means [see 
Fig. 10-19b]. As we talked 
about the "carved bands of 
time" on page 32, anything 
about 15 feet from the floor 
level were about the future. 
This photo shows a section 
about 40 feet from the floor 
feed up against the ceiling. 

What is it? It is a picture 
of an attack helicopter with 
what looks like stacked oil 
barrels below and a half 
sphere with an eagle stand
 on top facing an ar
 tank. There appear 
to be two other kinds of air-
planes facing the same di
rection. Facing this "en-
say" is an armored tank. 

Then I first showed this photo in 1986 it didn't make sense. But in 1991 
there was a retired military officer in my workshop who identified the heli
copter as a very specific U.S. military helicopter and said that the entire se
ries of hieroglyphics fits the parameters of the Desert Storm war. This was 
the only war where this helicopter and tanks were present at the same time. 

It is hard to say that the Egyptians could not see the future when they 
made these hieroglyphics thousands of years before the helicopter was even 
invented. Many people and Web sites around the world have been looking 
at this photo ever since I took it, and there is still no explanation. 

This photo [Fig. 10-20] shows the top of a doorway to a small room up 
high in the back of the Temple of Dendera. In the center of the upper lintel 
stone is the symbol for Marduk, the planet of the giant Nefilim. Beneath 
that is a circle with the Left Eye of Horus inside, which is difficult to see 
here. And to its left is the hieroglyph for Thoth, who is pointing to the cir
cle [see detail in Fig. 10-20a). 

Beyond this portal and on the walls of the room is a beautiful rendition 
of the story of Isis and Osiris, which I retold in chapter 5, volume 1. I regret 
that the officials would not let me take photographs to show you. The story 
depicted on the wall is the basis of the Egyptian religion. In an extremely 
simplified form, it is told in this way. 

Fig. 10-19b. The carvings in Seti the First Temple at Abydos. 
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Fig. 10-20. The lintel of the doorway to a room inside the Temple of Dendera. Top center is the 
symbol for die planet Marduk. Below it is die Left Eye of Horus in a circle, and to its left is the 
hieroglyph for Thoth. The room itself contains the story of Isis and Osiris in hieroglyphs. 

Fig. l0-20a. Detail of circle at lower part of Fig. 10-21. 

An Immaculate Conception 

Osiris and Set, and Isis and 
Nephtiys, were brothers and 
sisters. Osiris married Isis and 
Set married Nephthys. At one 
point Set killed Osiris, put his 
body in a wooden casket and 
floated him down the Nile (re
ally a river in Adantis). Isis 
and Nephthys began to search 
the world to find Osiris' body. 
When they found it, they 
brought it back, but Set found 
out and cut Osiris' body into 
fourteen pieces. He sent the 
pieces all over the world to 
make sure Osiris would never 
return. Isis and Nephthys then 
searched for the pieces and 
found thirteen of them. The 
fourteenth was Osiris' phallus. 

The story on the wall shows that the thirteen pieces were found and put 
together without the missing phallus. Then Thoth does some magic, the 
phallus comes alive and the creative energy flows through Osiris' body. It 
shows that Isis then turns into a hawk, flies through the air and comes down 
and wraps her wings around her husband's penis. Then she flies away, be
coming pregnant. She has a hawk-headed baby, Horus, only he's not really 
hawk-headed—that's just the hieroglyph for his name. Horus then avenges 
his father's death and the pain that Set put Osiris through. 

Thoth says that what they're depicting here is an 
immaculate conception, or virgin birth. Since the 
woman doesn't have to be a virgin, he called it im
maculate conception. Thoth described the birth as 
an interdimensional one. Isis flew to Osiris 
interdimensionally; it was not a physical mating that 
took place. 

The World's Virgin Births 
What I'm about to present to you is information I 

was told to tell you. I didn't know what to think 
about it myself for a long time, and you'll have to draw 
your own conclusions. I'm telling you what I now 
know to be true, but when they first told me this, I 
thought it was pure myth. Most people think it's pure 
myth, that the story about Mary and Joseph and the 
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virgin birth could happen only to Jesus and couldn't 
possibly happen to the average person. But I've learned 
that there's hard evidence that immaculate conception 
is absolutely true and is a part of everyday life. 

Many of the religious leaders and founders of the 
world's religions, like Krishna, for example, or Jesus, are 
said to have been born of a virgin birth—of a mother 
and father who did not physically mate. As I said, we 
think of that as something that couldn't possibly be 
true in everyday life. On levels of life on Earth other 
than human, virgin births occur every minute of the 
day all around us, all over the world, all the time. In
sects, plants, trees, almost every level of life, use im-
naculate conception as one means of reproduction. I'll 
gave vou an example. 

Figure 10-21 is the family tree of a male bee. A female bee can birth a 
male bee anytime she wants. She doesn't have to ask permission from the 
male and doesn't need a male to create a new male. She can just do it. If 
she wants to make a female bee, however, she must mate with a male. In 
this family tree, the male needs only a mother, but the female needs both 
father and mother. Any bee father needs only a mother, and the genera-
tion follow in this particular way. The column of numbers at the left of the 
figure show the number of members at each level of this family tree. When 
you look at these numbers, you'll see the sequence 1,1, 2,3,5,8 and 13— 
the Fibonacci sequence—unfolding here. 

This indicates that immaculate conception—or at least this one—is 
based on a Fibonacci sequence. But if people mate in the normal way, what 
sequence is that? First there's the baby, then the two parents, the four 
grandparents, the eight great grandparents—1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, the binary 
sequence. These two birth processes emulate the two primary sequences of 
life: the Fibonacci sequence is female and the binary sequence is male. So 
according to this theory, immaculate conception is female and physical 
copulation is male. 

Parthenogenesis 

Figure 10-22 is a photo of a gecko, a little lizardlike being [the clipping, 
from the Tacoma, Washington, Morning News Tribune on January 15, 
1993, comments on an article in the then-current issue of Science]. These 
geckos live in the Pacific islands, and this particular one is called the 
mourning gecko. They are about three inches long and are only female. 
There are no male mourning geckos—ever—on the planet, only female 

The entire culture of mourning geckos are exclusively female, yet 
they keep having babies without any males around. The article says that 

they're all female, and they reproduce asexually by laying and hatching eggs 
without male help. How do they do that? 

Fig. 10-21. Family tree of a male bee. 

Fig. 10-22. Gecko in the news; an exclusively 
female species. Perhaps some readers can do 
more research on this subject. 
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Peter C. Hoppe and Karl Illmenser announced in 1977 the successful 
birth at the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine, of seven "single-
parent mice." The process was called parthenogenesis or virgin birth. 
However, "immaculate conception" would be a more accurate term, since 
the female does not have to be a virgin. In other words, they were able to 
take mice and, without a male, induce conception. How did they do that? 

I had the good fortune to have a doctor in one of my workshops who had 
researched parthenogenesis and who had accomplished it in human beings. 
I was able to sit down and talk with him about it. According to this doctor, 
all a scientist needs to do is simply break the zona pellucida with a little pin. 
As soon as that happens, mitosis begins and soon a baby is born. It seems 
that breaking the surface is all that's necessary! 

As I stated on page 189, the male does not necessarily contribute 50 
percent of the chromosomes in a conception, which was always thought 
to be true. The female can contribute anywhere from 50 to 100 percent. 
Science has definitely established this as a fact. They've also found out 
something new about genes. Scientists had always thought that the func
tion of each gene was fixed, that a certain gene did a certain thing. But 
now they've found that that's not true, either. A specific gene will do 
something totally different, depending on whether it comes from the 
mother or father. This has thrown another curve ball into the under
standing of biology. 

Since 1977, researchers have tried breaking the surface of the egg of all 
kinds of living forms. When they did it with female human beings, the 
woman would give birth to female babies—at least they've always been fe
male so far—without male sperm. So it's now been established absolutely 
that this can happen. 

Two other things: (1) These female children born through partheno
genesis are absolutely identical to their mothers and (2) in all cases the fe
male children have been sterile. It seems to me that there's a lot more go
ing on around this subject than we probably ever thought. This is true of 
many subjects we thought we knew so much about. 

Conception on a Different Dimension 

After thinking about this idea of virgin birth for a long time, I came up 
with this question: When scientists induced parthenogenesis, is it possible 
that they might have created a baby that is based on a different principle? Is 
it possible that the female child isn't really sterile, but that she is no longer 
in a binary sequence, but the Fibonacci sequence? And is it possible that 
she can conceive only interdimensionally? They haven't thought about 
that because they've been watching to see if she can conceive physically. 
Interdimensionally means you don't even have to be on the same side of the 
planet—or even on the same planet, for that matter. You connect on an
other level of existence. This way of conceiving still has the sexual energy 
and the orgasm, but it does not require physically being together. 
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Here's another thing: When conception is created synthetically 
through parthenogenesis, when a sharp object is used to break the surface, 
it always ends up being a girl. I believe now that when mating is done 
interdimensionally, it will be a boy every time. Of course, just because Mary 
and Joseph had Jesus, a boy, and Krishna was a boy and so on is not enough 
proof to say it will always be a boy, but it looks like it. There has never been 
an exception that I am aware of. 

Thoth's Genesis and Family Tree 
My attention to immaculate conception began a long time ago. I was 

doing geometry one day and Thoth was watching me. I was trying to figure 
out something he was trying to explain to me. Of course, the last thing in 
the world I was thinking about was immaculate conception, especially par
thenogenesis. He asked me if I would I like to hear the story about his 
mother. I said, "Yeah, sure"—you know, while I was figuring out the geom
etry, not really too interested in his story. Then he told me a very unusual 
story. 1 didn't know what to think about it. He simply told me the story and 
left. After he left I wondered, What was that about? 

He said his mother's name is Sekutet. I had the opportunity to meet her 
once, only once. She's an exceptionally beautiful woman, and she's about 
100.000 years old, in the same body. Thoth said that after the time of 
Adam and Eve, when humans were learning to mate physically and go 
through the binary sequence, his mother did it in a different way. She 
founda man and fell in love with him, but they learned to mate 
interdimensionally. They had a baby boy—not a girl, but a boy. And in the 
process of having this baby, very much like Ay and Tiya [see chapters 3,4 
and 5), they understood immortality and became immortal. 

This happened a long, long time ago, near the beginning of our race. 
Thoth's mother and her husband were part of the newly created race that 
was developed to mine gold. I don't know if they came from the Adam and 
Eve lineage or from the part of the human lineage that was supposedly sterile. 
At any rate, they figured out how to mate interdimensionally almost at the 
very beginning of out evolution. They might actually have been the very first 
ones to use this way to give birth. 

An Earth Lineage Travels into Space 

When their baby grew up and became a man, his father, Sekutet's first 
husband, left Earth and went to the fourth-dimensional level of Venus, 
merged with their evolution and became a Hathor. This is referred to in 
Egyptian stories and myths. Over and over again their stories tell about 
how they would die and ascend to the level of Venusian consciousness. 

After the father had left for Venus, Sekutet mated with her son 
interdimensionally and became pregnant again. She had a second baby 
boy, and when he grew up, her first son (the second son's father) went to 
join his father on Venus. After the first son arrived on Venus, his father 
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went to Sinus. Later, when the second baby was grown, Sekutet mated 
with him interdimensionally and had still a third son. When her third son 
was mature, the second son (the third son's father) joined his brother/father 
(the first son) on Venus. After the second son got settled on Venus, the 
first son left for Sirius. And after the first son got settled in Sirius, then his 
father (the original father) went on to the Pleiades. But the Pleiades was 
just the beginning. 

This began a living lineage that traveled deeper and deeper into space, 
each son following his father out farther and farther. It's an interesting 
story. Thoth said that this has continued all the way from shortly after the 
Adam and Eve period in history up to the time of Atlantis. 

Thoth's father, Thome, was one of the three who acted as the corpus cal-
losum connecting the two sides of the island of Udal in Atlantis [see page 
96]. At one point Thome left Atlantis—he simply disappeared off the Earth 
and went to Venus, leaving Sekutet and Thoth here on Earth. 

But then Thoth broke the lineage. He married a woman, Shesat, and 
according to Egyptian legend, they had a baby, whose name was Tat [see 
page 123ff]. But Thoth said, "That's not true. It's more complex than 
that." He said that before he met Shesat, he mated with his mother 
interdimensionally, and that's who conceived Tat—his mother. He and 
Shesat did have a baby, which was not in the records; it was conceived in 
Peru and was a baby girl. She was physically conceived. So he says that he 
has the Fibonacci sequence, in his children with his mother, and also the bi
nary sequence, simultaneously. According to Thoth, that's never hap
pened before. 

After telling me about his mother, he said, "That's that," and left. I won
dered what that was all about. It was weird. Why did he tell me that? Later 
on he came back and said, "You really need to know more about virgin birth," 
and he told me to study it. So I started reading everything I could find on the 
subject. The more I read, the more amazing it became. 

If you want to take the subject further, go ahead. You may find that 
having a baby can be a doorway into immortality. If you really do love 
someone and that person really loves you—if the love between you is true 
love—then you may have another option available, in terms of ascension 
through sacred marriage and interdimensional conception. Through your 
union you re-create the living holy trinity on Earth. 

The experience that Ay and Tiya had with sacred marriage and birth on 
Lemuria now becomes clear. Perhaps there really is more to life than we 
know. 

In the preceding pages we have explored parts of the feminine path
way, the Left Eye of Horus Mystery School. Realize that your emotions 
and feelings need to be balanced and that you simply must overcome your 
fears before you can truly work with the lightbody's energy field, the Mer-
Ka-Ba. 
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rs- 10-24. Genesis pattern within a 
zrcle (turned 30 degrees). 

The Flower of Life Seen from the Feminine Side 
We will now examine one more aspect of Egyptian philosophy 

from a purely feminine point of view, from the way the Left Eye of 
Horus Mystery School would see it. What follows can also be 
seen as proof that the Egyptians knew about the Flower of Life 
and lived it. 

We're going to unfold 
the Flower of Life in a 
completely different way 
than we did before. We're 
going to look at it in a 
right-brain feminine way 
rather than a left-brain mas
culine way as we did earlier. It 
will not have a male logic as it did 
before, but a female logic. 

We will begin, as we did earlier, with 
the Flower of Life [Fig. 10-23]. There's 
a certain image inside the Flower of Life 
that we will bring out. If you remove 
the Genesis pattern and put a circle 
around it, you get this image [Fig. 10-
24] 

Then after you take out the four 
circles on the top and bottom of the 
large circle, you get this image [Fig. 10-
25]. As you can see, this image is de
rived from the Flower of Life. 

Now, once we have this new image, 
we're going to use it over and over. 
We'll take the image of the two 
circles and make half-size cir
cles inside the medium-size 
circles [Fig. 10-26]. We 
keep making half-size cir
cles in each of the small
est circles, until we have 
Figure 10-27. 

Remember the zona 
pellucida and the egg? Re
member how the egg first 
went within itself to under
stand how life works, then 
when it got to the morula stage, or 
the apple shape [see page 192], it 

r~4- 10-25. Two circles circumscribed 
b* a large circle. 

Fig. 10-23. The Flower of Life 

Fig. 10-26. Doubling the circles. Fig. 10-27. A string of circles. 
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Fig. 10-28. Sine wave going beyond itself. 

Fig. 10-29. A circle, the basic pattern. 

Fig. 10-30. Seven circles in one. 

went out beyond itself? I would like to show you this same idea 
geometrically. This pattern you see in Figure 10-27 is in a binary 
sequence; you have 2 circles, then 4, 8, 16, 32 and so on. When 
the egg first went within, it did so geometrically. So geometrically, 
you can go into a pattern to discover how it can go beyond the pat
tern. You can go within a pattern to see how the sine wave works 
in order to go beyond the original pattern [Fig. 10-28]. The dark 
line here shows the sine wave of the pattern in Figure 10-25 con
tinuing beyond the original pattern. Once this is understood, life 
can go beyond itself. Life simply needs to know how something 

works geometrically in order to use it in larger patterns. As above, so below. 
So with this understanding, we will look at the Flower of Life again, but in a 
different way. 

The basic principle of the Flower of Life is a circle, or a sphere [Fig. 10-
29]. And in every circle, no matter what its size, seven smaller circles can 
fit exactly inside it in this pattern [Fig. 10-30]. This is an eternal truth. 

You see this in the Flower of Life, where there are seven primary circles 
hidden inside the larger circle. This relationship of 7 in 1 is also the basis of 
the Fruit of Life pattern. In the Flower of Life the Fruit is hidden in such a 
way that when you finish all the unfinished circles around the outside edge, 
one more vortex rotation beyond that leads to the Fruit of Life—outside the 
pattern [see Fig. 6-12]. 

But there is a way the Fruit of Life can be obtained within the system. All 
you do is use the radius of the middle circle (or any of the seven) as the di
ameter of your new circles, starting the first new circle in the center of the 
original seven-circle pattern. Then you line them up, and when you've 
drawn twelve circles beyond and around the center one, you have the Fruit 
of Life inside the pattern [see Fig. 10-31]. 

You can see that you come directly to 
the Fruit of Life by going within 
rather than without as we did 
in earlier chapters. You 
can see the incredible 
harmony that moves 
in this geometry. Is 
this not the same 
with music? Seven 
notes are in the oc
tave, and within the 
octave are the five 
additional notes of 
the chromatic scale. 

Fig. 10-31. Thirteen circles within seven circles. 
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I was next instructed to continue that pro-
cess, so in Figure 10-32,1 used the radius of the 
mailer circles as the diameter of an even smaller 
series of circles and expanded them out over the 
rage. 

You begin to see something that isn't certain 
set, but it looks like the Fruit of Life is holo
graphic. In other words, you see 13 circles con
nected to 13 circles connected to 13 circles con-
nected to 13 circles and so on—little Fruits of 
Life all around, perfecdy and harmonically ar
ranged on the page. 

Once again, if we draw a series of even 
smaller circles using the radius-to-diameter pro
portion, we get the grid of circles in Figure 10-33. 

I deliberately did not extend the grid over the 
whole pattern so that you don't get lost in the 
mage. You can see again that it keeps repeating, 
13 circles connected to 13 cir-
cles and on and on. If you keep 
doing this, the grid will continue 
forever, yet inside, perfectly har-
monic within each pattern and 
fully holographic, in what is 
called a geometric progression. 
You can go inward forever and 
you can go outward forever, be
cause a circle around the whole 
drawing would simply be the 
central circle of a still larger grid. 

This geometric progression is 
similar to the Golden Mean ra
tio—it has no beginning and no 
end. And when you have these 
no-beginning-and-no-end situa
tions, you're looking at some
thing very primal. It was this 
understanding that enabled us 
to do certain things in science, 
such as theorizing the creation 
of an infinite storage bank for a 
computer that would be consid
ered impossible by conventional 
mathematical thinking. 

Fig. 10-32. Going one more radius within, or reproducing at haif size. 

Fig. 10-33. Going inward one more radius. 
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Fig. 10-34a. Egyptian wheels on ceiling. 

Now that we understand how this new grid 
works, let's see what those wheels represent that 
were found on the ceilings of Egyptian tombs that 
we showed you in chapter 2 [pages 42 and 431. Here 
are two of those photos [Figs. 10-34a and b] and a 
simplified schematic [10-34c]. No one knows what 
they are. Perhaps what follows will give one answer. 
[See descriptive text later, on page 293.] 

First, observe in Figure 10-35 the beautiful geo
metric harmony of this circular grid from Figure 10-
32 over the Flower of Life. See how this flows with 
perfection. See how this proves its source—the 
Flower of Life! 

Fig. 10-34c. Simplified schematic of the wheels on the ceiling. Fig. 10-34b. Detail of wheels on a different ceiling. 

Now see how the star within the star of the Fruit of Life moves harmoni
cally over this grid [Fig. 10-36]. In Figure 10-36b I have rotated the star 
within the star and the entire grid 30 degrees. You can still see the star 
tetrahedron inscribed in the sphere, but now you see it lying on its side. Fig
ure 10-37 is a polar grid from chapter 8. See or sense how these two inner 
Fruit of Life patterns could be overlaid and that they would be harmonic. 

As a side note, these two drawings, if superimposed, would be a partial top 
view of your personal energy field, which is about 55 feet across, about 27 feet 
from your center to the circumference. You contain all these geometries 
around you. When you look carefully at these various drawings, you'll see 
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that they can all be overlaid, superimposed one over the other, 
over the other, over the other. As you study these drawings, you 
begin to see a single image emerging, all from the Flower of Life. 

We have already seen how the image in Figure 10-38 is 
limited to the harmonies of music [see page 222]. And we have 
seen how the harmonies of music and the dimensional levels are 
interrelated, and that the differences in the cycles per second 
between musical notes and the wavelengths of successive di-
mensions or universes are proportionally exactly the same [see 
pages 45-47]. Since you know that this drawing is linked with 

Fig. 10-35. The Flower of Life and the new grid. 

I ~-36. The star within the star of the Fruit of Life. 

Fig. 10-36b. The star within the star of the Fruit of 
Life rotated 90 degrees. 

Fig. 10-37. The star tetrahedron inscribed in a circle and 
over a polar grid, from chapter 8, page 223. 
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Fig. 10-38. The secret key. 

Fig. 10-39. 
The wheels 
A,B,C 
and D illus
trate how 
the spokes 
do or do 
not line up 
with each 
other. 

the harmonies of music and sound, you can 
study this figure [10-38] to gain more under 
standing about the wheels on the ceilings of 
tombs in Egypt. 

Notice first that there is a series of shaded 
circles in this grid that go around die center in a 
hexagonal pattern and that they are connectedd 
to each other. Exactly 24 of these little spheres 
are couching each other- If you scaled down 
ward one more level to the next smaller-sow 
circle, like the little one in the middle of the 
drawing, you would discover that there are ex
actly nine diameters of these smaller circles be-
tween the center and the edge of the outer cir
cle at M, which contains the 24 connecting cir
cles. The outermost of these nine circles is in
dicated by arrow A, and the count of nine in
cludes the radius of both the central circle and 
the outer circle as one diameter. You can see 
these nine diameters; you don't need to mea
sure them. Now notice the dark outer circle, 
shown by arrows M, that fits around all those 24 
spheres perfectly, and the 24 radial lines that 
cross only 12 of the centers of those circles. 
The other 12 radial lines are at the circumfer
ence of the next larger size circles. 

Wheels on the Ceiling 

That circle M and the 24 radial lines produce 
an image that is identical to the wheels on this 
Egyptian ceiling [Fig. 10-39] shown again here. 

Do you remember near the beginning when 
you saw a picture of those wheels on the ceiling? 
It was among the first photos I showed you [page 
42], and 1 said that those were proof that the 
Egyptians understood the information that was 
in the Flower of Life, and that this wasn't just 
some funny little design on an Egyptian ceiling. 
Now I'm going to show you what I believe they 
are, at least in a right-brain way, so you'll be able 
to understand the way the ancients thought. 

I've had every part of these wheels in Egypt 
carefully measured. If you measure the diameter 
of the little hub in the middle and line up the 
same-size circles going from the center to the 
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edge of the wheel, there would be exactly nine diagrams, showing that the 
proportions between the little circle in the middle, the outer circle and the 
24 spokes are identical to the previous two images [Figs. 10-37 and 38]. 

Arrow A [Fig. 10-34a, more clearly in 10-34c] points out the Egg of 
Metamorphosis over the heads of the figures, who are making a 90-degree 
turn and are showing the progression of resurrection, I believe, based on the 
above geometries. These wheels are keys. They exhibit the proportions 
that indicate and precisely locate the dimensional level where these an
 Egyptians went. They left a map on these ancient ceilings. 

You'll notice that each wheel is rotated differently [Fig 10-39], so that 
the spokes in one are not always lined up with those of the next. The lines 
between wheels B and C look like they're precisely lined up, but between 
wheels A and B and wheels B and D the lines are off center. They're all 
slightly turned to a different angle. I feel sure they're indicating the dimen-
sonal level or world where they went. 

But no matter how you look at it, whatever these wheels are, the fact 
that they painted them on the walls means that they understand the deeper 
geometry within the Flower of Life. It took tremendous knowledge to ar-
rive at these designs; it could not have been an accident. So from my point 
of view, we know they knew about the Flower of Life. The Egyptians knew 
at the very least what we're talking about here, and more than likely they 
understood the Flower of Life on levels of life that we in modern times are 
just now beginning to remember and understand. 

The Geometry of the Egyptian Wheels 

Now, in order to complete the geometrical understanding of 
there wheels on the ceiling and other Egyptian hiero-
glyphs, I offer the following. There are two other 
Egyptian hieroglyphs that are equally important 
coming from these same drawings, and it is clear 
to me that they must be integrated if we wish to 
truly understand more about what the Egyp-
tians were expressing. 

In Figure 10-40 I revert back to an older 
drawing that shows the Fruit of Life pattern in 
a deeper progression. Notice that these six di-
mensions separate the drawing into exactly six 
parts, each at precisely 60 degrees. 

0-360 

Fig. 10-40. Fruit of Life with 6 divisions. 
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0-360 

Fig. 10-41. The shaded circles show the 60-degree angle, and the lines running 
through the center of the Fruit of Life show the 30-degree angle. 

0-360 

Fig. 10-42. The circles between 75 and 105 degrees at the top of the wheel also 
show the 30-degree angle. 

In Figure 10-41 in the bottom and top 60-
degree arc you can see the circles that exacdy 
define this arc. If you then draw the lines 
down the middle of each arc defined by the 
center of each Fruit of Life pattern, you arrive 
at the next six secondary divisions, resulting 
in 30-degree divisions on the outer wheeL 
This divides the outer circle into 12 divisions, 
and is, of course, the wheel the ancient Egyp
tians used at the Temple of Dendera to define 
the astrological chart, divide the heavens and 
group the star patterns. 

Continuing in Figure 10-42, the shaded 
circles in the upper 60-degree arc define the 
15-degree arc on either side of the central line 
at 90 degrees, from 75 to 105 degrees. What 
is left over in this upper 60-degree arc is ex
actly two 15-degree arcs, dividing the outer 
wheel into exactly 24 divisions—the precise 
geometry found in the burial ceilings in Egypt 

Since these 24-division wheels were also 
found on the ceilings with five-pointed stars 
that represent the stars, it would only make 
sense that they were related to the astrologi
cal chart at Dendera, by which the Egyptians 
were plotting their way into the heavens. 
More proof of this idea can be seen directly 
from the astrological chart at Dendera 
[Fig. 10-43]. Notice that there are eight 
males and four females on the outside of the 
"wheel," supporting it. This represents the 12 
divisions of the heavens. But also notice that 
they have 24 hands actually holding this 
wheel. Then notice that directly inside the 
wheel are 36 images. All three primary divi
sions of the wheel are in this image at 
Dendera: 12, 24 and 36. 

Further, if you examine Figure 10-44, you 
will see something pretty amazing. At first 
this drawing will seem a little confusing, but it 
will unfold clearly. Look first at the 30-degree 
line and see the seven circles (starting with 
the number zero) moving from the central 
one out to number 6. The white circle num
ber 1 was used to define the six divisions of 60 
degrees. The white number 2 circle was used 
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to define the 30-degree arc of the 24-division 
outer wheel. The third circle will break the 
outer wheel into 20-degree arcs and, when split 
in half, create 10-degree arcs, the same 10 de
rees of the polar graph that is believed to come 
from Egypt. (If it didn't, it could have.) Look at 
the 150-degree line with its shaded number 3 
circle. Finally, the two shaded circles on either 
sade of that dark circle number 3 define the 
same 10-degree angle, splitting the entire 60-
degree arc into six 10-degree divisions, which, 
when completed in all six divisions, results in 
the36-division outer circle of the polar graph. 

Notice the math. The first circle is a full 60 
degrees. The second circle is 60 degrees times 
one-half = 30 degrees (the 24 outer circles). 

The third circle is 60 degrees times one-third = 
20 degrees (the 36-division circle). If we were 
': continue, the next circle, the fourth, is 60 
degrees times one-fourth = 15 degrees (48-
division circle). The fifth circle is 60 degrees 
times one-fifth = 12 degrees (60-division cir-
cle). Finally, the sixth circle is 60 degrees times 
one-sixth = 10 degrees (72-division circle). 

The last one would create the polar graph 
directly, and it must be noted that dividing the 
outer circle into 72 divisions creates the plat-
from to move into pentagonal geometry, since 
the angle of the pentagon is 72 degrees. Now 
female geometry would begin to form. 

This subject has hardly been touched, but it 
seems very interesting. The 12-division wheel 
definess the heavens; the 36-division wheel de
 the Earth, and the 24-division wheel is be-
tween the Earth and the heavens. 

Update: Days before printing this book, 
and anomaly was discovered as we were 
checking the math on the final diagram. 
At first I was going to completely rewrite 
this section, but then I decided that future 
researchers may need this example and 
understanding of how a mistake can lead 
in even greater discoveries. So I have left 
it as it is because the essence is correct, 
and simply present the evidence. 

Fig. 10-43. Astrological chart at Dendera. 

Fig. 10-44- The circles, 0 through 6, show the different angles of the different 
wheels. \ 
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First of all, sacred geometry is an exact 
science. There are no mistakes what
soever. In all of sacred geometry I 
have noticed that whenever something 
"looks right," it probably is—but not 
always. However, whenever some-
thing is proven to exist in a geometric 
progression widiin a specific drawing, 
all related progressions widiin that first 
progression should also be true. I have 
never seen diis not to be true. 

So what is die problem? 

In die progress of die first six divi
sions of the outer circle at 0,60,120, 
180, 240 and 300 degrees in Fig. 10-
40, diey are absolutely perfect. The 
second set of six lines, creating the 12 
divisions in Fig. 10-41, are also per
fect. It is clear diat die circular pro
gression, as emphasized at 90 and 270 
degrees, separates these lines at ex-
acdy 60 degrees and the central line 
into two exact 30-degree divisions. 
This is positive. 

But when looking at Fig. 10-42, the 
internal circular progression inside 
the original progression does not ap-
parendy continue in further progres
sions. The math shows that the lines 
at 75 and 105 degrees do not per-
fecdy fit the circle. Each line is off by 
about one-half of one degree—such a 
small amount you can barely see. So 
what does this mean? 

When the wheels were measured, it 
was assumed that the divisions were 
equal, but perhaps this is not the 
case. If the ancient Egyptians were 
using these wheels to map space and 
the Earth, what is important? Is it 
more important that the divisions are 
equal or that they conform to the ac
tual geometries? If they were using 
this pattern out of the Flower of Life, 
then the actual geometric progression 
would be important, since no matter 
how far the progression expanded 
into space, the map would be perfect. 

This means that someone must go to 
Egypt and with extreme accuracy 
measure these wheels to know the 
truth. If 12 of the lines are perfect 
and 12 are off this tiny bit and they 
conform to these geometries, then a 
deeper understanding of ancient 
Egypt would become apparent. We 
could re-create the map. 

There are other possibilities, but this 
is up to you to discover. 

At the end of this book will be a short 
message to announce a new Internet 
Web service to the world that will en
able us to find the truth not only of 
something like the above, but the 
truth of almost any subject. 

My prayer is that you will become a 
spiritual researcher seeking the truth. 
For in the truth we will not only dis
cover what wheels on ancient Egyp
tian ceilings mean, we will find our 
true selves. ^ 
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Ancient Influences on 
Our Modern World 

This is the Golden Mean rectangle [Fig. 11-1; see also chapter 7] de
rived from the pyramids, which can be recognized only when seen from 
the air. This Golden Mean spiral approaches the pyramid 

complex from over a mile away (at A) and passes over the center 
or apex of each of the three pyramids in the Giza complex. The 
Fibonacci spiral appears almost identical as it passes over the pyr
. As we saw in chapter 8, the Fibonacci sequence approxi
mates the Golden Mean. What this means is that its source is in a 
slightly different place from that of the Golden Mean. They start 
out differently but soon become almost identical. 

The Golden Mean spiral's connection with the Giza com
plex was discovered more or less recently, around 1985, whereas 
the source of the Fibonacci spiral was discovered about ten 
wears earlier and given the name, the Solar Cross. No name has 
been given to the source of the Golden Mean spiral as far as I 
know. 

North 

This Golden Mean spiral at Giza is very interesting. The 
Egyptians put a stone pillar over the exact center or source of 
this spiral as well as one on either side—three pillars. I haven't 
physically seen this one yet. (I actually walked right by it the 
first time I was in Egypt but didn't know it was there.) Accord-
ing to the McCollum survey [Giza Survey: 1984], which was 
done in 1984, there are three pillars there. When John An-
thony West went there, he said there were four, so I don't 
know—they're either growing or somebody was mistaken. Not 
only- do these pillars mark the center of the vortex, but they also 
mark the diagonal line B very, very carefully; they wanted us to 
know about this line. Why? We will have to give some back
ground information before we answer this question. 

Fig. 11-1. The Golden Mean spiral. The phi symbol 
indicates one of the two places where the right vertical 
edge is bisected at a phi ratio of its length. 
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Fig. 11-2. Egyptian astrological wheel, Fig. 11-1 seen from far
ther away. 

Update: About two years ago we 
discovered the great secret to the 
entire layout of the Giza complex. 
It was the building that was lo
cated beside the "hole" from 
which we first thought die spirals 
arose. Since then we have discov
ered much more. 

I originally said that the building 
next to the hole was a Golden 
Mean rectangle because this is 
what other Egyptian reports have 
said. But because of certain re
search we were doing, it became 
obvious that this could not be 
true. So I sent someone to Egypt 
to measure this building and tell 
me what it really was. 

It was found to be a square with 
four outer chambers around it It 
was in die exact proportions as 

There's an enormous astrological wheel connected with 
the Great Pyramid complex that can be calculated only 
from the air [Fig. 11-2]. Making such astrological wheels 
that you can see only from the air is not unusual for the 
Egyptians if you follow the Druids, who came out of Egypt. 
The Druids went to Glastonbury, England, and created ex
actly the same kind of aerial view of the astrological wheel 
as in Egypt, except that it was more graphic. The one in 
England clearly shows the different signs on the ground, but 
it can be seen only from the air. Approximately five or six 
other Druid-made astrological wheels have been found in 
England that can be seen only from the air. So it seems to 
have been an Egyptian-Druid trait to create these wheels. 

There is further proof located at the Dendera Temple in 
Egypt. High on a ceiling is a full astrological wheel similar to 
what we are used to. So we know the Egyptians knew about 
and used the astrological wheel. The only thing that was re

ally different was the direction of movement of the heavens. The wheel was 
moving backward relative to modern observations. 

The other bit of information shown on this drawing is that the angle be
tween the ramp that comes off the Great Pyramid and the ramp that comes 
off the second pyramid is a precise 30 degrees [Fig. 11-3]. That's an impor
tant bit of information, which we will use in a minute. 

From the McCollum sur
vey we see that the ramp in 
Figure 11-3 that comes off the 
third pyramid points exactly 
to the other phi-ratio point 
on the long side of the 
Golden Mean rectangle that 
contains all these geometries. 
This is further proof that the 
Egyptians understood the 
geometric implications of the 
spirals moving out of these 
strange holes in the desert. 

The placement of the 
Sphinx appears to be random, 
just sitting there out in the 
middle of nowhere, who 
knows why and what for? But 
now you know about the 
Golden Mean rectangle 
around the Giza complex that 
can only be known from the 
air. If you bisect that rectan-
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gle vertically [Fig. 11-4]—put your compass on the right edge and draw a 
little arc in the middle, then do the same from the left edge (like the com
pass lines at A show)—and draw a line down the middle, that line passes 
exactly through, and parallel to, the plane of the vertical front of the flat 
headdress of the Sphinx. Simultaneously, if you extend the line of tiie 
sounthern base of the second pyramid, it skims the right shoulder of the 
Sphinx, marking a specific spot [Fig. 11-5]. 

Figure 11-6 shows the flat headdress of the Sphinx. And the center of 
the long edge of that Golden Mean rectangle passes exacdy through the 
frond edge of the headdress. To put it another way, the headdress marks the 
precise center of the long direction of the Golden Mean rectangle, proving 
that the Sphinx was not placed in the sand at random. And the line of the 
south face of the second pyramid skims right along the surface of the shoul-
der of the Sphinx. 

These two lines that mark this spot on the Sphinx are evidential, not 
perchance. For those of you who are involved in Edgar Cayce's work, you'll 
remember that about 60 years ago he said that someday we would find a 
room associated with the Sphinx that would lead to the records that were 
proof of superadvanced civilizations on Earth going back for millions of 
years, and that the opening to this room would be located in the right paw 
of the Sphinx. To be more precise, the pyramids' placement relative to the 
Sphinx is not random, since the Sphinx is older than the pyramids. 

While we were in Egypt, we were told by Thoth that there would be 144 
people—48 sets of three people each—who would come from the West to 

Egypt. And that these sets of 
three would each have some' 
thing specific to do there. Even' 
tually one particular set of these 
sets of three would walk up to 
the Sphinx and enter this special 
room containing what Edgar 
Cayce called the Hall of Records. 
Thoth said their voices would 
open the way to one of three 
hallways deep under the sand 
that would lead to the Hall of 
Records. This room Japanese 
scientists have already found; 
Thoth said there would be a clay 
pot in the comer with some hi
eroglyphics on it that would tell 
them which of the tunnels they 
were supposed to move through. 
Even the clay pot has been found 
by the Japanese instruments, 
along with a coil of rope. 

FIG. 11-5. The alignment of the Sphinx's right 
shouldr/paw and the second pyramid is shown 
in the horizontal dashed line within this 
Golden Mean rectangle. 

Fig. 11-4. The placement of the Sphinx. 
See the vertical bisecting line, created by 
finding the center of the Golden Mean 
rectangle (see curved lines made by a com
pass from each side). This line marks the 
vertical front of the Sphinx's headdress. 

the drawing around Leonardo's 
body. 

In this building were four pillars. 
Two were at the exact beginning 
of two Fibonacci spirals. One 
passed exacdy over the top of the 
three pyramids and was no doubt 
the source of the Fibonacci spiral 
that had been previously discov
ered. The other one spiraled out 
into the desert in the opposite di
rection. This design was a square 
lattice pattern, the same as that 
around Leonardo's body. From 
this grid everything in the Giza 
complex was defined. It was the 
key to everything in Giza and pos
sibly every major sacred site in 
the world. 

The other two pillars seemed to 
be placed in a completely arbi
trary position, but they were not. 
These two pillars were the source 
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Fig. 11-6. Sphinx with flat headdress. Scaffolding shows that 
reconstruction/stabilization were taking place. 

of a series of pentagonal geomet
ric progressions that defined the 
position of the Great Pyramid it
self and everything in the Giza 
complex, but used a different sys
tem than the one above. A dou
ble check, perhaps? 

We showed the Egyptian govern
ment this information. They re
sponded by removing this 
building and destroying all signs 
of its original placement! It is as 
though it never existed. The an
cient Egyptian building that is 
the key to all of Egypt has now 
been destroyed. Only God 
knows why. I guess they did not 
want people to know where 
everything was. -^ 

When I went there in 1985 with two other people, the 
Sphinx was sitting nice and flat and perfect, with no problems. 
We were instructed by Thoth to put a particular kand of sound 
down a tunnel that sat directly behind the Sphinx, about a 
quarter mile back. We were to make a specific sound for a 
certain length of time and then stop and leave, which we did. 

I won't say that we were responsible for what happened, 
but when we went back there in 1990, the Sphinx was slanted 
toward its right shoulder. The Sphinx began to rotate, not a 
little bit, but a lot, and the right shoulder/paw kept breaking 
open. The Egyptians did everything they could to keep it 
patched up, as you can see by the scaffolding in Figure 11-6. 
The other thing is that the head of the Sphinx seems to be try
ing to fall off. Thoth said it would fall off someday, and when it 
does, it will expose a golden sphere in its neck that is some 
kind of time capsule. He didn't go into it very much. So those 
were two things the Egyptians were having a difficult time 
with—trying to keep the head on the Sphinx and trying to 
keep its right paw from breaking open. 

Now, one final piece of information: Thoth said that un
der the Giza complex there was a city that would hold 10,000 
people. He said this around 1985, and I talked about it pub
licly as early as 1987- The people who lived in this city would 
be people who had reached immortal status and had become 
part of what we call the ascended masters. They were what 
the ancient Egyptians called the Tat Brotherhood. About six 
years ago their numbers had reached just over 8000. This un

derground city is the place where the Ta t Brotherhood lived in isolation 
while the rest of humanity continued to evolve. We mentioned this in 
chapter 4. Now 1 would like to give you an update on what is happening 
around this city in the past five years. It is important to know, but because 
it cannot be proven, please hold your judgment until the truth is finally re
vealed. 

What I am about to say about the underground city in Egypt is highly 
controversial, and most Egyptian officials will not admit to any of it. They 
say it is all just somebody's imagination. History will tell. From what I know 
and have seen, they are not telling the truth. Egypt has a very good reason 
for you to not know about this city, at least not yet. 
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Update: Thoth came to me in about 
1992 and said that he was going to 
have to leave the Earth and that his 
work with me was finished, at least 
for now. He said he was sorry, but 
the events on Earth had accelerated, 
and the ascended masters, the Tat 
Brotherhood and what many call the 
Great White Brotherhood (which are 
all the same) were about to venture 
into a new area of consciousness, an 
area no human being has ever entered 
before. He said that whatever hap-
pened would determine the outcome 
of human evolution forever. I have 
not seen him since. (See the update 
at the end of this section, because he 
has now returned.) 

Thoth explained that in the summer 
of 1990, he and the rest of the as-
ended masters had decided that the 
consciousness of the Earth was about 
to reach a critical mass in January 
1991 during the Egyptian window of 
January 10 through 19. He said that 
it would begin in August 1990, and 
at the following month the outcome 
would be determined. He said that 
the human population was still highly 
polarized, but that a special "mo-
moent" had arrived where great 
change could take place. 

They saw that it was possible at this 
moment that we, the Earth, could be-
come one in spirit and ascend to a 
higher level of consciousness exactly 
in the middle of the Egyptian window. 
Thoth made it clear that the ascended 
masters were not really sure what was 
going to happen. It depended on the 
hearts of the people of the Earth. 
The ascended masters had all decided 
to leave at once as a ball of living 
light, giving the Earth a tremendous 
burst into the new level of conscious
ness. Their leaving for a higher level 
of life was to be a decision for the 
good of all mankind. 

However, when August 1990 came, 
Thoth said that the ascended masters 

were not sure if we were going to 
make the shift (at that time), and that 
there would not be another window 
of opportunity for some time. They 
held back on their plan to leave. 
Later in August, Iraq and her assis-
tants were the only energy in the en
tire world to evade unity on an outer 
level. By September 1990 the world 
had declared war on Iraq. And on ex
actly January 15, 1991, the moment 
in the middle of the Egyptian window 
when the ascended masters were hop
ing that the world would come to
gether, we came together as an entire 
planet, except for Iraq, to wage war 
instead of peace. We missed the op
portunity for unity by only one na
tion. This unity, however, was not 
just nations, but primarily the people 
of the world. 

Instead, we went to war on that day— 
January 15, 1991—and the Egyptian 
window of opportunity moved us 
deeper into the darkness instead of 
the light. 

Thoth and the ascended masters re
sponded by setting up another plan 
where only 32 masters at a time 
would leave the Earth and attempt to 
find the place in the universe to 
which humanity was supposed to 
eventually translate. Leaving in small 
groups would be timed to certain 
events in human experience to 
(again) give power to these events. 
Thoth and his wife Shesat were part 
of the first group to leave. On an al
most daily or weekly basis, the mas
ters traveled in small groups into 
higher dimensions and a new way of 
being, a way that someday the rest of 
humanity would follow. As they left 
the city under the Great Pyramid, 
slowly the city became deserted. By 
the end of 1995 only a small group of 
seven beings remained behind to pro
tect the city. 

As this city emptied, it then could be 
used for another purpose—to prove 

to the modern world that there is 
more to life than we know and that 
there is great hope for humanity. 

Now let's talk about rumors. There 
is very little proof of what I am about 
to say, so hold it only as a possibility 
until the world knows the real truth. 

In November 1996 I was contacted 
by a source in Egypt who said that 
something had just been discovered 
that was beyond anything that had 
ever been found in Egypt. The per
son said that a stone stele (a flat stone 
rock with writing on it) came out of 
the ground between the paws of the 
Sphinx into the daylight. This stele 
spoke of the Hall of Records and a 
room under the Sphinx. 

The Egyptian government immedi
ately removed the stele so that no one 
would see what it said. Then they 
dug into the earth between the paws 
and opened the room under the 
Sphinx that the Japanese had found 
in 1989. There was the clay pot and 
the coil of rope. The person said that 
the government traveled down a tun
nel coming off this room into a round 
room that had three more tunnels 
coming off it. In one of these tunnels 
that headed toward the Great Pyra
mid, the government found two 
things they had never seen before. 

First they found a light field, a sheet 
of light that blocked entry past this 
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point. When the government tried to 
pass anything through this light field, 
it could not penetrate it. Not even a 
bullet could pass through it. 

In addition, if one of the government 
officials tried to physically approach 
this light field, at about 30 feet from 
the light he/she would get sick and 
throw up. If he tried to press for
ward, he would feel like he was going 
to die. No one, to my knowledge, 
was able to touch the field. 

From aboveground, the government 
found something just past this light 
field that was also extremely unusual. 
They found an underground twelve 
story building at that point—twelve 
stories deep in the Earth! 

The combination of these two 
things—the light field and the twelve-
story building—were more than the 
Egyptian government could handle. 
They asked for foreign help. The 
Egyptian government decided that a 
particular man (whom I will not 
name) was die person who could turn 
the fight field off and enter the tun
nel. He would do this with two other 
people. One of these people was a 
friend I knew very well, so I was able 
to follow closely what was happening. 
My friend brought in Paramount Stu
dios, which would be allowed to film 
the opening of this unique tunnel. 
Paramount had filmed the opening of 
King Tut's tomb, so they had a very 
good relationship with Egypt 

They planned to enter, or at least at
tempt to enter, this tunnel on January 
23, 1997. The government wanted 
several million dollars from Para
mount, which they agreed on. How
ever, the day before they were to 
enter, the Egyptians decided they 
wanted more money and asked for 
one and a half million dollars under 
the table, which outraged Paramount 
Paramount said no, so everything was 
off. For about three months there 
was silence. 

Then one day I heard that a different 
group of three people had entered the 
tunnel. I heard that they had entered 
and shut off the light field by using 
their voices and the holy names of 
God. The primary person in this 
group, who is famous and does not 
want his name mentioned, went to 
Australia and showed a video of the 
trip into the tunnel and the twelve-
story building, which proved to be 
much more than just a building. The 
building went on and on for miles un
der the ground and was really the 
edge of a city. I had three good 
friends in Australia who watched this 
film. 

Then entered another person, Larry 
Hunter, who has been an Egyptian ar
chaeologist for over 20 years. Mr. 
Hunter contacted me and began to 
tell me a story almost identical to 
what I had been receiving through my 
sources in Egypt, except that it was 
more detailed. He said that the city is 
six and a half miles by eight miles on 
the surface and twelve stories deep, 
and that the city perimeters are out
lined by special and unique Egyptian 
temples. 

What follows next overlaps the work 
of Graham Hancock and Robert 
Bauval in their book Message of the 
Sphinx. Graham and Robert had 
guessed that the three pyramids of 
Giza were placed on the ground in 
the exact arrangement of the three 
stars of Orion's Belt. In fact, they be

lieved that all the major stars of the 
Orion constellation should be found 
in the placement of temples in Egypt 
but they were never able to com
pletely prove this theory. 

Mr. Hunter, however, has proven the 
truth of this, and I've seen the evi
dence. Using the knowledge of star 
navigation that he obtained when he 
was in the Navy, Mr. Hunter found a 
temple at every single location that 
corresponds to every major star in the 
Orion constellation. He used the 
GPS system to locate these spots on 
the Earth with a 50-foot accuracy, 
and physically went to each place 
where a temple should mark a star. 
Thus it was verified. In each place 
there was a temple—which was sur
prising—and each temple was made 
of a unique substance not found in 
any other temple in all of Egypt. This 
substance is also what was used to 
create the foundation stones of the 
three Giza pyramids, including the 
Great Pyramid. It is called coin in 
stone. It is limestone that looks like it 
has coins stirred into it It is unique, 
found only in these temples that span 
an area on the surface of six and a 
half by eight miles. 

To be clear, this is a theory that has 
not been accepted by the Egyptian 
government but the underground 
city that Thoth said was there that 
would hold 10,000 people is, accord
ing to Mr. Hunter, marked by tem
ples made of a unique substance, and 
the temples match the star pattern of 
the constellation of Orion. 

From what I have seen, I believe this 
to be true, but the Egyptian officials 
say this is fantasy. I am keeping an 
open mind. Eventually the truth will 
be known. I do believe that if this is 
true, this archaeological find will have 
an uplifting effect on human con
sciousness when the underground 
city is revealed. Now let's return to 
the discourse on Egypt. v 
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The Heliacal Rising of Sirius 
Here are the pyramids and the Golden Mean 

rectangle that surrounds the whole complex [Fig. 11-
Notice the two main lines that pass right through 

the center of the circle at phi ( ). If we completed that 
circle on the ground, it would have a diameter of about 
two and a half miles. The McCollum surveyors who dis
covered this relationship, along with almost everyone 
who has ever written about the Giza complex, chose 
east as the direction the pyramids and the Sphinx were 
facing. But we now know that this is not correct. Peo-
ple have always believed that the pyramids were lined 
up to magnetic north-south, but computers have now 
show that the three pyramids were never aligned this 
way. They're off a tiny, tiny bit. People have said that 
the reason they were off this litde bit is because of conti
nental drift. 

But this "off a little bit" is not off at all—it's exactly 
correct. The three eastern-oriented pyramid faces are 
in a line that converges at a single point on the horizon—in other words, 
an arc. The point on the horizon happens to be the point of the heliacal ris-
ing of Sirius, which is not true east. This is the moment we talked about in 
chapter 1 (page 14), when on July 23 the star Sirius rises about one minute 
before sunrise, appearing as a bright red star. It is the moment when the 
Earth, our Sun and Sirius form a straight line. 

Even more amazing is that the eyeballs of the Sphinx 
are looking at the same exact spot. This is what comput
 have shown. This makes sense because the ancient 
Egyptian religion and the Egyptian Sothic calendar were 
based on the heliacal rising of Sirius. Sirius was para
mount to their very existence. So let's align this drawing 
to the heliacal rising of Sirius rather than to the east. 

Because of the two ramps that were aimed exactly 30 
degrees apart, let's divide the circle into 30-degree sec-
tons, which creates the twelve segments of the astrologi
cal chart (30 x 12 = 360 degrees). We already know that 
they totally understood astrology, because an entire as
trological wheel was on the ceiling of the temple at 
Dendera [see Fig. 11-8], so it's completely logical to put 
those twelve segments in the circle. If you do, you have a 
very possible time wheel. The McCollum survey, for ex
ample, shows that when using this theory, the Great Pyra
mid sits in Leo and the time line of the point relative to 0 
iegrees Aries is at 10,800 B.C. (This is exacdy the time 
when Edgar Cayce said it had been built.) 

Fig. 11-7. Circular layout of the pyramid/Sphinx complex. Notice 
how the Golden Mean rectangle and spiral of the Giza complex touch 
the center of the astrological wheel at phi ( ). 

Fig. 11-8. A copy of the Egyptian astrological wheel from the ceil
ing of the temple at Dendera. 
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Update: In January 1999, the an
gels came and said that the as
cended masters would begin to 
return to Earth during the Egyp
tian window, January 10 to 19, 
1999. They told me they would 
bring with them knowledge of a 
new and completely different uni
verse. The angels said that the 
Earth would soon begin to receive 
brand-new knowledge, knowledge 
that humankind had never even 
imagined before. 

Then in November 1999, Thoth 
came to me for the first time in 
many years. He said he was back, 
and that at the right time we 
would work together again. It 
was interesting that a few days 
later, while at a lecture 1 was 
giving, a young man came up to 
me with a gift. He handed me an 
orange ibis feather, the ibis being 
a symbol of Thoth. 

Shesat came in at the same time 
as her husband Thoth, and she 
began to communicate with me 
also. She stayed with me for two 
weeks. What she had to say was 
about my primary purpose for 
coming into this octave of dimen
sions. I am still learning about 
this lesson, so I will wait to talk 
about what she brought to me. 

Virgo and Leo, Aquarius and Pisces 
Looking at the aerial view of the pyramids with a superimposed astrolog

ical wheel [Fig. 11-7], it places the three pyramids physically in Leo and 
Virgo on the wheel. This just happens to be where we are physically at this 
moment in our orbit in the precession of the equinoxes. More than that, 
the Sphinx was originally half lion and half human female, and it is believed 
that during the Fourth Dynasty the Sphinx's face was recarved into that of 
a man with a beard—which fell off. Now it has a kind of male face without 
a beard, but originally it was female, and combined Leo (the lion) and Virgo 
(the virgin)—further confirmation that this astrological drawing is accu
rate. 

Further, McCollum's survey map shows that if you were to draw lines 
from the pyramids, the apexes, corners etc. across the circle of the wheel to 
the opposite side, it would throw a spectrum of accurate dates between 
Aquarius and Pisces, which is the time period we are in now—the Age of 
Pisces moving into the Age of Aquarius. So that's another consideration. 
But no one I know of has done enough research yet to be able to calculate 
this. With today's computers, we should be able to do this extremely accu
rately. Possibly one of you out there will do this work? 

The Four Corners Implication 
In the beginning of this chapter we asked why the ancient Egyptians had 

marked a certain line [see line B in Fig. 11-1] connected to the Golden 
Mean rectangle that encloses the Great Pyramid. Then we said we needed 
to give you more information first. Perhaps the following may be one an
swer. 

There was an astrologer who had an amazing idea about this diagonal, 
which has to do with the stars and a specific area of the United States. 
Once the astrologer saw that there was an astrological chart in the sand 
around the Great Pyramid, she wanted to know about the diagonal line at 
A [see Fig. 11-7] that seemed to be so important to the ancient Egyptians. I 
can't quite explain what she did because I'm not an astrologer, but she took 
the astrological wheel and related it to the North Pole and aligned it 
somehow to Cairo. Then she looked to see where the other end of the line 
would point. It marked a specific spot on planet Earth. In her understand
ing, it was the Four Corners area of the United States, where Utah, Colo
rado, New Mexico and Arizona meet. To the Hopi and other native peo
ples, the Four Corners area is marked by four mountains, which create a 
much smaller area. 

For years I sat on this information, waiting to see what would unfold, 
waiting to see if anything emerged that would somehow associate Egypt 
with the Four Corners. Then a few years ago a young man came to me and 
had an amazing story to tell. I listened because the story was saying that 
something Egyptian was connected to the Four Corners [see update next 
page]. 
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The Philadelphia Experiment 
Now we switch to a seemingly completely different and unrelated sub

ject—but in fact it is related to everything in this book. 

Most of you have at least heard of the Philadelphia Experiment. This 
experiment was performed by the Navy in 1943 near the end of World War 
II. An interesting fact is that in the beginning it was headed by Nicola 
Tesla, who died shortly before the actual experiment was completed. 
Tesla's part in this experiment, I feel, was paramount, but we will never 
know, since it has been so tightly hidden by the government. He was re
placed by John von Neumann, who is usually known as the person who set 
up and oversaw this experiment. 

The experiment tried to make a U.S. Navy ship invisible. This, of 
course, would give an incredible edge in warfare. In essence, the ship would 
be taken to another dimension and returned back to this one. It is my belief 
that Tesla had been communicating with the Grays and had learned the se
cret of interdimensional travel from them. It has been reported that Tesla 
was once asked where he got these ideas for this experiment, and he himself 
said that he got them from ETs. I'm sure that people in the '40s just 
thought he was kidding. 

I realize that many people think that this information comes from the 
imagination of unstable people. But if you want to (and I have), you can get 
a copy of the original (then-top-secret) paperwork that the government 
stilll has. However, most of the paperwork has been blacked out for reasons 
of" "national security." There is still enough that is visible to prove that the 
experiment did happen and to show much of its nature. 

From what I have learned from this document and from many people 
studying it—and mostly from meditation with angels—is that the Philadel
phia Experiment was energetically connected to other experiments 
through time, space and dimension. The first experiment was performed 
:n Mars almost a million years ago when the Martians first came to Earth at 
the beginning of Atlantis. The next experiment was completed at the end 
of Atlantis about 13,000 years ago, which created the Bermuda Triangle 
and has caused major problems in many far-distant areas of deep space. 
That experiment, as I have said in the first book, was completely out of con
trol, because in trying to create a synthetic Mer-Ka-Ba to control Adantis, 
the Martians did not remember exactly how to do it. 

This out-of-control synthetic Mer-Ka-Ba in the Bermuda Triangle, 
which is located near Bimini, has been causing real problems in deep outer 
space ever since. The primary reason the Grays first came to Earth was to 
solve this problem. They were the ones who were being affected most by 
rhis illegal experiment. Many of their planets were being destroyed. Later 
the Grays tried to use us to create a hybrid race to save themselves, but their 
experiments on us were completely unrelated to the original problem. 

The Grays, trying to solve this problem of the out-of-control Mer-Ka-Ba 
near Bimini, assisted humans to do the first modern experiment to solve the 

Update: What I am about to tell 
you is highly controversial. It 
may be true and possibly it is not. 
But it is worth it if some of you 
search out the truth. 

A young man came to me and be
gan to tell me this story. He said 
there is a mountain inside the 
Grand Canyon called the Temple 
of Isis. You might wonder why 
they called it that. In 1925 a 
great discovery was found in and 
around this mountain. It was 
written about in the Arizona Ga
zette, I believe, in 1925, and in a 
book published, as I recall, in 
1926. He went to the still-
existing newspaper and found the 
microfiche on file that shows 
what they found in this mountain. 
There are about six pages dedi
cated to the subject. I have seen 
it with my own eyes. [Perhaps 
readers can assist us to give exact 
references for both the article and 
the book, which had "Egypt" as 
part of its tide and a picture of a 
flying saucer on its cover.] 

The newspaper says that they 
found Egyptian mummies and 
Egyptian hieroglyphs on the wails 
"inside" the mountain called the 
Temple of Isis. I saw the photos 
where they were bringing out the 
mummies, and I saw the 
hieroglyphs. The newspaper said 
that the Smithsonian Institute 
was doing the fieldwork and 
quoted them as saying that this 
was the biggest find in North 
American history. A book was 
written about this about a year 
later, but 1 don't remember its 
name. Then there was silence for 
about 68 years, until 1994. 

This young man said that he first 
found the 1926 book telling of this 
find, then researched the newspa
per article of 1925. He told me 
the following story about hiking 
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into the Grand Canyon to find this 
place. It is important to know that 
this Temple of Isis mountain is lo
cated in the Grand Canyon in an 
area now closed off to me public, 
except that a permit can be ob
tained under certain conditions. 
Even then only a small group of 
people at a time are allowed into 
this area. There is no water there 
except for one or two springs that 
are far apart. Water has to be car
ried with you, which limits how 
long you can stay there. Also, it is 
so hot there that people have a dif
ficult time staying alive unless they 
are trained-
He told me that he and a friend 
went into this area. They were 
both expert mountain cumbers 
trained in survival. He says that 
as he and his teammate ap
proached the mountain, they 
found an actual stone pyramid 
made by human hands not far 
from the mountain. It was large 
enough to be impressive to these 
two researchers. To reach the 
Isis Temple, they had to climb a 
rock face that went straight up 
about 800 feet. Since they were 
professional mountain climbers, 
this did not stop them, as they 
were prepared. 

According to the original article 
in the Arizona Gazette, there were 
32 large doorways entering the 

problem at the Bermuda Triangle. It was performed in 1913, but it didn't 
work. In fact, I believe it made things worse and probably was the source of 
the First World War in 1914. Exactly forty years later (this time period is 
critical), the U.S. military performed the Philadelphia Experiment in 1943 
during the Second World War. Again, in 1983 (40 years later) the 
Montauk experiment was performed, trying to solve the problems caused 
by the Philadelphia Experiment. A small experiment was finally completed 
in 1993 (a harmonic of the 40 cycle) to speed up the male component of the 
original problem caused by the Atlanteans. 

All these experiments are connected. They are important to under
stand because they were all higher-dimensional experiments based on Mer-
Ka-Ba science. The Philadelphia Experiment was based on the counter-
rotating fields of the star tetrahedron, very similar to what we are teaching 
here. The Montauk Experiment was based on the counterrotating fields of 
the octahedron, another possibility. 

One day I gave a workshop on Long Island, New York, and while I was 
in the workshop I talked about the Philadelphia Experiment. Directly after 
that workshop I was scheduled to give another one on the next weekend, so 
I was hanging out for a few days at the home of the woman who sponsored 
the, first workshop-

The next morning she said, "Have you seen the movie, The Philadelphia 
Experiment?" I didn't even know there was such a movie, so we watched the 
video. That night or the next morning, a man named Peter Carroll called 
me—he was then the coach for the New York Jets. He said that he had 
gotten my name from someone and had heard that I was talking about the 
Philadelphia Experiment. He wanted to know if I wanted to meet one of 
the survivors of this experiment. 

I had already connected with one of the original engineers of the Phila
delphia Experiment, and this engineer couldn't believe that I actually knew 
and understood what they had been doing. He was so excited about it that 
he had given us a few pieces of the original equipment and showed us ex
actly how it was done. It was all based on the star tetrahedron. So now 
someone was inviting me to meet a survivor. 
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I went to Peter's house, and there I met two people—Duncan Cameron, 
who was one of the people who allegedly survived the Philadelphia Experi
ment, and Preston Nichols, who has since written a book about this experi
ence. I had a very enlightening moment there. 

They had used Duncan and his human spine in 1943 to do this experi
ment, putting a synthetic Mer-Ka-Ba field around him. Later, when the ex-
p e r i m e n t was tried again in 1983, it was called the Montauk Experiment, of 
which Preston claims to be one of the original engineers. When he said 
that, I said, "Okay, if you are who you say you are, then would you tell me 
exactly how you did it?" He described in detail how he did it. It was real 
stuff, 1 believe, based on his very high-level understanding of the geometry 
of the Mer-Ka-Ba. So I suspect that Preston is who he says he is. 

Then Duncan came into the room. He had the strangest thing going on 
around him. He had two Mer-Ka-Ba fields rotating around him, and they 
were both out of control. They were wobbling and constandy changing po
itions relative to each other. They were rotating way too slowly, and they 
weren't phase-locked to make them work together. 

When Duncan came into the room and entered my field, he stopped 
and couldn't get any closer. He seemed to be repelled almost like two mag
nets repelling each other. He tried to come closer, but he was so out of bal
ance that he could not come into my field. He was forced backward. He fi
nally ended up walking about 35 feet down the hallway until he felt com-
fortable, and we held our conversation from this distance. He was standing 
just a few feet outside my Mer-Ka-Ba field. We would sort of shout down 
the hall. I didn't have any problem getting closer to him, but when I did, he 
became very uncomfortable and asked me to move. 

I am within my living Mer-Ka-Ba field all the time, and the first thing he 
wanted to know was, "What's that black ring around your field?" Approxi
mately 55 feet in diameter, a spinning Mer-Ka-Ba has a thin black ring 
where the field rotates at nine-tenths the speed of light. (See again that 
photograph of the Sombrero galaxy from chapter 2 [Fig. 11-9] ?) 

Notice the black ring out where the galaxy is moving the fastest. When 
things start reaching the speed of light, you don't see the light. There's light 
there, but it starts turning black relative to where you are. What this told 
me is that Duncan could actually see my Mer-Ka-Ba, and that in itself is 
very rare. 

The next observation I made was diat Duncan had no emotional body. 
I asked him about that, and he said that the government gave him LSD and 
used his sexual energy to strip him of any emotions. I had never seen any
one in this state before. This, of course, was the problem he was having 
with his two Mer-Ka-Bas. He had two because he was linked to both the 
Philadelphia and the Montauk experiments. Neither of them were created 
with and by love, so they were completely out of balance. 

Preston was sitting next to me, and I noticed that he was sweating and 
chewing his fingernails as if he were very afraid. I asked him about this, and 

temple high above ground level. 
My friend said that they were still 
there, but looked like someone 
had attempted to destroy them. 
They picked one of the "door
ways" that looked in the best con
dition and climbed up to it. 

When they reached it, they found 
that the opening went into the 
mountain about 40 feet, where 
rubble blocked their way. How
ever, above this doorway was a 
perfecdy round cutout about six 
feet in diameter and several 
inches deep that had been created 
by human hands. Human beings 
had definitely been there to make 
this cutout. They found no hiero
glyphics. 

Their water was running out, and 
they made it back just in time. 
He said that staying another day 
might have been fatal, as the 
spring that should have given 
them more water was dry. 

The other interesting part of this 
story is that another "mountain" 
in the Grand Canyon, on the same 
latitude and only a mile or so 
away, is being excavated by the 
U.S. government. This site is so 
important to the government that 
they have made it illegal to fly over 
the area under 10,000 feet! The 
entire mountain is surrounded by 
the military, which keeps everyone 
out of the area. What have they 
found? 

Actually, the only reason I lis
tened to this person about this 
possible Egyptian site was because 
of what we had learned about the 
diagonal line on the Giza Plateau 
that pointed to the "Four Corners 
area in the United States," indi
cating that something Egyptian 
and important seemed to be lo
cated there. 

Why am I telling you this? Be
cause I believe that Egypt will 
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Fig. 11-9. The Sombrero galaxy. 

eventually play a role in the un
folding of the consciousness of 
Earth, and I do not want what I 
know about this to be lost. -^ 

he said that yes, he was very con
cerned at this time. It seems that 
the Mer-Ka-Bas that created the 
Philadelphia and Montauk exper-
iments were now linked, and be-
cause of some information they 
had, they were worried about 
these Mer-Ka-Bas returning to 
Earth and causing great harm. He 
was worried about his life and the 
lives of others. 

After leaving, I talked with the 
angels. I could see exactly what 
was wrong with Duncan's Mer-
Ka-Bas, and I thought it would be 
very easy to fix them. But the an
gels would not let me interfere. 
They said that in the year 2012, 
on December 12 a pretest on a 

new experiment would take place for twelve days that would solve all the 
problems and bring everything back into balance. They told me not to 
help. 

However, Al Bielek, another survivor of the Philadelphia Experiment 
and Duncan's brother, called me a couple days later trying to get me to help 
Duncan. I could not help. They have to wait a few more years and all will 
be well. 

I have brought up this subject because of the nature of these experi
ments. As I said, they are based on Mer-Ka-Ba science. At this point our 
government is using this information for purposes other than making invisi
ble weapons of war. They have discovered that they can affect human emo
tions and control human minds. It is important for you to know, because 
you, in your Mer-Ka-Ba, can be immune to what they are doing by using the 
knowledge in this book. 

There are many experiments that the governments of this world are do
ing on their populations, not to mention the problems with the Earth's en
vironment. Knowing and using the power of the human lightbody, you can 
bring balance not only to yourself, but also to the whole world. It is this sub
ject—learning to use your lightbody and how this can change everything— 
that I am bringing to your attention. You are more than you know. Great 
Spirit lives within you, and under the right circumstances, through you all 
things are possible. You can heal yourself and the world and assist in the as
cension of Mother Earth into the next world if your love is great enough. 
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T W E L V E 

The Mer-Ka-Ba, 
the Human Lightbody 

The Egyptian Mystery School studied all the varied aspects of the hu
man experience, more than we could possibly speak of here. But the 
one aspect that was central to the entire Egyptian training in the 

mysteries was the Mer-Ka-Ba. The Mer-Ka-Ba, the human Lightbody, was 
everything! Without this knowledge and experience, the other worlds 
were impossible to reach, from their way of seeing. 

"Mer-Ka-Ba" has the same meaning in several languages. In Zulu it is 
pronounced just like in English. The spiritual leader of the Zulus, Credo 
Mutwa, says his people arrived here from space on a Mer-Ka-Ba. In He-
brew it is Mer-Ka-Vah, and means both the throne of God and a chariot, a 
vehicle that carries the human body and spirit from one place to another. 

In Egyptian, the word "Mer-Ka-Ba" is actually three words: Mer is a spe-
cial kind of light, a counterrotating field of light; Ka means spirit (at least 
here on Earth it has the connotation of the human spirit); and Ba means 
the interpretation of the Reality," which here on Earth usually means the 

human body. When you add these words together, my understanding of 
Mer-Ka-Ba is "a counterrotating field of light that will interact and trans
late the spirit and the body from one world into another," though it is really 
much, much more. It is the creation pattern itself through which all that 
exists has originated. 

You know this. It's nothing really new to you. You just forgot for a mo
ent in time. You have used the Mer-Ka-Ba a zillion times as your lives 
have unfolded throughout the creation of space/time/dimension. And you 
-ill remember again just as you need it. 

This chapter will speak indirectly of the human lightbody, or the Mer-
Ka-Ba. We will talk about the internal mechanics and energy flows of the 
lightbody, whereas in the next chapter we will give the understanding of 
the Met-Ka-Ba meditation itself—a way to actually experience it, then re
member. It will probably help you to know this internal structure first in or
der to work with your Hghtbody. If you don't feel it is necessary, then of 
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course go on to the next chapter. 
Let it be known that you can re-create or activate your lightbody with' 

out this knowledge. You can re-create it with love and faith alone, and for 
some people, that is the only way. I acknowledge this possibility, but my as
signment here on Earth is to bring forth this pathway, using male knowl
edge, because some of you can understand only through the left brain. The 
female pathway is more intact within the Earth's biosphere, and it is the 
male that now needs the balance so desperately. 

We will begin with the innermost points of energy called the chakras 
and slowly move outward to explain the entire human energy field. This is 
a lot of information; there is only so much I can do to simplify such a com
plicated subject. 

Before we begin, there is one last image that must be seen, or you will 
never understand. No matter how much you try to know and understand 
the Mer-Ka-Ba through the sacred geometry, it will never be enough. 
There is the missing half that is experiential, and it can only be experienced 
while you are immersed in love. Love is more than just necessary; love is 
the very life of the Mer-Ka-Ba. Yes, the Mer-Ka-Ba is alive. It is nothing 
less than you, and you are alive. The Mer-Ka-Ba is not something separate 
from you; it is you. It is the energy lines that allow the life-force energy, the 
prana, the chi, to flow into you and from you back to God. It is your very 
connection to God. It is that which links you and God together as one. 
Love is half of the light that is swirling around you, knowledge is the other 
half. When love and knowledge become one, the Christ will be present, al
ways. 

If you think that within these pages you may find something useful to 
help you in one of the projects of your mind, you will never know the truth. 
It can only be experienced. If you are searching for the mechanics to have 
the Mer-Ka-Ba experience, I offer you the following. 

The Geometries of the Human Chakra System 
If the male pathway is your choice, then the human chakra system is im

perative to know and understand when working with the subtle energies 
within and around the human body. These are often lumped together and 
called the human lightbody. 

A chakra is an energy point within and sometimes outside the body that 
has a specific quality. When a person is focused in one particular chakra, 
their whole world is colored by the energy of that chakra. It is like a lens 
through which everything in existence is interpreted. 

Although each chakra is different, both energetically and experien-
tially, they all have certain aspects that are the same. There also is an un
derlying energy flowing through the chakra system and connecting them 
that is extremely helpful to comprehend. 

The human chakra system is based on eight chakras along the spine. 
There is a more integral system of thirteen chakras, which we will examine 
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later. Realize that there are many minor chakras we will not talk about at 
all, such as the ones in the hands and feet. 

We are first going to focus on the flow of energy up the spine area, then 
branch off to many related subjects. In the next chapter we will see the sa-
cred geometric fields of light that surround your body and are the basis of 
the living Mer-Ka-Ba. 

We will explore the geometric source of the 8-chakra system, which is 
based on the structure of the Egg of Life, the same energy pattern as the 
original eight cells of the human body discussed in chapter 7. Note also 
that the original eight cells, the 8-chakra system and the eight internal elec-
the circuits of the human body seen in Chinese medicine are all related to 
the cube or to the star tetrahedron, depending on one's point of view. The 
electric circuits have many conduits connecting to every cell in the body. 
In. Chinese medicine these circuits are called meridians. A full study of the 
chakra system must include this knowledge, but not here, because it is so 
complex and not really necessary for our purpose. Here we will introduce 
only what is necessary to activate your Mer-Ka-Ba. 

The Unfolded Egg of Life and the Musical Scale 

Visualize the Egg of Life, the form with the eight spheres in the shape of 
a star tetrahedron [Fig. 12-1]. Now disconnect all the spheres and open it 
up into a chain [Fig. 12-2]. But it must be done in a specific sequence, 
keeping the half steps in place. What you have is the human 8-chakra sys-
tem - the primary chakras running up and through the body. Human en-
ergy, from sexual to electrical, moves in the pattern you see here. 

You have the same change-in-direction half steps between the third and 
fourth chakras and the seventh and eighth chakras. And there's still that 
special change between the fourth and fifth chakras, the heart and the sound 
chakras. These movements are also found in the harmonics of music. Seeing 
the structure of the musical scale will help you apply that structure to the hu-
man chakra system. Let's look at music to understand what was just said. 

Fig. 12-1. The 
Egg of Life. Fig. 
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Fig. 12-3. The Egg of Life musically un
folded. On the left is an octave on a 
keyboard. The scale of C uses the 
white keys, making it easy to visualize 
the half steps (in relation to the black 
keys) and visually see the two tetra-
chords that make up a major scale. 
A major scale has half steps between 
3 and 4 and between 7 and 8. 

Fig. 12-4. The 3D tetrahedron within 
the Egg of Life. 

In the musical scale of any major key, there is a half step between the 
third and fourth notes and the seventh and eighth notes [Fig. 12-3]. These 
half steps are built into wind instruments such as the flute by the position
ing of the holes. Likewise, there is a special place between the fourth and 
fifth notes that Gurdjieff talks about. It is the place where the polarity re
verses, changing from female to male. Using the unfolded Egg of Life, we 
show how energy moves through music and through this shape, which is 
the same in the body chakras. 

The energy of the Mer-Ka-Ba, the two tetrahedrons embedded in a hu
man life form [Fig. 12-4], moves in the following way [Fig. 12-5]: 1 (do) 
goes to 2, 3 or 4, then to one of the other two vertexes, moving in a flat 
plane to do so. To reach the remaining vertex, it must now change direc
tion—the half step. 

Using the classical Western system of the octave as shown on tbe piano, 
the note do enters the star tetrahedron of the Egg of Life at the bottom point 
(vertex) of the female tetrahedron. The energy is male as it comes in from 
the previous octave, but it must change to female because it has just entered 
a new, "female" tetrahedron. The polarity reverses again when moving to 
the next tetrachord or tetrahedron [see Figs. 12-6 and 7]. The energy com
ing into a vertex has three planes (A, B or C) to move along [see Fig. 12-6]. 
To show the energy flow here we'll start in the middle/top. Once a plane has 
been chosen (C), it must move in that triangular plane, which gives it the 
next two notes, re and mi, at tbe other two points on that plane. 

The movement takes place on one triangular plane and the distance be
tween the notes is exactly the same. However, to reach the fourth and last 
note, fa, and complete this female tetrahedron, it must change to a new 
plane (half step), thus change its direction [see also Fig. 12-7]. 

Remember the movements of Genesis and the creation out of nothing 
[chapter 5, beginning page 147] ? Spirit's projections in the Void—shadow 
forms—are the same concept. When spirit is in the Void, or nothing, the 
forms it creates are really nothing, too. The rules that spirit has chosen are 

First plane 
of motion 

Energy 
enters here 

Fig. 12-5. The female tetrahedron. From 
the bottom point, do, a plane is chosen to 
reach re and mi; a change in direction (half 
step) is necessary to reach fa on the last 
vertex of the tetrahedron, completing 
the first tetrachord of the scale. 

Fig. 12-6. The base of the tetrahedron is 
chosen for the plane of motion. The final 
vertex of the tetrahedron must then be 
fa, here seen at the "top" center. 

Fig. 12-7. The half step between the third 
and fourth notes. A 120-degree change in 
direction is necessary in order to move to 
another plane to reach fa at the last 
remaining vertex. 
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that everything can be seen as either 2D or 3D but must be in 2D first 
Two- dimensional reality is primary, before the 3D world. 

When spirit looks at the movement on one plane of the tetrahedron and 
a change of direction occurs, the shadow form of the 2D world (the dis-
tance traveled is seen as a shadow) appears about half the distance of the 
first two movements on the triangular plane. Geometrically, the shadow is 
slightly longer than half, and I believe this is the actual experience. It is la-
beled a half step. In truth, it is the same distance as the other three notes, 
but experientially for spirit, it seems like a half movement, which results in 
this world as a half step between mi and fa, because, as we said, the 2D 
world is the source. Now the first female tetrahedron is complete. 

At this point the energy must change from the female to the male tetra' 
hedron [see Fig. 12-8]. It does this by moving from fa directly through the 
center of the star tetrahedron (the interpenetrating male and female tetra' 
hedrons), or the "void," to reach sol, the first note of the male tetrahedron. 
In so doing, it changes polarity from female to male. 

The energy will move just as it did in the female tetrahedron, but the plane 
on which it must move is restricted to the horizontal plane at the bottom of the 
male tetrahedron (sol, la, ti). After choosing one of the three available vertexes 
for sol (5 on the left), it chooses la and ti to complete that plane. 

The energy must now change direction again to complete itself, just as it 
did in female tetrahedron. It makes this directional change [Fig. 12-9] 
to reach the last note, do, which becomes the first note of the next tetrahe-
dron. Death becomes birth, transition from one form into another. Male 
becomes female and the procedure begins anew. 

Anew? Yes, because there is a complex of star tetrahedrons—at the 
very least a chain of star tetrahedrons—in all the systems we are discussing. 
just as in music, there are octaves above and below this one, which theoret-
ically continue forever. It is the same in music as it is for consciousness and 
even the dimensional levels we spoke of in chapter 2. As for the energy 
moving up the chakras, it is the same, too. There are chakra systems above 
and below the system you experience. This can be seen as the geometrical 
basis For immortality. Spirit just keeps moving up or down as it wishes, leav-
img one world (body) only to enter another. 

Fig. 12-8. Energy moving between tetrahe
drons. 

Fig. 12-9. The male tetrahedron, making 
its directional change to do, the first[ note/ 
vertex of the next (female) tetrahedron. 
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Fig. 12-10. The human 8-chakra system. 

The Human Chakras and the Musical Scale 

Let's look at the human chakras [Fig. 12-10] 
and see how they move in exactly the same way as 
the musical scale. (The chakra placement is not 
perfect on this drawing.) 

Moving topographically on the surface of the 
body, notice the three lower chakra points. The 
first one is near the base of the spine, the second 
one is 7.23 centimeters higher, topographically, 
and the third one is 7-23 centimeters higher than 
that. This is an average for fill humans, and it's the 
same as the average distance between our eyes, al
though you personally might be different. After the 
third chakra, there is a change in direction at the 

"wall" shown above it, which we'll call a half step. 
This half step is crucial to human evolution, and 

it is revealed only when the spirit is ready and has 
mastered its position in this new world. To the 
spirit in the body, this half step is hidden, not ap

parent- The spirit simply cannot see it until the time is right. 

Once this half step is found and passed, the energy flows to the heart, 
the throat, the pituitary gland and the pineal gland before it encounters an
other wall/half step that again stops the flow. This "wall" is located be
tween the back of the head and the pituitary gland and is perpendicular to 
the plane of the first wall. Once the energy has moved past this second half 
step, it reaches the eighth and final chakra of this octave. This eighth chak
ra is, in Hindi, called the Godhead, for it is the goal of all life. It is located 
exactly one hand-length above your head. 

The eighth chakra is just the beginning, or first note, of another set of 
chakras above the head. There is also another set of chakras below the 
ones in your body, and from which you have come. 

There are two primary ways the energy can move up through the body, 
one triple and the other female. First, the energy always moves in a spiral, and 
when it spirals counterclockwise relative to the body, it's male; when it spirals 
the other way, it's female, which is clockwise relative to the body. The hu
man spirit's main focus starts at the bottom of the chakra system when you're 
born, then moves up during your life through the various stages. 

Each chakra has a quality, which is noted on the above drawing. The 
first is survival, the second is sex, the third is willpower, the fourth is the 
heart or emotions, the fifth is sound, the sixth is the sacred geometry of cre
ation, the seventh is spiritual and the eighth is the next world of existence. 

When beings come into a brand-new reality where they've never been 
before—babies coming to Earth, for example—they have one thing on 
their mind and one thing only. They want to be able to survive and stay 
here; their whole focus is on being able to survive this new world, so they do 
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everything they can to stay. As we mentioned, the first chakra becomes 
like a lens through which you interpret this new reality, and the interpreta
tion requires your whole focus, just trying to stay in this new world. 

The moment survival has been achieved, it becomes apparent to the 
spirit that one or two more chakras are available. (It's actually two, but 
spirit may see only one.) The rest of the chakras are not apparent because 
of the half-step wall. The half step hides the higher chakras from spirit, at 
least until spirit has learned to master the lower chakras and wisdom shows 
the way into the higher understanding. 

Once survival has been achieved, you desire to make contact with the 
beings in that reality—this is instinctual. When you're a baby, that's usu-
ally interpreted as making contact with your mother, especially her bieast 
- this reality, but in fact it is sexual in nature. 

As you get older, the desire for contact becomes purely sexual; you want 
physical contact with the beings in this world. In higher worlds it takes on 
different connotations, but basically you locate and make contact with the 
life in that new world. So we call that chakra the sexual one. After you've 
survived and made contact with the beings, you now have the third chakra 
available, which has to do with wanting to learn how to manipulate and 
control the new reality, or what you might call willpower. You want to 
know how things work, what the laws are in this new world. How do you do 
it?3 You spend all your time trying to figure out physical things. Using your 
willpower, you begin to try to control the physical world. In higher worlds, 
physical is different from physical in the third dimension, but there is still a 
correspondence between the worlds. 

Your efforts to understand the reality are interpreted in many ways as 
time goes on. When you're a baby there's a particularly interesting time, of-
ten called the terrible twos, where you want to know everything about the 
world around you and test to see what you can and cannot do. You pick up 
everything, break it, throw it in the air, look for something else—in short, 
do everything you're not supposed to do. This child will continue until he/ 
she is satisfied in her understanding of the physical world. 

When you're a baby, you don't know that there's a change in direction 
after the third chakra; there's something like a wall obscuring the next four 
chakras. The child is not aware of the many more chakra lessons to come. 
There's more to life, but the child is totally oblivious to it. On Earth, even 
when we become an adult, we may not know there are higher centers in the 
body. Much of the world is still living in the first three chakras. But that is 
changing fast, because Mother Earth is waking up. 

The Wall with a Hidden Doorway 

God put this wall or half step or change in direction there so that you 
won't know it until you've mastered all the lower centers to a certain de
gree. So when you're growing up, you're in only the three lower chakras. 
'You may be in all of them at once or maybe mostly in one and partly in the 
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others; or it could be a balanced blend or combination of all three. 

This pattern is true of a person, a country, a planet, a galaxy or anything 
alive; at any level of existence, this same pattern of movement occurs. Let's 
take a country like the United States. We're a brand-new country in an old 
world; we're young relative to countries in Europe or elsewhere; we're just a 
baby. Until the 1950s, the vast majority of people in this country were in 
one of the three lower chakras—not everybody, of course, but most people. 
They were concerned with control, money, materialism, houses, cars, sex, 
food, especially with survival aspects, making sure they stored up enough 
money to feel secure. That was a really materialistic world. Then in the 
'60s changing consciousness began to rapidly alter what was thought to be 
normal. People began to meditate and enter the higher chakras. 

If you go to an old country like India, Tibet and parts of China, places 
that have been around a long, long time and, as a country, have found their 
way through the wall with a hidden doorway to the next level, they moved 
up into the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh chakras. And as they moved 
through these higher four centers, they eventually came to another block 
after the seventh chakra, stopping further progress. 

The lower part of our body has three centers and the upper part has four. 
Once a country or a person goes beyond the first half step, they're never the 
same again. Once they know there's something more, they'll spend the rest 
of their life trying to figure out how to get back to the upper centers, even if 
they had just a fleeting experience of the higher worlds. 

In terms of a person or a country, though, once it gets above the first half 
step, moving up into the heart, the sound currents, the geometries and the 
spiritual nature of things, what sometimes happens is that they lose their 
concern about the lower centers of consciousness. They don't really care 
about their physical side very much—whether their house is nice or any
thing like that. They're more concerned about the information and experi
ences they're learning about the nature of these higher centers. So some
times when you look at these older countries, they seem to be physically al
most devastated because their whole focus is toward trying to find out what 
this Reality is about on the higher levels. An example of this kind of coun
try is India. 

Once a country has actually reached and focused on the seventh chak
ra, which is very difficult, its only concern is what happens after death, the 
next level of life. This was the case in ancient Egypt. 

The doorway or half step between these two chakra groups is in a place 
(direction) where, under normal conditions, you would never find it; you 
wouldn't even know it existed. You might have to go through quite a few 
lifetimes before you even learned of the existence of a doorway to these up
per chakras—especially if you lead a simple, conventional life. But inevita
bly, especially in a country or person that's spiritually focused, the doorway 
will be found. 
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Ways to Find the Secret Doorway 

I feel that in the beginning—in the new beginning, after the fall during 
the end times of Atlantis—humans first started experiencing this higher 
level of consciousness that had been lost. It was through near-death expe
riences, because death was something that everyone experienced. When 
someone dies, he goes through the first doorway and finds other worlds, 
other interpretations of Reality. They may experience another reality for 
only a short time, then something happens. Instead of totally dying, they 
come back into their body. But they still have that memory. People who go 
through this kind of experience are completely changed, and they're proba
bly going to do everything they can to find out what happened to them. 
They'll really question this other aspect of life, which is related to the higher 
chakras. 

Possibly the next group of humans who found their way through to a 
higher level were those who took psychedelics. Psychedelics have been 
used all over the world and throughout history by almost every religious 
culture I know of. Psychedelics are not drugs in the normal sense. They're 
very different from pleasure drugs like opium, heroin, crack and similar sub
stances, which can actually do exactly the opposite of psychedelics. The 
pleasure drugs tend to enhance the lower centers and make you feel good, 
but they trap you in those lower centers. Gurdjieff felt that in terms of the 
spiritual path, cocaine was the worse drug of all. I'm not judging anybody 
about this, but that was his opinion of cocaine, because it causes a particu
lar delusion and increases the sense of ego. It heads you in the opposite di
rection that spirituality normally takes. 

But the psychedelics do something different, and they are not usually 
physically addicting like the pleasure drugs. The Incas used San Pedro cac
tus mixed with a litde bit of the coca leaf. (Coca leaf is completely different 
from cocaine.) Some of the Native Americans (Indians) use a psychedelic 
called peyote, which is legal for them since it is part of their religion. All 
over the walls in Egypt, in about 200 locations, you'll find images of the 
Amanita muscaria mushroom, a big white mushroom with red dots. At least 
one book has been written solely about this subject [The Sacred Mushroom 
by Andrija Puharich]. 

In the United States in the 1960s, LSD took people through this doorway 
to the higher chakras—specifically, LSD-25. Over twenty million Ameri
cans took LSD-25 and were blasted through into the upper centers or chak
ras. Most of them were totally out of control, with no initiation. The ancient 
cultures made significant preparations before they used these kinds of psy
chedelics, but there was no preparation for most of these Americans in the 
'60s, and there were a lot of casualties. They were blasted through into the 
higher chakras. In most cases they landed in the heart; they had a major 
sense of expansion and of becoming love and all of creation. 

However, they could have landed in the fifth chakra of the sound cur
rents if they began their experience with music. There would have been 
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nothing to stop them. Music automatically leads you into the fifth chakra, 
and many times that was the case. The fifth chakra is a totally different ex
perience from the heart chakra, just as the sex chakra is extremely different 
from the survival chakra. 

If the person experimenting went up far enough to reach the sixth chak
ra, he would have found the sacred geometries that created the universe. A 
person who went into this chakra would have had incredible geometrical 
experiences, where all of life would appear geometrical. 

A few rare people may have found their way into the seventh chakra, 
which is spiritual. At this level there is really only one concern: how to find 
the way to become one with God, how to connect directly with God. It's 
the only interest a person in that center would have. Nothing else would 
matter. 

But the problem with psychedelics is that the person is always thrown 
back down to the lower centers and the 3D reality when the drug wears off. 
They are changed forever by the experience, and usually they continue to 
seek a way to return to these higher worlds, and it is usually not through psy
chedelics. 

The psychedelic era did one permanent thing for sure—it opened the 
doorway or the half step for the consciousness of the United States as a 
country. It gave people an experience that showed them the higher worlds 
really existed. Since then, millions of those people have been spending 
their lives trying to get back to those higher sacred places, and in so doing, 
they are changing the country and the world. 

I think the next stage of evolution came along when people were trying 
to figure out how to get back to that higher state of consciousness without 
having to use drugs. We had our gurus and yogis, meditations and various 
spiritual practices, religious and spiritual experiences seeking the way. In 
the late '60s and 70s we were fixated with spiritual teachers. There are all 
kinds of meditations and spiritual paths that will lead you into a place calm 
enough for you to find the doorway and go through this wall. One way is 
not better than another; the concern is only about which one will work for 
you. 

Eventually, after you've been dwelling in the fourth through seventh 
chakras and have mastered them, you'll come to another wall, which is at 
90 degrees to the lower one. The angles you must negotiate to get through 
the top wall are different—and tricky. But if you can find your way 
through, you can actually transcend this third-dimensional world and go 
into next world, which all of life here on Earth will follow someday. You die 
here and you're born somewhere else. You leave this place and enter a new 
place. Spirit is eternal and always has been. We'll talk about this new place 
soon. It is not somewhere to go, it is really more a state of being. 

In Egypt, after initiates had twenty-four years of training, they were 
given an appropriate psychedelic and put in the sarcophagus in the King's 
Chamber for three days and two nights (sometimes up to an extra day). 
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The primary experience they sought was to find this doorway and enter the 
higher worlds, then return to Earth to help others. This becomes apparent 
to almost everyone who reaches for these higher levels: There is only one 
thing to do when you return to Earth—serve all life, for it becomes very ap
parent through this experience that you are all life. 

Eventually most seekers around the world search for a way different 
from a near-death experience or drugs. They search for a way that comes 
from nature, a way that is contained within themselves before they were 
even born. The search is always the same. No matter what religion or spiri-
tual discipline, no matter what technique or form of meditation, no matter 
what words are used to describe their experiences, it is the doorway, either 
the first or the second one, that will always be the focus of their seeking. 

Chakras on Our Star Tetrahedrons 

Those eight chakras that run up through our bodies have duplicates in 
the space around our bodies [Fig. 12-11 J. They are spheres of energy that 
vary in size, depending on the person's size. The radius of these spheres is 
the same length as a person's hand, measured from the tip of the longest fin-
ger to the first wrinkle on the wrist. (My sphere has about a 9-inch radius, 
or 18-inch diameter.) 

They are actual spheres of energy that sit on the points of the star tetra-
hedral field that's around your body in space. They are, in fact, your chak
. "duplicated" in the space around your body. You can detect or feel the 
spheres when you enter the spherical area, but the actual chakra is like a 
pinpoint—it's very little and in the exact center—located at the apex of 
each point of your star tetrahedron. 

When I had access to a molecular emissions scanner 
MES), we were able to see these things. Days before I quit 

working in the field of technology, we measured our bodies 
and focused on the centers of our chakra points located at the 
tps of our star tetrahedrons. First we searched with the sen
or head of the MES, but the machine didn't sense a thing. 
Butt when we went through the center point, the computer 
screen would light up. Once we found it, we had to lock in on 
it; then we could take a microwave "photograph," which 
looked like a chakra inside die body. We found out that each 
inner chakra has a living pulse associated with each external 
chakra and the system as a whole. 1 was preparing to figure 
but what this pulse was tied to when I left, so I don't know the 
answer. Of course, the first thing we would have checked was 
the heartbeat. But the body produces other rhythms, and at 
this time we do not know. 

Fig. 12-11. Leonardo's canon with eight spheres. 
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The Egyptian 13-Chakra System 
Now we will explore the expanded energies of the chromatic chakra sys

tem, the system with thirteen chakras. I would like to preface this section 
with the acknowledgment that this information is not necessary for most of 
you to know. It is very complex, and for some of you it will only make it 
harder to understand the energy flows within the body. Either skip this sec
tion or read it with an "information only" attitude if you feel you need to 

When a person uses the 13-chakra system instead of the 8, there is 
something that needs to be understood, or great confusion will occur. From 
what I have learned, you cannot use both systems at once. You must use 
one or the other, but not both simultaneously. It is a mystery, except to say 
that the very same thing happens in quantum physics: You can see the Re
ality as made up of either particles (atoms) or vibration (waveform), but if 
you try to superimpose both systems at once, neither will work. 

For example the "void" step between the fourth and the fifth note of a 
scale happens between the heart and the throat chakras in the 8-chakra 
system. But in the 13-chakra system it happens between the two hearts, be
tween the sixth and the seventh chakras. The reason is that spirit is using 
two entirely different views or systems of movement in the star tetrahedron. 
We will try to make it as simple as possible. 

In the chromatic scale, best 
seen on piano keys, adding the 
five black keys to the eight white 
keys that make up the C major 
scale totals thirteen notes 
[Fig. 12-12]. In other words, 
when you add the pentatonic 
scale of the five black keys (C# 
D# F# G# A#) to the C major 
scale (the white keys C D E F G A 
B C), you get the chromatic scale. 
All other scales on the piano are 
similar, 6ut they with use sharps or 
flats. Beginning with do (or C, 
since the C scale is easiest to see 
on a keyboard), we have the fol
lowing chromatic scale: 

C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A# , B, C 

The half steps are between E and F and between B and C (bolded). No
tice that there is no sharp (black) note in between these pairs. The special 
void between the fourth and fifth note of an octave is between F and G, 
where the second tetrachord begins [see the lightning bolt On the right in 
Fig. 12-12]. In the chromatic scale it is different, because the How is based 
on a different view of the star tetrahedron. We will first look at how the 
chromatic scale is laid out, then talk about the flow. 
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The chromatic scale has twelve notes, and the thirteenth is the return, 
or the first note of the next scale. In every octave there are seven notes, and 
the eighth is the return. This means that the eighth chakra of the octave 
and the thirteenth chakra of the chromatic scale are the same note and 
have the same role. 

Fining these two harmonic systems together in the chakra system gives 
us the chromatic 13-chakra system, which is far more complete than the 8 
system. Many questions that will arise are answered when using the ex-
tanded chromatic chakra system. For instance, it is only with this system 
that you will find the topographical (body surface) distance of 7.23 cm be
, chakras. 

So some things are possible using the 13 system that are not possible in 
the 5 system and vice versa. Therefore, sometimes we will use the 8 system 
and sometimes the 13 system. We will always tell you which one we are us-

There are many other systems of harmonics and scales, all of which are 
used in various ways by nature to arrange the harmonic relationships 
around us. I say, however, that all harmonic systems of music are derived 
from a single sacred geometric form, but this is not necessary to know now 
for the work we are doing. This single sacred geometric form is related to 
the tetrahedron, but is too complex to bring up here. 

One of the systems we talked about is the dimensional levels of creation 
chapter 2, page 43). If you reread this section now, it will begin to make 

much more sense. 

Discovering the True Chakra Locations 

We were able to look into the body with the molecular emissions 
scanner, and we could see the microwaves coming from each chakra and lo
 them precisely. But we found that the images coming off these chakras 
were not always located where some of the books said they were. For one 
thing, many books I read said that the thirteenth chakra was anywhere 
from four to six finger-widths above the head—but there's nothing there! 
We searched and searched this area, because that's what the books said, 
but still there was nothing there. But when we went where the geometries 
were indicating, which is one hand-length above the top of the head, bingo, 
there it was! We could see the screen light up with activity. 

Another obvious difference was the third chakra of the 8 system. Ac
cording to most martial arts teachings and many Hindu philosophies, the 
third chakra is either one or two finger-widths below the navel. But there's 
nothing there, either—nothing! We searched and searched that area, but 
we found it in the most obvious place, also predicted by the geometries. 
When you look at the absolute geometrical center of the navel, you find the 
third chakra. 

I suspect that somebody along the line told a white lie. They tried to 
make it secret because they knew that this chakra was a very important 
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place, and I think they purposely distorted the information. Secrecy 
through distortion in the sciences and in religious and spiritual matters, es
pecially in the last 2000 years, has been rampant. 

A Body-Surface Chakra Map 

The other thing the Egyptians say about the 13-chakra system is that 
the centers are found topographically—on the surface of your body—and 
evenly spaced. The actual chakras are not evenly spaced inside the breath
ing tube, but the entry points are evenly spaced over the surface of your 
body. And they're separated by exactly the distance between the centers of 
your eyes. The distance between your eyes is the same as the distance be
tween the tip of your nose and the tip of your chin and several other perti
nent places on your body. If you are overweight, this will not work, but you 
can try. 

Make that distance your measuring unit, then lie down on a flat, hard 
surface, like a floor, and put one finger at your perineum. This locates the 
survival chakra, the first chakra. (The perineum is the piece of skin located 
between the anus and the vagina in females, and between the anus and the 
scrotum in males.) When you measure from there one length over the sur
face of your body, it will mark the second chakra, the sexual chakra, which 
is on or just past your pubic bone. 

Measuring upward from the sexual chakra, you'll find that your thumb 
goes right inside your navel, locating the third chakra. 

One measure beyond your navel, your thumb will go exactly inside the 
mouth of the solar plexus, the fourth chakra of the 13-chakra system. 

When you come up one more measure, you'll come to the fifth chakra, 
the Christ chakra, the first heart chakia. It's located a little above the ster-
num bone. 

When you take the next measure, it will exactly mark the sixth chakra, 
which is the second heart chakra. The first heart chakra, which is more pri
mal, is universal unconditional love for all life. It is love for God, whereas 
the sixth chakra is love for part of life. If you fall in love with a person, you 
feel it in this upper center. Even if you fall in love with a planet, as long as 
it's only a portion of the Reality, no matter how big it is, you'll feel it in the 
upper heart. 

Both heart chakras are on white keys in the chromatic scale. This is 
very interesting, because that happens to be exactly where the half step is 
located—between them on the 13-chakra system [see Fig. 12-12]. 

When you measure once again (remember, you have to be lying on a flat 
surface), you'll find that your thumb will hit the Adam's apple, if you're 
male. Of course, if you're female, you don't have one, so it's harder to tell. 
This if; the seventh chakra of the chromatic scale. 

When you take the next measure, it will touch your chin, which is chak
ra number eight. The chakra point on the chin is a really powerful one. It's 
seldom talked about, though Yogi Bhajan has talked about it in his dis-
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courses to his pupils. He considers it one of the most important chakras. 

Measuring again, you'll reach the nose, which is the ninth chakra point. 
And when you take the next measure, you'll touch your third eye, the tenth 
chakra. 

Measure once again, and it marks just above the top of your forehead to 
the eleventh chakra, a place we call the 45-degree chakra, which I'll tell 
you about below. 

One more measure to the top of your head will touch the crown chakra, 
which is chakra number twelve. Then one hand-length above your head 
you will find your thirteenth chakra, the end of this system and the begin-
ning of the next one. 

The reason we call the eleventh chakra the 45-degree chakra has to do 
with how the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centers are connected to the pi
neal [Fig. 12-131. Remember when I talked about the pineal gland as an 
eye? Well, it seems that when the pineal gland "looks" or projects energy 
to the pituitary gland, it produces the third-eye perception. There's an-
other line of energy that projects from the pineal to where the eleventh 
chakra is located; this sits at a 45-degree angle (average) from the pitu
itary projection. I believe it is exactly 45 degrees, but I can't prove it. 
Then there's another projection, which goes straight up and out of the 
crown. All these last three chakras are focusing in on or projecting out 
from the pineal gland. 

Here is another contradiction between the two chakra systems. The 8 
system sees the pineal as the chakra from which one moves into the next 
world. In the 13 system, this chakra has three access points and has ways of 
working with this energy that are different from the simple 8 system. 

Another interesting note: In the 8 system, the first half step is found be-
tween the universal heart and the throat (sound). However, the first half 
step in the 13 system is located between the universal heart (the love for all 
life everywhere) and the personal heart (the love for someone or some-
thing) . This is between the fifth and the sixth chakras in this system. This 
difference between the Christ consciousness and the personal love of hu-
rnan consciousness is one of the most important areas of understanding in 
spiritual work; and that happens to be exactly where the change in direc
tion takes place. The next half step above, between the twelfth and thir
teenth chakras, is also a crucial place, and this again is different from the 8 
system. It's a crucial place, because that's when you move from one world 
or dimension to another. But both half steps (and the individual chakras 
themselves) provide the essential lessons of life. 

Fig. 12-13. Three chakras of the pineal 
gland. 

A Different Movement on the Star Tetrahedron 

It seems as though spirit decided that there was more than one way to 
move through the star tetrahedron. When we use the 8-chakra system, it is 
-retry simple, but in using the 13-chakra system, spirit becomes far more 
complex. I was going to offer a possible way that spirit could move through 
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Fig. 12-14a. Top view of the five chan
nels, seen as a horizontal line that ro
tates up the spinal column. 

coccyx anus perineum vagina cHtoris 

Fig. 12-14b. Rotation of the spiral of 
light up the chakras, a female seen from 
the side. 

the star tetrahedron and still meet the requirements of the Reality per
fectly, but after looking at it, I decided that it would probably cause more 
confusion than help. So if you really want to know, do it yourself. Try the 
top or bottom view of the tetrahedron first. Clue: One tetrahedron will 
give only the white keys and the other only the black keys (sharps or flats). 

The Five Spiraling Light Channels 

Both of the previous two chakra systems show a very simplified under
standing of the full chakra system, which is really much more complex than 
what has been presented so far. Although we have been talking about one 
channel that connects all the chakras that the energy flows through, there 
are actually five different channels and four additional chakras associated 
with each major chakra. They are set out in a horizontal line, 90 degrees to 
the vertical [Fig. 12-14a], and they rotate in 90-degree increments as they 
rise up the central column [Fig. 12-14b]. 

Three of these channels are primary, the outside two and the central 
one, and the two others are secondary. This relates to the five different 
kinds of human consciousness that Thoth talked about in chapter 9. Re
member, the first, third and fifth are unity consciousness and the second 
and fourth are disharmonic consciousnesses. It further relates to the five 
senses and the five Platonic solids, but in order to keep it simple, we will not 
elaborate further. 

Before we can discuss these five channels, we must talk about light. By 
understanding the way light moves in deep space, it will be easier to under
stand the movement of prana up these chakras. All forms of energy have a 
single source, and that source is prana or chi or life-force energy. It is con
sciousness itself, awareness, spirit—spirit, which began its journey in the 
Void, creating imaginary circles and lines. 

To study light is to study the movements of spirit through its sacred 
dance into nature. Spirit made it so. We have been studying the move
ments of spirit, but now we will become more specific in our discussion. We 
will study light first, then return later to this discussion of chakras. 

Let There Be Light 

This simple drawing in Figure 12-15 is the most important one I've ever 
done for my understanding of the Reality. Do you remember that when I 
talked about the first day of Genesis—which probably seems like a thou
sand years ago—we went from the Void to the top of the first sphere? And 
when we got to the top and formed the second sphere, we formed a vesica 
piscis? In the Bible, after the first motion of God upon "the face of the wa
ters," He immediately said, "Let there be light." Remember that I said I 
would show you that the vesica piscis is light? Well, Figure 12-15 shows the 
energies of a vesica piscis. It's much more complex than this, but this is 
enough to show the relationship between it and light. 
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Fig. 12-16a. Vesica piscis created by 
two circles, here enclosed within a 
larger circle. 

Fig. 12-16b. Same drawing with dia
mond and cross inside the vesica piscis. 

Fig. 12-15. "The Eye," a sacred geometry drawing. 

Fig. 12-17a. Top view of two 3D 
tetrahedrons with edges touching. 

In Figure 12-16a circles A and B pass 
through each other's centers, forming a 
vesica piscis, and both fit perfectly inside 
circle C. This vesica piscis is further de
lineated by the lines inside it, which form 
two equilateral triangles. The length (L) 
and width (W) of these two triangles to
gether form a cross [see 12-16b]. This 
cross is the foundation of light. 

Notice now that these two triangles are really two edge-to-edge 
3D tetrahedrons [Fig. 12-17a] (imagine two tetrahedrons sitting 
on a table with their edges touching, viewed from above), fully visi
ble and contained perfecdy inside the vesica piscis in Figure 12-
17b. L is the length of a vesica piscis and W is the width. Every 
time the vesica piscis rotates by 90 degrees, a new one is created 
[see the smaller and larger crosses in the figure], and the length of 
the smaller one becomes the width of the larger. The drawing be
gins to form a shape that looks like an eye. This progression can 
continue forever, moving both toward and away from the center. 
This is a geometrical progression of relationships within the vesica Fig. 12-17b. Two edge-to-edge 3D tetrahedrons. 
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Fig. 12-18. Spirals of light. 

Fig. 12-19. The human eye. 

piscis that identifies the blueprint of light based on the square root of 3. As 
you will see below in Figure 12-18, light moves in exactly this way. 

When I was giving this workshop many years ago, there was a certain 
man present. I don't think I'll mention his name because I don't know 
whether he would want me to. He is considered one of the three greatest 
experts on light in the world. He is also one of the most brilliant people in 
the world. This guy's incredible. When he got out of college, he was 23 
years old and Martin-Marietta signed him up and gave him a massive 
amount of money and a large team of scientists. They said, "Do anything 
you want. We don't care." That's how brilliant this person is. So with this 
money he studied light. One of the first things he did was study eyes, be
cause eyes are the receivers of light. 

If you want to study something in nature, you get to the components— 
in this case, the light wave and the instrument that receives the light wave, 
the organic eye—because one will reflect the other in its geometrical 
makeup. There should be a similarity between the eye and the light wave, 
and in their movements as well. If you're trying to build an instrument to 
receive something, the closer you can duplicate what you're receiving, the 
better you can receive it. 

This gendeman discovered, after studying just about all types of eyes on the 
planet, that there are six categories, just like crystals. There are six different 
types of eyes on planet Earth, and each living diing within a type has geometric 
as well as physical similarities with every other living thing in that category. 

I met this gentleman when he came to one of my first workshops, and 
when I flipped this picture on the screen [Fig. 12-18], he nearly fell out of 
his chair. He started to get a litde angry, and he explained why. You see, 
after all his research—studying and typing eyes and study in related fields— 
this is the drawing he had come up with as the common thread between all 
eyes. This was how he had categorized them. At first he thought I must 
have stolen it from him. He knows now that I simply received it from 
Thoth. But as you know, this information doesn't and cannot belong to 
anybody. It belongs to all of us, and it's accessible to anybody who asks the 
right questions. It's embedded in every cell of every living thing. 

If we look at someone's eyes, we see ovals, but the eye is actually round. 
It's a ball, a sphere, and there's a lens on one part of the surface (Fig. 12-19]. 
In Figure 12-15, you can see the round sphere, the oval shape of the vesica 
piscis and the smaller circle of the iris. You can almost feel the correctness 
of the geometries there with your right brain. 

But that eye drawing is much, much more than just a drawing. It really 
shows the geometries behind the eyeball and the geometries of light itself, 
because they are one and the same. The geometries that create all eyes and 
the geometries of the entire electromagnetic spectrum, including light, are 
identical. When the spirit of God made the very first move in Genesis, it 
created a vesica piscis and immediately said, "Let there be light." It was not 
a coincidence that light came first. 
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Fig. 12-20. A light wave's movement. 

A light wave moves as shown in 
Figure 12-20. Here you can clearly see 
the relationship between the vesica 
piscis and light. An electrical compo
nent is moving in a sine wave on one 
axis at the same time a magnetic com
ponent is moving at 90 degrees to it, 
also in a sine-wave pattern. Simulta
neously the entire pattern is rotating in 

90-degree segments. 

If you look at Figure 12-21, you will see 
the geometry of light. The long axis, or 
length, of the vesica piscis is the electrical 
component and the short axis, or width, is 
the magnetic component, and they are in 
the square-root-of-3 ratio to each other. 
In. chapter 2 [page 41] I mistakenly said 
that the length and width of a vesica piscis 
was in the Golden Mean proportion. 
Actually, they are related through one of 
the sacred numbers of the Egyptians, the 
square root of 3. However, when you look 
at the pattern created by two vesica pisces 
at 90 degrees from each other that are set 
to the Golden Mean and at the square-
root-of-3 pattern, it becomes obvious that 
they are extremely similar. Perhaps nature 
is trying to duplicate the Golden Mean 
again, as it has done with the Fibonacci series. 

As light flows in 90-degree turns, it can be seen geometrically by exam-
ining how the vesica piscis turns 90 degrees as it moves in or out of the pro
gression. If you can see this, then you will understand the geometry of light 
in Figure 12-18. 

The Golden Mean spirals appear very close to the square-root-of-3 spi
rals of the vesica piscis, but notice that the rectangles in Figure 12-22a do 
not quite touch each other as they do in a true vesica piscis. 

Interestingly, Figure 12-22b, a drawing of a true vesica piscis, is both the 
geometry of eyes and light. It is also the geometry of many other natural liv
ing things, such as the leaves in Figure 12-23. Leaves are designed by na
ture to receive light for photosynthesis. In these leaves you can see the 
same geometry that was in Figure 12-18, the spirals of light. 

Now we will see how the movement of energy up the chakras is similar to 
the movement of light. (I repeat that this information is for certain people 
who feel it essential, and that if you wish to skip or just scan this section if it 
feels too complicated, you can, because you really need only the information 
about the basic energy flows of the 8- or 13-chakra systems.) 

Fig. 12-22a. The geometry of light 
in Golden Mean spirals. 

Fig. 12-21. The geometry of light. 

Fig. 12-22b. Four male square-root-of-
three spirals coming out of a vesica piscis. 

Fig. 12-23. Leaves and light. 
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Fig. 12-24a. Spiral of light moving up 
the eight chakras. 

Fig. 12-24b. The male spiral as viewed 
from above. The female is reversed, ot 
clockwise as seen from above. 

Figure 12-24a is an image of light or energy, of how light spirals as it 
moves up the spine, just as it moves in deep space, except that in space it 
continually expands. Figure 12-24b shows how it looks from above. 

Now let's see the energy flow. There are five channels where energy as
cends the chakras. These five channels spiral up through the body in one of 
two ways, male or female. The male energy spirals counterclockwise and 
the female clockwise, as seen from the center of the body. 

I'm going to have to be graphic to describe these five channels. There's 
no way to get around it. If you were beneath a person looking up at their 
subtle-energy channels (at the genital area), you'd see five channels of en
ergy flowing up through the spine. There are very special connections and 
openings that appear on a horizontal line, 90 degrees to the vertical tube 
running through the chakra points. These openings are shown at the bot
tom of the diagram. That's at the base of a person's trunk at the perineum. 

As we have said, the perineum is located between a woman's anus and 
vagina and a man's anus and scrotum. In that little bit of soft skin at the 
perineum, there's actually an internal opening, though it cannot be seen. 
In at least one body therapy, when pressure is placed on the perineum, the 
finger can actually move about two inches into a person's body. The peri
neum is the opening to the central tube in which the primary chakras are 
located. But there are four more openings and energy channels, two on 
each side [see Fig. 12-25]. 

Fig. 12-25. The five openings to the five channels. 

Behind the perineum is another opening, the anus, which has an energy 
flow that spirals upward as shown in the diagram; and behind the anus is 
another energy flow. The flow originates below the triangular-shaped sa
crum, at the tip of the coccyx. This point lines up horizontally with the 
anus and perineum. The swing is much wider from there (shown graphi
cally in Fig. 12-24a) and it has a more powerful flow of energy than the 
anus. In front of the perineum is the vagina in females or the opening inside 
the scrotum in males, where the energy level is similar to that of the anus. 
In front of that is a more powerful energy flow that is similar in strength to 
the spine; this originates at the clitoris in females or the penis in males and 
swings wide, as shown in Figure 12-24a. 
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Looking at the five channels at the bottom of the trunk, notice that they 
are laid out in a straight line from front to back. Everything about them 
flows from back to front with the exception of the male testicles, which are 
side to side but placed close together. This exception makes sense when 
you see the fifth chakra in a few minutes. The opening to the vagina is a 
vesica piscis whose orientation is front to back. The opening to the penis is 
also a vesica piscis, also oriented front to back. The first-chakra flow itself is 
laid out front to back, with the single exception mentioned. 

We reach the second chakra, rotating 90 degrees either clockwise (fe-
male) or counterclockwise (male). Life always tries to conform to these 
natural energies, and you can see that in many cases these directional ener-
gies conform to the physical body parts. Actually, the body parts conform 
to the directional flow of the internal chakras. 

At the level of the second (sexual) chakra, the female fallopian tubes 
are located to the sides—at 90 degrees to the direction of the first chakra, 
which is front to back. Spiraling up one more time, we reach the third 
chakra and the navel. Think of the umbilical cord coming out in a front-to-
back direction. As we spiral up to the fourth chakra, the solar plexus, it is 
shaped like a vesica piscis and is oriented from side to side, 90 degrees to the 
third chakra. 

One more rotation brings us to just above the sternum, where we will see 
something different from anything below—except, perhaps, the first chakra. 
That difference can be seen when you look at the rotational pattern. 

Figure 12-26a is an overhead view of a person who is facing the top of 
the page. When we begin this spiral up the spine, the first-chakra energy 
races the front (the top of the page). To illustrate, let's say it rotates coun
terclockwise [shown by arrows at 26a and 26b]. When it comes to the sec-
and chakra (2), its rotation would face toward the left. At the third chakra 
(3), it would face the back (or bottom of the page). At the fourth chakra 
(4). the solar plexus, it would face to the right. And when it spirals upward 

to the sternum, the lower heart chakra (5), it has returned to its original di
rection, facing front again. 

So the heart chakra is different because it knows the whole pattern; the 
energy has made one full circle of 360 degrees. This also happens with a 
sine-wave curve or a light wave [see 26c]; it has five places to complete it
self. At the lower heart chakra, where the cycle completes itself, we find 
both front-to-back and side-to-side energies. It has made a cross in this 
very special place. The Egyptians felt that this was one of the most impor
tant centers in the body. It's the place of completeness, where we experi
ence our love for God. At this center you see the breasts facing front-to-
back in depth but side to side in placement; both directions are happening 
simultaneously, which we also saw at the testicles in the first chakra, which 
is the same point on the circle [1 and 5 in Figs. 12-26a or 12-26b]. 

Fig. 12-26a. Looking at the head from 
above. One complete cycle goes up the 
spine in five movements, shown by the 
arrows facing each direction. 

Fig. 12-26b. One complete cycle as a 
circle. 

Fig. 12-26c. One complete cycle as a 
sine wave or light wave. 
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Fig. 12-27a. Top view of the upward. 
spiraling energies at the fifth chakra. 

Egyptian Sexual Energy and the Orgasm 

Here we will take a small sidestep to discuss an immense subject—the 
importance of sexual energy and the human organism. It was believed in 
ancient Egypt that the orgasm was the key to eternal life, and that it was in
timately connected with the fifth chakra. First we will explain the connec
tion to eternal life. 

When humans today practice sexual energy and orgasm, little concern 
is given to what happens to this energy when it is released. Most people in 
the world are ignorant about what happens to their sexual energy after they 
have an orgasm. Usually the energy moves up the spine and out the top of 
the head directly into the eight or thirteenth chakra. In a few rare cases, 
the sexual energy is released down the spine into the hidden center below 
the feet, the point opposite the one above the head. In either case, the sex
ual energy, the concentrated life-force energy, is dissipated and lost. It is 
similar to discharging a battery into a ground wire. It is no longer in the bat
tery; it is gone forever. This is what all the world's tantric systems I am 
aware of believe: that orgasm brings one a little closer to death because a 
person loses his or her life-force energy in the orgasm. But the Egyptians 
have found long ago that it does not have to be this way. 

It is for this reason that the Hindu and Tibetan tantra systems ask the 
male to avoid ejaculating. Instead, they speak of these tiny invisible tubes 
where the sperm migrates up to the higher centers when a student learns to 
control the orgasm. 

Both of these systems and the Chinese Taoist tantra system are all pri
marily concerned with the sexual energy flow, sometimes referred to as sex
ual currents. They are primarily concerned with what happens when the 
sexual energy is moved before the orgasm, but they all have entirely differ
ent views of this energy compared to the Egyptians. \ 

The Egyptians believed that orgasm is healthy and necessary ,\but that 
the sexual energy currents must be controlled in a deeply esoteric proce
dure that is unlike any other system. They believed that if this energy is 
controlled, the human orgasm becomes a source of infinite pranic energy 
that is not lost. They believe that the entire Mer-Ka-Ba or lightbody bene
fits from this sexual release, that under the right conditions the orgasm will 
direcdy lead to eternal life—and that the ankh is the key. 

What has the ankh to do with sexual energy? It is complicated to ex
plain, but I will take the time. In order to see what took thousands of years 
for the Egyptians to grasp, we will begin with the fifth chakra- You can see 
from the section above that the fifth chakra is the first place where the ro
tating chakra system returns full circle. This is the first chakra that has the 
energies of both front-to-back and left-to-right. If you could see these ener
gies from the top, they would look like this [Fig. l2-27a]. 

If you could see these energies from the front view of a human, they 
would look like this [Fig. 12-27b] 

Notice that both of the above examples are Christian symbols. How-
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Fig. 12 -2 7b. Front view of these ener
gies at the fifth chakra. 

ever if you could see the same energies; 
from the side of a human being, they 
would appear different than you would 
expect. There is another energy-flow 
"tube" there that the Egyptians discov
ered from their discourses with the Tat 
brotherhood under the Great Pyramid. 
This information comes straight from 
ancient Atlantis. From the side, this is 
what a human being's energy field as
 with the fifth chakra looks like 
Fig. 12-27c], 

I find it very interesting that the 
Christians must have understood this 
at: one time, for on the robes of many 
[Christian priests, at certain times of 
the year that are usually associated 
with resurrection, you will see the fol-
lowing symbol [Fig 12-27dJ. This sym-
bol shows all three views—the top, 

front and side at once. 1 believe the Christians omitted the complete loop 
of the ankh so that they would not show a connection with the old Egyptian 
religion. But it is obvious that they knew. 

Now that you know that this "ankh'' energy conduit is located in the hu
man energy field, you will be able to understand the reasons for the Egyp-
tian's sexual conduct. 

Let me explain something about the ankh before I speak about its rela
tionship to sexual energy. When 1 toured the museums in Egypt, 1 person
ally observed over 200 Egyptian rods. These rods were mostly made of 
wood, although other materials were sometimes used. They had a tuning 
fork on the bottom end, and the top end had four different types of devices 
that could be attached. 

The 45-degree attachment that is used in the actual experience of resur
rection is mentioned in chapter 5, but we didn't really discuss the ankh. 
This end piece is amazing. As the tuning fork at the bottom end vibrates, 
this energy is normally dissipated very quickly. But if you place an ankh at 
the top end, the energy seems to wrap around back into the rod, moving 
downward as it returns, thereby sustaining the energy. 

1 was in Holland a couple of years ago, and there some people had made 
many rods out of copper with a high-quality tuning fork at the bottom and a 
threaded end at the top, so that different end pieces couid be screwed on. I 
experimented with this rod. Using it without a top piece, I struck the tun
ing fork and timed how long it would vibrate. Then I screwed on the ankh 
and struck the tuning fork again. With the ankh on top, the rod vibrated 
almost three times longer. 

Fig. 12-2?c. Side view at the fifth 
chakra—the Egyptian ankh. 

Fig. 12-27d. The Christian symbol that 
incorporates all three of the above 
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This is the key to why the Egyptians performed the particular sexual 
practices we are about to explain. They found that if tiiey had an orgasm 
and let it go out the top or bottom of the spine, the sexual energy was lost. 
But if the sexual energy were guided by consciousness to move into die 
"ankh" conduit, it would come back into the spine and continue to reso
nate and vibrate. The life-force energy was not lost. In actual experience, 
it seems to increase the energy. 

You can talk about it all day, but if you try it one time, you will under
stand. However, it is not easy to do in one test. For the first few times the 
sexual energy will often shoot past the point of the fifth chakra and con
tinue on up and out of the body. So it takes practice. Once it is learned, I 
doubt seriously if you would ever have an orgasm any other way. It's too 
powerful and feels too good. Once your body remembers this experience, it 
is not likely to revert back to the old way. 

The 64 Sexual/Personality Configurations 

Once you have experienced what I am saying, you may change it slightly 
to fit your needs. I will begin by explaining the basic sexual practices of the 
ancient Egyptians as told to me by Thoth. It is hard to believe from a mod
ern view how complex and intricate their system was. 

First of all, they did not see just two sexual polarities, but 64 entirely sepa
rate sexual polarities. I am not going to go into great depth here, but I will 
lay out the simple pattern. This pattern was copied from the human DNA 
molecule and the 64 codons. 

They see four basic sexual patterns: male, female, bisexual and neu
tral. These were further broken down into polarities. Male: Male-
heterosexual and Male-homosexual. Female: Female-heterosexual and 
Female-homosexual. Bisexual: Male body and Female body. Neutral: 
Neutral-male body and Neutral-female body. This makes eight primary 
sexual patterns. 

What I am about to say is, again, outside of normal human knowledge. 
The Egyptians did not see us in our body all alone. They perceived and 
identified eight completely separate personalities. All eight personalities 
are directly related to the original eight cells, which make the eight electri
cal circuits that lead to die eight primary chakras, which is the basis of the 
eight points of the tetrahedron around the body. 

When a spirit comes to Earth for the first time, it arranges the tetrahe
drons around the body in such a way as to be male or female. The personal
ity that emerges is the first one. At the second lifetime, the spirit usually ar
ranges the tetrahedrons in the gender opposite to the first lifetime. The 
spirit will continue to choose a different point of the tetrahedron to face 
forward until all eight points and all eight personalities have experienced 
life on Earth. After the first eight lifetimes, usually the spirit will choose a 
rhythm that keeps a sexual balance during its lifetimes on Earth. An exam
ple would be to choose three male lifetimes followed by three female life-
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times, then continue in that pattern. The rhythm could be almost anything 
the spirit chooses. 

What happens in almost all cases is that spirit likes one of both the male 
and female personalities more than the others and uses it more often. The 
result is that one male and one female personality become dominant, like a 
grandfather and grandmother to the other six. Then there is a slightly 
younger one, equivalent to a middle-aged person. Next is a still younger 
one that would be about in the late twenties or early thirties. Finally, there 
is one that is seldom used and is like a teenager. It is the same for both 
sexes. These eight personalities together make up the entire personality 
complex of the spirit that first came to Earth. 

The ancient Egyptians combined the eight primary sexual modes and 
the eight personalities to create the 64 sexual/personality configurations as
sociated with Egyptian tantra. We are not able to work within this arena at 
this time. It is a fascinating subject, one that requires many years to master. 
The Egyptians took twelve years to pass through each of the sexual/person
ality configurations, resulting in a person who has great wisdom and under
standing of life. 

At the end of this training the student would have a "conference" with 
all eight personalities conscious at the same moment in order to bring the 
wisdom of the grandfather/grandmother to the younger personalities. 

Instructions for the Orgasm 

Here is exactly how to achieve the "ankhing" associated with the hu
man orgasm. Whatever you do sexually before the orgasm is completely up 
to you. I am not here to judge you—and definitely the Egyptians would not, 
since they believe in knowing all 64 sexual modes before you enter the 
King's Chamber to ascend to the next level of consciousness. This is their 
idea, but it is important to know that it is not necessary. You can reach the 
next level of consciousness without knowing this information. However, 
from their point of view, the idea of ankhing is of paramount importance in 
achieving eternal life. You will have to decide for yourself if it is something 
you wish to practice. 

1. The moment you feel the sexual energy about to rise up your spine, 
take a very deep breath, filling your lungs about 9/10 full, then hold your 
breath. 

2. Allow the sexual energy of the orgasm to come up your spine, but at 
the moment it reaches the fifth chakra, with your willpower you must turn 
the flow of sexual energy 90 degrees out the back of the body. It will then 
automaticaiiy continue inside the ankh tube. It will slowly turn until it 
passes exactly through the eighth or thirteenth chakra one hand-length 
above the head at 90 degrees to the vertical. It will then continue to curve 
around until it returns to the fifth chakra, where it began. It will often slow 
down as it approaches its point of origin. If you can see the energy, it comes 
to a sharp point. When it approaches the fifth chakra from the front of the 
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body, there is sometimes a tremendous jolt as it connects with this chakra-
All thi? takes place while you are holding your breath. 

3. The instant the sexual energy reconnects with its source, take in the, 
full breath. You had rilled your lungs only 9/10 full, so now you fill them as | 
completely as you can. 

4. Now exhale very, very slowly. The sexual energy will continue on 
around the ankh channel as long as you are exhaling. When you reach die 
bottom of this breath, you will continue to breathe very deeply, but a 
change happens here. 

5. At this point, continue to breathe a deep, full breath, but instantly 
see the sexual energy as prana coming from the two poles and meeting in 
your fifth chakra as before. Be aware of your entire Mer-Ka-Ba and feel this 
energy radiate into and throughout your entire lightbody. Let this energy 
also reach down into the deepest physical levels of your body structure, 
even past the cellular level. Feel every cell becoming rejuvenated by this 
life-force energy. Feel how this beautiful energy surrounds your very being 
and brings health to your body, mind and heart. 

6. Continue to breathe deeply until you feel the relaxation begin to 
spread throughout your body; then relax your breath to your normal rate. 

7. If possible, allow yourself to completely relax or even sleep for a while 
afterward. 

If this is practiced for even one week, I believe you will more than under
stand. If it is continually practiced, it will begin to give health and strength 
to your mental, emotionaland physical bodies. It will give great strength 
and power to your lightbody aswell. If it does not feel right for some reason, 
then don't do it. 

Beyond the Fifth Chakra 

Physiologically, you can't see the next chakras as clearly as die five be
low, but we will see the same phenomenon in the upper part of the body 
[see Fig- 12-28]. After the spiral exits the fifth chakra, it rotates to the left, 
to the sixth chakra, which is the personal heart chakra. The physical heart 
is off center on our left side and at 90 degrees to the fifth, Christ chakra. 

Then the spiral rotates to the rear as it rises to die throat chakra. The 
Adam's apple of the male protrudes along this front-to-back plane. 

But when it comes to the eighth chakra, the chin, the system seems to 
break down. It's clearly a front-to-back flow also, like the throat—no 90-
degree change. Why? At this point the energy enters into a new configura
tion, perhaps because it is the eighth chakra, which usually completes the cy
cle in the 8-chakra system. A new, smaller chakra system emerges inside the 
head alone that defines the 13-chakra system, yet is separate from it. 

What is going on? If you study Leonardo's canon [Fig. 12-29], you'll see 
that the head is drawn inside one of the 64 squares that is further broken up 
into a 4 x 4 grid of 16 squares. In this drawing you can barely see what I am 
talking about, but if you can find a good copy, you will see. A 16-square grid 
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is a function of a 64-square grid in which the head is ex-
actly the size of one of the 64 squares. So the head is 1/ 
64th of the square around the entire body. 

The chakra system goes all the way up through the 
body and through the head, but in the head there's a 
separate mini chakra system that runs from the tip of 
the chin to the top of the head. It seems to be an 8-
chakra system, but I am not positive that the 13 system 
is not there also. Realize that this mini chakra system is 
in addition to and inside the 13-chakra system we have 
begun to study. 

The chakra points are located at the tip of the chin, 
the mouth, the tip of the nose, the eyes and the third 
eve. The other three are inside the head and cannot be 
seen unless we study the internal parts of the brain. 

Again you can see the rotational pattern in the 
shape of the body part. First, the tip of the chin extends 
outward, facing straight ahead, then the mouth, a 
vesica piscis, is 90 degrees, extending left and right. The 
nose faces front to back at 90 degrees to the mouth, 
then the eyes, also vesica pisces, extend to the sides at 
90 degrees to the nose. Finally, the third eye is the place of completion, the 
ffth point, just like the Christ chakra. It is for this reason that both places, 
the Christ chakra and the third-eye chakra, are so important-and unique. 
They both are the fifth and completing chakra within their respective sys
tems. 

This was the work I was involved with when Thoth left the Earth. 1 wish 
I had had more time with him on this subject, because it's not in any books. 
The Egyptians never wrote any of this down. None of the Right Eye of 
Horns information was written down anywhere except in the Hall of Re
cords. It was all transmitted orally. 

Through the Final Half Step 

Figure 12-30 shows the head, the pineal gland and the thirteenth chak
ra. Eventually our consciousness is going to be located at the pineal gland, 
and we're going to want to get up to the thirteenth chakra. The most obvi
ous way is to go straight up, but God made sure that that was not the way be
cause it's the most obvious. He changed the angle so that you can't find it, 
so that you will stay in the pineal until you really master it. just as on the 8-
chakra-system drawing [Fig. 12-10]—where there's a block after the third 
chakra so you can't get into the upper chakras—there's another block to
ward the back of the head, where the half step is. Experientiaily, it is very 
difficult to figure it out. The Tibetans say that you can't go up to the thir
teenth chakra unless you go to the back of the head first. You have to find 
the doorway, and once you do, you can step through it. 

There are actually five chakras in a straight line running from front to 

Fig. 12-29. Leonardo's human canon. 

Fig. 12-30. Ascension in modem times. 
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back, as shown. Three are inside the head, one is in space behind the head, 
and the other in space in front of the head. Most of us are familiar with only 
the pineal and the pituitary. 

The Nefilim originally figured out how to get from the twelfth to the 
thirteenth chakra and change dimensional levels, but their secret was dif
ferent from the way we're going to do it. The Nefilim went to the pineal 
gland first, then shot their consciousness forward to the pituitary gland 
and continued it out into space to the chakra that sits in front of the head. 
Once they entered that front chakra, they made a 90-degree turn and 
went straight up. That put them in another world. Because of this rapid-
change technique they used, which is shaped like an L, the Nefilim be
came known as the L's or Els. It became their nickname. Later, when the 
Nefilim were becoming rare on Earth, they became known as the Elders, 
or the old ones. 

I believe the Earth is going to do it another way—unless you ward to go 
the way of the Nefilim. But I'm going along with the rest of the planet. The 
way I will describe now is how Thoth and Shesat left. The reason we're us
ing this method of leaving is because it's the easiest way known. These were 
some of the instructions Thoth told me on his last day here. 

We will find our way from the pineal to the point at the back of the 
head. We have to pass through the crown chakra to get out, so from that 
back point, we make a 45-degree turn to get to the crown. When we reach 
the crown, we make another 45-degree turn to move up to the thirteenth 
chakra. You may find the Mer-Ka-Ba becoming unstable because of the 
rapid 45-degree turn. Don't worry, it will stabilize. 

Prior to the Fall in Adantis, we made one 90-degree turn; but it's diffi
cult that way—it's a real shock. It's easier to make two 45-degree turns. 
When you make that first 45-degree turn, you'll find that your Mer-Ka-Ba 
field will sort of wobble, and you may feel really strange. You've got to sit 
there and center until your Mer-Ka-Ba field restabilizes itself- You will 
make two shifts separated by about a minute to a minute and & half. When 
you feel it stabilize again, make another 45-degree turn to connect to the 
thirteenth chakra. 

This is what many of the ascended masters have done during their as
cension. They make the first shift, wait till everything setdes down, and im
mediately make another shift. For just a moment you're in a kind of no-
man's-land, and it's not very stable; you can't stay there. If you stayed there 
too long, I don't know what would happen. But you stay there for only a 
moment and then whooosh, you make the second shift, which puts you into 
the next dimensional level, in this case the fourth dimension. 
- I'm telling you this again so you will remember; you might find this use
ful at some point. There are lots of ways to direcdy experience other di
mensions, but it requires a more mature soul to make that rapid 90-degree 
turn. Making these two 45-degree turns is like using training wheels. It's 
easier, and it's not as likely to throw you off balance. 
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The Energy Fields around the Body 
Now we're going to look at the energy fields around the human body that 

are created by the movement of energy and consciousness within the chakras. 

The first energy field that comes off the body is the prana or chi field, 
sometimes called the etheric field. Although it comes out of the whole 
body. it's seen primarily around your hands, your feet, your head and on 
your shoulders a litte bit, too. Usually it's a soft, white-blue light. Immedi-
ately next to the skin is a black field, and just beyond it begins a light bluish 
.light This bluish light is the prana or the life-force energy of your body. If 
it's around your hands, it'll show up anywhere from a quarter inch to maybe 
3 or 4 inches away. But around the rest of your body it usually extends less 
than an inch from the skin. 

Even if you don't believe in it and have never seen it before, you can see 
it easily. I'm going to describe how to do it if you wish to try it. All you do is 
take a piece of black construction paper and get direcdy under an incandes
 light with a dimmer switch. Hold your hand about an inch away from 
the paper and slowly turn down the dimmer switch until you can't see your 
hand. Wait 11 seconds. Your eyes will adjust, and when they do, you'll see 
your hand again. When your hand reappears, you should see the prana 
aura. You may have to do it a second time. 

Then look at, say, the last section of your middle finger, with the black 
paper maybe an inch behind it. Lock your eyes on it and don't blink. Now 
wait. Within 10 or 15 seconds you'll begin to see this soft blue glowing light 
around your fingers. 

Once you see the field, you can do different things. You can put the tips 
of two fingers on opposite hands together, whereupon the flames that shoot 
out the tips of the fingers will lock. Then move your fingers apart and you'll 
see the flames stretch out like bubble gum. When your ringers get about 
five inches or so away from each other, the flames will snap back. You can 
do this over and over. Most people can see this. 

Then you can take a crystal—it doesn't have to be a fantastic one—and 
hold it against your wrist. Start doing yogic breathing deeply and rhythmi
cally—really deep and really long—to bring in prana. You'll see the flames 
at the tips of your fingers begin to grow. Sometimes these flames can go out 
four to six inches. (You can actually see this.) Then you'll notice that it's 
connected to your breath. As you inhale, the field will slightly contract; as 
you exhale, it will expand. You can see with your own eyes how the breath 
and the prana field interrelate. 

Kirlian photography is done by placing your hand or finger or a leaf on a 
charged plate, then exposing it electrically on a special film. You can see 
these fields in the photograph. Figure 12-31 is from the Human Dimen
sions Institute, and the pictures are from the finger of a well-known local 
healer. On the tup, when the healer is sitting there doing nothing, you can 
see the whitish blue light coming off the tip of her finger and around die 
edges. The photo on the bottom shows what happens after she begins to 
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breathe and focuses on healing. Whitish blue flames are coming out the rip 
of her finger. In this case, it's not just the breath that's doing this—it's also 
which chakia she's centered in, which I will talk about in the chapter on 
healing-

Beyond the prana field, as it radiates away from the body, is another field 
of energy that is not associated directly with your breath, but with your 
thoughts and emotions. Your thoughts emit electromagnetic fields from 
your brain. And your emotions also put out electromagnetic fields. You 
can see them, they're visible. However, most people have tuned them out, 
so we don't know they're there. Cameras have now been connected to 
computers that can photograph the aura, so it is no longer guesswork, but a 
scientific fact. Look into the work of Dr. Valorie Hunt to see how far sci
ence has opened up the secrets of the human aura. 

Tuning out incoming information is an interesting subject. It's like living 
in a big city where all kinds of horns are going off, fire engines and police si-
rens, auto crashes, people screaming—everything imaginable. All this loud 
noise is going on all the time, and in the human experience, it is heard as a 
low drone, although it's really loud. There's a continual drone going on in 
every city, but if you live there all the time, you don't hear it. You tune it out 
For most people it's just not there. Yet if someone comes from the woods or a 
litde town into a big city, it seems deafening. But that's only because he or 
she is so sensitive to it. If that same person stayed in the city long enough, he 
would do the same thing, just tune it out. Then it's gone for him, too. We 
have done the same thing with human auras, for whatever reason. Perhaps 
because it has been too painful to see the truth of another person's thoughts 
and feelings, most of us have turned off our ability to see auras. 

How to See Auras 

If you wish to really see and know the aura, I suggest that you first read a 
couple of books on color therapy. This will give you the meaning of differ' 
ent colors, but as I have found, this meaning is within all of us, and we all 
understand color on a subconscious level. I have read 22 books on color 
therapy and found that they all say the same thing. There is hardly any dif
ference between their definitions, so if you read two or three, I feel sure you 
will get the message. The book by Edgar Cayce [Auras: An Essay on the 
Meanings of Colors] is excellent, simple and to the point. 

The military trains some of their special forces to see auras because they 
can then look at someone and know exacdy what they're thinking and feel
ing—which obviously could be very advantageous to the military. They 
have a special training technique, which I'm going to give you. 

Get some construction paper with many colors, then a big piece of white 
paper, maybe 2 feet by 3 feet. You'U see a phenomenon of vision that has 
nothing whatsoever to do with auras, but through this technique you can 
learn to see the real human aura. 

Put the white paper on the floor under a lamp that has a dimmer switch. 
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In me middle put a piece of colored construction paper. Use red the first 
time. Now lock your eyes in the middle of the colored paper and don't 
think. Wait for 30 seconds. Keeping your eyes locked on the colored paper, 
quickly pull it away and keep staring at the same place on the white paper. 
Within less than a second you'll see the complementary color of the color 
you stared at. If you used red, you'll see green. The afterimage will always 
be different from the original color, but always the same shape. 

The afterimage will be glowing and transparent and appear to float 
above the surface. If you do this experiment with four or five different col-
ors in a row, which would take just a few minutes, by the time you get done 
you'll have a certain sensitivity to being able to see this type of color im-
age—glowing, transparent and floating in space. These colors are very 
much like auric fields, except that they are more ideal, because few people 
save auric colors that are quite so clean and clear. 

For the next part of the training you need a partner; preferably both of 
you will wear white clothing. That's the easiest way to see the colors. 
Clothing certainly won't block an aura, but the color you wear could make 
the aura harder or easier to see. Have your partner stand against a white 
wall, then take the light with a dimmer switch, turn it up to its brightest and 
shine it on your partner. Now take one sheet of colored paper and put it an 
inch or so in front of your partner from the nose down, letting your partner 
hold it there. Get back and look at the color in the same way as before; lock 
your eyes on it, count to 30, then have your partner remove it. Now you'll 
see the complementary color floating in space in front of your partner. In 
this way you can get used to colors floating in space around a person and 
your mind can adjust to this idea. 

After that you might put a colored paper behind the head or the shoul
der, maybe a foot or two in front of your partner. Do that four or five times, 
until you get used to seeing colors floating around the body. Then remove 
the colored paper and continue watching your partner while you turn the 
dimmer switch down very, very slowly. You will come to a magical place 
where the person's body will start to get very dark—then bingo!—all the 
colors will pop out and you'll see the aura. 

You'll see it all. You'll know that these are the real colors of the aura, not 
the complementary colors you were seeing earlier, because you'll see a vari
ety of changing colors. Whatever that person is thinking and feeling at the 
time will be projected at that moment. Usually you'll find that the colors 
around the head and shoulders will primarily be what the person is think
ing. The colors around the chest and the body, wrapping around the back, 
are going to be primarily your partner's feelings and emotions, though there 
can be a slight overlap sometimes. 

In addition to the aura showing the person's thoughts and emotions, 
there's a third possibility. Sometimes a physical problem in the body shows 
up in the aura. If something inside your body is hurting, it'll often show up 
as a colored shape in your aura. The colors emitted from your thoughts will 
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glow and change as your thoughts change, and the colors that are your 
emotions usually tend to float or move. But the ones associated with an ill
ness will be fixed and generally have angles or a shape, and the shape won't 
change. As the body moves around, it will be fixed at a certain place. 
Sometimes you might not see an illness at all because the light of that illness 
is totally inside the body and there's nothing emerging outside. But usually 
something will stick out. 

There's a physician at the Human Dimensions Institute who teaches 
courses about diagnosing human illnesses by reading human auras. He dis
covered a long rime ago that once you know how to read auras, you can 
simply look at someone and see all their fixed auric patterns to know ex
actly what's wrong with that person. You don't need to go through MRIs or 
anything. Just look, and you know exactly. Most people can do this, and he 
teaches it. All people are capable of seeing auras, I believe, unless there is 
some real physical or emotional problem. 

Here's how you can tell if these fields are real or not. In a class I would 
say to the person we are looking at, "Okay, think about your car." (People 
have all kinds of mixed feelings about their cars.) And immediately you'll 
see the auric colors change around their head where they're thinking. And 
then you can say, "Think about someone you don't like." You'll probably 
see a muddy red color, the color for anger, because we usually have anger 
associated wirh someone we don't like. That will come out around the 
head and shoulders, perhaps even all the way down around the body. Then 
you can say, "Think about someone you really love. Get into it. Find one 
person you really love and think about that person." You'll usually see pink 
colors coming out around the chest area and gold or white colors coming 
out around the top of the head. If you have the person think about spiritual 
matters and God, you'll usually get lots of golds and violets. These colors 
will change the moment a person changes his/her thoughts. That's how 
you know it's real. 

Once you have this ability, you can turn it on and off at will. I leave it off 
all the time unless I'm asked to do it. But it's real easy. It's kind of like a 
stereogram; you can just look at the paper normally if you want, or you can 
focus softly and go into the other level, which is what you do when you see 
auras. You can either look at the surface of the body, or you can focus softly 
and look around the body. Looking at the space around the body is similar 
to looking at stereograms. You can do either one. 

The Rest of the Human Lightbody 

The human aura is contained in an egg-shaped field that encloses the 
body. Out from that are hundreds of geometric images that are very, very 
specific. They're electromagnetic in nature (at least in this dimension), 
and you can pick them up on a computer screen and see them if you have 
the instruments. They're very hard to see without instruments. You can 
sense them with the mind, you can feel them, but they're difficult to see be-
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caouse die energy is so subtle. Once you get the Mer-Ka-Ba field going, it's 
easier because the Mer-Ka-Ba has so much power. 

In che next chapter we will investigate these geometric fields and make 
them clear. Once seen, they offer the possibility of ascension into worlds of 
light, which will resuk in immortality and the direct knowledge of God. 
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T H I R T E E N 

The Mer-Ka-Ba Geometries 
and Meditation 

To summarize the last chapter: First there is the energy flow through 
the chakras, and from the chakras the meridians reach each cell in 
the body. Then there is the prana field close to the body, generated 

by the chakra/meridian energy flow. Next there is the auric field that ex-
tends out a few feet off the surface, generated by the thoughts and feelings/ 

emotions and surrounded by an egg-shaped energy field. Out past that we 
begin to see the geometric fields of light that make up the bulk of the hu-
man lightbody. The Mer-Ka-Ba is a potential of the geometric fields of light 

and is created through consciousness. It does not happen 
automatically except over a very long period of evolution, 

and at this moment in history less than 0.1 percent of hu-
manity has a living Mer-Ka-Ba. I believe that will change 
dramatically over the next few years. 

The human being is surrounded by numerous geometric 
fields of energy that are electromagnetic in nature within this 

dimension [Fig. 13-1]. The Mer-Ka-Ba extends into all pos-
able dimensions, and in each dimension uses the laws of that 

dimension to manifest. In the figure above, you are seeing 
only one of hundreds of other possibilities that exist around 

the body. You are looking at the star-tetrahedral field that is 
the first geometric field off the surface of the body, sometimes 
referred to as the "opening" to the Mer-Ka-Ba. This field will 
be the one we will use (at least most of us) here on Earth at 
this time in history, but we are going to show you the more 

. complete geometric lightbody, because for some of you this 
information will become very important. For the vast major-

ity of you, this first star tetrahedral field is all that is necessary 
to know. Once you reach the next world, the fourth dimen-
sion of this planet, you will receive all the additional informa-
tion you will need at that time. Fig. 13-1. The human star-tetrahedral geometry. 
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Why do I keep giving information that is only for a few? I am speaking to 
an audience that is on many levels of evolution. All of you are important to 
life. In fact, if even one spirit were to become nonexistent, the entire uni-
verse would cease to exist. In order to reach the whole audience, I must go 
beyond what most people need. 

The Star Tetrahedron, Source of All 
Geometric Fields around the Body 

If you were to follow these energy lines of this star-tetrahedral field to 
their source within the body, you would be looking at the tiny star-tetra-
hedral field of the original eight cells—the Egg of Life, located in the exact 
geometric center of the body. As you saw in chapter 7, the creation of life s 
geometric. Mitosis moves through sphere to tetrahedron to star tetrahe
dron to cube to sphere again, and finally to torus. This geometric beginning 
of life does not stop there. It continues out to a distance of about 55 feet 
around the body, creating an amazingly intricate array of interconnected 
and interrelated geometric energy bodies that will be used over time by life 
as it evolves. 

Now that you understand the source of these geometric fields around 
the body, let's take a look at them. We will begin with the star tetrahedron. 
First we will repeat part of the information on pages 48 and 49 to save you I 
from having to look it up. It is the beginning. 

The work that is to follow is sacred and will result in your being changed 
forever. If it does not feel like the right path for you to follow at this time, ] 
then don't. Wait until you feel sure. Once you have entered upon this 
path, there is no turning back. You will know and will have experienced 
too much in the higher chakras. You can read this chapter, but that is not 
what I am talking about. It is the actual experience of the Mer-Ka-Ba that 
will change you and your life. It will alert your higher self that you are be
coming aware, and your higher self, which is you on a higher level of con
sciousness, will begin to alter your life here on Earth and you will rapidly be
gin to grow spiritually. 

You may find major changes in your life begin within days or weeks of 
beginning this practice. Friends and relationships that have been in your 
way spiritually will recede, and new friends and relationships will appear. 
Whatever has stopped you from growing spiritually will disappear and 
whatever you need will appear. It is a spiritual law, as you will soon see if 
you choose to enter this path within the higher chakras and the Mer-Ka-
Ba. I say this to you so that you will know and not be surprised. Once life is 
aware of your awakening, it will assist you; then once you have begun to 
awaken, life will use you to further unfold it. Do you remember? This is, of 
course, not the first time you have entered this path. In truth, you do know. 
So let us begin. 

This star tetrahedron with the human image within it [Fig. 13-2] is go
ing to become one of the most important drawings for understanding and 
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working with the Mer-Ka-Ba as taught here in this book. What you're 
looking at is two-dimensional, but think of it in three dimensions. In three 

dimensions it is two interlocked tetrahedrons that are perfectly contained 

within a cube. It would really help if you were to make or buy one of these 
forms so that you can get the image perfectly in your mind. [In the back of 

this volume is a template that can be copied, cut out and taped to form the 
star tetrahedron.] 

One of the first things the angels did when they were teaching me was 
ask me to make a star tetrahedron out of cardboard. Somehow, holding this 
form in your hands really helps your understanding. In fact, it is almost es-

sentual, for a misunderstanding at this point could completely stop your fur-

ther: growth. 
One simple way to construct a star tetrahedron is to first construct an 

octahedron with eight identical equilateral triangles. (You see, there is an 
octahedron inside the center of a star tetrahedron). Then make eight iden-

tical tetrahedrons that exactly fit over each face of the octahedron. Now 
glue the eight tetrahedrons onto each face, and you have a star tetrahe-
dron-. There are other ways [see the pattern in back of this book], but this 

way is easy. I highly recommend that you somehow obtain a star. 
~ne next thing is to understand how your body fits into this star tetrahe-

dron, or how the star is arranged around your body. By carefully studying 
this 3D star tetrahedron you have obtained or constructed and by studying 
Figure 13-1, your mind will begin to remember. Please do this first. 

On Leonardo's drawing, the tetrahedron 

pointing upward to the Sun is male. The one 

pointing down toward the Earth is female. 

We're going to call the male one a Sun tetrahe-
dron and the female one an Earth tetrahedron. 
There are only two symmetrical ways that a hu-

man being can look out of this star tetrahedral 

form with one point of the star above the head 

and one point below the feet and with the 
alignment of the human body looking toward 

the horizon. 

For a male body looking out of his form, his 
Sun tetrahedron has a point on the bottom 

plane facing forward and the opposite flat face 

is behind him; his Earth tetrahedron has a 

point on its top plane facing backward and the 
opposite flat face is in front [see Fig. 13-2, left]. 

For a female body looking out of her form, 

her Sun tetrahedron has a flat face forward and 

a point facing the back; her Earth tetrahedron 

has a point facing forward and the opposite flat 
face is behind her [see Fig. 13-2, right]. Fur- Fig. 13-2. The male and female orientation within the star tetrahedron. 
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Update 1: If you have been on 
Earth and did not recently come 
from somewhere else, your Mer-
Ka-Ba has been dormant for 
13,000 years. So it has been a 
very long time since your body 
has sensed this experience. This 
breathing practice will reestablish 
the living Mer-Ka-Ba around your 
body. The practice functions 
much like a spinning wheel that 
has to be spun every so often to 
keep it spinning. In a Mer-Ka-Ba, 
however, eventually the repeated 
spinning begins to take on a life of 
its own, and at one point in the 
practice the spinning will con
tinue indefinitely. But it takes 
time. This state of the Mer-Ka-
Ba is now being called a "perma
nent" Mer-Ka-Ba, which means a 
person is what is called a con-
scious breather. A conscious 
breather is someone with a per
manent Mer-Ka-Ba who is con
sciously aware of the Mer-Ka-Ba 
breath. To be clear, the daily 
practice that follows is a method 
to construct a living Mer-Ka-Ba 
field around your body, but the 
practice will someday be stopped 
and replaced by conscious 
breathing. 

However, there are very definite 
problems that can occur if you 
stop doing the practice before 
your Mer-Ka-Ba is really perma
nent. Your ego may say to you, 
"Oh yes, I am sure that my Mer-
Ka-Ba is permanent" when in fact 
it is not. If you stop doing the 
practice too early, then your Mer-
Ka-Ba will stop living (or spin
ning) after about 47 to 48 hours. 
So how can you tell if it is perma
nent? 

This is very difficult for some 
people because when you are be
ginning, the energy of the Mer-
Ka-Ba is very subtle. If you have 
been doing the Mer-Ka-Ba for 

ther, there are actually three complete star tetrahedrons around the body 
all the exact same size and superimposed over each other along the samej 
axis. If you could see them, they would appear as only one, but there are re 
ally three. We will explain in breath fifteen. 

Now we are going to give the actual ancient Mer-Ka-Ba meditation and 
special updated information to help you solve most of the problems that 
people have encountered in the past when attempting to activate their 
Mer-Ka-Ba using these or similar instructions. These instructions, which I 
have slightly edited here, were originally used by the Flower of Life facilita-| 
tors and have been posted on Web sites around the world, but most people 
have not been able to do this work from these instructions because of prob-
lems that have been hidden until recently. Read these updates as refer-
enced to avoid the earlier problems. 

The problems that people have had in understanding these instruction 
have been identified over the last five years by direct experience in work
shops, and they will be clearly noted in the updates format in the margin are 
in a special section. I believe this new way will work, but the best possible way 
is still to seek out a Flower of Life facilitator to teach you. These FOL facilita-
tors are in over 33 countries and can be located on the Internet at 
www.floweroflife.org. Or you can call the Flower of Life office in Phoenix. | 
Arizona, USA, direct at (602) 996-0900. They have been carefully trained 
not only to teach the Mer-Ka-Ba instructions, but also to teach the oral in
structions of the heart that cannot be taught from a book. And the lessons of 
the heart are more important than the knowledge itself. It is, of course, up to 
you how you proceed, but once you begin to understand the Mer-Ka-Ba, the 
FOL facilitator could become indispensable. With this preface, we will b e g i n 
the instructions. These instructions will be in four parts. 

Spherical Breathing and the 
Remembrance of the Mer-Ka-Ba 

Like the Sun, we must breathe, radiating out to all life. And from all life we 
will receive our manna. 

Begin by creating a place in your home that is used only for this medita
tion. Make a space where no one will walk through or disturb you, such as 
in a corner of your bedroom. A small altar with a candle and a cushion or 
pillow to sit on may be helpful. Make this place holy. It is here that you will 
learn to create the living Mer-Ka-Ba around your body and make conscious 
contact with your higher self. 

Enter into this meditation once each day until the time comes when you 
are a conscious breather, remembering with each breath your intimate con
nection with God. [Read Update 1.] 

To begin the meditation, first sit down and relax. Any human position 
is possible for doing the meditation, but sitting lotus style or on a chair is 
probably best. You decide. Begin by letting the worries of the day go. 
Breathe rhythmically and shallowly in a relaxed manner. Be aware of your 
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Heart:: Open your heart and feel love for all life. If you cannot do this com-
vou must at least open to this love as much as is possible for you. 

This is the most important instruction of all. 

Mind: Become aware of the Sun (male) tetrahedron (the apex facing up-

ward to the Sun, with a point facing to the front for males and for females a 

point facing to the back). See this Sun tetrahedron filled with brilliant 
while light surrounding your body. (The color of this brilliant white light is 

the color of lightning as you see it coming from a thundercloud. It is not 
onyl the color of lightning, it is the energy of lightning.) Visualize it the best 

you can. If you cannot visualize it, sense or feel it surrounding you. Feel the 

Sun Tetrahedron filled with this energy. [Read Update 2.] 
Body: At the same moment of inhalation, place your hands in a mudra 

where vour thumb and first finger in both hands are touching. Lightly touch 
the tips of the two fingers, not allowing the sides of your fingers to touch each 
other or any other object. Keep your palms facing up. [Read Update 3.] 

Breath: At this same moment, with your lungs empty, begin to breathe in a 

complete yogic breath. Breathe through your nostrils only, except at cer-

tan places, which will be described. Simply breathe from your stomach 

more than one year and you find 
that you are aware of your Mer-
Ka-Ba many times a day, then it is 
fairly certain that it is permanent. 
If you are in contact with your 
higher self and you are sure of it, 
then simply ask. However, one 
thing is also for certain: If you 
stop doing your practice and you 
find that you have not even 
thought of or remembered your 
Mer-Ka-Ba for several days, you 
must begin again. Once you are a 
conscious breather, you will re
member your Mer-Ka-Ba every 
day. 

Update 2: You will need to have a 
small three-dimensional physical 
star tetrahedron to look at. Real
ize that each edge of this star tetra
hedron is the width of your 
outstretched arms from the middle 
finger of one hand to the middle 
finger of the other hand (or your 
height, if you prefer). So the star 
around you is very big. You can 
draw a triangle on the floor or use 
strings to see with your mind the 
actual size of your tetrahedrons. 
This will help tremendously. In 
the Flower of Life classes they of
ten use a full-size 3D star tetrahe
dron and get inside it. This really 
works. 

When you visualize your tetrahe
drons, do not see them outside 
yourself. Do not see a small star 
out in front of you with you in
side it. This will disconnect you 
from the actual field and will not 
create the Mer-Ka-Ba. Your 
mind needs to connect with the 
real field, so see the tetrahedrons 
around your body with you inside. 

Second, you have different op
tions to connect your mind with 
your tetrahedrons. Some people 
can visualize them; their ability to 
visualize is amazing. Other peo-
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FIRST BREATH: Inbreath 

Part 1: The First Six Breaths 

An Overview of the Meditation 
There are seventeen breaths to reach completion. The first six are for 

the balancing of the polarities within your eight electrical circuits and for 

the cleansing of these circuits. The next seven, which are quite different, 
are to reestablish the proper pranic flow through your chakra system and to 

create what is called spherical breathing within your body. The four-

teenth breath is unique. It changes the balance of pranic energy in your 
body from third-dimensional to fourth-dimensional awareness. The last 

three breaths re-create the counterrotating fields of the living Mer-Ka-Ba 

within and around your body. 

breath and feel your body relax. When you feel the tension begin to fade, 

place your attention on your Christ chakra, which is located just about one 

centimeterr above your sternum, and begin to open your heart. Feel love. 

feel love for God and all life everywhere. Continue to breathe rhythmically 
the same length of time in and out), being aware of your breath, and feel 

the love moving through your spirit. When the feeling of love is in your 

beingness, you are ready to move toward the experience of the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

The degree you are able to love will be the degree to which you will be able 
to experience the living Mer-Ka-Ba. 

The following instructions are broken into four areas: mind, body, 

breath and heart. 



ple cannot visualize them, but 
they can feel them. Both ways 
are equal. To see is left-brained 
and male, and to feel is right-
brained and female. Either way 
works; it really does not matter. 
Some people use both ways at 
once, which is also okay. 

Update 3: A mudra is a hand po
sition. Many spiritual practices 
use mudras. The Tibetans and 
the Hindus both use them in their 
practices. What this does is con
nect your body consciously with a 
specific electrical circuit within 
your body. As you change 
mudras, it will connect you with a 
different electrical circuit. 

There are eight electrical circuits 
in the body, coming from the 
eight original cells. It is hard to 
explain here, but it is necessary to 
balance only six circuits to 
achieve balance in all eight. It is 
similar to the global positioning 
system (GPS) system that locates 
a specific spot on the surface of 
the Earth. This system is based 
on the tetrahedron. If three 
points of the tetrahedron are 
known, then the fourth can be lo
cated. In the same way, if three 
electrical circuits are balanced, it 
will balance the fourth. There
fore, if six points of the star tetra
hedron are balanced, the last two, 
located above the head and below 
the feet, will automatically be
come balanced. That is why 
there are only six balancing (and 
cleansing) breaths for the eight 
electrical circuits. 

FIRST BREATH: Outbreath 

Heart: Love. 

Mind: Become aware of the Earth (female) tetrahedron (apex pointing up 
the Earth, with a point facing to the back for males, and for females a point 
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first, then your diaphragm and finally your chest. Do this in one movement 
not three. The exhalation is completed either by holding the chest firm and 
relaxing the stomach, slowly releasing the air, or by holding the stomach 
firm and relaxing the chest. The most important point is that this breathing 
becomes rhythmic, meaning the same time duration in and out. Begin by 
using seven seconds in and seven seconds out, which is what the Tibetans 
use. As you become familiar with this meditation, find your own rhythm 
The breaths can be as long as you are comfortable with, but should not be 
less than five seconds unless you have a physical problem and cannot do it 
that long. Then, of course, do the best you can. 

The following instructions for a complete yogic breath are from Science 

of Breath: A Complete Manual of the Oriental Breathing Philosophy of Physi-

cal, Mental, Psychic and Spiritual Development by Yogi Ramacharaka [Yoga 
Publishers Society, 1904]. Perhaps this description from his book will be 
helpful: 

Breathing through the nostrils, inhale steadily, first filling the lower part 
of the lungs, which is accomplished by bringing into play the diaphragm 
while descending exerts a gentle pressure on the abdominal organs 
pushing forward the front walls of the abdomen. Then fill the middle 
part of the lungs, pushing out the lower ribs, breastbone and chest 
Then fill the higher portion of the lungs, protruding the upper chest 
thus lifting the chest, including the upper six or seven pairs of ribs. 

At first reading it may appear that this breath consists of three distinct 
movements. This, however, is not the correct idea. The inhalation is 
continuous, the entire chest cavity from the lowered diaphragm to the 
highest point of the chest in the region of the collarbone being ex-
panded with a uniform movement. Avoid a jerky series of inhalation 
and strive to attain a steady, continuous action. Practice will soon over-
come the tendency to divide the inhalation into three movements and 
will result in a uniform, continuous breath. You will be able to complete 
the inhalation in a few seconds after a little practice. 

Exhale quite slowly, holding the chest in a firm position and drawing the 
abdomen in a little and lifting it upward slowly as the air leaves the 
lungs. [Author's Note: Some teachers reverse this part by holding the abdo-
men in a firm position and relaxing the chest. Most teachers use the first 
met/tod. Either way is fine.] When the air is entirely exhaled, relax the 
chest and abdomen. A little practice will render this part of the exercise 
easy, and the movement, once acquired, will be afterward performed all-
most automatically. 



facing to the front). See this tetrahedron also filled with brilliant white light. 

Body: Keep the same mudra. 

Breath: Do not hesitate at the top of the inhalation to begin the exhala
tion. Exhale quite slowly for approximately seven seconds, in the yogic 
manner. When the air is out of the lungs, without forcing, relax the chest 
and abdomen and hold the breath. When you feel pressure to breathe 
again after five seconds or so, then do the following: 
Mind: Be aware of the flat equilateral triangle at the top of the Earth tetra
hedron located in the horizontal plane that passes through your chest at ap
proximately 3 inches below the Christ chakra, or approximately at the solar 
plexus [see Vitruvius' canon on the frontispiece before chapter 1]. In a 
flash, and with a pulselike energy, send that triangular plane down through 
the Earth tetrahedron. It gets smaller as it goes down because it conforms 
to the shape of the tetrahedron and pushes all the negative energy of the 
mudra or electrical circuit out the tip or apex of the tetrahedron. A light 
will shoot out of the apex toward the center of Earth. This light, if you can 
see it, will usually be a muddy or dark color. The mind exercise is performed 
simultaneously with the following body movements. [Read Update 4.] 
Body: This following exercise can be achieved with your eyes either open or 
closed. Move your eyes slightly toward each other; in other words, slightly 
cross your eyes. Now bring them up to the top of their sockets (by looking up
ward) . This motion of looking up should not be extreme. You may feel a tin
gling sensation between your eyes in the area of your third eye. Now look 
down to the lowest point you can, as fast as you can. You may feel an electri
cal sensation move down your spine. The mind and the body must coordi
nate the above mental exercise with the eye movements. The eyes look 
down from their uppermost position at the same time the mind sees the hori
zontal triangular plane of the Earth tetrahedron move down to the apex of 
the Earth tetrahedron. It will naturally return to its normal position. 

This combined exercise will clean out the negative thoughts and feel
ings that have entered your electrical system in this particular circuit. Spe
cifically, it will clean out the part of your electrical system associated with 
the particular mudra you are using. Immediately upon pulsing the energy 
down your spine, change mudras to the next one and begin the entire cycle 
over again for the second breath. 

The next five breaths repeat the first, with the following mudra changes: 

Part one, the first six breaths (balancing the polarities and cleansing 
your electrical system), is now complete. You are now ready for part two. 

Update 4: Do not worry about 
this negative energy entering 
Mother Earth. She is fully able to 
assimilate this energy with no 
problem. However, if you live in 
a two-story building or higher, it 
may be necessary to do one more 
thing in order to be responsible. 
When passing through a building 
into a lower floor, if this energy 
comes in contact with other peo
ple, it will contaminate them. In 
order not to cause harm, the fol
lowing is necessary: 

We have not explained psychic 
energy yet, so you must go on 
faith if you do not understand it. 
You must see and know that this 
negative energy you have emitted 
will not become attached to an
other person and will completely 
enter Mother Earth without caus
ing harm. By simply thinking this 
thought, it will be so. 
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SECOND BREATH 
THIRD BREATH 

FOURTH BREATH 

FIFTH BREATH 

SIXTH BREATH 

Mudra: Thumb and second [middle ] finger together. 
Mudra: Thumb and third finger together. 
Mudra: Thumb and little finger together. 
Mudra: Thumb and first finger together (same as 

first breath) 
Mudra: Thumb and second finger together (same 

as second breath) 



Update 5: The following refine
ment is optional. If it does not 
feel necessary, then don't do it, 
and continue to use only love. 
Use this refinement only after you 
are comfortable with this practice 
and are no longer concentrating 
on how to do it. It is as follows: 
Replace the feeling of love that is 
held for all seven breaths with die 
following seven feelings or quali-
ties of mind, holding them during 
the entire breath. 

Breath 7 Love 
Breath 8 Truth 
Breath 9 Beauty 

Breath 10 Trust 
Breath 11 Harmony 
Breath 12 Peace 
Breath 13 Reverence for God 

This pattern is necessary for en
tering a stargate such as the one 
found in Orion in the middle of 
the Crab Nebula. Only a person 
(or spirit) who is living these 
qualities can enter such a 
stargate. This pattern has a sub
tle field that will help you in the 
future. If you do not understand 
now, you will later. -$• 

Part 2: The Next Seven Breaths, 
Re-creating Spherical Breathing 

Here an entirely new breathing pattern begins. You do not need to visu
alize the star tetrahedron at this time. You only need to see and work with 
the breathing tube that runs through the star, from the apex of the Sun 
(male) tetrahedron above your head to the apex of the Earth (female) tet
rahedron below your feet. The tube extends from one hand-length above 
your head to one hand-length below your feet. The diameter of your tube 
will be the size of the circle formed by touching your own thumb and middle 
finger together. (Because all people are different, each person must be his, 
her own measuring stick.) The tube is like a fluorescent tube with a crystal
line tip at each end that fits into the top and bottom apexes of the two tetra
hedrons. Prana enters the tube through an infinitely small hole at the tip. 

SEVENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Heart: Love. There is another refinement that can be used after you have 
first perfected this meditation. [Read Update 5.] 

Mind: Visualize or sense the tube running through your body. The instant 
you begin the seventh inbreath, see the brilliant white light of prana mov
ing up and down the tube simultaneously. This movement is almost instan
taneous. The point where these two prana beams meet within your body is 
controlled by the mind; this is a vast science known throughout the uni
verse. In this teaching, however, you will be shown only what is necessary 
to take you from the third- to the fourth-dimensional awareness and move 
with the Earth as she ascends. 

In this case you will direct the two beams of prana inside the tube to 
meet at your navel—or more correctly, within your body at the navel level. 
The moment the two beams of prana meet, which is just as the inbreath be
gins, a grapefruit-sized sphere of white light/prana is formed at the meeting 
point centered within the tube exactly at this chakra. It all happens in an 
instant. As you continue to take the seventh inbreath, the sphere of prana 
begins to concentrate and grow slowly larger. 

Body: For the next seven breaths, use the same mudra for both inbreath 
and outbreath: the thumb, first and second fingers touching together, 
palms up. 

Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing, seven seconds in and seven sec
onds out, or whatever is best for you. There is no holding your breath from 
now on. The flow of prana from the two poles will not stop or change in any 
way when you switch from inbreath to outbreath. It will be a continuous 
flow that will not stop as long as you breathe in this manner—even after 
death, resurrection or ascension, 

SEVENTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Mind: The prana sphere centered at the navel continues to grow. By the 
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time of the full exhalation, the prana sphere will be approximately eight 01 
nine inches in diameter. 
Breath: Do not force the air out of your lungs. When your lungs empty 

naturally, immediately begin the next breath. 

EIGHT BREAT: Inbreath 

Hearth:Love 
Mind:The prana sphere continues to concentrate life-force energy and 

grow in size. 

NINTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Mind: The prana sphere continues to grow and will reach maximum size at 
the end this breath. The maximum size is different for each person. If 
you put your longest finger at the edge of your navel, the line on your wrist 
that defines your hand will show you the radius of the maximum size of this 
sphere for you. This sphere of prana cannot grow larger; it will remain this 
size intact even when we expand another sphere beyond this one later. 

NINTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Mind: sphere cannot grow larger, so the prana begins to concentrate 
within the sphere, causing it to grow brighter. 
Breath:The sphere grows brighter and brighter as you inhale. 

NINTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Hearth: As you exhale, the sphere continues to grow brighter and brighter. 

TENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Mind: As you inhale the tenth breath, the sphere of light in your stomach 
and will reach maximum concentration. Approximately halfway into the 
tenth inbreath, at the moment of maximum possible concentration, the 

sphere will ignite and change color and quality. The electric blue-white 
color of prana will turn into the golden color of the Sun. The sphere will be-
come a golden sun of brilliant light. As you complete the tenth inbreath, 
this new golden sphere of light will rapidly reach a new and higher concen-
tration. At the moment you reach full inhalation, the golden sphere of light 
in your body is ready for a transformation. 

TENTH BREATH: Outbreath 

MIND: At the moment of exhalation, the small sphere of golden light, two 
hand-lengths in diameter, bulges to expand. In one second, combined with 

the breath described below, the sphere expands quickly to the size of Leo-
nardo's sphere (the fingertips of your extended arms). Your body is now 

completely enclosed in a huge sphere of brilliant golden light. You have re-



turned to the ancient form of spherical breathing. However, at this point 
the sphere is not stable. You must breathe three more times (breaths 11,12 
and 13) to stabilize the new golden sphere. 

Breath: At the moment of exhalation, make a small hole with your lips and 
blow out your air with pressure. Notice how your stomach muscles contract 
and your throat seems to open. In the first moment of this breath, you will 
feel the sphere begin to bulge as you force the air through your lips. Then at 
the right moment (usually within a second or two), relax and let all the re
maining air out through your lips. At that moment the sphere will immedi
ately expand to the size of the Leonardo sphere. Notice that the original 
smaller sphere is also still there. There are two spheres, one within the other. 

ELEVENTH, TWELFTH AND THIRTEENTH BREATHS: Inbreath and Outbreath 

Mind: Relax and drop your visualization. Simply feel the flow of the prana 
flowing from the two poles, meeting at the navel and expanding outward to 
the large sphere. 

Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing. At the end of the thirteenth 
breath you have stabilized the large sphere and are ready for the important 
fourteenth breath. 

It is important to note here that the original small sphere is still inside 
the larger sphere. In fact, the small sphere is actually brighter and more 
concentrated than the larger one. It is from this inner sphere that prana is 
drawn for various purposes such as healing. 

Part 3: The Fourteenth Breath 

FOURTEENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Update 6: Because there is a sex
ual change taking place on Earth 
at this time triggered by the new 
light from our Sun, many people 
have found that their sexual polar
ity has changed. Since this mudra 
is not really important except to 
relax the meditator, it is now sug
gested that you use whichever 
mudra feels right for you. And if it 
seems to change sometimes, then 
change with it. <v-

Heart: Love. 

Mind: At the beginning of the fourteenth inbreath, using your mind and 
your thoughts, move the point where the two beams of prana meet from 
your navel to about two or three finger widths above the bottom of the 
sternum, the fourth-dimensional chakra of Christ consciousness. The en
tire large sphere, along with the original small sphere, still contained 
within the large sphere, moves up to the new meeting point within the 
tube. Though this is very easy to do, it is an extremely powerful move
ment. Breathing from this new point within the tube will inevitably 
change your awareness from third- to fourth-dimensional consciousness, 
or from Earth consciousness to Christ consciousness. It will take awhile 
to have this effect on you, but as I have said, it is inevitable if you continue 
this practice. 

Body: The following mudra will be used for the rest of the meditation. 
Males will place the left palm on top of the right palm, both faced upward, 
and females will place the right palm on top of the left palm. Let the 
thumbs lightly touch each other. It is a relaxing mudra. [Read Update 6.] 
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Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing. However, if you continue to 
breathe from your Christ center without moving on to the Mer-Ka-Ba (this 
is recommended until you have made contact with your higher self), then 
shift to a shallow, comfortable rhythmic breath. In other words, breathe 
rhythmically but in a comfortable manner where your attention is more on 
the flow of energy moving up and down the tube, meeting at the sternum 
and expanding to the large sphere. Just feel the flow. Use your feminine 
side to just be. At this point don't think; just breathe, feel and be. Feel your 
connection to all life through the Christ breath. Remember your intimate 
connection with God. [Read Update 7.] 

Part 4: The Last Three Breaths, 
Creating the Vehicle of Ascension 

It used to be taught that you not attempt this fourth part until you had 
made contact with your higher self and your higher self has given you per
mission to proceed. We are now giving you permission to proceed, but con
tinue to be open to communication with your higher self. This part is to be 
taken seriously. The energies that will come into and around your body and 
spirit have tremendous power. 

Update 7: For many years it was 
recommended that people 
breathe only from the spherical 
breath until they had made con
scious contact with their higher 
self. Because the Earth has 
moved into a higher conscious
ness in the last few years, it is 
now recommended that you im
mediately continue to part four 
of the living Mer-Ka-Ba. 

FIFTEENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Heart: Unconditional love for all life. 

Mind: Be aware of the whole star tetrahedron. Each is composed of one 
Sun (male) tetrahedron interlocked with one Earth (female) tetrahedron. 
These two, the Sun and Earth tetrahedrons together, form the whole star 
tetrahedron (the three-dimensional Star of David). Now, realize that there 
are three separate star tetrahedrons superimposed over each other—three com
plete sets of double (star) tetrahedrons that are exactly the same size and 
appear as one but are actually separate. Each star tetrahedron is exactly the 
same size, and each star tetrahedron has a polarity of its own, either male, 
female or neutral. Each star tetrahedron will turn or spin on the same axis. 

The first star tetrahedron is neutral in nature. It is literally the body itself, 
and it is locked in place at the base of the spine. It never changes its orien
tation, except under certain rare conditions that have not been discussed. 
It is placed around the body according to the sex of the body. 

The second star tetrahedron is male in nature and electrical. It is liter
ally the human mind, and it can rotate counterclockwise relative to your 
body, looking outward. To put it another way, it rotates toward your left, 
beginning from a point in front of you. 

The third star tetrahedron is female in nature and magnetic. It is liter
ally the human emotional body, and it can rotate clockwise relative to your 
body, looking outward. Put another way, it rotates toward your right, be
ginning from a point in front of you. [Read Update 8.] 

On the inhalation of the fifteenth breath, as you are inhaling, say to 

Update 8: This is one of the big
gest misunderstandings people 
have. Not being clear that there 
are really three sets of tetra
hedrons around the body, they 
simply rotate the Sun tetrahedron 
counterclockwise and the Earth 
tetrahedron clockwise. This is a 
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mistake that does not cause any 
real harm, but it stops further 
spiritual growth. 

This type of Mer-Ka-Ba will take 
you into an overtone of the third 
dimension of this planet, which 
has been used by medicine men 
and women and shamans for 
thousands of years to gain power 
and to heal. It has been used 
even for warfare. But it leads no
where, and it definitely will not 
allow you to ascend into the 
higher worlds that the Earth is 
taking us to. If you are doing this 
now, begin anew and start the 
practice as described here. 

Update 9: You can also use the 
mudra of the interlaced fingers: 
Interlace your fingers, thumbs 
lightly touching. 

Update 10: After you have cre
ated the Mer-Ka-Ba and have been 
doing it for about two weeks, you 
can do this blowing out more sym
bolically because your mind knows 
exactly what your intentions are 
and can achieve this step with or 
without this blowing out. (But if 
you like to do it, that is okay.) 

Update 11: This is why the num
bers 34/21 are used: As you 
know from chapter 8, these are 
Fibonacci numbers. All 
counterrotating fields in nature, 
such as pine cones, sunflowers 
etc., that have different speeds, 
are Fibonacci numbers. (There 
may be exceptions, but I am not 
aware of them.) That explains it 
on one level, but why 34/21? 

Without going into a long disser
tation, each chakra has a different 

yourself in your mind the code words, "equal speed." This will start the two 
rotatable star tetrahedrons spinning in opposite directions at equal speeds. 
Your mind knows exactly what your intentions are and will do as you say. 
This means there will be a complete rotation of the mind tetrahedrons for 
every complete rotation of the emotional tetrahedrons. If one set goes 
around 10 times, the other set will also go around 10 times, only in the op
posite direction. 
Body: Continue the mudra of the cupped hands from now on. [Read Up
date 9.] 

Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing again, but only for the next three 
breaths. After that, return to shallow, rhythmic breathing. We will men
tion this again. 

FIFTEENTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Mind: The two sets of tetrahedrons take off spinning. In an instant tfrey 
will be moving at exactly one-third the speed of light at their outermost 
tips. You will probably not be able to see this because of their tremendous 
speed, but you can feel it. What you have just done is to start the "motor" of 
the Mer-Ka-Ba. You will not go anywhere or have any exciting experience. 
It is just like starting the motor of a car but keeping the transmission in neu
tral. It is an essential step in creating the Mer-Ka-a. 
Breath: Make a small hole with your lips just like you did for breath num
ber ten. Blow out in the same manner, and as you do, feel the two sets of 
tetrahedrons take off spinning. [Read Update 10.] 

SIXTEENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Mind: This is the most amazing breath. On the inbreath, as you are inhal
ing, say to yourself in your mind, "34/21." This is the code for your mind to 
spin the two sets of tetrahedrons at a ratio of 34 to 21, meaning that the 
mind tetrahedrons will spin to the left 34 times while the emotional tetrahe
drons will spin to the right 21 times. As the two sets speed up, the ratio will 
remain constant. 
Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing. [Read Update 11.] 

SIXTEENTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Mind: As you let out the breath, the two sets of tetrahedrons take off in an 
instant from their setting at one-third the speed of light to two-thirds the 
speed of light. As they approach two-thirds light speed, a phenomenon oc
curs: A flat disk quickly extends from the original eight cells within the 
body (at the level of the base of the spine) to a distance of about 55 feet in 
diameter. And the sphere of energy centered around the two sets of tetra
hedrons creates, with the disk, a shape that looks like a flying saucer around 
the body. This energy matrix is called the Mer-Ka-Ba. However, this field 
is not stable. If you see or sense the Mer-Ka-Ba around you at this point, 
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you will know it to be unstable. It will be slowly wobbling. Therefore, 

breath number seventeen is necessary to speed it up. 

Breath: Same as breath number fifteen. Make a small hole with your lips 

and blow out with pressure. It is at this point that the speed increases. As 
you will feel the speed increasing, let out all your breath with force. This action 

will cause the higher speed to be fully obtained and the Mer-Ka-Ba to be 
formed in a stable position. 

SEVENTEENTH BREATH: Inbreath 

Heart: Remember, unconditional love for all of life must be felt through-
out this meditation or no results will be realized. 

Mind: As you breathe in, say to yourself the code "nine-tenths the speed 
of light." This tells your mind to increase the speed of the Mer-Ka-Ba to 

0/10 the speed of light, which will stabilize the rotating field of energy. It 

will also do something else. The third-dimensional universe we live in is 

tuned to 9/10 the speed of light. Every electron in your body is rotating 

around every atom in your body at 9/10 the speed of light. This is the rea-

son this particular speed is selected. It will enable you to understand and 
work with the Mer-Ka-Ba in this third dimension without having to have 

fourth or higher-dimensional experiences. This is very important in the 
begining. [ReadUpdate 12.] 

Breath: Deep, rhythmic yogic breathing. 

SEVENTEENTH BREATH: Outbreath 

Mind: The speed increases to 9/10 the speed of light and stabilizes the 
Mer-Ka-Ba. 

Breath: Same as breaths fifteen and sixteen. Make a small hole in your lips 

and blow out with pressure. As you feel the speed take off, let all your 

breath out with force. You are now in your stable, third-dimensionally-

tuned Mer-Ka-Ba. With the help of your higher self, you will understand 
what this really means. 

After you are finished with the breathing exercise, technically you can 
immediately get up and return to your everyday life. If you do, try to re-

member your breathing and the flow through your body as long as you can 
and you can realize that life is an open-eyes meditation and everything is 

However, it would be desirable to remain in the meditation for a while 
longer, perhaps fifteen minutes to an hour. While you are in this medita-

tion state, your thoughts and emotions are amplified tremendously. This is 
a great time for positive affirmations. Talk to your higher self to discover 
the possibilities of this special meditative time. We will talk about this in 
detail in the chapter on psychic energy. 

speed ratio associated with it in 
this dimension. The chakra we 
have moved into with the four
teenth breath and are breathing 
from is the Christ chakra, and 
that is the speed ratio of that 
chakra. The chakra above this 
one is 55/34, and the one below 
it, the solar plexus, has a ratio of 
21/13. It is not important for us 
to know this now, for when we 
reach the fourth dimension we 
will be given full knowledge about 
this subject. 

Update 12: Many teachers in the 
world have decided to teach peo
ple to move faster than the speed 
of light with their Mer-Ka-Bas. 
This is their decision, but I feel it 
is extremely dangerous. Most of 
the higher selves of these people 
will not allow this to happen even 
if the person commands it to take 
place. If a person really did have 
the Mer-Ka-Ba moving faster 
than the speed of light, that 
person would not be visible in this 
world and would exist somewhere 
else in the universe. They would 
no longer live on 3D Earth. 

There will come a time when this 
will become appropriate, and it is 
called the 18th breath. We will 
talk about this in a moment. 
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EIGHTEENTH BREATH: 

This very special breath will not be taught here. You must receive it 
from your higher self. It is the breath that will take you through the speed of 
light into the fourth dimension (or higher, if higher self directs it). It is 
based on whole-number fractions, just as in music. You will disappear from 
this world and reappear in another one that will be your new home for a 
while. This is not the end, but the beginning of an ever-expanding con-
sciousness returning you to the Source. I ask that you do not experiment 
with this breath. It can be very dangerous. 

When the time is right, your higher self will cause you to remember how 
to do this breath. Do not be concerned about it; it will come when needed-

There are many people teaching how to do this 18th breath now, espe
cially on the Internet. I can't tell you what to do, but please be carer_. 
Many of these teachers are saying that they know how and that they can 
take you there and have you return to Earth. But just remember, if you re
alty take this breath, you will no longer exist in this dimension. The ides I 
that you can go to a higher dimension and return to Earth is highly unlikely. 
Not that it is impossible, simply highly unlikely. If you were to truly experi
ence the higher worlds, you would not want to come back. So please be I 
careful. As I said, when the time is right, you will remember what to do 
without any outside help whatsoever. 

Additional Information, and Problems 
That People Sometimes Experience 

All the problems or misunderstandings will be placed in this section for 
convenience. Some may be repeated from above and some will be new. We 
already mentioned the number-one problem associated with the creation of 
the human Mer-Ka-Ba with the spinning of the male and female (Sun and 
Earth) tetrahedrons in opposite directions instead of spinning the Sun and 
Earth star tetrahedrons (the set) in opposite directions. We are going to re
print this update here again since it is so important. Below are other related 
problems and additional information, but they use different terms to help 
your understanding. 
1. Spinning the tetrahedrons, top and bottom only. 

This is one of the biggest mistakes people make. They are not clear that 
there are really three sets of star tetrahedrons around the body, and they 
simply rotate the Sun tetrahedron counterclockwise and the Earth tetrahe
dron clockwise. This is a mistake that does not really cause any harm, but it 
stops further spiritual growth. 

This type of Mer-Ka-Ba will take you into an overtone of the third di
mension of this planet, used by medicine men and women and shamans for 
thousands of years to gain power and to heal. It has been used even for war
fare. But it leads nowhere, and it will definitely not allow you to ascend into 
the higher worlds that the Earth is taking us to. If you are doing this now, 
begin anew and start the practice as described. 
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2. Experiencing the tetrahedrons as either too small or too big, or one 
bigger or smaller than the other. 

Sometimes when people examine their tetrahedrons, they find that they 
are either too big or too small or that one is bigger or smaller than the other. 
These instructions also apply to a crooked or unaligned field. What does 
this mean? 

Your tetrahedrons are an exact measure of the polarity balance within 
your body. The first and primary polarity within your body comes from your 
parents. The Sun tetrahedron is your father's energies as given to you at 
conception; the Earth tetrahedron is your mother's energies as given to you 

at conception. If you experience a trauma originating from your parents 
during your childhood, especially from conception to about three years of 
age, vour tetrahedrons will mirror this trauma. 

For instance, if your father spanked or hit you in such a way as to cause 
real tear, almost for sure your Sun tetrahedron will contract and become 
smaller than normal. If this happened only once, perhaps it will heal and 

return to normal if the father is truly loving. But if this hitting continues, 
the Sun tetrahedron will remain distorted and smaller than normal, which 
will affect the child's life as long as he/she lives unless a healing is received 
in some manner. 

The tetrahedrons should be the same size, and each edge-length should 
be the length of your outstretched arms. But this is seldom the case. Al
most every human being on Earth has had trauma during childhood and be-
yond. What can we do? This is where emotional healing or therapy be-

comes necessary. 

In the ancient schools, such as in Egypt, the female or right-brained as-
pect of the mystery school (the Left Eye of Horus) always came first. The stu-
dent began there, and after the emotional healing took place, then the left-
brained aspect was taught (the Right Eye of Horus). Here in the United 
States and in other left-brained countries, we have introduced the left-
brained studies first because these countries are having a difficult time under-
sanding the female pathway. In many cases they have simply rejected this 
sample pathway. Therefore we have introduced this male pathway first just to 

pet their attention. But now that we have your attention and you are begin-
ing to study this pathway, I find it necessary to tell you that you must now, 
or at least at some point on this path, begin to study the female way. 

Emotional healing is essential if you really wish to find enlightenment 
in this world. There is no way around it. Once you begin to find out about 
the higher worlds, you yourself will stop your growth past a certain point 
until this emotional healing has taken place. I am sorry, but that is the 
way it is. 

The good news is that there has been a great success in refining tech-
niques to assist the human to heal the emotional body in the last 70 years. 
From the time of Freud until now, an incredible understanding has come to 
humanity around the human emotions. Wilhelm Reich was the primary 
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person, more than perhaps any other, who opened the door to this great un
derstanding. It was Reich who realized that as children, not wanting to feel 
the pain of an emotional experience, we stored these painful emotions 
within our muscles, our nervous system and in the space around our bodies, 
our lightbody. We now know it is not just anywhere in our lightbody, but 
specifically in our tetrahedrons. 

Since the time of Reich, Dr. Ida P. Rolf decided that if this emotional 
pain was stored in our muscles, then let's go in and get it. So Rolfing was 
born. Then many great souls came to this idea of Reich's, such as Fritz Perl 
and Sandy Goodman with the related ideas of Gestalt therapy and 
psychodrama. In more recent times, hypnotherapy was born, which 
opened even newer doors of understanding, including our past (and future) 
lives and their effect on our present lives. The existence of entities or dys
functional spirits and energies such as found in witchcraft, voodoo and so 
on have become more understood with an easy method of release. 

My suggestion is that you trust yourself and open to the possibility of 
someone coming into your life who can help you with your emotional im
balances (even if you are not aware of them). It almost always requires help 
from the outside. We usually cannot see our own problems, so this is one 
area of human experience where outside help is just about the only way. 

Only when a person is in a relatively healthy emotional balance can he 
or she successfully function through the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

3. When the disk that extends from the Mer-Ka-Ba is in the wrong lo
cation. 

The 55-foot disk that extends from the body comes from the original 
eight cells, and this disk is in that exact location. It passes through the ares 
of the perineum, near the base of the spine. It is fixed at that location, or 
should be. 

Sometimes it is mistakenly seen emerging from other chakras or other 
locations in the body. It is very important to move this disk with your mini 
to the correct location, as this will change the nature of the whole chakrs 
system. This is one mistake that will distort the entire Mer-Ka-Ba experi
ence, yet is easily corrected. You simply "see" it returning to its proper 
place, then hold it there for a while to stabilize. Make sure each day, as you 
do the steps of the Mer-Ka-Ba, that this disk is in the proper place, and after 
about a week it will remain there. 

4. A reversed-spin field. 

Various mistaken understandings could cause a reversed-spin field for 
the Mer-Ka-Ba. In other words, instead of the mind tetrahedrons spinning 
to the left (from within the body) at the rate of 34 and the emotional tetra
hedrons spinning to the right (from within the body) at the rate of 21, the 
speed ratio is reversed. By this we mean, the mind moves at 21 and the 
emotional at 34- No matter how you arrive at this state, it is very danger
ous. A reversed field is antilife. If you do this long enough, it will almost 
surely result in sickness or even death. 
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The solution is simple—just correct it. But when you correct the field, it 
is like starting all over again to create a permanent field. 

To be very clear, since this is extremely important, we will give these in
structions again: From within the body looking out, and from a point in front 
of the body as the point of reference, the mind tetrahedron moves to the left 
34 times while the emotional tetrahedron moves to the right 21 times. 
5. Seeing yourself in a set of small star tetrahedrons in front of and out
side of your body. 

If you see yourself in a small star tetrahedron in the space in front of your 
body, this will not create the Mer-Ka-Ba. Your mind must connect with the 
real energy field of the star tetrahedrons. You must see yourself inside the 
center of the real field that exists around your body. You can see this field or 
you can sense or feel it. It does not matter, for either way will connect the 
mind to the lightbody. 

Minor Problems and Misunderstandings 

6. Perfect use of the mudras. 
For the first two weeks, the exact use of the mudras is very important. 

However, once the mind and body know what you are attempting to do, then 
the mudras can be relaxed or even not used at all. The body needs to know 
that you are attempting to connect to a particular electrical system within it. 
Once the body knows which system it is, it can go there simply by your 
intention. It's kind of like riding a bicycle. At first your attention must be 
placed on keeping your balance. Once your body knows how to keep this 
balance, your attention is no longer necessary; it happens automatically. 

7. Blowing outward—the tenth, fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth 
rreaths. 

This is similar to #6 . The blowing out is very important in the first two 
seeks, but after that it can be done very lightly or not at all. Once the mind 
and body understand, they will perform this function purely from intention. 
8. Colors. 

For the first two weeks to perhaps a month, we ask that you use the color 
of lightning in the tetrahedrons and the breathing tube. Many of you may 
find or have found that color(s) have entered your Mer-Ka-Ba experience, 
and vou are not sure if this is all right. 

We are asking you to use the color of lightning because that is the truest 
nature and color of pure prana. But many people will find that they cannot 
help color from coming into their Mer-Ka-Ba. First the tetrahedrons will fill 
with color and finally the entire Mer-Ka-Ba- This is not wrong, but normal. 

After about one month, we ask that you allow color to enter your Mer-
Ka-Ba without using intention. In other words, simply allow whatever hap
t e n to happen. Feel what happens within your body when these colors be-
gin to emerge. See within your mind if images begin to appear. What these 

colors and images are is communication from your higher self. It is the be-
ginning of direct communication, and it connects with the rest of life. 
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person, more than perhaps any other, who opened the door to this great un
derstanding. It was Reich who realized that as children, not wanting to feel 
the pain of an emotional experience, we stored these painful emotions 
within our muscles, our nervous system and in the space around our bodies, 
our lightbody. We now know it is not just anywhere in our lightbody, but 
specifically in our tetrahedrons. 

Since the time of Reich, Dr. Ida P. Rolf decided that if this emotional 
pain was stored in our muscles, then let's go in and get it. So Rolfing was 
born. Then many great souls came to this idea of Reich's, such as Fritz Perl 
and Sandy Goodman with the related ideas of Gestalt therapy and 
psychodrama. In more recent times, hypnotherapy was born, which 
opened even newer doors of understanding, including our past (and future) 
lives and their effect on our present lives. The existence of entities or dys
functional spirits and energies such as found in witchcraft, voodoo and so 
on have become more understood with an easy method of release. 

My suggestion is that you trust yourself and open to the possibility of 
someone coming into your life who can help you with your emotional im
balances (even if you are not aware of them). It almost always requires helr 
from the outside. We usually cannot see our own problems, so this is one 
area of human experience where outside help is just about the only way. 

Only when a person is in a relatively healthy emotional balance can he 
or she successfully function through the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

3. When the disk that extends from the Mer-Ka-Ba is in the wrong lo
cation. 

The 55-foot disk that extends from the body comes from the original 
eight cells, and this disk is in that exact location. It passes through the area 
of the perineum, near the base of the spine. It is fixed at that location, or | 
should be. 

Sometimes it is mistakenly seen emerging from other chakras or other [ 
locations in the body. It is very important to move this disk with your mini 
to the correct location, as this will change the nature of the whole chakra 
system. This is one mistake that will distort the entire Mer-Ka-Ba experi
ence, yet is easily corrected. You simply "see" it returning to its proper 
place, then hold it there for a while to stabilize. Make sure each day, as you | 
do the steps of the Mer-Ka-Ba, that this disk is in the proper place, and after 
about a week it will remain there. 

4. A reversed-spin field. 
Various mistaken understandings could cause a reversed-spin field for 

the Mer-Ka-Ba. In other words, instead of the mind tetrahedrons spinning 
to the left (from within the body) at the rate of 34 and the emotional tetra
hedrons spinning to the right (from within the body) at the rate of 21, the 
speed ratio is reversed. By this we mean, the mind moves at 21 and the 
emotional at 34- No matter how you arrive at this state, it is very danger-
ous. A reversed field is antilife. If you do this long enough, it will almost 
surely result in sickness or even death. 
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The solution is simple—just correct it. But when you correct the field, it 
is like scarring all over again to create a permanent field. 

To be very clear, since this is extremely important, we will give these in-
structions again: From within the body looking out, and from a point in front 

of the body as the point of reference, the mind tetrahedron moves to the left 
34 times while the emotional tetrahedron moves to the right 21 rimes. 

5. Seeing yourself in a set of small star tetrahedrons in front of and out-
side of your body. 

If you see yourself in a small star tetrahedron in the space in front of your 
body.this will not create the Mer-Ka-Ba. Your mind must connect with the 

real energy field of the star tetrahedrons. You must see yourself inside the 
center of the real field that exists around your body. You can see this field or 

you can sense or feel it. It does not matter, for either way will connect the 
mind to the lightbody. 

Minor Problems and Misunderstandings 

- Perfect use of the mudras. 
For the first two weeks, the exact use of the mudras is very important. 

However, once the mind and body know what you are attempting to do, then 
the mudras can be relaxed or even not used at all. The body needs to know 
that you are attempting to connect to a particular electrical system within it. 
Once the body knows which system it is, it can go there simply by your 
intention. It's kind of like riding a bicycle. At first your attention must be 

placed on keeping your balance. Once your body knows how to keep this 
balance, your attention is no longer necessary; it happens automatically. 
7.Blowing outward—the tenth, fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth 

rreaths. 
This is similar to #6. The blowing out is very important in the first two 

weeks, but after that it can be done very lightly or not at all. Once the mind 
and body understand, they will perform this function purely from intention. 
8. Colors. 

For the first two weeks to perhaps a month, we ask that you use the color 
of lightning in the tetrahedrons and the breathing tube. Many of you may 

find or have found that color(s) have entered your Mer-Ka-Ba experience, 
and you are not sure if this is atl right. 

We are asking you to use the color of lightning because that is the truest 
nature and color of pure prana. But many people will find that they cannot 
help color from coming into their Mer-Ka-Ba. First the tetrahedrons will fill 
with color and finally the entire Mer-Ka-Ba. This is not wrong, but normal. 

After about one month, we ask that you allow color to enter your Mer-
Ka-Ba without using intention. In other words, simply allow whatever hap-
pens to happen. Feel what happens within your body when these colors be-
gun to emerge. See within your mind if images begin to appear. What these 
colors and images are is communication from your higher self. It is the be-
ginning of direct communication, and it connects with the rest of life. 
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9. The other senses. 
To be clear, it is not only color or sight, but all the five human senses 

(eventually some senses that you may now not be aware of) that will begin 
to interact within your Mer-Ka-Ba. Do not be afraid, just relax and allow it 
to happen. It is completely healthy. 

Beyond the colors and images, you may begin to hear sounds, voices or 
even music or harmonics. You may smell fragrances, feel touches or sensa
tions from somewhere or someone and even experience tastes in your 
mouth. You may even begin to see in a new and unexpected way that does 
not seem to be coming from your eyes. You are awakening to life! Have 
fun, for this is a new world beginning to emerge, and you are a child. 
10. Feelings and emotions. 

Feelings and emotions play an enormous role in the experience of the 
Mer-Ka-Ba. It is the female emotional body that brings the Mer-Ka-Ba to 
life, not just the male knowledge of how to create it. To begin to under
stand what is being said, study the stargate breath pattern in update 5, page 
350 and also Figures 18-1 and 18-2 on page 441, and live it within your 
Mer-Ka-Ba. Just so you know, there are many other stargate patterns, but 
every one I know of all have love and truth as part of their pattern. You 
know this information. As you live and feel how emotions and feelings en
gage within the Mer-Ka-Ba field, you will remember. Experiment. 

11. Sexual energy. 
Sexual energy is primary to the Mer-Ka-Ba on this level and within hu

man consciousness. The full knowledge of Egyptian tantra is too complex to 
transmit at this time and is not necessary. The only aspect of Egyptian tantra 
that is necessary to understand is what is called ankhing, which is described in 
chapter 12 [page 333]. If you no longer use sexual energy, then do not be 
concerned with that section, and continue. 

The Acceleration of Spirit in Matter 
The following is a very important issue that must be discussed. Because 

of the nature of the subjects we have talked about in this book, many of you 
may experience emotional releases after experiencing the Mer-Ka-Ba. If 
you do, it is normal. 

I know that we talked about this before, but I would like to say it again 
since it is so important. When you start the breathing, and the prana flow 
begins again after 13,000 years of not functioning, higher self may begin to 
take control of your life and purify it. By this I mean that persons, places 
and things in your life that were blocking spiritual development will often 
leave you. At first this seems like a loss or a negative. But when your new 
life comes into focus, you will see why certain things had to change. Do not 
be afraid during this transitional period. God and your higher self are 
watching over you. 

The degree to which you experience this transition will depend on how 
clean and unattached your life is now. It's like when you take a medicine. 



Ac first you may appear to be getting more unhealthy as the disease comes 
out of your body. How long the transition takes depends on how sick you 
were in the first place. Of course, once it is out, you feel and live a much 

healthier life. 

An Overview of the Human Energy Field 
beyond the Mer-Ka-Ba 

The following information is, again, needed only for certain people. You 
can read this section, but if it is not seen as something important or neces
sary, then simply skip it or read it for information only. A day may come 
when it will be important to you. 

The energy field of the human being is far more complex than was taught 
Through the Flower of Life workshop. As we have said before, the star tetra-
hedron is the opening to higher consciousness, but there is much more. 

Every possible level of consciousness in the universe is within the hu
man energy field now, but it is only a potential. There is only one Reality. 
There is a nearly infinite number of ways that these energy fields can inter
act to create different Mer-Ka-Bas, which interrupt the one Reality and 
make it seem different. Depending on the Mer-Ka-Ba, the whole universe 
will experientially be entirely different and even seem to have unique laws. 
Most of the conscious universe is working on all possible solutions to this 
problem." One thing is for certain: All the possibilities are based on ge

ometry and the knowledge of how to combine these geometries. 

To assist humanity and the future of humanity, I will offer the following 
geometrical possibilities. I in no way claim that this information is com
plete, only that it is a possibility. We will begin with the star tetrahedron 
and give a pictorial view of the basic complete field beyond the Mer-Ka-Ba. 
We will present this in steps until we have reached the full field. 

First there are the original eight cells, and from there the adult human 
body. Of course, the human body can be replaced with any kind of body and 
may vary depending on the environment and the needs of spirit, but the ge
ometries will always be the same. In many cases there is no body, simply 
spirit. Then around the body or spirit there is the star-tetrahedral field, 
which always begins the geometry shown in Figure 13-3. 

Next is the star-tetrahedral Mer-Ka-Ba field, which looks like this when 
it is alive [Fig. 13-4]. 

Fig. 13-4. Body, star and Mer-Ka-Ba. 
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Surrounding the Mer-Ka-Ba is a sphere of energy that 
is the exact diameter of the Mer-Ka-Ba disk. It looks 

like this [Fig. 13-5]. 
Just inside this outer sphere is an electro

magnetic field in the shape of an 
icosahedron. Immediately inside that ii 

the dual of the icosahedron, the pentag
onal dodecahedron. The icosahedron 
is actually created by a stellation of 
the dodecahedron, where one edge-
length of the dodecahedron is used 
to determine the length of the 
stellation. All the edge-lengths of 
the stellated icosahedron are the 
same. 

This energy field is the same as 
the Christ grid that now surrounds 

the Earth. This is important, since it 
gives us a direct possibility of con

sciously connecting with this Earth grid 
by connecting with our own outer grid. 

Resonance is the answer. We will talk about 
this later. This is what it looks like [Fig. 13-6]. 

Fig. 13-5. The outer sphere. 
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Next, the breathing tube that we were taught that ended at the tips of 
the star tetrahedron actually continues both up and down to connect with 
the stellated dodecahedron. It looks like this [Fig. 13-7]. 

In between the Alpha (the star tetrahedron) and the Omega (the 
stellated dodecahedron) are many other geometric energy fields, all sym-
metrically centered on this breathing tube. There are so many of them, in-
cluding the internal lines of force, that if you could see the complete geo-
metric field, you could hardly find a place to see through it. We will not 
draw all of them in now for two reasons; One, it would be impossible to dis-
ringuish between them here without making hundreds of special drawings. 
Two, it is not necessary for ascension in the immediate future. We will give 
one example and talk about that. This information will be the same for all 

the other geometric forms. 
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Fig. 13-8. The hypothetical octahedron (visualize the fluorite octahedral 
crystal from Fig. 6-35h in the center). 

Here we are going to add a hypothetical geomet-
ric form. This polyhedron is not actually in this loca-
tion, but it will serve as the example. In between the 
Alpha and the Omega we will add an octahedron as 
shown [Fig. 13-8]. Realize that not only in the star 
tetrahedron but in every geometric form that com-
poses the human lightbody, there are three com-
pletely different superimposed and identical polyhe-
dral or geometric forms, although you see only one. 



Remember that with the star tetrahedron there are three sets, one that 
is fixed, one that will rotate to the right and one that will rotate to the left. 
This is true with every single geometric form around the body. 

We will say this again in the chapter on psychic energy: All psychic en
ergy comes down to two parts, attention and intention. Where the mind 
places its attention and whatever intention the mind has, that is what will 
happen. Of course, one's belief systems control the possibilities. 

Therefore, the breathing tube passes through many geometric energy 
fields with many extended possibilities. How do you select which one to 
use? You simply place your attention on a specific field (first you must know 
it is there) and with your intention open the field. The breathing tube will 
now work, but only from that place and through those geometries. 

The breathing tube has a special geometric or crystalline cap that fits 
perfectly into the new energy field and allows the new prana to enter your 
breathing tube. Yes, prana has different qualities that come from different 
worlds and that change consciousness in addition to the Mer-Ka-Ba. Fig
ure 13-9 shows three possibilities. 

Finally, there is a toroidal field (a doughnut shape) that is centered on 
each Mer-Ka-Ba the spirit is using. Sometimes spirits will be running many 
Mer-Ka-Bas in the same moment, which usually results in "wheels within 
wheels." The geometric forms are so close together that the possible 
toruses look almost like onion skins. These toroidal fields extend beyond 
the actual Mer-Ka-Ba and enclose it. See Figure 13-10. 

Fig. 13-10. The toroidal field of the inner star tetrahedron. (Visualize a doughnut cut in half.) 
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top view 

Tetrahedral 
cap 

Octahedral 
cap 

icosahedral 
cap 

Fig. 13-9. Three possible breathing-
tube caps. They will always have the 
same number of faces that the 
polyhedron has. 



In this last drawing we will put everything together except the middle 
geometries between the Alpha and the Omega. This will at least give you a 
better image and understanding of the extended nature of your iightbody 
[Fig. 13-111. 

"ig. 13-11. The full Iightbody surrounding all life forms—and all forms are alive. 

The full iightbody surrounds all life forms—and all forms are living. 
Although Figure 13-11 is an almost complete image of the energy field 

around the human being, the following image is what primarily manifests in 
the Reality as the Mer-Ka-Ba or human Iightbody [Fig. 13-12]. 

This is an infrared photograph of the heat envelope of the Sombrero gal
axy, slightly tilted. It looks like a flying saucer. It has a huge ring around 
the outer edge, which is dark because the outer edge is moving 
very, very fast. This heat envelope is in the exact proportions of 
the Mer-Ka-Ba around your body when it's activated through 
breathing and meditation. With the proper equipment, you can 
see it on a computer screen, since it has an electromagnetic as
pect that is partially within the microwave range. 

It is now up to you. Having come this far, you hold the basic 
knowledge to activate your lightbody. If in your meditation and 
in your heart you know that this is the right thing to do, then be
gin. But perhaps you should wait until you have read the next 
chapter, for there is a great deal more than just turning on your 
Mer-Ka-Ba. This achievement is only the beginning. Fig. 13-12. The Sombrero galaxy. 
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F O U R T E E N 

The Mer-Ka-Ba and the Siddhis 

In the last two chapters we have defined the energy flow and field of the 
human lightbody. We have also given instructions for activating the 
human Mer-Ka-Ba. When this information was first given in the 

Flower of Life workshop, it was assumed that the students would find their 
way to their higher self, and their higher self would instruct them on the 
content of this chapter (and of course much more). This did happen with 
some students, but only a small percentage. The majority never really un
derstood what the Mer-Ka-Ba was or how to use it—in other words, how to 
meditate inside it. 

For this reason, the subsequent Earth/Sky workshop was created to as
sist students in further understanding and living the meaning and purpose 
:t the Mer-Ka-Ba. In this chapter we will give you the basics to help you be
an, but it is still essential that you consciously connect with your higher self 
at some point to really unfold your purpose in life. 

In the Flower of Life we taught only how to activate the Mer-Ka-Ba, and 
many students thought that was all there was to it. They thought that was 
the meditation, but they simply did not understand. The Mer-Ka-Ba is the 
pattern that all things visible and invisible were created through. There are 
no exceptions. Thus the Mer-Ka-Ba has infinite possibilities. 

Further Uses for the Mer-Ka-Ba 
It is generally believed that the Mer-Ka-Ba is the vehicle for ascension, 

and yes, that is true. But it is much more. It is everything more. The Mer-
Ka-Ba can be anything whatsoever, depending on what the consciousness 
within the Mer-Ka-Ba decides. The only limitation it has depends on the 
memory, imagination and limits (belief patterns) held in consciousness. In 
its purest form, this tetrahedral Mer-Ka-Ba's only limitation is that it can
not take the spirit through the Great Void or past the "Great Wall" into the 
next octave of dimensions. This act requires a person to give up individ
uality and merge with at least one other spirit to form a special kind of Mer-
Ka-Ba, which is definitely not necessary to know at this time. 

If a human ego decides that it is going to use the Mer-Ka-Ba in a nega-
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tive way, to cause harm or control others or profit personally or do anything 
that is not in integrity and not based on the purest images of love, then that 
ego will learn a hard lesson. Many have tried, including Lucifer. God knew 
this would happen and arranged the universe in such a way that this cannot 
happen, for the Mer-Ka-Ba needs love to be alive. As soon as the Mer-Ka-
Ba is misused, it begins to die. Very quickly, the higher self enters and that 
person is "arrested" or stopped, and they must wait to continue the upward 
climb in consciousness until the lesson of love is learned. Do not underesti
mate what I have just said or you will simply waste your time. 

In chapter 17 we will talk about what happened when Lucifer found 
that he could not manipulate the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

The Mer-Ka-Ba is very much like a computer. If a person simply acti
vates his or her Mer-Ka-Ba and does nothing else, then this is like buying a 
new high-tech computer with superadvanced potential without loading 
any software. The computer just sits on the desk humming away, but noth
ing is accomplished. It is not until the software is loaded that the purpose of 
the computer can be accessed. And the software you choose will determine 
the nature of the possible uses of the computer. 

It is not a perfect analogy, but it is close. It is true that just by activating 
your Mer-Ka-Ba, it alerts your higher self and the awakening process be
gins. But eventually you must consciously connect with your higher self to 
download the higher meaning and purpose in order to fulfill your purpose 
on Earth. This chapter's purpose is to help you in that process. 

Meditation 

We usually think that meditation is when we close our eyes and gc 
within, which ultimately leads us to self-realization. This is a way, but med
itation can also happen when your eyes are open. With a wider perspective 
we can see that all of life is meditation. Life is a school of remembrance. 

If you connect with your higher self, its instructions will lead into mean
ingful meditation and self-realization. This is the ideal way. However, if 
you do not connect, then you can use the traditional forms of meditation, 
techniques such as Kriya Yoga, V'apasana meditation, Tibetan, Taoist etc 
You can use these forms of meditation and practice the Mer-Ka-Ba at the 
same time without problems as long as the teacher you are learning from 
does not mind. If your teacher says that you cannot use another method 
such as the Mer-Ka-Ba, then you must either follow their instructions or 
find another teacher if you wish to continue with the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

Now, while one is learning meditation, whatever the method, a particu
lar level of consciousness will emerge. It is inevitable. It has to do with the 
relationship between the inner and the outer worlds. One begins to realize 
that all is light, and the miraculous phase begins. The siddhis begin to man
ifest. It is this stage of development that we are going to discuss here, be
cause it is the stage that, when mastered, is closely followed by an under
standing of the meaning and purpose of life. It is also a stage that the whole 
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world is now beginning to enter. We must understand, and we will. 

Siddhis, or Psychic Powers 

What is a siddhi? This is a Hindu term that means "power"—more ac
curately, it means psychic power. The siddhis are considered by many 
Hindu teachers to be an aspect of consciousness we must pass through, but 
they are usually considered dangerous. Why? Because it is very easy to get 
spiritually lost in this area of consciousness when the ego has not been tran
scended by the time this area is reached. The ego can become so charged by 
the siddhi experience that it forgets it is God that it is returning to; it may 
even think that it (the ego) is God. Still, it cannot be overlooked or 
avoided. This level of consciousness must be mastered. 

So when I talk about the siddhis, please remember that I speak about 
them so that you can master them, not use them for personal gain or to en
hance the ego. 

When the angels first taught me how to do the Mer-Ka-Ba in 1971,1 be
gan to have some strange experiences that I could not explain. Very often 
when I was around electrical equipment (especially when the Mer-Ka-Ba 
disk popped out on the sixteenth breath), 1 would blow up or burn out elec
trical equipment close by. This experience went on for almost fifteen years. 
I thought it was just a side effect and there was nothing I could do about it. 
It also became very expensive over time. I lost many TVs, radios and other 
electrical equipment. 

One day in about 1986 I was working with Thoth in my meditations. I 
happened to be visiting Hawaii. I sat down in a circle with a few friends to 
meditate with them, and I was sitting next to a wall that had a light switch di
rectly above my head. At the very instant that I popped out the disk on the 
sixteenth breath, the light switch blew up in the wall behind me and started a 
fire. We had to quickly dig a hole in the wall and squirt it with a fire extin
guisher. 

I felt embarrassed. It had plagued me for many years, so after the fire was 
out, I went into the other room and brought Thoth into my meditation. I 
felt that perhaps he could explain what I was doing wrong. I asked him 
what I could do. He simply said, "Don't do it. Tell your Mer-Ka-Ba that it 
will no longer affect electrical fields." My first thought was, "Is it really that 
simple?" 

So right then and there I "told" my Mer-Ka-Ba not to affect electrical 
fields anymore, and that was the end of my electrical problems and the be
ginning of my understanding of the siddhis associated with the Mer-Ka-Ba. 

The siddhis are no more than commands to do something, and if done 
right, that thing will happen. If the commands are given to your Mer-Ka-
Ba, your Mer-Ka-Ba will continue forever to fulfill that command until you 
stop, change or alter that command with your intention. I realize this is 
simple to say but more difficult to truly understand. I will do my best to ex
plain. 



Programming Crystals 

Computers are made of crystals, and both computers and crystals have 
traits similar to the Mer-Ka-Ba. The programming of crystals is extremely 
similar to what could be called the programming of the Mer-Ka-Ba. Many 
books have been written about the possibilities and techniques of program
ming crystals. 

As I have said before in this work, everything in psychic energy is based 
on two things: attention and intention. I have also said that crystals are liv
ing beings. They can receive and send frequencies and even complicated 
waveforms anywhere within the electromagnetic field (EMF), and this in
cludes our human thoughts, emotions and feelings. Remember the first ra
dio, a crystal set? It was nothing but a wire touching a natural quartz crystal 
in a certain place. The crystal would pick up the signal, and we could hear 
sound through the radio speaker. 

Marcel Vogel was a great scientist working for Bell Labs. He held over a 
hundred important patents, including the invention of the floppy disk. 
This was a man who knew crystals and computers from a deep scientific un
derstanding. At one point in his life, just before he died, he referred to the 
number of programs that a natural crystal could hold at one time. He said 
that the crystal could hold only as many programs as there were faces on the 
end of the crystal. At the time, I thought this was incredible, and I sought 
to prove or disprove this statement. 

I contacted a scientist I knew, Bob Dratch, and we did a simple experi
ment to see if this was true. We placed a quartz crystal on a lab bench with 
the sensor head of his molecular emission scanner (MES) aimed at the crys
tal to pick up the microwave emissions and send them through special 
homemade software into the computer to be analyzed. 

Bob watched the screen as I programmed the crystal with my thoughts. 
Our thoughts are long EM waves that transmit into space and can be re
ceived by scientific equipment, so why not put them into a crystal to be re
ceived just like a radio signal? 

Of course, Bob did not know what I was thinking, so seemingly he 
would have to rely on my telling him when I did it. But this was not the 
case. The instant I programmed the crystal with a thought (the idea of 
love), Bob noticed an immediate change in the sine-wave signature on 
the screen in the shorter wavelengths. It was not long before Bob could 
tell me instantly when I had programmed the crystal and when I" erased 
one of the programs. (You erase a program or remove it simply by telling 
the crystal to do so.) 

I could not fool him. I would put three programs in and take out two, 
and Bob could see the three added blips on the sine-wave signature, then 
he would see two blips being removed. He could track me perfectly. We 
were also able to confirm Mr. Vogel's statement that a crystal could hold 
only as many programs as there were faces on the tip of the crystal. As soon 
as I exceeded the number of faces on this crystal, the blips would no longer 
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show up on the sine-wave signature. The crystal simply could not or would 
not accept them. I was amazed. 

From this experiment 1 believe we can see that crystals hold thoughts 
(and emotions and feelings), and that they can send them back out. Your 
Mer-Ka-Ba is no different. In fact, it is even crystalline in nature in that it 
uses the same geometries that crystals use to structure their atoms. What
ever thoughts, emotions or feelings you emit, with your attention on the 
Mer-Ka-Ba and your intention to place them into the Mer-Ka-Ba, they will 
be received by your Mer-Ka-Ba, which will continue to send them out for
ever until you stop them. And no one, not even Lucifer, can stop or alter 
your Mer-Ka-Ba programs except you. Unless, of course, you have a pro
gram that says they can. 

One difference between crystals and the Mer-Ka-Ba is that the Mer-Ka-
Ba has no limit on how many programs it can hold. It seems like this is true, 
anyway. I have put vast patterns of programs in my Mer-Ka-Ba and it works 
perfectly. If there is a limit, I know for sure it is not a low number such as six 
or eight as is found in crystals. 

Mer-Ka-Ba Programs 
The programming of the Mer-Ka-Ba and all psychic energy is very inter

esting. It happens to us every day, but few people see it for what it is. I 
would like to tell you a couple of stories before I begin this section. I feel 
they will help explain the nature of this subject. However, I will begin with 
a definition. 

Ways to Manifest Wine 

Let's say you wanted a particular kind of French wine or some specific 
thing like that. It's your favorite wine, and you think, "I really wish I had 
this particular bottle of wine here." You see it in your head, your mouth is 
watering and your desire is strong. You want it but you don't know where to 
get some. 

Well, you could create the wine on a 3D level. You could grow the 
grapes, wait several years for them to fruit, pick them and press them, then 
wait ten years or so to age the wine before you have your favorite bottle of 
wine. It might be a little trouble and a little slow, but if that's what you ac
cept as your reality, then you can do that. 

Or you could run down to the store and buy a bottle of the wine you de
sire. 

Or you could just sit there thinking about the wine, and somebody walks 
into the room with a bottle of it and says, "I've got an extra one of these. Do 
you want one?" and sets it on your table. 

If that happened just once, you'd say, "Boy, that was a fantastic coinci
dence!" But if every time you think of something the coincidence happens, 
after a while you're bound to start thinking, "Hey, this is weird. Whenever I 
think of something, I want something or I need something, it just happens." 
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Eventually the coincidences will lead you to the realization that there is 
definitely a connection between what you're thinking and feeling and these 
"coincidences." Many of you on the path know exactly what I am talking 
about, for it is the beginning of the spiritual path. 

This then leads you to the next step of the siddhis, when you begin to 
explore exactly how you make these things happen and how you can make 
them happen on purpose instead of seemingly accidentally. And that leads 
to performing acts like Jesus did when he converted water into wine. In this 
instance you're taking one element and changing it into another. Thus you 
prove to yourself and to others that what you believe about this Reality is 
real. You've established it and made it real. This is the area that is danger
ous, however, because usually the ego has not yet been transcended. 

Then you may go another step beyond that, which would be to actually 
make the wine from nothing—not just converting the elements, but creat
ing it directly from the Void. At this stage your higher self and you have 
merged. 

A step beyond that is not even having the desire for the wine in the first 
place—to not have a need or want at all, knowing that all things are whole, 
complete and perfect as they are. You are now outside of polarity. The 
pathway home becomes clear. 

The Gas Can 

When I was living out in the woods in Canada, 1 began to first realize 
this idea of coincidence. The angels had already appeared to my wife and 
me and we were being guided by their words. They had told us not to 
worry about money while we were in this beginning stage with them. 
They said that they would give us everything we needed. They said that 
there was a "natural law" that God had made with man. Mankind could 
either rely on God to give them substance, or mankind could rely on 
themselves. If they relied on God, everything needed would always be 
"within reach," but if they relied on themselves, He would not help them 
as they requested. 

My wife was getting very upset with me because we needed a gas can for 
our car. She had run out of gas several times, and we were over 20 miles 
from the nearest gas station. She had just run out again the day before and 
had to walk several miles, so she was very upset at me for not buying her this 
gas can. She was going on and on and on about it, making a big deal out of 
this little gas can. I kept saying, "You've got to trust in God." She said. 
"God? I need a gas can!" And I said, "You know the angels said we aren't to 
work at this time, and they'll supply everything for us. Yes, we are really low 
on money, but please have faith." Actually, they did supply us with every
thing; we already had absolutely everything we would ever need—except a 
gas can. 

We took a walk down to the lake where we were living, and all the was 
down to the lake she was going on and on and on, "We have to go back to 
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the city. We have to quit this living by faith. This is too hard. We need 
money." We sat down on a rock and looked out onto this beautiful lake 
surrounded by majestic mountains that God had given us, and she contin-
ued to complain to me, to the angels and to God. 

I kind of glanced over to the side as she was talking, and there, about 20 
feet away, was a gas can just sitting there between two rocks. Somebody 
had evidently pulled a boat up there and left it. But it wasn't just any old gas 
can. It must have been the most incredible gas can on the planet! 1 didn't 
even know they made such things. It was a beautiful red can made of thick, 
solid brass trimmed with a heavy, solid brass handle. This gas can must 
have cost $100 or more! 

So I said, "Just a minute," and went over and picked it up, came back 
and set it down next to her, saying, "How about this one.7" It kept her quiet 
for about two weeks. 

The Stack of Money 

This little house out in the woods we were living in was located in one of 
the most beautiful places on Earth. It had been given to us by the Catholic 
church to stay in as long as we wanted to for free. We had no th ing . . . but 
we had everything—even a gas can. But at one point, as we mentioned, we 
were starting to run out of money. Because the angels asked us not to work 
during the time we were out in the woods and only continue with our medi-
tation, our supply of money kept dwindling. 

And as the money got lower and lower, I could see my wife getting more 
and more nervous. Finally we were down to $16 and no way in sight for us 
to get more. As the money supply shrank, you could see her patience shrink 
with it. Her fear grew. That was it, she was ready to leave me. We had to 
make a payment of about $125 on our car the next day or we would lose it. 
We didn't have it, and that was that. She complained all day and all that 
evening. Finally we went to bed. She rolled over as far on her side of the 
bed as possible and drifted off to sleep. 

About midnight there was a knock on the door. Now, we were out in 
the middle of a deep forest. There was a four-mile walk just to get to the 
house from the closest road, and our nearest neighbor was two miles away. 
So we were surprised by this rare nighttime visitor. 

I rolled out of bed, threw on a robe and opened the door. Standing there 
was an old friend I hadn't seen for about two years with a big smile on his 
race. He came in and said, "Oh man, I've been looking for you everywhere. 
You are really isolated. Are you trying to hide from someone or some
thing?" I said, "Well, no. I just like nature. Come on in. What are you do
ne here in the middle of the night?" 

Well, I'd loaned him a bunch of money a long time ago. I basically just 
gave it to him and had actually forgotten about it. He said, "I felt really 
compelled to come here and pay you this money! I couldn't think of any
thing else." And he put a huge stack of twenty-dollar bills on the table, 
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amounting to $3500. To my wife and me, living as simply as we were, this 
might as well have been a million dollars! 

The Second Stack 

My wife was dumbfounded. That shut her up for about six months or so. 
Not a word. 

As this money began to dwindle, her faith became weaker. This time we 
were down to about $12 to our name and her faith began to be shaken 
again. She went on and on and on; she was going to leave me and the fam
ily and return to the States. Hours went by, the Sun went down and she 
continued to complain. Then we went to bed after a long stressful day argu
ing about money and about having faith in God. Then again in the middle 
of the night came another knock on the door. 

This time it was another friend, one who went way back, all the wav 
back to Berkeley to my beginning days in college. I couldn't believe it! I 
don't know how he found me. He came in, and the same thing happened, 
only it wasn't quite as much this time. It was only $1800. But he said. 
"Here's this money you gave me once when I was in need. I hope it helps 
you." 

My wife went through the same exact changes. First she was very happy 
and didn't complain for a few months, but as that money began to run out. 
she lost all faith. She just could not believe that the angels—who were ap- I 
pearing to her as well as me—could really supply us with "everything we 
needed" as they said they would, even though they had demonstrated it for I 
almost two years. 

When this money ran out, she forced the issue and returned to Berkeley 
to get a job. It was the beginning of the end of her spiritual life. Soon she 
could no longer see the angels anymore. Then she had to rely on herself to I 
live. She got a job, and for her, life returned to its normal state before the 
angels appeared to us. Life became solid and the magic faded from her life. 

The angels have never left my side. To this day I leave my substance up 
to them and give my life energy to God. 1 have faith and trust in the unseen. 
As my faith became stronger with each stack of money, my wife's became 
weaker. It is like the story of the glass that is either half full or half empty 
depending on how you see it. Remember this story, for we will all be tested 
when it comes to the siddhis and the natural laws of God. 

During this time my wife and I experienced firsthand many, many mira
cles. We saw these miracles almost every week, sometimes every day, for 
about two years. Most of them were way beyond just someone giving us 
money. They were truly impossible happenings that anyone would call a 
miracle. Yet it was a great lesson for me to watch how a miracle could cause 
one person to become deeper in love with God and another to move deeper 
into fear. 

There is a great spiritual danger with the siddhis in more ways than one-
It is not just that the ego may become enhanced and attempt to use the 
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siddhis for personal power and gain, but also that the ego may enter fear and 
stop meditating. Either way, it stops further spiritual growth until the time 
is right. No one is truly lost, only delayed. 

Four Ways to Program the Mer-Ka-Ba 
Now that we have introduced you to the siddhis and the possible pit

falls, let's see exactly how the Mer-Ka-Ba can be programmed. 

First of all, there are four ways the Mer-Ka-Ba can be programmed. 
These four ways correspond to the four primary sexual pathways, which are 
male, female, both and neither. Each of these four sexual pathways also 
have a polarity, so under "male" there is "male-male" (heterosexual male) 
and "male-female" (homosexual male). Under "female" there is "female-
female" (heterosexual female) and "female-male" (lesbian female). "Both" 
is bisexual, and under that category is "bisexual male" and "bisexual fe
male." Finally there is "neither," which also has the polarity "asexual male" 
and "asexual female." These eight polarity breakdowns have further polar
ity breakdowns that are unnecessary to unfold at this time. 

The four ways to program the Mer-Ka-Ba follow this same sexual classi
fication: male, female, both and neither. 

Male Programming 

In the Shiva religion there are 113 ways to meditate. They believe that 
rhere are exactly 113 ways and no more. They feel that no matter what way 
you meditate or what you call it, even if you invent a new form, your way 
will fit into one of these 113 ways. 

The first 112 ways are male, and the last (or first) way is female. The 
male ways are pathways that can be written down or verbally described to 
another person. Exact descriptions are possible and logic is the rule. You 
are told that if you do this, this and this, then a particular result can be ex
pected. 

But the single female way has no rules. It is never done the same way 
twice (it could be, but that would not be known beforehand). The female 
pathway has no logic in the normal male way of thinking about things. The 
pathway moves according to feelings and intuition. It is like water in its 
movements, following the path of least resistance. 

Thus male programming in the Mer-Ka-Ba is very specific and logical. 
One example is the following: 

When I began the Tri-Phased Mer-Ka-Ba workshop in between the 
Flower of Life and the Earth/Sky workshops, I experienced a particular 
problem. The Tri-Phased Mer-Ka-Ba was a huge Mer-Ka-Ba field with a 
distance across the disc of 1.6 million miles. It required two or more people 
co create it. The energy release at the time the disk popped out was enor
mous. It was picked up on military computers, and they sent four black he
licopters to investigate this new phenomenon. They would not leave, and 
they interfered with my teaching program. 
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The angels told me that I would do nine of these workshops, then never 
again. This Tri-Phased workshop became one of the most misunderstood 
and misused information ever. About thirty international teachers and un
told Internet sites, without asking permission, began to use this informa
tion, but no one knew what its true purpose was. They thought it was for 
the evolution of people, but it was not. It was only for the awakening of the 
spirit of Mother Earth and for the activation of the Earth's Mer-Ka-Ba. 
This has now been accomplished, along with the misuse of this informatior. 
by many teachers and the spiritual misguidance of many of their students. 

At any rate, groups of three or four black helicopters continued through 
each of the first six workshops. Within fifteen minutes after the group en
tered the Tri-Phased Mer-Ka-Ba, the black helicopters would arrive, and I 
they would stay for about one or two hours, using their instruments to run 
tests on us. 

In the sixth workshop the FBI sent a man, who fully identified himself, 
and three other FBI agents who did not, and it was through their interac
tion with the group that I decided to use the siddhis of the Mer-Ka-Ba to 
protect the group from further harassment. The angels gave me permission 
to do this. 

All I did was set up a surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba. I will explain this idea com
pletely toward the end of this chapter, but briefly, a surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba is 
a field created by a person separate from the person's own Mer-Ka-Ba. This 
Mer-Ka-Ba can remain in a fixed area, such as your house or land. It can 
have completely separate programming from your personal Mer-Ka-Ba. 
though it remains alive through your life-force energy. 

This surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba I created was placed in a spot on the land 
where the Tri-Phased workshop was taking place. It was big enough to sur
round the entire area so that when the group entered into the Tri-Phase. 
my special "male" programming would protect them from the black heli- | 
copters. The male programming I used was simple: It simply stated that the 
internal area within the Mer-Ka-Ba and the external effects of the Mer-Ka- | 
Ba would be "invisible and undetectable" by anyone, and it was. 

When the group created their Tri-Phased Mer-Ka-Ba, for the first time 
in seven workshops, no black helicopters appeared. They could no longer 
see us. It was that simple. And as you might have noticed, it was the same 
method that stopped the electrical disturbances. 

However, we made a human mistake, and this shows the problems of 
male programming. This same group, on the last day of the workshop, de-
cided that they wanted to go to Sedona, about 50 miles away, to do the last 
part of the workshop. In traveling to this spot, we were outside the surro- 1 
gate Mer-Ka-Ba with the "invisible and undetectable" programming, anc 
we all forgot about it. We were miles out in the forest with no one around, 
but about fifteen minutes after this group popped out their Tri-Phased Mer-
Ka-Ba, six black helicopters arrived and would not leave. They just contin
ued to swarm around us like flies for almost an hour. 
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In the last two Tri-Phased workshops, we used the "invisible and unde
tectable" programming and stayed inside this Mer-Ka-Ba. Not one heli
copter of any color appeared to harass us. This is the nature of the male 
programming—the need to be specific. 

I am not here to tell you what to do or what to program into your Mer-
Ka-Ba. I am here only to tell you how. The rest is up to you and your higher 
self. But when we talk about healing yourself and others or about healing 
the world's environment, for example, this information will begin to make 
more sense. 

Female Programming 

As we just said, female programming has no logic. Any man in a rela
tionship with most women knows exactly what I am saying. (Just kidding.) 

Female programming is formless, and an example would be difficult 
even to explain. But I will try. Thinking of psychic protection, one may 
come up with many male programming ideas on how to do that. For exam
ple, to reflect psychic energy back to its source or into the Earth or convert 
it from negative to positive. There are many, many male ways to do this. 
But a female would do something like program her Mer-Ka-Ba to choose 
whatever possibility that is appropriate without being specific. In other 
words, all possibilities. Therefore, she has no idea how the Mer-Ka-Ba is go
ng to respond to a psychic attack, but it will, and it will always be success

ful. 

Another way is to put your fate into the hands of God. It is very similar, 
except that it accepts the possibility that might mean the psychic attack ap
pears to be working. God has a greater wisdom when it comes to these mat
ters. Remember, even the idea of psychic attack falls within the area of po
larity. It is thinking of an us and a them. 

Both Programming 

This is pretty simple to explain. It is a spirit in either a male or a female 
body that uses both ways at the same time. It will run a female program for 
whatever it is doing, and at the same time it will run specific male programs 
to accomplish a particular purpose. 

Neither Programming 

The idea of "neither" programming is paradoxical. A neither person 
extremely rare on Earth but major in the cosmos) does not program at all. 

They are persons who are outside polarity and do not respond to it. Even 
the Taoist idea that "nakedness is the greatest defense" would never cross 
:heir minds. They see life and the Reality in a completely different perspec
tive that would be almost unimaginable to us. 

Since almost no "neither" persons exist on Earth, there is little point in 
discussing this type of person. Besides, if you are one of those persons, you 
don't need to do this work. You are already living the Way. 
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The Surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba 
As we said, a surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba is a living Mer-Ka-Ba field separate 

from the Mer-Ka-Ba that is around the person who creates it. It is a Mer-
Ka-Ba field that can remain in a fixed area, such as your house or land. It 
can have completely separate programming from your personal Mer-Ka-Ba, 
though it remains alive solely through your life-force energy. 

It is simple to create: 
1. Pick a spot where the "breathing tube" will be. 
2. Decide where the outer limits of the Mer-Ka-Ba will be—in other 

words, where the radius of the disk will end. For example, the edge of 
your property. The size of this surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba can be very big. 
(We are still experimenting with this. At the moment I have one 228 
miles in diameter that is helping with the environment in the area where 
I live. It took me several years to learn how to use one of this size.) 

3. Do not be concerned with the sex of the Mer-Ka-Ba or which way the 
tetrahedrons are facing. It will work anyway. 

4. The size of the tetrahedrons will automatically adjust to the size you set 
for the disk, so you do not have to think about that, either. 

5. As you do your personal meditation with your Mer-Ka-Ba, "see" the 
same thing happening to your new surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba. Each step of 
the meditation 1 through 17 you "see" it happening to your surrogate 
while you see it happening to your personal one. 

6. You must remember your surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba every day, just as you 
must remember your personal Mer-Ka-Ba. This means that every day as 
you do your Mer-Ka-Ba meditation, you see the same thing happening 
with your surrogate, step by step, breath by breath. When the disk pops 
out for your personal Mer-Ka-Ba, then the surrogate's disk pops out, 
too. 

7. You can have more than one surrogate, but it becomes complex, since 
you must remember them to give them life energy. 

8. Program your new surrogate to whatever you set immediately after com
pletion. Once programmed, it will stay until you remove it. 
One last thought. I/you have a permanent Mer-Ka-Ba, then you will 

find that you can create a surrogate Mer-Ka-Ba instantly with a single 
breath. And it requires less attention to stay alive. 

Conclusion 

We have discussed the subject of the siddhis and some of the pitfalls of 
higher meditation with the Mer-Ka-Ba. However, we have not discussed 
the real purpose of meditating within the Mer-Ka-Ba. We will say again 
that it is through the conscious connection with your higher self that you 
will realize who you really are—self-realization. This primary realization is 
the beginning of all meditation that leads to fulfilling your purpose for exist
ing. We will discuss this in another chapter. 
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F I F T E E N 

Love and Healing 

Love Is Creation 

Love is the source of all of creation. It is the consciousness that actu
ally forms the created universes, dimensions and worlds that we live 
within. As we look into the other worlds with our dualistic minds, we 

always see everything in threes, as we have said before. We see time as the 
past, present and future. We see space as the x, y and z axes. And we see 
size in the microcosm, the everyday world and the macrocosm. We will call 
this the trinity of the Reality. 

Everything in this trinity of the Reality, from atomic particles to the 
grand galaxies, is held together by forces that we have given different 
names, seeing these forces as separate and unrelated. The atoms are held 
together by atomic forces that seemingly are different from the forces of 
gravity that hold planets to suns and suns to other suns, but are they really 
different? Perhaps the only real difference is the dimensional level they 
manifest in. 

Love is a particular vibration of consciousness that, when it is between 
humans, holds people to people in all our relationships. Without love, mar
riage is just a shell and will usually break apart. Sometimes a marriage will 
stay together only to save the children, but is it not still love that holds the 
marriage together, love for the children? We may have other reasons to 
continue a relationship without love, but it is never the same as true love, 
love is the bond that is stronger than any other. People will die for love. 

I believe that everything in the universe is a mirror of consciousness. From 
what I have seen, all energy is consciousness no matter what the name of it is, 
whether it is called electricity, magnetism, electromagnetic fields, heat, kinet
ics, atomic forces, gravity and so on. And from this belief we can see that ac
cording to e = mc2 , energy is related to matter—and to the speed of light 
squared, a number. Therefore, matter is also consciousness, only crystallized, 
From this view of the world, everything is consciousness. And consciousness 
is the light that reflects off the matter of the outer world and creates the en
tire outer world, breath by breath. The inner world of consciousness—the 
dreams, visions, feelings, emotions, sexual energy, kundalini, and even our 
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interpretations of the outer reality—are all the source of matter and how this 
matter is arranged, e = mc2. And love is the binding agent within this equa
tion. Love is the exact vibration that matter responds to. We have a great 
power to create. We have forgotten, but now is the time to remember. 

This is why the living Mer-Ka-Ba needs love to become alive. Without 
love the Mer-Ka-Ba is lifeless and will soon die. The female aspect must be 
present in love to balance the male, or life will not be. 

It is love that can change water into wine. It is love that can bring a per
son back from the dead. It is love that can heal yourself and others. It is 
love and love alone that will heal this world. So to speak of healing without 
speaking of love is not speaking with truth. In medicine only certain things 
are possible. But with love all things are possible. With love, the incurable 
disease is nothing but light, and the atoms of the body can be re-formed into 
perfect health. The absence of love is the source of all disease, for it is love 
that binds matter into order out of chaos, and without love, chaos will al
ways ensue. 

Healing takes place only when love is present. 
In the late '80s we did research to see if all healers might have something 

in common. We looked at many healers, most of whom used different 
forms or techniques. Just about every technique of healing known was 
present. Hands-on healers, psychic surgeons, Reiki masters, prana healers, 
medicine men and women, shamans, practitioners of witchcraft, psychic 
healers and so on were all present. We studied the energies coming off their 
bodies and found that they all had an almost identical sine-wave signature, 
the same pattern of three high waves and one low wave that continuously 
repeated—and that the source of this pattern was located in the universal 
heart chakra. 

This was very interesting from a geometric point of view, because the 
length of the breathing tube above and below the heart chakra was exactly 
one part male to three parts female. This was the one aspect that was the 
same in each of these healers, at least while they were healing. They were 
centered in the Christ chakra just above the sternum at the moment they 
were healing—the primary chakra of universal unconditional love! 

From this research and other experiences I have had, I now believe that 
whatever healing technique(s) a person uses is of little importance. The 
technique simply gives the healer a structure for the mind of that person to 
focus on, but the real healing comes from the love that healer is giving to 
the person being healed. The healer's love for that person heals, not their 
knowledge. So speaking of healing without speaking of love will always 
evade the truth. 

Healing people, healing villages or healing the entire planet is all the 
same. The only difference is simply the greater degree of love. 

The mind has the knowledge to manipulate matter, but love has the 
power to not only manipulate matter, but to effortlessly create matter from 
nothing. No matter what the problem is that needs to be healed, love can 
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always find a way. True love has no limits. 
What is the veil that keeps us from seeing and living this great truth? It 

is the belief patterns we hold that limit us. What we believe to be true is al
ways our limitation. If our doctors tell us that a certain disease is incurable 
and we believe them, we cannot heal ourselves. We are frozen in that be-
lief. We must then live out that belief even if it means living in great pain 
and discomfort for the rest of our lives. Only a miracle, something much 
greater than ourselves, can overcome a frozen belief. So it is our minds that 
can arrest a healing. When our minds are in control and not our hearts, we 
will almost always suffer. 

Let me tell you a true story about one woman's triumph over her mind 
and her belief patterns. Her name is Doris Davidson. 

Doris contracted polio and was restricted to a wheelchair for about 
twelve years before I met her. Her doctor had told her that she would never 
walk again, and she had resigned herself to this "fact." She lived alone with 
her son, who sacrificed his life to take care of her. 

One day she began to read some books on healing through crystals. She 
became excited by the author's words, which spoke of how any and all dis
eases are curable. Through these words she began to have hope again for 
the first time in many years. She called the author to ask her for advice, but 
for whatever reason, the author asked her to call me. 

When Doris called me and asked for help, I told her that I would have to 
ask permission before I could help her, and that I would call her back. (We 
will talk about the importance of asking permission later in this chapter.) I 
spoke to the angels, and all the channels opened up for this healing to be
gin. They told me not to do any of the healing work that I usually do, but to 
work only on her belief patterns. They said that as soon as she really be
lieved it was possible to be healed, she would do it herself. 

So I called her back and all we did was talk. Once a week for many 
months we would talk, always leading the conversation to allow her to be
lieve that she could heal herself. For all these months nothing happened. 

Then one day she called me, and it was obvious by her voice and com
mitment that she had changed. She told me how she had made certain de
cisions. First, she had decided that she was never going to sit in her wheel
chair again. So she sold it and had her doctor rig her up with special braces 
that confined her hips and legs. Her legs had deteriorated from sitting for so 
many years and were very weak. Along with this, she needed a four-legged 
walker to keep her from falling over. Many months went by with these re
strictions. 

Then one day she felt that her legs were getting strong enough and she 
switched to regular crutches. This began to work, and Doris became even 
more certain that she could heal herself. 

Her legs became so strong that the hip braces were no longer necessary, 
and she switched to braces that held only her knee joints in place. She was 
walking so well and feeling so confident that she asked her son to leave 
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home so that he could have a life. She was now able to take care of herself 
without any outside help. 

Then the big day came. Doris was able to walk without the crutches us
ing only the braces. She became so excited, 1 could hardly talk to her on the 
phone. A few days later she went to the California Department of Motor 
Vehicles and managed to get a drivers license. Immediately after that she 
sold her house and bought a brand new RV and drove to Taos, New Mex
ico, where I was living, and attended one of my Flower of Life workshops. 
She walked into the workshop without help and with a smile so big that she 
looked like she was going to lift off the ground. She was a changed woman. 

Nine months later 1 was walking down the street in Taos, and 1 saw Do
ris come running up to me. It was the first time 1 had seen or talked to her 
since the workshop. She had gotten a job and had disappeared for a while. 
She whirled around in a circle to show me that all her braces were gone. 
She looked at me and said, "Drunvalo, 1 am completely healed, 100 per
cent. I am so happy. I love you." And she danced away. I watched her as 
she skipped down the street with not even a trace that she'd ever had polio 
or had ever spent twelve years in a wheelchair. 

Every year for about five or six years she would send me a Christmas card 
out of gratitude. But 1 hadn't done anything; she had healed herself. She 
understood the problem, and believed from the depth of her heart that it was 
really possible to heal herself—and of course she did. 

Remember the lady who simply touched the garment of Jesus to heal 
herself, to whom Jesus said, "Daughter, be of good comfort; thy faith hath 
made thee whole." 

What you believe to be true is always your limitation. If you do not be
lieve in limitations, you are free. 

"Heal Thyself" 
First of all, there's healing yourself and healing others. You always begin 

with yourself. If you cannot heal yourself, how can you truly heal others.1 

So let's begin with your own energy field, your Mer-Ka-Ba. 
As far as the breathing and the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation is concerned, I 

believe that if you do the breathing daily and get the prana moving through 
your body, you will eventually find health. However, "eventually" can be 
shortened considerably with the understanding that the Mer-Ka-Ba is alive 
and responds only to the conscious intentions of the spirit within the field. 

Because of the perfectly balanced male and female prana one receives by 
breathing within the Mer-Ka-Ba, some diseases are going to go away just 
from the brearh. You should feel a tremendous change quickly in some 
health problems, but not all. There are other problems that can be healed 
only with a deeper understanding of the nature of what disease is. 

This story will emphasize the nature of disease. In about 1972 I was liv
ing in the forest in Canada with my wife and children. My wife and I had 
been studying hypnotism. We had learned that we could leave our bodies 
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and fly from room to room in our house. We even set up tests to see if our 
perceptions were real. 

One of the tests was simple. When my wife was in a trance state, I left 
the room and went into another room, changing the room in a certain way 
rhat only I knew. When I came back 1 had her fly into the other room and 
tell me what she saw. She described it perfectly- It was then that I began to 
understand that life on Earth was different from what I believed. 

We did many tests, some of which became more complex. One was 
when she would fly (astral-project or remote-view) down to a bookstore 
and pick out a book that neither of us had read. Then she would pick a cer
tain page in the book and read it to me. I would write it down, including the 
rage number. Then the next day we would check this book to see what was 
on that page. It was always perfect. As time when on, we became more and 
more confident of the nature of what the Reality was and how conscious
ness fit into the big picture. 

Then one day I was drying a cast-iron pan on the stove. I had forgotten 
it for about fifteen minutes and it was practically orange-red. My wife 
walked into the room and without thinking, picked up the pan. I tried to 
speak, but it happened so fast I couldn't. She picked the pan up with her 
left hand and moved about three feet before her body responded with pain. 
She dropped the pan and began to scream and went into instantaneous 
shock. 

Immediately, without thinking, I ran over to her and looked at her 
hand. She had really burned it badly, and I didn't know what to do but put 
it in cold running water. I did that for a few minutes, but then something 
else took over within me. I looked at her and told her that I was going to 
put her under. She agreed. The first thing I did was tell her that all her pain 
was going away. Immediately the pain stopped. Her eyes were closed now 
and she was relaxed. I decided to go one step further. 

I watched her palm as I held her burned hand. I told her, under hypno
sis, that her hand was going to go back to absolute normal on the count of 
three. The moment I said the word "three"—about two or three seconds 
later—the hand returned to normal. I saw this with my own eyes, and it 
changed my life. I knew in that moment that everything society and my 
parents had ever told me about the Reality was not true. The body was 
light, and it responded to consciousness. It responded to whatever the per
son truly believed. 

After that day we performed many experiments that proved beyond any 
doubt that the Reality is light, meaning like light, not solid, held in place by 
consciousness. It was the first important lesson in healing in my life. It took 
me many more years to understand that what had happened with my wife's 
hand could be applied to all healing situations in this Reality. A diseased 
organ, for example, that is almost destroyed can be returned to health sim

ply through consciousness alone. 

I had a friend named Diana Gazes who did a TV show in New York for a 
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while, called "Gazes into the Future." She used to film all kinds of spectac
ular healings to put on her show. She stopped her show after many years, 
but one of the last shows she was going to put on (though it never made it) 
was one about an incredible healing with an eleven-year-old boy. She had 
been taping on video this boy's progress over about a year, and it was almost 
done when her show was canceled. 

When this boy was very young, he used to collect salamanders. You 
know, you can pull off a salamander's leg or tail, and it'll just grow another 
one. Well, the parents hadn't told him that that applied only to salaman
ders and not people. Because they hadn't told him, he didn't know. He be
lieved that all living things did that, including people. When he was about 
ten years old he lost his leg above the knee. So what did he do? He just 
grew another leg. 

It's all on Diana's video. In the last part of the video he was growing his 
toes. It took about a year or so for him to do it. What's possible? It all de
pends on your belief systems, what you believe is possible and the limita
tions you put on yourself. 

Once you have healed yourself and know the nature of what I am talk
ing about, spirit may ask you to heal others. If you are asked to be a healer, 
then there is more to understand. 

Healing Others 
You don't have the right to heal anybody you want, even if you could go 

around and touch everybody and they'd be absolutely healed. It's illegal. 
This is a school we live in, and everybody's experience is their own experi
ence, and they need it. You can't heal someone just because you want to or 
they need or deserve it. You have to get permission first. 

Why get permission? We cannot see very well from this position within 
the third dimension. We do not know what our actions are really going to 
do in the bigger picture. We may think that we are doing this person great 
good by healing him when in fact we are harming him. We all live in a cos
mic school of remembering. An illness may be just what that person came 
to Earth for. Through this illness this person may learn compassion, and by 
healing him you take away that possibility. Keep your ego out of the way, 
and healing will come naturally. 

This is how 1 proceed. First I ask permission from my own higher self, 
asking whether this is in divine order. (I will talk about what the higher self 
is in chapters 16-18.) If I get a yes, then I must verbally ask the person (if 
possible) if he wants me to heal him. If I get a yes, then I must now bring in 
his higher self and ask it if this healing is in divine order. Sometimes I will 
get permission and sometimes not. If I do not get permission, then I simply 
say I am sorry that I cannot help them, and allow nature to move the way it 
will. If I get a yes, then this is what I do. 

To be clear, when I say, "This is what I do," I do not mean that this is 
necessarily what you should do. I am using myself as a guideline to help you 
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understand, but I am in no way saying this is dogma. 

The person's higher self knows exactly what is wrong down to the most 
minute detail, so continuing to talk to the person's higher self after you 
have permission will give you great knowledge about this illness. I have 
found that the person's higher self, if I ask, will even tell me exactly what to 
do to heal this person. Sometimes it is a traditional pathway, but sometimes 
it will not make sense to the mind at all. The higher self may tell you to 
paint a red star (for example) on your forehead while you are working with 
this person. Your mind will not understand, but the person will see the red 
star and suddenly it triggers something inside, and an immediate healing 
takes place. Use the person's higher self, for it knows everything. 

The following ideas may be different from what you have learned about 
healing. Just keep an open mind. First of all, I realize that people have 
many concepts about what disease is, but as I have said above, to me the 
body is simply light and can be changed easily once the mind can accept the 
healing. Coming from that place, I see the whole body as just energy, in
cluding the disease. To me it does not matter what the story is around the 
disease—what the person thinks caused this disease. To me, both the body 
and the disease are just energy. 

I have found that it is easiest to heal if the old negative, "diseased" en
ergy is removed before one attempts to put positive energy into the body. I 
have found that energy, negative or positive, responds to human intention 
very well. Let's say a person has cataracts on both eyes and can't see at all. 
Medical doctors would say there is nothing that can be done except to have 
cataract surgery. 

From my view, it is only energy. I would reach down to the eyes with my 
fingers, and with my intention, I would get hold of the energy with my fin
gers and pull this old diseased energy out of their body. Different healers 
around the world have many different ideas about what to do with this dis
eased energy once it is out of the body. Obviously, you can't just leave it sit
ting around for it to become connected to someone else. 

The prana healers of the Philippines visualize a bowl of violet light that 
burns and consumes the diseased energy. Everyone has different instruc
tions. The angels told me to just send it toward the center of the Earth and 
that Mother Earth would take it and convert it into useful positive energy. 
It has worked perfectly for me. 

Everyone has different ideas about how to generate the healing prana or 
positive energy to put back into the body. Chi Gung masters pull the energy 
from nature. The Philippine pranic healers pull it from the Sun. You have 
a special advantage, since you are learning the Mer-Ka-Ba, and you will be 
able to pull unlimited pure prana from the fourth dimension for this pur
pose. As you were shown in chapter 13, there is a sphere of prana two 
hand-lengths in diameter that surrounds the heart chakra, where the two 
pranic flows meet. On the tenth breath this sphere expands to enclose the 
human body, but the original smaller sphere is still there. It is from this 
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source that one can get this prana for healing. 

So from this sphere around your heart chakra, you simply visualize with 
intention that this energy move from around your heart into the person who 
needs healing. It is unlimited, so as fast as you use it, it is replaced. You can 
see this energy moving down your arms into your hands and then into the 
person to wherever the person needs it. And it does not actually matter 
where this person is located in the world. You can send your energy to him 
with your intention, and it will be received. 

Once you have removed the diseased energy and replaced it with pranic 
energy, the last step is to see the person becoming healed in your own 
mind—and also (extremely important) see them healthy about three 
months in the future. You know it will be so. 

This form of healing is very simple, but it works. Remember, it is really 
love that allows the healing to come to pass. 

Now, there is a slightly new subject that 1 will address here. Most heal
ings that do not take place no matter what the healer does, are because 
there is something within the person that is stopping the healing. We are 
talking about something other than belief patterns. This is something that 
many healers wish to avoid, but it is absolutely necessary to address if the per
son has this problem. 

This brings up the subject of entities and dysfunctional thought forms 
that are not part of a person, yet live within that person. These entities act 
as parasites. They are not the person, but that person has, by his thoughts, 
emotions/feelings or actions, attracted these entities. By their presence 
these entities can keep a healing from taking place as well as directly cause 
major diseases. 

What is an entity? It is a living being who has come from another di
mension but somehow entered this world. In the world from which they 
came, they are useful and necessary to the universe as a whole. But here 
they are a problem. 

There is another kind of entity that is simply a human spirit who, out of 
fear, has not left the third dimension and has chosen to reside within an
other person. And there are other possibilities, such as ET spirits who may 
or may not be from this dimension but are in the wrong place at the wrong 
time. 

The understanding is similar to the cellular levels within your body. 
Each cell in your body is unique and lives in a particular body part. It has a 
job to perform for the body as a whole. They appear different; brain cells 
look different from heart cells, which are different from liver cells and so on. 
As long as the cells are in the right place, there is no problem. But if we 
were to cut your stomach open, blood cells would pour into your stomach. 
They should not be there, so a healing would be necessary to remove these 
blood cells and stop this influx of alien cells. 

What is a dysfunctional thought form? It is the thought of a human or 
other being that has arrived within a person, usually by intention. A spell, a 
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curse, directed hatred and so on can all come to life within a person. Once 
within someone, it will usually take on a form, which might have almost any 
shape, and a life-force energy. It will appear to be alive. Ir is removed in the 
same way that spirits are. 

Ail these possibilities have a detrimental effect on human health, with 
the exception of the "good" entity. Yes, rarely there is a spirit of a highly 
evolved nature who is good for the person. When one is discovered, I usu
ally do nothing to remove it. At the right time it will leave on its own. 

Hypnotherapists deal with these issues all the time. It is usually the first 
thing they do. And I agree with them. After you get permission from a 
person's higher self, the first thing you do is check to see if he has any of 
these entities or dysfunctional thought forms. I have found that about half 
the people I have seen have them. The source of these entities is often from 
the time period when the Mer-Ka-Ba was misused on Atlantis and the di
mensions were ripped open, about 13,000 years ago. And very often these 
entities have remained with a particular soul for all this time. 

Ask your higher self if you are to become involved with this part of heal
ing. If not, then forget it, but be prepared that sometimes there will be 
nothing you can do as long as an entity lives within the one to be healed. 

I will explain what I do to remove them, but please remember that it is 
not the technique, but love that is so important. And my path is definitely 
not the only way or technique to assist in healing. If you are just beginning, 
some of what I say may not make sense. I will do my best. 

In the past, the Catholic Church and others have used exorcism to evict 
the entity out of the person's body. This was usually done with very little 
understanding on a spiritual level and mostly by brute psychic force. The 

priest just wanted to remove the entity and didn't care what happened to it. 
Little did he know that this spirit is simply going to move into someone 
else's body as soon as possible, which is usually the first person the entity 
sees. The entity must live within someone's body. It is not capable of living 
long outside some form. 

So what good is this form of exorcism? The disease, the entity, still stays 
alive within humanity. It is in a world that is not its own. It is afraid and 
very unhappy. These entities are similar to little children, but in order to 
protect themselves in this alien world, they have learned to take on fright
ful appearances and noises to keep humans away. If they are approached in 
love, honesty and integrity and you can convince them that you really are 
going to send them back home, they will not resist but will usually even 
help. So my suggestion is that you treat these entities like children, no mat
ter what they do. 

Now let's see what they might do. [f you understand the Reality, that it 
is just light and that it conforms to your intentions, then you know that you 
can remember and create the intentions that will heal all things. Do not be 
afraid of these entities or dysfunctional thought forms. They can do noth
ing to you as long as you connect to them only through love. In this particu-
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lar state of consciousness, you are immune. If you connect to them through 
fear, sexual energy, drug-related experiences or any experience that brings 
them into your internal world, they can possess you. 

With love, I begin by asking the person's higher self if there are any enti
ties or dysfunctional energies within that person. If it says yes, I immedi
ately put up a mind field in the shape of an octahedron (two back-to-back 
pyramids) that surrounds the person and usually myself, too. This is done 
for two reasons: It will not allow the spirit to escape and move into some
one else's body, and it provides a dimensional window at the tip of the 
octahedron to move the spirit back into its home world. 

Then I personally invoke Archangel Michael to assist me. He loves to 
do this work because it brings the universe just a little bit closer into order. 
He stands behind me and watches over my shoulders. We work together as 
one. He will work with you if you just ask. 

Then I place my hand over the person's navel and ask the entity to come 
forth to me. I then go into telepathic communication with the spirit(s). I 
have found it is not necessary to have the entity talk out of the person's 
mouth. (This just makes matters more complex and can produce fear in 
the person.) Once I am in telepathic communication with the spirit, I send 
it love so it knows that I am not there just to "get it," but that I am inter
ested in its well-being, too. 

Every spirit in existence was created by God for a reason and serves a sa
cred purpose in the overall scheme of life. Nothing has ever been done at 
random. I tell the entity that my purpose is to return it to the world from 
which it came. And I mean it. Once the spirit is convinced that I will really 
do this, it is easy. 

Then I feel and internally see this spirit. These entities have many 
shapes and forms, which will seem very strange to a novice. Often they are 
shaped like a snake or insect, but they can appear in almost any form. At 
the right time I begin to pull this spirit out of the body. Once the spirit is out 
about three feet, I hand it over to Michael, and he brings the spirit up to the 
apex of the octahedron and sends it through the dimensions back to its 
home. Michael knows exactly what to do. 

This becomes a win-win situation for both the person and the spirit. 
The spirit returns home, which to it is like going to heaven. There it can 
fulfill its sacred purpose in life and be happy. And the person being healed 
is inside his own body all alone, sometimes for the first time in thousands of 
years, and he is able to function in a new and healthy way. Many diseases 
will often simply go away all by themselves, since it was the spirit that was 
causing the problem in the first place. 

A little side note: The reason I put my hand over the navel is because I 
have found that that is the easiest place from which to remove spirits. Thev 
usually enter a body from a specific chakra at the base of the skull, at what is 
called the occiput. Usually a person has entities because he has used heavy 
drugs or alcohol and become vulnerable to them or because entities may 
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have found an opening from the person's use of sexual energy or because 
the person has entered extreme fear and become helpless. There are other 
ways, but these are the three major reasons I have found. 

Once one spirit leaves and demonstrates that going home is real, almost 
always, if there are other spirits, the others will line up and help you, with
out a fight, so that they too can go home. 

I know this is a strange subject, but it is real. I have observed the results 
in thousands of people and seen how this has helped them become whole 
and healthy again 

I'll give a couple of examples. Last year in Mexico a young man I didn't 
know came up to me after a workshop, saying that he needed help. He said 
that for about a year, he had not been able to control himself in many ways. 
He felt like a spirit was inside him, and asked me if this was true. 

After getting permission, I talked to his higher self, who said that there 
was only one spirit inside him and to proceed in my normal way. The spirit 
came forth and began to speak in English, but with a thick Italian accent. I 
giggled inside, since I had never heard a spirit that had an Italian accent be-
fore. We talked for about fifteen minutes. Finally he told me he would 
leave, and in a few more minutes it was over. 

The young man felt much better, and we began to talk. I asked him how 
he thought he had opened up to this spirit. He said he didn't know that for 
sure, but he did know where it happened. I asked where. He said, "Italy." 
inside I said, "Of course." This spirit was human and was simply afraid to 
eave until now. 

Another example was from Europe. A woman and her husband came to 
my workshop. They had been married for years and loved each other very 
much, but as they began to get older, she began to sexually fantasize about 
this "imaginary" man. It was not because the sex between her and her hus-
band was not good. The fantasies simply began. 

As time went on, this imaginary man began to take more and more of 
her sexual energy until one day she could not have an orgasm except with 
this imaginary man. So she stopped making love with her husband, and 
ftom her point of view, she couldn't help it. This imaginary man made her 
have sex at least two or three times a day, whenever he wanted, not her. 
She had no control. 

This could have been an emotional or mental problem, but in this case it 
wasn't. This was a real "imaginary" man from another dimension. She had 
opened the doorway through drugs. She had stopped taking the drugs, 
which she had done only twice, but it was too late. The man was inside her. 

After getting permission, I talked with her higher self for a long time. 
The spirit inside her was a highly intelligent being. There was no fooling 
this one. When I contacted him, he already knew what I was going to do. 
He held a deep conversation with me for about twenty minutes and then 
wanted to see Archangel Michael. So I invited him to stick his head out of 
this woman's stomach and look for himself. When he saw Michael, I knew 
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by the expression on his face that he was impressed- He immediately 
popped back into her body, looked at me and said that he needed more time 
to think about it. He told me to contact him the next day. 

The next day, the lady told me that she had talked with him almost all 
night. He said he loved her and didn't really want to go, but he had decided 
that it would be best for both of them. And then, of course, they had sex 
again. 

That evening I held my hand over her stomach and contacted him 
again, as he had asked. He simply said, "Good evening. I want to tell you 
that I like you very much, and I want to thank you for assisting in this man
ner." Then he said that he was ready to go. I lifted him out and Michael 
held onto his shoulder and took him into the world from which he came. 
No resistance whatsoever. 

When I told the woman it was over, she was amazed. She said she 
hadn't felt anything. Then she looked at me and said, "He wanted me to 
tell you that he likes you." 

That evening she and her husband made love together for the first time 
in a long time. The next morning they were so happy that they decided to 
have a second honeymoon. Life was to begin again. 

Details: Make sure you get all the debris out of the body. Many of these 
entities will lay eggs or leave behind some kind of debris. Ask where it is, or 
feel it and pull it out and let it go back with them. If you leave this debris, 
the person could get sick from it or even keep the diseases caused by the 
spirit. 

One last statement. Personally, if I get sick or something begins to go 
wrong, which is seldom, I wait a little bit before I heal the situation. Why.' 
Because I want to know why I caused this unbalanced experience in my life. 
I examine my life. I want to know what I thought, felt, said or did or how 1 
lived that created this disease so that I can correct it so that it does not 
come up in some other form. I wait for the wisdom. 

A Final Message and a Story 
I'm sure you've heard this one: "There are no limitations in this world 

except the ones you place on yourself," 

Diana Gazes, from the above story, left her TV show and went to Hawaii 
to learn about herself. She took a leave of absence from the whole film 
world. She could look at spoons and bend them with her thoughts, and she 
taught people, mainly in corporations, how to work with psychic energies. 
She's a very psychic person, and she wanted to explore this part of herself 
more. Anyway, she was in Hawaii and we decided to do this psychic experi
ment she wanted to do. The details of the experiment are not important, 
but we were going to do it for ten days, and each day after it was done, I 
would call her and we would verify our results. 

I did it the first day and called her, then I did it the second day and called 
her. On the third day I decided, "I think I'll not do the experiment today 
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And see what'U happen." After the experiment was supposed to be com
pleted, 1 called her up, but there was no answer. Something had happened. 
She wasn't there. I didn't know what to do, so I asked the angels, "Well, 
what do I do with this.'" They said, "Here's her phone number. Call her 
up." 

So this phone number came out of the blue and I called it, wondering 
what was going to happen. To my sort-of surprise (the angels are never 
wrong), Diana picked up the phone. I said, "Hi Diana," and she said, 
Who's this?" 

"It's me, Drunvalo." 
"Drunvalo?" 
I said, "Yeah, how're you doing? You sound funny." 
She said, "Drunvalo? How . . . ?" She was quiet for a moment, and then 

she said, "How can this be? Drunvalo, I was just, walking by this phone 
booth, and the phone rang. How did you do this.'" 

Soooo, just have faith in yourself, trust yourself. God is within you, defi-
nitely. You can heal anything. You can bring your body and your world into 
perfect balance with love. Life flows and becomes easy, not diseasy. 



S I X T E E N 

The Three Levels of the Self 

We think of ourselves as living on Earth in this human body, but 
have you ever considered that you may exist on another level, 
or even levels, of life at the same time you are here? This is the 

belief of many of the Earth's indigenous peoples, such as the Maya and the 
kahunas of Hawaii. They see us as multidimensional beings literally living 
other lives in other worlds, which is the truth, from everything I know. 

Under normal conditions we humans are consciously connected to 
these other parts of ourselves, but because of the Fall during the time of 
Atlantis, we are separated from our higher selves. When we do connect 
and it becomes a reality, we live life in a manner that would seem impossible 
to us now. We can see the past and future clearly and are able to make deci
sions based on higher knowledge, which affects our spiritual growth in posi
tive ways. This we have lost due to our actions long ago. 

These higher levels of ourselves that exist in other dimensions are called 
our higher self or higher selves if we consider it from the bigger picture— 
though to think of our higher self as a single being is right and wrong at the 
same time. There is only One Being in the universe, yet there are many lev
els that exist within this One Being. Remember the way we spoke of the 
levels of consciousness in chapter 9? 

Your higher self is connected to even higher selves. So there are higher 
selves connected to higher selves connected to higher selves. Each higher 
self is on a different level of consciousness that is still larger and more en
compassing, until finally the ultimate level is reached before transcending 
this waveform universe of dimensions altogether. Each person has the ca

pability of existing within every possible level of consciousness at the same 
moment, but this is rare. 

So it is similar to a lineage or a family tree that grows upward until finally 
it connects with God and all life. But we were separated from our multidi
mensional self at one point when we, as the human race, fell to this present 
third-dimensional consciousness. There was a division that took place. 
We fell so far down in consciousness that the other aspects of ourselves 
could no longer communicate. Although we are not, for the most part, 
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aware of our higher selves, they have always been aware of us. 

As time has progressed since the "Fall," communication has been spo
radic and rare. Our higher selves have mostly waited for us to awake. They 
have been waiting for the right moment in time. It's been kind of a one-way 
separation—they are aware of us, but we are not aware of them. 

If the kahunas of Hawaii are correct, our higher selves have placed us on 
hold and are out there playing and communicating with each other, prepar
ing for the day when we will wake up to the rest of life. Most of us have not 
truly connected with our higher selves for almost 13,000 years, except for 
short periods of grace and light. 

This reconnection with your higher self is not channeling or anything of 
that nature. It is just a reconnecting of your own essence and spirit to itself. 
Perhaps, more accurately, it is a remembering—a remembering, bringing 
the various members of spirit back together. Some people call it the soul. 
For me, I see only spirit. I see Great Spirit, and all spirits that come from 
that source are just a portion of Great Spirit. In this view we are all related 
to Great Spirit, or God. Some of the connotations of the word "soul" imply 
that souls are different from each other and are somehow unrelated. To 
me, all souls or spirits are from the same source. If you want to see God as 
our Father/Mother, then we are all brothers and sisters in the entire uni
verse. 

What I have found—and it has been found by almost all native tribes in 
the world—is that we have this higher aspect within us, If we can make the 
connection with conscious communication, we then get clear guidance 
from within us about how to move moment by moment in life. The move
ments become filled with grace and power, with little or no effort. This 
guidance comes from only you, and it cares about you in the same way you 
care about yourself. And it's a guidance that you could never figure out or 
understand from this third-dimensional level. 

A side note: Superimposed over the levels of life and the higher selves is 
what many people call the Spiritual Hierarchy. The Spiritual Hierarchy is 
composed of beings who have been given responsibility for organizing and 
running the government of the universe. The Spiritual Hierarchy is inter
woven with our higher selves and is not directly related to us. Just because 
you connect with your higher self does not mean that you have connected 
with the Spiritual Hierarchy. I bring this subject up only as a reference, to 
answer the question before it is asked. 

Following is the example that the angels originally gave me when I was 
trying to understand how the higher self could see so clearly. Suppose you 
were rowing down a river in a canoe. Let's say you're in a jungle and it's the 
blue skies and green water of the Amazon. There's foliage all over. You're 
having a good time, just row, row, rowing your boat down the stream of life. 
And when you look behind you, you can see only a little way. The trees are 
so high on each side of the river that you can't see outward or beyond the 
bend. 
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Your memory of the river goes back only a little, and that's all you can 
see. As you pass the bend into the next area of the river, you kind of forget 
the past. You can remember a little bit, but the farther you go down the 
river, the more unclear it gets in your memory. You can look ahead and see 
the next bend, so you can see ahead into the future up to the next bend in 
the river, but after that you don't have any idea what's coming up. You've 
never been on this river before. 

Your higher self is like a huge eagle flying high over your head. Your 
higher self is in another dimension and perceives time spherically. It sees 
the past, the present and the future all occurring simultaneously. It can see 
way back along the river, way, way, way back, much farther than you can, 
and it has a good memory. It can see far into the future, too. It has limita
tions, but they're expanded.. It's a fantastic view compared to yours on the 
river, so it can see things as they're about to happen. It can also see rela
tionships in the reality that you, from this human place, just simply can't see 
because of your position. Let's say you're following the instructions of your 
higher self, and your higher self, a great bird, comes down to you and says, 
"Hey, take your canoe over to the side of the stream here and get out now." 

If I didn't follow my inner guidance very well, I might say, "Oh, I don't 
want to do that. It's beautiful, you know. No, let's wait awhile, and then I 
will leave." But if I were following the guidance of my higher self, I would 
simply do it and ask few questions. Then the higher self might say, "Carry 
your boat through the jungle." So you carry your canoe over logs and tree 
roots and red-ant hills, and you're thinking, "Oh man, these higher selves!" 

If you have been following your inner guidance, you know what I mean. 
You're going through all these changes, moving this heavy canoe through 
the jungle, wondering why the higher self has asked you to do this seem
ingly crazy act. You might go for half a mile through this dense jungle be
fore you reach the river again and can look back up the river. From there 
you see that around that last bend was a 500-foot waterfall crashing onto 
massive rocks. Had you continued as your ego had wanted, you would have 
been killed. But because you changed your path and went another way, you 
continue to live on Earth. You avoided a disaster by following an invisible 
inner guidance that has an ancient wisdom. 

I used to give a technique for reconnecting with higher self. I now real
ize that this technique works only under certain conditions. It worked for 
me, but I didn't realize that it actually didn't work for me in the way I origi
nally thought it did. Why doesn't it work for someone else? I tried to un
derstand, but at first I couldn't. 

I had tried for many years, but I just could not understand it. I finally 
just asked my higher self. (I usually wait until I can't figure it out any other 
way.) I asked the angels, "Please, just tell me. Show me what it is." A 
whole series of events happened after that, one after another, each leading 
to a better understanding. 

The first thing that happened right after I asked for help was at a work-
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shop I was giving in the state of Washington in Olympia. A man there was 
in his sixties, a native Hawaiian. When I saw him, I could not understand 
why he was at this workshop, because I could see that he didn't need to be 
there. 

I waited awhile before I approached him, and I finally said, "What are 
you doing here?" He said, "I don't know." 

"Oh, okay. Neither one of us knows why you're here." So I went back to 
teaching and waited a long time. 

A couple of days later I was talking with him and said, "What do you 
do?" He said that he was a kahuna from Hawaii. 

"What do you teach?" 
He said, "I teach only one thing, and that's how to connect with higher 

self." 

" O h . . . " So when it came time for me to talk about the higher self at the 
workshop, I said, "Just a minute." I sat down in the audience after asking 
the kahuna from Hawaii to talk about the higher self. He talked for an hour 
and a half to two hours about connecting to higher self from a Huna point 
of view. It was perfect for me. 

This talk changed my understanding. From the way I had understood it 
through my experience, there was me and there was higher self, because 
that's what my life seemed to tell me. But the kahuna made it clear that we 
are divided into three parts—the higher self, the middle self and the lower 
self. I should have known, since everything is broken up into thirds. 

Since that time with the kahuna, I have had many experiences that have 
made the following clear. If we are the middle self in our duality consciousness, 
then what are the other two selves, the higher and lower selves? We will slowly 
explain who and what they are, but it is most important to understand that one 
cannot reach or connect with the higher self until one has first reached and 
connected with the lower self. Spirit must first move downward before it can 
reach to the heavens. This teaching has been verified in so many ways in my 
life. So we will begin by explaining what the lower self is. 

The Lower Sef—Mother Earth 
In the most straightforward terms, the lower self is your unconscious 

mind. But contrary to the popular thought that the unconscious mind is 
connected only with yourself and your personal unconscious thoughts, this 
unconscious mind of the lower self is connected with all other human be
ings on Earth (Jung's collective unconscious), and it intimately knows ev
ery individual person's unconscious mind also. Further, it knows the un
conscious minds of not only every human alive, but also everyone who has 
ever lived on Earth in the past as well as everyone who will live on Earth in 
the future. Yes, your subconscious mind knows the past and the future in 
detail, at least relative to the Earth. In addition to that, your lower self 
knows everything associated with all life on this planet, not just human—in 
other words, the entire living biosphere. It is a perfect record. And this 
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lower self is alive and comes across as a single being communicating with 
you. It is Mother Earth herself. She is your lower selt. 

To be clear, the lower self is the Earth and all life on, in and above her. I 
am not sure at this time if the Moon is included with the lower self. It prob
ably is, but I am not certain. 

According to the Hawaiian kahunas, and really to most other indige
nous peoples of the world, Mother Earth is a young child about two to six 
years old, depending on who you talk to. She is always a child, because she 
is a child. 

To connect with your lower self, it is believed by indigenous peoples 
worldwide that you must begin by loving her and playing with her. Adult 
sophistication and all its technological thinking and trappings will not work 
to connect with the Mother. She is usually not interested. You could medi
tate for hours every day, you could spend all your time doing nothing but 
trying to connect with the Mother, but usually it is a waste of time. The 
harder you try, the less likely that anything will happen. Why? Because she 
will connect only with the innocent child within you. And of course most 
of us have lost our childhood innocence. We have lost the pathway to 
know and consciously connect with the Mother. Your inner child must be 
remembered and lived it you wish to proceed. Even Jesus said it: "Except ye 
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven." 

Let's took at ourselves, our adult side that thinks it knows so much. You 
may have a master's or doctor's degree from one of the great universities of 
the world; you may be considered an expert in your field; you may even be 
famous and very highly respected. But if you wish to know Mother Earth, 
you must put all that aside and completely forget it. She is not impressed. 
Mother Earth loves children, and if your childlike nature and your inno
cence are allowed to emerge from the muck of your adulthood, then some
thing real can begin in your spiritual life. 

When the kahunas want to find fish, for example, they ask Mother 
Earth for substance. And she will answer them. The answer might very 
well come from within the reality itself. The clouds might turn into a hu
man hand and point to the place where the fish are. The kahunas get in 
their boat and when they reach the spot that the Mother told them about, 
there the fish are. This is a way of living with nature that civilized mankind 
has completely lost, although a few indigenous tribes and Earth keepers still 
live that way. 

Now let's look at you. You are at work or school, say, and you decide to 
go home. You reach in your pocket for your keys. Immediately your 
thoughts are in the future. You are already thinking about your car and go
ing home. Once you get to your car and start it up, you are thinking in the 
future again. You are thinking about the drive home or your lover or per
haps even your cat or dog, but you are more than likely not thinking about 
what is right before your eyes. You are still in the future or the past. But 
only from the present can we truly experience anything. The present is usu-
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ally too painful for most people to participate in. 

Did you really look at the beauty all around you? Did you see the sun
set? Did you see the billowing white clouds in the sky? Did you smell the 
air, or did you decide not to because it was filled with pollution? Did you see 
the incredible beauty of the colors of nature? Did you feel love for Mother 
Earth? Did any of your senses function except what was necessary to drive 
home? This is the problem. Our adult lives are deadened, and we are only 
living a shadow of what is humanly possible. 

Have you ever noticed children when they are experiencing nature? 
They become lost in sensing the great beauty all around them, so much so 
that they sometimes are seemingly in another world. Do you remember? 

If you wish to connect with your lower self, with Mother Earth, you must 
find your inner child and become a child again. Play with the Mother, have 
fun, really enjoy life. It means living a life that is joyous. It does not mean 
play-acting like a child and making silly sounds and faces—unless, of 
course, that is what is really coming from your heart. It means living your 
life in the way you really want to, not in the way that someone else feels you 
should. It means caring about people and about animals and other life, be
cause you can feel the connection, not because it will profit you somehow. 

I didn't understand what had happened to me at the time the angels ap
peared. All I knew was that I had given up on living life according to the 
rules that seemed to have no meaning. I had begun to live a life that I really 
loved. I had moved to the mountains of Canada, where I had always 
wanted to live. I moved deep into the forest because I had always wanted to 
do that. I wanted to see if I could live on nothing, and I became very close 
to nature. I had no fear. As I watched the sunrise, every day was like a new 
birth into life for me. Each day was special. I played music most of the day, 
which was my dream. I had to work hard for about three hours a day, but 
the rest of the time was mine. I loved life, and I still do. The seeds that were 
sown in those early years are still gnnving in my life today. 

It was then, at the peak of this Canadian experience, when the angels 
appeared to me and my wife. It was the beginning of a lifelong love of life. It 
was a silent key to higher consciousness, but at the time 1 didn't under
stand. As I have found, in order to begin a true spiritual life, one begins in 
nature as a child. Once a true connection with your lower self has hap
pened—and only then, according co the kahunas—you may connect with 
the higher self. It will be Mother Earth who decides if you are ready, and 
when she feels you are, she will introduce you to this grand part of yourself 
that we call the higher self. No amount of force or determination, no 
amount of begging or crying or feeling sorry for yourself, will bring this to 
you. Only love, innocence and a great deal of patience will allow you to 
find your way. You have to forget about trying. You even have to forget 
that you are connecting to Mother Earth. You simply must live life from 
your heart and not your mind. Your mind will function, but under the con
trol of the heart. 
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The Higher Self—All That Is 
Okay, if the Earth is the lower self, then what is the higher self? It is sim

ple. The higher self is everything else in existence. All the planets, the 
stars/suns, the galaxies, the other dimensions—everything is your higher 
self. It is you. This is why there are higher selves to the higher selves as you 
expand into the infinite. The experience of the higher self is very different 
from the experience of Mother Earth. 

Consider this for what it may be: Mother Earth will often play with you 
and tell you that she is your higher self, using the words that she knows will 
get your attention. She may come to you in your meditation and tell you 
she is your higher self and that you must listen to her. She may instruct you 
to do all kinds of earthly things, like run all over the world doing projects for 
her. But she is just playing, and you are taking her seriously, not realizing 
that it is just a game. 

If you ask her to tell the truth, whether she is really your higher self, she 
will never lie. She will laugh and Cell you the truth. At this point you are 
supposed to laugh also and begin to play with her. But most adults will sim
ply get mad and think they are being used. Then the connection is lost. 
This is why the kahunas always ask, when they connect with the higher self, 
if it is really the higher self. The Mother is a funny girl, but she is wonderful 
to know when your heart is pure. And what escapes most meditators' un
derstanding is that Mother Earth is you. 

The higher self knows everything that has ever been known by any life 
form anywhere, and everything is alive. And it knows everything that will 
ever happen in the future, just like Mother Earth, except that it is for all the 
rest of creation. 

Once you are connected consciously to the lower and higher self, life be
comes a completely different experience from anything you have known 
before. Life works through you, and your words and actions have great 
power because they are not from your little limited middle self. They are 
from ail life, from all of creation. Nothing is outside you, everything is 
within you. And the truth of who you really are will begin to unfold. 

From My Old Writings—Living as a Child 
I had been living in the forest for about a year. I had no plan and no

where to go. I was just being. I was just simply playing, just like I played 
when 1 was a kid. I would go outside and look at tall pine trees and feel and 
see their great spirits. I could talk to them, and they would talk back to me. 
I would find animals and walk up to them with no fear. I became so in tune 
with my surroundings that I could walk right up to deer only three feet away 
and look them in the eyes, and they wouldn't even think of running. They 
would just look back with their open and innocent eyes. I could feel them 
connect with me in my heart. All the animals knew that my home was 
theirs and that it was safe. 

As time passed, life became very simple, and I was really enjoying each 
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moment. I felt like I could spend eternity here amongst the life that seemed 
to cuddle me in its arms. It was at that moment, when I least expected any
thing spiritual to happen, that the angels appeared, these two beautiful an
gels, one green and one purple. I really didn't know what was going on. I 
started following their direction because I could feel their immense love for 
me. And once the angels appeared, all these things started happening in 
my life. The coincidences began . . . 

First they were just little ones, then incredible ones. Then more incredi
ble, and then ridiculously incredible. And then it went beyond ridiculously 
incredible—it went into flat-out, plain, total miracle. I began to see things 
that were absolutely impossible according to my logical mind. I just 
watched these impossible happenings all around me and I would think, "Oh 
boy, this is really fun! I like this a lot!" 

In that entire time I never really understood what was happening to me. 
I never understood when the angels came and told me that the green angel 
was the spirit of the Earth and the purple angel was the spirit of the Sun. I 
didn't get it. I didn't know what that meant. When they told me, "We are 
you," I understood even less. 

Mother Earth is connected to all of us in the whole world; our subcon
scious mind is the subconscious mind of the planet. When I would start 
thinking about the nature religions such as the Druids and the Shintos and 
how they were connecting with the Earth, the Moon and the Sun, it began 
to make sense. It all started falling into place. I began to understand. 

You see, we've lost this truth so much that we've severed our bond with 
the Earth. We don't have it anymore. We're sophisticated now. We're 
adults, we're civilized. Did anybody see the Peter Pan movie? You know, 
the one with Robin Williams called Hook? That movie is exactly what 
we're talking about, exactly. If you haven't seen it, do so, and if you have, 
look at it again with new eyes. It might surprise you. 

There was always a third angel in the background, a huge presence of a 
gold angel. It was always silent and was simply a witness whenever the two 
angels and I would communicate. Almost a year went by and never a word 
from the gold angel. One day the two angels came to my wife and me and 
said that the gold angel wanted to speak to us. They said he would speak on 
a specific day, which was about a week in the future. 

My wife and I were so excited. We fasted and prepared for this won
drous event. We could only imagine what the gold angel would say. On the 
appointed day we went into meditation, and there he was, front and center. 
The two other angels were in the background. We had very high expecta
tions. We thought he was going to lead us in some new way. Then he spoke 
the words, "It is only light." He looked at us for about a minute in silence 
and then disappeared. We had no idea what this message meant. We 
thought it was too simple. We wanted more. 

The green angel, the Earth, was our lower self, and the purple angel, the 
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Sun, was our higher self. Over the years we began to understand that the 
gold angel was the next level of our higher self. In about 1991 I was teach
ing a class, sitting in a medicine wheel on a hill on Orcas Island in the San 
Juans. I called in the angels during our opening circle. 

The green and purple angel came in and looked straight into my eyes. 
Then the gold angel came in directly behind them. The gold angel then 
passed right through the other two and turned around, facing the same di
rection I was, toward the center of the circle. He then slowly moved back 
into the space of my body and merged with my being. The sensation was 
electrical, and I went, "Wwwooowwus." I felt an immediate change in my 
spirit, a huge surge of energy. I knew something really big had just hap
pened, but I had no idea what it was. 

I slowly began to understand. That was my first physically direct con
nection with my higher self. And the work with the purple angel, though it 
was also my higher self, seemed distant. This was somehow very different 
and straightforward. I began to notice that as I saw the angels from then on, 
they would not tell me in detail what to do, which I had become used to. 
After that they would tell me to find the answer within myself. They would 
say that I was older now and must find my own way. If I made a mistake, 
they would wait as long as possible before they instructed me to make a 
change. 

From 1970 until about 1991, approximately 21 years, I was working with 
my lower self, although I didn't know what I was working with. You can 
know almost anything from the lower self because you have the entire 
knowledge of the planet. All the practices with dowsing rods, pendulums 
and psychotronic instruments I am convinced is just your lower self. 

What I've found is that the connection with your lower self becomes a 
spiritual growth process during which you start slowly, then grow faster and 
faster. You can almost watch yourself becoming something new. 

A question was once asked at one of my workshops, "Is there a particu
lar sensation or emotion you get when you connect with your higher self?" I 
replied, "I always feel like I'm in the presence of God. Other than that, I 
don't know. It isn't God as religions define God, but it's such a higher as
pect of us that it feels like it." 

How Life Works When You're 
Connected with the Higher Self 

Here's another story from the past. Directly after the angels entered my 
life, they led me to a school called the Alpha and Omega Order of 
Melchizedek. In a meditation with the angels, they gave me an address, 
111-444 Fourth Avenue, Vancouver, Canada, and a man's name, David 
Livingstone. They instructed me to go to that address and talk to this man. 
I finally found the place, which was in an old industrial section of the city 
where there were warehouses and the like. The address itself was in an alley 
attached to an old rusty door with a freshly painted, colorful sign just above 
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the door that read: Alpha and Omega, Order of Melchizedek. David Living
stone was a real person, and 1 met him under very unusual conditions. He 
allowed me to learn in this school, where about 400 people were studying 
meditation. I learned many valuable lessons there, of which the following is 
but one. If you understand the meaning of this story, you will know the im
portance of the higher self in your spiritual growth. 

There was a young man who lived in Japan, and he was communicating 
with his higher self through a form of automatic writing. This in itself is not 
unusual, but the language was not from this planet. It was composed of all 
these weird symbols and shapes with lines and dots placed seemingly at ran
dom. He acknowledged that this language was not human, yet he could 
both read it and speak it. But he knew no one to speak it with. 

All instructions from his higher self came to him in this language, and he 
guided his life by them. He did whatever his higher self suggested, for the 
truth of this being had been shown to him. He believed it completely. 

One day in 1972 his higher self told him to get in an airplane and fly to 
Vancouver, British Columbia, on a certain day at a certain time, then stand 
on a certain street corner and wait there. That's all the higher self said to 
do; he didn't know what was to happen after that. Because he believed it 
completely and always did whatever it said, like a child would with its par
ents (as long as it was morally right, of course), he bought the ticket, flew to 
Vancouver and found the street corner and waited. He had total faith. 

On that day I was studying at the school, and David was in the same 
room. He looked down at his watch and said, "Oh yeah, he's going to be 
there soon." He told another man, "Go to this location," handing him a 
piece of paper, "to the southeast corner. There will be a Japanese man wait
ing there." He told the student the man's name and asked him to bring the 
Japanese man back to the school. 

So the student went to this comer, walked up to the young Japanese 
man, calling him by name. All he said was, "Come with me, please," and led 
him back to the school. The Japanese man spoke English, but not very well. 
He was taken to this little room that was only about 10 feet square, where 
he was asked to wait. David told me that he wanted me to watch what was 
about to happen, so he brought me into that same room and said to me, 
"Okay, you stand there," pointing to a corner of the room. 

After a while, David entered the room and addressed the Japanese man 
by his name. They had never met each other in their lives. David asked 
him a few simple everyday questions, such as what city are you from in Ja
pan and the like. When he finished his small talk with him, David told him, 
"Wait here. I'll be back in a few minutes." He asked me to stay with him, 
then he left. We just looked at each other. 

A little while later a tall, beautiful woman quietly entered the room. I 
didn't know who she was. There were a lot of people in this organization, 
and I didn't know them all. She set up an easel up in front of the two of us, 
and over it was draped a piece of dark purple velvet that hid whatever was 
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underneath. The easel was probably about four feet square. 
Then four young men silently walked in the door. Two stood on one 

side of the easel and two stood on the other. There was another long wait, 
with the six of us just standing there. Finally David came in. The Japanese 
man looked genuinely curious, showing no fear or confusion, but he asked, 
"Okay, what's this all about? What's going to happen here?" David didn't 
answer him, but just looked at him and lifted the piece of purple velvet off 
the easel. The Japanese man's eyes widened. Written all over the board 
was this young man's secret language—which, as far as he knew, no one in 
the world knew but himself. 

Now, the Japanese man had not shown this language to anyone since his 
arrival in Canada. David hadn't seen the language, yet there it was, all over 
the easel. I don't know what it said, but the guy's eyes got about as big as 
pies, and all he could say was, "Ooohhh." Then, as if to increase the shock 
of seeing his secret language written by someone else, the four men stand
ing on either side of the easel began speaking to him in that language. 
When the first man spoke, the Japanese man looked as though he had gone 
into shock. He collapsed emotionally and began to cry and sob uncontrol
lably. The four men began to assure him that everything was all right—in 
his secret language, of course. 

I'll bet there was a little piece of him that thought he might be nuts, you 
know, after these words had come from nowhere in a language that no one 
knew. Suddenly here was an incredible confirmation of the truth of his in
ner meditations. They were all from a particular planet somewhere, and 
they all knew exactly where. All of them went crazy with joy, particularly 
this Japanese man. He was so happy he could barely stand it. It was the be
ginning of an amazing adventure of life for him. I can't tell you what hap
pened after that because they asked me not to. 

Anything is possible, absolutely anything. But you have to believe in 
yourself, you have to trust yourself and open up this innocent childlike 
quality within yourself. And if you do, it's a process that will reconnect all 
of you back into this wholeness, from which this kind of direct connection 
to God is very obtainable, I feel. It's an in-between step, I would say, in 
what is in the transcendental meditation aspect of things. 

Communicating with Everything Everywhere 
Eventually, when you're completely connected to the lower and higher 

-elves, it becomes clear that everything is alive. Once that realization be
comes your life, then everything becomes communication and everything 
has meaning. The higher and the lower selves can communicate with you 
In all kinds of ways, not just in a vision as angels or as a voice that speaks in 
secret tongues in your head. Once connected, the entire Reality becomes 
alive and fully conscious, and everything is communicating at all times. 

Your inner world is alive and directly connected to the outer world. The 
outer world can speak to your inner world. The shape of trees, the color of a 
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car at the right moment, even the license plates on the car, can communi
cate to you. The movement of the wind, the flight of bird in a certain direc
tion—everything. Everything becomes alive and communicates. This 
world is much more than we were taught by our parents. The truth is, they 
didn't know, though long ago their ancestors did. 

I remember years ago when I asked the lower self for a sign to show me 
that: what 1 was about to do was in divine order. If a sign did not appear that 
I could understand, I was not going to perform this particular ceremony I 
was contemplating. This was in the very beginning days when the angels 
first appeared and after I had made my first trip back to California. 

I was driving up 1-5 in California heading back toward Canada at that 
moment. Only seconds later I saw something I could hardly believe, so I 
stopped the car and backed up to see if my eyes were telling me the truth. I 
got out of the car and walked over to an old barbed wire fence and peered 
into a large, flat grassy field. And there they were: At least two hundred 
large black ravens were all standing facing each other in what appeared to 
be an absolutely perfect circle. It looked like someone had drawn a ring on 
the ground and asked them all to stand on it and face the center. It had the 
most amazing effect on my faith. Mother Earth sure knows how to get to 
your heart! 

Now, you "know" those things don't happen—but they do, at least when 
you can see that Mother Earth lives. She has the greatest sense of humor! 

Foretelling the Future 
One last story. When I first met the angels, I was somewhat preoccu

pied about knowing the future. I would use the I Ching and the tarot cards 
to try to understand what was coming. I practically wore out my I Ching. In 
the beginning the angels knew my desire to know the future. Whenever I 
would ask for future information, they would seldom cooperate. Then in a 
single day it all changed. 

The angels came to me and said that from now on they were going to tell 
me everything that was going to happen the following day. They said that 
because the time difference between when they told me and the time it 
happened was so quick, I would be able to see the truth about the future. 
And they actually did it. 

They gave me a synopsis of the following day, then at their discretion, 
certain moments or events in great detail. They would tell me every phone 
call, who it would be, the basic nature of what would be said and the exact 
minute it would occur. They would list every piece of mail I would receive 
and, in certain cases, exactly what was said in the letter. They would also 
tell me the name of each person who would come to my door and what they 
wanted. They also would tell me exactly when I would leave my house and 
when I would return and the primary events in between. During this time 
we always knew where we were going the next day, so that many times we 
would prepare, because it would always happen. 
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On the first day I waited minute by minute for each event to happen, 
And everything happened exactly as they said. 1 was so happy, because I fi
nally knew for sure that the future could really be known. My confidence in 
the angels increased even more, for now I saw them as having real powers. 
fromn my ego point of view. 1 remember after a while how 1 would pick up 
the phone and say, "Hi, John. I knew you would call." Of course, in the 
days before Caller ID, this was impressive—at (east my ego thought so. f 
was so happy with myself. 

One day 1 asked the angels about my papers to immigrate to Canada. 1 
wanted to know if the government was going to allow me to stay. Instead of 
telling me, they gave my wife a vision. She described the vision as it was 
happening) and I carefully wrote it down. She saw us driving home in a sil
er car heading into the countryside. She opened the glove compartment 
and reached inside to get the mail. She leafed through about six letters and 
round the one from the Canadian government. She opened it and read it to 
me. I wrote down every word. 

When she came out of this vision, we examined what was said, but 
nothing made any sense. First of all, we did not have a silver car, and sec
ond, our mail was dropped through our front door. Why would it be in our 
car? The letter would say that I had been approved and would give me all 
my scores in detail. We talked about this letter for a while, but when ic 
hadn't happened within a month or so, we soon forgot about it because it 
seemed to be a mistake. It worried me, because the angels had never made 
a mistake. 

A few months later we moved from our house in Burnaby to a farmhouse 
put in the countryside. We had bought a new silver car, and one day I was 
driving home from the post office, where we had to go to pick up our mail. I 
had thrown it into the glove compartment and was heading home with my 
wife, who was in the passenger's seat. By this time we had both completely 
forgotten the vision the angels had given us some months before. As she 
reached into the glove compartment, she shrieked, remembering the vi
sion. She leafed through the mail, and the sixth letter was from the govern
ment. We opened it and later compared it with the vision we had written 
down. It was the same, word for word, even down to the scores that no one 
could have made up. 

Meanwhile the angels' daily forecast of the following day continued. I 
remember how it put me thtough so many changes. In the beginning I 
rhought it was the greatest thing that had ever happened to me. Then as 
time went on, I began to take it for granted as part of my life. As time con
tinued, I became bored with it. I remember how I began to not want to take 
down the notes when the angels would give me the details of the future. 
You know what it is like? It is like seeing a movie for the second or third 
rime. You know what is going to happen, and it lacks the surprise and im
pact. Life became boring. 

Finally I couldn't take it anymore, and during my meditation with the 
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angels I asked them to please stop telling me what was going to happen in 
the future. 1 might outwardly look now like 1 am pushing for the future; I 
might fight tooth and nail for a cause because I believe in doing my best in 
life. But inside, 1 am still. 1 know it will all be fine. From this experience I 
now believe that everything that happens in life is whole, complete and per
fect. I know the wisdom of not knowing. 

The Lessons of the Seven Angels 

When the angels first arrived in my world, I listened to their every word. 
I followed them because 1 could feel their love and because they showed me 
their deep understanding of the Reality. As J told you, eventually the green 
and purple angels were replaced by the gold angel. When this happened, 
there was a change in how I related to all of them. They quit instructing me 
in my everyday and spiritual affairs and began to see if I could find my own 
way. 

Slowly over time, my work with the gold angel became one of learning 
how to know the answer from within myself without asking the angels. 
When 1 found this knowingness, I also found that I attained it through cer
tainty. It was a knowingness that did not require asking for an answer. It 
came from within, and it came from within the heart, not the mind. There 
was a certainty without a doubt, like knowing your own name, and it was 
this certainty that allowed knowingness to emerge from the heart. Along 
with this knowingness I found there was a loss of wanting to know. 

It was clear they wanted me to become more independent. Is this not 
similar to how parents treat their children? In the beginning parents take 
almost complete control over their children's lives. But as the children get 
older, they begin to teach them to do things for themselves. Weaning a 
child from its parents is necessary if the child is to become an adult. I think 
it is the same here on this level of life, too. 

What surprised me completely was that one day another angel entered 
my world. This angel was pure white and had the quality of uncomplicated 
form or simplicity about it. The gold angel receded into the background 
with the other two angels, but remained visible, and for about a year the 
white angel taught me. What it taught me I am not sure. It was about let
ting go, not feeling attached to anything, living perfection and knowing 
that all is well. Even though my life was now becoming increasingly compli
cated from the teaching I was giving around the world, everything seemed 
to slow down. I understood what was inside, but I found it difficult to put 
into words. 

Then in the midst of this fuzzy experience, the white angel joined the 
other three, and a fifth angel appeared. This angel had no color or form. It 
was what I call the clear angel. It is an angel of completion. It brought to 

me lessons of bringing all things together. It was an angel of my higher self 
that I have never talked about before. I am still working with this angel, 
and someday 1 may talk about it. 
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This angel pointed out to me how the angels related to music, and how 
this angel and the other four were connected to the notes of the pentatonic 
scale—five angels and five notes of the pentatonic scale. The clear angel 
suggested to me that someday two more angels would come, and that they 
would complete the knowledge of the octave—seven notes and seven an
gels. I waited. 

About a year ago, at the beginning of 1999, two new angels appeared to
gether to me while I was about to give an Earth/Sky workshop. It was none 
other than archangels Michael and Lucifer. They were holding hands. 
Since that time new lessons about duality have been filling my days on 
Earth, lessons I will talk about in the next chapter. 

After working awhile with your lower and higher selves, there is a trans
formation that takes place inside you. I don't know when that stops, if ever. 
I keep finding myself changing all the time, yet I am beginning to see that 
the patterns are repeating, and I am simply that I am. 

People look at me and say, "You can't do that. That will never work." 
But it works. Why? It is not me doing it. As the gold angel said, "It's just 
light." Everything, all the stuff we think we need, is only light. 

There's no problem with creating it. There's plenty of energy, there's so 
much of everything. You know, there are tons of places to go, infinite space 
and dimensions. Everything is in abundance. There's no reason for these 
limitations, but we place them on ourselves because of our fears. 

If you have a hard time believing that you could play all the time, well, 
that's your limitation. Doesn't playing mean doing something you really 
enjoy doing? I always like to try to create my life in such a way that I am giv
ing to someone, because if I create giving to someone, it automatically 
comes back so that I can keep on giving. This makes me happy. It will 
come back, whatever it is that you do. It could be anything. It doesn't re
ally matter as long as it brings joy. Keep your little child happy. 

Testing the Reality of Your Connection 
with Your Higher Self 

This test will not work for all of you who read this, at least not at this 
moment, but it will at some time in your future. If you have not connected 
to your lower self, with Mother Earth, then do that first. If you are now con
nected to your lower self, then this might really work for you. If you are al
ready connected to your higher self, then it could be an interesting and use
ful proof. But if you are just beginning, then just hold this idea for the fu
ture. 

Once you feel that you are connected to your lower self and you feel and 
know that you have permission to connect with your higher self, this is a 
simple test you can do to prove your connection to yourself. This proof 
helps build confidence and leads to a stronger spiritual understanding. Not 
everyone needs this proof, but some of you may. So if after reading this test, 
if it does not seem necessary, then go on to the next chapter. 
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Begin by asking your lower self, Mother Earth, if this test is okay for you 

to do. If she says yes, then have fun. 

Once you feel that you are ready to make this connection with higher 
self, then get a pencil, paper and a clipboard and write down a statement 
that you've got to put in your own words. Basically you're going to ask your 
higher self for a test to prove to yourself that this connection is real. Again, 
you may not need this test to prove their existence to yourself, and if you 
don't, then don't do it. You want the higher self to prove to you that it is the 
higher self and at the same time (which is important), you want this test to 
be spiritually healthy for your evolution. 

If you get a green light to go ahead, then begin by making sure that the 
room is set so that you will not be disturbed by anyone or anything such as a 
telephone or visitors. Then write down on your paper exactly what you are 
going to say to your higher self. You are asking for a test, so something like 
"What can I do, a physical act, in this reality that will prove to me that I've 
really made this connection with you? It will prove to me in my heart and 
mind that I've made this connection, and it will be for the greatest good of 
my spiritual growth at the same time." 

Put it in your own words and write it down exactly the way you want to 
say it to your higher self. Then put the paper and the pencil down in front 
of you. Next, enter into meditation with your lower self, Mother Earth, and 
go into the point where you're breathing through the fourteenth breath and 
have prana moving through you. Then remain in the meditation for at least 
30 minutes or more, until you've reached a state where you're very, very 
still inside. 

Just sit with Mother Earth with no expectations. At the right moment, 
ask your higher self to come forth. The kahunas say you must ask, or the 
higher self will probably not come. When you feel or sense its presence, 
speak to your higher self in your own words, coming from your heart, the re
quest that you made on paper. Then you simply listen and wait. Feel the 
flow of the prana moving through your body. Feel the connection you have 
with the Mother, and listen for the Father to respond. 

The kahunas say it won't always happen the first time. And sometimes 
the lower self doesn't feel you're ready yet, so she blocks your pathway. But 
you must ask anyway, and then wait for the higher self to enter into your 
awareness. When it does, the experience could be anything, just about 
anything at all that your imagination could think of. In my case these two 
angels appeared in the room. But that does not set a standard. Anything 
can happen. 

I'm very visual, but you might not be. It does not matter. It doesn't 
mean that one way is better than another. You might simply have a voice 
appear in your head and say, "I'm the higher self. What do you want?" 
Who knows, it might sound like your voice or it might not. Maybe colors 
start appearing to you and you know what they mean. There's somehow a 
great meaning in whatever occurs. It could just be a feeling or sensation, but 
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The instructions from God at the beginning of the Lucifer experiment were 
for humans to live free will. But what does free will mean? Does it not 
mean all possibilities, both good and evil? Does it not mean that we would be 
allowed to do anything we wanted, with the idea, from a biblical point of 
view, that we would learn discrimination for the good? 

Life was given the ability to do anything it wanted, all possibilities; it was 
given free will. Therefore, how could free will exist unless consciousness 
created the format for this way of being? And who creates consciousness? 
The one and only God. Lucifer did not create free will, but it was through 
his actions and decisions that free will became a reality. It was God who 
created Lucifer so that free will would exist. Before the Lucifer experiment, 
there was no free will except during the three other attempts. All life 
moved according to the will of God, according to the cosmic DMA. There 
were no deviations, and free will was only a potential that life could some
day try. 

At one point, because free will was possible, we realized that there was a 
particular way we could experience this reality that had not been tried before. 
So we tried it. We actually tried three versions of it, and each time it failed. 
They were absolute disasters. The latest experiment and fourth attempt, 
with Lucifer heading it, used a different approach to create free will. This 
time God chose an area of consciousness that was just above human exis
tence: This experiment began with the angels. So it was the angels who 
brought this new freewill consciousness to mankind to be lived here in these 
dense worlds, and life everywhere watched to see how it would fare. 

With great respect between two brothers, the battle between good and 
evil began. It was a battle to the death, yet neither could die. It was a battle 
that had to be, for it was the will of God. For the overall sake of the uni
verse, Michael supported the side of the light and the good and Lucifer 
backed the side of darkness and evil. A new possibility was about to be 
lived. And we humans thought it was a great idea, this idea of free will. 

The Bright and Shining One 

It becomes clear in the study of sacred geometry that nothing was cre
ated without intention and reason. It wasn't just a mistake; in fact, there 
are no mistakes. And when God created Lucifer, as you can read in the Bi
ble, he was the most magnificent angel God had ever created. He was the 
most intelligent, the most beautiful, the most amazing of all angels. So he 
had no peer; he was the top-of-the-line model of the angelic worlds. God 
gave him the name Lucifer, meaning "the bright and shining one." God 
gave him this name, so do you think God made a mistake? 

If you think back to our own human nature, we always tend to look to 
our heroes as that which we want to become. We look up to those people 
who have gone before us, who have blazed the trail in the direction we feel 
we want to go, and we model much of our behavior after our heroes. Be
cause of the understanding of "As above, so below," it is the same for Luci-
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lutely did not contact your higher self, for sure, guaranteed. Your higher self 
will never tell you to do something that is wrong or harmful. If you under
stand what the higher self is, it is self-evident. If you received a message 
supposedly from your higher self that is morally wrong, then burn the paper 
and forget it. Forget about the higher self and go back to playing some mote 
with your lower self. Definitely wait awhile before you try it again. But this 
distortion almost certainly will not happen. 

However, if you get it on paper and it says to do something inconvenient 
or something you don't really want to do or that you think is silly—anything 
your ego doesn't really like or thinks is stupid to do—that does not matter. 
If you're going to follow this path, then the next thing you must do is do it, 
whatever it is. Then wait and see what happens. 

In the act of doing it, look to see what happens in the Reality, which you 
are not in control of. The Reality itself will react to that act and should 
show you and prove to you, beyond any doubt in your mind, that you have 
reached your higher self. It might not prove a thing in anybody else's mind, 
but it will be very specific with you. 

We have just entered a world where everything is light, meaning con
scious, alive and a function of your thoughts and feelings. If it feels too 
strange or if you feel fear, wait. Everything is in the timing. If you have just 
connected with your lower and/or higher self, life is going to become beauti
ful, interesting and a lot of fun. 
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S E V E N T E E N 

Duality Transcended 

Judging 

What I am about to say is a view of what we call evil that is differ
ent from what most of the religions of the world believe. I am 
in no way attempting to protect Lucifer or sanction his acts. I 

am simply giving a new/old perspective on what is behind what Lucifer is 
doing in the universe that, once understood, allows the possibility of tran
scending good and evil and entering pure oneness with God. The possibil
ity of ending duality is impossible as long as we remain in the consciousness 
of good and evil. We have to transcend it and enter a different conscious
ness, but we cannot do that if we continue to judge. 

As long as we continue to judge the events in our lives, we give power to 
them as either good or bad, which determines the course of our lives. To 
end it and then transcend it, we must step outside this polarity. We must 
change, and this change has to come in some way from our not judging this 
world. For it is in judging that we decide that something is good or bad. 
That is the basis of good and evil, or duality consciousness. The key seems 
to be viewing all the worlds in our universe and all events within them as 
whole, complete and perfect, knowing that the cosmic DNA, the cosmic 
plan, is proceeding exactly as directed by the Creator. 

The Lucifer Experiment: Duality 
The words "the Lucifer rebellion" carry a stigma that has haunted man

kind for at least since the Bible has been on Earth. Many of us humans, es
pecially Christians, believe that Lucifer is the cause of all evil and darkness 
that has ever transpired on this planet. We call what Lucifer did a rebel
lion, projecting an image that Lucifer is somehow going against the univer
sal cosmic plan. But unity consciousness sees Lucifer's work in a slightly dif
ferent light. His work is not known as a rebellion, but as the Lucifer experi
ment. 

Why would it be called an experiment? Because that is exactly what it 
is, a test to see if certain parameters of life will work. Life is an experiment! 
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The instructions from God at the beginning of the Lucifer experiment were 
for humans to live free will. But what does free will mean? Does it not 
mean all possibilities, both good and evil? Does it not mean that we would be 
allowed to do anything we wanted, with the idea, from a biblical point of 
view, that we would learn discrimination for the good? 

Life was given the ability to do anything it wanted, all possibilities; it was 
given free will. Therefore, how could free will exist unless consciousness 
created the format for this way of being? And who creates consciousness? 
The one and only God. Lucifer did not create free will, but it was through 
his actions and decisions that free will became a reality. It was God who 
created Lucifer so that free will would exist. Before the Lucifer experiment, 
there was no free will except during the three other attempts. All life 
moved according to the will of God, according to the cosmic DMA. There 
were no deviations, and free will was only a potential that life could some
day try. 

At one point, because free will was possible, we realized that there was a 
particular way we could experience this reality that had not been tried before. 
So we tried it. We actually tried three versions of it, and each time it failed. 
They were absolute disasters. The latest experiment and fourth attempt, 
with Lucifer heading it, used a different approach to create free will. This 
time God chose an area of consciousness that was just above human exis
tence: This experiment began with the angels. So it was the angels who 
brought this new freewill consciousness to mankind to be lived here in these 
dense worlds, and life everywhere watched to see how it would fare. 

With great respect between two brothers, the battle between good and 
evil began. It was a battle to the death, yet neither could die. It was a battle 
that had to be, for it was the will of God. For the overall sake of the uni
verse, Michael supported the side of the light and the good and Lucifer 
backed the side of darkness and evil. A new possibility was about to be 
lived. And we humans thought it was a great idea, this idea of free will. 

The Bright and Shining One 

It becomes clear in the study of sacred geometry that nothing was cre
ated without intention and reason. It wasn't just a mistake; in fact, there 
are no mistakes. And when God created Lucifer, as you can read in the Bi
ble, he was the most magnificent angel God had ever created. He was the 
most intelligent, the most beautiful, the most amazing of all angels. So he 
had no peer; he was the top-of-the-line model of the angelic worlds. God 
gave him the name Lucifer, meaning "the bright and shining one." God 
gave him this name, so do you think God made a mistake? 

If you think back to our own human nature, we always tend to look to 
our heroes as that which we want to become. We look up to those people 
who have gone before us, who have blazed the trail in the direction we feel 
we want to go, and we model much of our behavior after our heroes. Be
cause of the understanding of "As above, so below," it is the same for Luci-
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fer. He wanted to be like his heroes, but he didn't have anyone higher than 
himself in his realm. He didn't have any heroes. 

He was the greatest archangel in creation. There was no one greater 
than he. Rather, the only hero he had was God, who was the only being be
yond him, from where he could see. So Lucifer did something very natu
ral—and I feel sure that God was aware that this would take place when he 
created him. He wanted to be as good as God—to actually be God—from a 
creation level. There's nothing wrong with merging with God, but that isn't 
exactly what he wanted to do. He wanted to be just like God. In fact, he 
wanted to be even better than God. Lucifer wanted to surpass his hero. 

Lucifer was so intelligent that he knew how the universe was created. 
He knew the images, the patterns and the codes that had created the uni
verse. But in order to be greater than God, he decided that he would have 
to separate from God. As long as he was part of God, he could not go be
yond Him. So, evidently with God's blessing (since He created him), Luci
fer started on a great experiment to see what could be learned by creating in 
a different way from how God/Spirit had made the original creation. He 
severed the love bonds between himself and God and created a Mer-Ka-Ba 
field that was not based on love, because once he severed the love between 
himself and God, he could no longer make a living Mer-Ka-Ba. 

Archangel Lucifer and many other angels started on this great experi
ment to see what could be learned in this new way. As we said, similar ex
periments had actually been tried three times before by other beings, but 
those experiments had ended in massive destruction and pain for everyone 
involved. Many planets had been completely destroyed, including one in 
our own solar system—Mars. But Lucifer was retrying this old experiment 
with a new method. 

So he severed the love bonds between himself and God (at least it out
wardly appears this way) and created a Mer-Ka-Ba field that was not based 
on love. What he did was make an interdimensional time-space machine 
that we call a spaceship. This flying object—sometimes seen as a flying sau
cer but also many other shapes—was more than just a vehicle as we think of 
it, much more. It could not only move throughout the spectrum of this 
multidimensional Reality, but it could create realities that seemed to be just 
as real as the original creation. It is similar to what we are now calling vir
tual reality, only this was a virtual reality that could not be distinguished 
from the real thing. 

So Lucifer made this synthetic Mer-Ka-Ba to create a reality separate 
from God so that he could ascend to the heights and be just as good as God, 
at least in his own mind. He couldn't be God, but he could be like God, his 
hero. 

In order to convince other angels that this experiment was necessary, he 
chose a different pathway out of the Great Void to create his synthetic real
ity that was unique unto itself. To explain this in detail, we will move to the 
Garden of Eden. 
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In the Garden of Eden there were two trees: the tree of life, which led to 
eternal life, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. In the Genesis 
pattern of creation as seen in the Flower of Life, the pathway the little spirit 
took, coming up to the top of the original sphere of creation, was associated 
with the first tree, the Tree of Life |see chapter 5, page 151]. The spirit 
came from a single point in the center of the first sphere and began to rotate 
in a vortex, creating the images that created the reality that leads to eternal 
life. The Tree of Life and the Flower of Life are of the same creation. 

But there is another way that spirit can exit the Great Void, and it is as
sociated with the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. It is actually the 
same geometry, except that it has a different view of the geometry. In other 
words, there's another path to follow in sacred geometry to exit the Great 
Void and create a reality that appears the same but is geometrically and 
experientially different. Lucifer knew this, and he chose that pathway to cre
ate a new kind of reality he could control. At least controlling this new re
ality was part of his original intention. Archangel Michael's original inten
tion was to simply create free will. Their inneT agendas were different. 

Creating a Dualistic Reality 

Lucifer convinced a third of the angels in heaven to go with him to sup
port him in this new reality. He convinced them because his particular 
pathway out of the Great Void resulted in a unique viewpoint that had not 
yet been lived or explored. From their angelic viewpoint of reality, it was a 
possibility of life and someone needed to live it. 

Important to at least the angels who followed Lucifer, this new pathway 
also contained a system of knowledge that was able to give an experience 
that had never been fully lived before in the original Reality of God. This 
experience centered around two pieces of geometric knowledge—rather 
simple pieces too, it would seem. These two geometric forms were primal 
knowledge about the Egg of Life and the source of all living forms. 

The first sphere they were seeking fits in the center of the Egg of Life and 
touches all eight spheres [see A in Fig. 9-36a]. The second sphere fits per
fectly inside any of the six holes in the center of each face of the Egg of Life 
(just visualize the eight spheres of the Egg of Life inside a cube, which has 
six faces). This knowledge had always been known, but from within the 
original Reality it was not possible to actually live and experience it. Re
member, all sacred geometry has an experiential aspect. For your informa
tion, see Figure 17-1. The diamond view—a square turned 45 degrees— 
shows the Luciferian geometry of these two spheres. 

Lucifer told the angelic worlds that we needed to do this experiment be
cause the universe had missing information, and the only way to get the in
formation was to live it. So he chose this particular view of geometry in 
which to start his new, separate reality creation. Through this new geome
try he interpreted his creation in a new way. This gave the experience of 
being inside a life form separate from the rest of reality. Many believe it was 
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Fig. 17-1. Quest for the experience of two primal spheres. On the left: The sphere that touches only 4 is related to matter (the square 
of 2). On the right: The sphere that touches all 8 is related to light (the square root of 3). 

great and, most important, that it was new. There was hardly ever anything 
new in creation. 

The way of Lucifer was the diamond view of the Egg of Life, the same di
mensional view that humanity happens to be living at this moment in his
tory. Yes, we did follow Lucifer. 

Remember the ninth chapter, "Spirit and Sacred Geometry," where we were 
at the second level of consciousness? Remember how the Earth is now living the 
three levels of consciousness (out of five possible levels) and how we had to ro
tate the second level of consciousness 45 degrees to the diamond view to get it to 
point to the next level, Christ consciousness [see Fig. 9-4, page 228] ? 

Lucifer chose the square view, then turned it 45 degrees to the diamond 
view, the view in Figure 17-1. It was this view of the Egg of Life he wanted 
to obtain, because this view was the one that was needed to experience 
both the inner and outer spheres that would fit into those openings we 
spoke of above. The seemingly innocent need for this information from this 
view (remember, on an experiential level) was a huge deal to the angels 
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First creation 

Day one 

Fig. 17-2. First day of Lucifer's creation. 
Spirit resides in both centers at once. 

Fig. 17-3. Second day of Lucifer's 
creation. 
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whose purpose was to create free will and live all possibilities. This was a 
possibility that might work. And it was a possibility that had never been 
lived before, or at least never been lived successfully. 

So these are the details of how Lucifer did it. Again, 1 am merely report
ing this information so that you can transcend the dualistic view of life into 
the next higher level, Christ consciousness, and "get thee behind me," Lu
cifer, as Jesus would say. 

The trick to this new reality was that spirit can separate itself; it can be 
in two or more places at one time. It is very much like cell division, or mito
sis, except without form. It is what makes mitosis possible in the first place. 

So the new reality was created with the same sacred geometry as the 
Flower of Life, except that spirit divided itself into two and began to rotate 
out of the Great Void in a double helix pattern from two completely different 
centers. This created the new reality. In addition, Lucifer used the diamond 
view of the Egg of Life, turning it 90 degrees to the rectangular view in order 
to focus the new, untried consciousness through it. It became the lens 
through which we interpreted the new reality. This was revolutionary. 

In creating the original Reality, on the first day of creation at the first 
motion of the spirit of God, spirit moved itself to the top of the first sphere 
[see chapter 5, Fig. 5-32]. Then we started the rotating pattern, which be
gan creation. But there's another way to enter creation, where spirit would 
leave part of itself at the very first center. In other words, at the very first in
stant of the motion away from center, which is the very first moment that 
creation begins, spirit would divide itself in two and leave part of itself in 
the center and move the other part of itself to the top of the first sphere. 
Then it would create the next sphere at the top of the first sphere, the same 
way as in the other creations [Fig. 17-2]. 

But from then on, the next motion, on the second day of Genesis, spirit 
begins a double rotation motion, where the center half of spirit rotates over 
one way and the top half of spirit rotates over the other way and forms the 
two spheres, which make this pattern [Fig. 17-3]. 

From there it divides itself again, to create this pattern [Fig. 17-4]. 

It then begins a pattern of dividing and coming together. But it is pri
marily division, separating from one's self. It expands into this pattern [Fig. 
17-5], then continues outward. 

This can keep going on and on and on . . . and eventually you end up 
with exactly the same grid as the Flower of Life—the same laws, the same 
apparent reality, the same planets and suns and trees and bodies. Every
thing's the same except for one huge difference. The Flower of Life pattern 
has a single geometric center—one eye, and a being who enters creation this 
way is connected directly to all life and to God. But Lucifer's pattern has 
not a single geometric center, but two specific centers—two eyes. No mat
ter how big the grid is, when you come back to its center, you'll find two 
centers or eyes. And it has been separated from God. There is no love. 
These angels of Lucifer have almost forgotten what love is. Remember 



what Jesus said, "If thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of light"? 
[See Fig. 17-6.] 

But again, who is in control here? God is. And God created this situa
tion. It wasn't Lucifer who created this situation—it was God, one step be
fore Lucifer. God created Lucifer and knew what Lucifer was going to do. 
So there must be a reason for creating this separate reality. 

Earth Humans as the Focus of the Experiment 

Lucifer began this new reality shortly before we humans came into exis
tence as a race—a little over 200,000 years ago. And we have become the 
key players. There must be a reason why all these things have happened. I 
think that the purpose behind this Luciferian experiment, which has been 
going on for these millions and millions of years, is now coming 
to fruition on Earth, and that Earth has been chosen as the place 
to give life new birth. This is what it looks like. 

Whatever the ultimate purpose for creating this new reality 
is I do not know, but it has become clear throughout the cosmos 
that the Earth has become the focus of this intense drama. And 
it appears as though the fruition of this experiment is about to 
unfold before our eyes. You and I are the players who take this 
new reality and transform it in the direction of the ultimate pur
pose. We are to go beyond anything archangels Lucifer and Mi
chael had imagined. We are to be the children of the third way, 
a new reality born from the first two. 

We here on Earth are all part of this Luciferian experiment. 
All of us have chosen this path. Every one of us on this planet 
has chosen this way, whether you like it or not, whether you 
want to be identified with it or not. You chose this, 
because you're here. And our physical mother, the 
Nefilim, are also part of the Lucifer experiment, and 
so is our physical father, the Sirians, though the 
Sirians have almost totally extracted themselves. 
The race from Sirius B, the dolphins, were also part 
of the Lucifer experiment. If you remember, the dol
phins came down in a spaceship to the Dogons. They 
were also involved in technology. They had little 
hard-shelled vehicles for a long time too, but they 
gave it up about 200 years ago and now they're mak
ing an incredible transformation back to unity. 

I don't know if reverting back to a no-technology 
world as found in the original Reality is actually the 
answer. I'm not certain. I think that we here on 
Earth are going to discover the answer. The answer 
is on this planet, whatever it is, and the people on 
this planet have become the grand catalyst of the ex-

Fig. 17-4. Third day of Lucifer's creation. 

Fig. 17-5. Fourth day in Lucifer's creation. 

Fig. 17-6- As the days continue, the two eyes of Lucifer become clear. 
There is no "single" geometrical center, or "eye." 
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periment—the experiment upon which all life is now breathlessly focused 
to see what happens. Why? Because what happens here on Earth is going 
to affect everyone everywhere. And I believe that this answer is coming 
through our hearts. 

Using the Intellect without Love 

This is how Lucifer convinced all these angels that we really needed to 
experience this new way. What happened to these angels? They severed 
their love connection with God, with all life, and functioned on one side of 
their brain, not on both—they functioned only with intelligence, not love. 
This has created races of beings that were incredibly intelligent but had no 
experience of love or compassion—like the Grays and the Martians, for ex
ample. In the past this always resulted in their fighting each other, sending 
life into chaos. 

This is where Mars comes in. Mars was one of those,races (not of the 
Lucifer experiment, but the one before that) that was terminating almost a 
million years ago. At that time life was destroying itself everywhere. Mars 
destroyed itself. It was constantly warring, constantly fighting, because 
there was no love or compassion. Then at one point they just blew their at
mosphere away and destroyed everything. But right before they did, there 
were certain people who knew that destruction was inevitable, and some of 
them were the Martians who came to Earth and settled in Atlantis, causing 
all the Mer-Ka-Ba troubles here on Earth. 

This is the focus. The result of this Lucifer experiment was that the Lu
cifer beings created physical ships and focused on technology, creating an 
entire technologically based system and a separate reality from the original 
Reality, whereas the beings who did not separate from God had absolutely 
no technology whatsoever. They were led by Archangel Michael. Then 
the war of opposites began. Archangel Michael, the angel of light, and 
Archangel Lucifer, the angel of darkness, began the cosmic war of duality 
that created our good-and-evil, dualistic consciousness. 

Archangel Michael and the angels of light have living Mer-Ka-Ba fields 
that can do anything that Luciferian technology can do, and even more. 
And Archangel Lucifer and his angels of darkness have their technological 
Mer-Ka-Bas and their synthetic reality. So we have two totally different ap
proaches to life. Look at archangels Michael or Gabriel or Raphael—they 
don't have technology and spaceships. They live in lightbodies, and their 
reality, the original Reality, is based on light. It is what could be called light 
technology based on love. Then there's this other way, Lucifer's way, 
where you have all this material stuff to be concerned with. We have our 
houses and cars and all the things we feel we need. The whole web we're in 
is Luciferian technology. You can look out at the world and see the differ
ence between nature, the original Reality, and what mankind has done 
with its separate reality created by the knowledge of Lucifer. 

Of course, you can take this to the extreme—anybody, any life form 
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whatsoever, no matter where they are, if they're flying around in technolog
ical crafts, they are part of the Lucifer experiment, flat out, I don't care who 
they are. But there's an entire spectrum of engagement with this experi
ment. There are some beings who are so far into it, who are so addicted to 
it, that they're helpless in a certain way. They cannot live without it. 
There's a spectrum of addiction to it alt the way to and including people like 
us. We're addicted to it also, but we still have one foot in the original Real
ity, too. 

It would be very difficult for us to take off all our clothes, which are now 
technological because they are made with machines, and walk into the 
woods again with nothing but our bodies. We're definitely addicted to our 
technologies. On the other hand, we do have love. We have a tiny spark of 
love; we haven't completely severed our love from life. Thus we're some of 
the beings in the universe who have somehow not completely severed our 
connection with God. We have technology, but we still sense and know 
what love is. It's weak, not powerful; it's not a blazing, blinding light. But 
we still have it. We have both aspects. We have the original Reality poten
tial still within us. 

The Third, integrated Way 

An important understanding is that we Earthlings are finding the uni
versal answer in a totally unique way that's never been seen before. This 
whole thing between the original Reality and the Luciferian reality seems to 
be leading to a third way that is some kind of combination of the first two. 

If you cross your eyes when you look at the two-eyes drawing [Fig. 17-6], 
you may see the third way when you see three eyes. Then the middle path 
becomes a combination of both. You're actually seeing both of them super
imposed over each other. View this figure as a stereogram, and you'll see 
that it creates a third, unique pattern. This new third way is the hope of all 
life everywhere. The universe has been at "war" for 200,000 years—the 
battle between the dark and the light with no apparent solution. Now it ap
pears this struggle is going to culminate in a new birth, a third reality. 

The Sirian Experiment 
Within the Luciferian experiment there was a second experiment that is 

changing everything here on Earth and is expected to change everything 
everywhere. Perhaps this second experiment will ultimately create a reality 
where both ways can be integrated. It does seem to the ascended masters 
that this is what God is doing. This next experiment was created and di
rected by the Sirians, who fathered our human race. 

The story that follows is outrageous. Believe it only after you have 
found within yourself that it is true. 

My Three Days in Space 

More than 25 years ago, around 1972, not too long after the angels first 
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appeared to me, one day I was sitting with my family and another couple 
who were living with us at the time. The two angels came in and told me 
that they wanted me to go into a room by myself and enter a meditation 
that would not be disturbed. (This was long before Thoth appeared on the 
scene.) I asked my family to leave me alone for a while, went to a separate 
room, sat down and went into the Mer-Ka-Ba meditation. 

The next thing I knew, the angels had me lift out of my body, and we 
headed into outer space. That was the first time I saw the formation of the 
golden human grid around the Earth. I literally passed through it. I remem
ber closely examining many geometrical parts being formed within this liv
ing space. Then the angels said, "We want to take you into deeper space." 
They communicated that I should not be worried or concerned about going 
so far away from Earth. 

The angels and I together literally started moving away from the planet. 
I watched Earth recede, and the angels were right with me. We moved past 
the Moon—I will never forget watching as we quickly moved first toward it, 
then slowly past it. We silently moved out deeper and deeper into space, 
and I could see the Moon becoming much smaller. Then we flew outside a 
membrane that surrOunds and contains both the Earth and the Moon. This 
spherical membrane is about 440,000 miles away from the Earth, though 
our scientists are not aware of it yet. On the other side of that energetic 
membrane sat motionless a huge vehicle that was about 50 miles long. It 
could not be detected from Earth because of the technology they were us
ing. It was cigar-shaped, black and seamless. On one end was a huge open
ing covered with a clear material, and as I approached it, I was pulled to
ward the opening, where bright light streamed from the inside. 

I felt sucked right into the opening and through the glass, or whatever it 
was, into a room where there were many people. They were very tall com
pared to me, and there were both males and females. Immediately as I 
asked the question, Who are these people?, within myself came the answer: 
"We are Sirians." They showed me instantly how they, the Sirians, are ac
tually two humanoid races, one very dark and one very light, and they be
came brothers a long time ago. This was the white race I now found myself 
being curious about. There were about 350 members on this vehicle, and 
they wore white clothing with little gold insignias on their left arms. I sat 
down with three of them, two females and a male, who talked to me tele-
pathically for a long time. Then they guided me through their entire ship. I 
ended up spending three days on this vehicle while my body sat at home in 
my room. They seemed to want to teach me as much as possible about how 
their ship was run and how they lived. 

Everything in the inside of this ship was white, no other color. The rooms 
were seamless and had forms that came out of the floors and walls and ceil
ings—mostly the floors and walls—that looked like art forms, shapes like 
beautiful futuristic sculptures. It felt like you were in an art gallery every
where you went. And these shapes were their technology. They had no mov-
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ing parts in the ship, nothing except shapes. They had reduced their entire 
technology to shape, form and proportion, and all they had to do was connect 
with the shapes with their minds and hearts and they could do anything. 

Those of you who have been to Peru have probably noticed that in the 
middle of the old Incan temples there would often be a large beautiful rock 
with many angles and shapes and sacred proportions cut and formed on its 
surface. Well, those rocks are not just rocks—those "rocks" were and still 
are ancient Incan libraries. They contain the entire records of their civiliza
tion. If you know how to connect with them, you can read every second of 
what happened during the entire Inca period. But the Sirians on this ship 
had taken it way beyond just record-keeping, so that anything you could 
chink of could be done by this unbelievably simple and beautiful technol
ogy, even space travel. We on Earth today are just beginning to understand 
this technology. Wc call it psychotronics. It is a technology that requires 
human (or other than human) contact for the technology to work. 

When I came back into my body, the angels began to tell me why they 
had taken me there. They weren't using words but were telepathically pro
jecting images to me to explain what was happening to me. I expressed to 
them, "Wow, that was incredible! Their technology is amazing!" I went on 
and on, saying how great it was. They watched me for a bit, then said, "No, 
you don't understand. That's not the understanding we want you to have." 
I said, "What do you mean?" 

Technology Reconsidered 

My angels told me this: "Suppose your body gets cold in this room, and 
vou decide that you're going to go out and make something to heat the 
room. So you invent a heater, a really good heater, and some kind of energy 
source, whatever you need to heat the room. Then you put the heater in 
the room, it heats up the room and you get warm. From the angels' point of 
view, if you did that, you just became spiritually weaker. Why? Because 
vou were forgetting your connection to God. You could have heated the 
room or your body by your own inner essence, but instead you gave your 
power away to an object, 

The angels projected to me that as civilizations make more and more ad
vanced technology, if that is the choice they have made, they are separating 
further and further from the source of life and are becoming weaker and 
weaker because they have become addicted to the technology. They need it 
to survive. The angels were saying that the beings in that ship were spiritu
ally very weak. In other words, I was not to look at them as a superadvanc-
ed race, but as people who needed spiritual help. 

The bottom line of this experience was that the angels wanted me to 
give up technology and concentrate on pure consciousness as the way to re
member God. I heard all that. I really thought I understood the lesson they 
were giving me. Then as time went on I completely forgot it. It's such a hu
man thing to do! 
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Anyway, I knew I'd been in their ship for about three of our days, but 
when I got back in my body, my mind immediately said to myself, "I've been 
out for about two hours," because that was my middle-self mind rationaliz
ing what had just happened. (That's what we do, rationalize unusual expe
riences.) So I stood up and walked into the other room where my family 
and friends were. 

When my wife first saw me, she looked at me, pale-faced and fearful. 
Everybody came up to look at me with worried expressions. I asked, 
"What's wrong with you guys?" My wife answered and said, "Well, you've 
been sitting in that room for three days without moving. We couldn't get 
your attention, and we were just about to call the hospital for help." Then 
my mind realized that I really had been in space for three days. Even though 
I knew in my heart that it was true, I had to look at a newspaper to make 
sure. And sure enough, it was true. 

The History of the Sirian Experiment 

After this experience with the angels and the Sirian spaceship, I thought 
the reason the angels wanted me to know about this black cigar-shaped 
craft was to become aware of their technology and its technological rela
tionship to Lucifer. I didn't know then that there was another reason, one 
that would have equally great importance. 

On April 10, 1972, my spirit walked into the body of Bernard Perona, 
the person who was in this body before I entered. It is clear why I chose that 
particular time when I look at the timing of events in my past. For some
thing would happen later that year that would forever change the course of 
history for this planet. It would actually change the course of history for all 
life everywhere, it now appears. 

What I am about to say must be understood as higher-dimensional 
knowledge and history. The story you are about to read, from a normal hu
man perspective, will seem absolutely outrageous and impossible, probably 
as impossible as the idea of going to the Moon would have been to people in 
1899. From a cosmic perspective, it is business as usual, except that what 
has come out of this experiment is truly unique and of paramount impor
tance to the entire creation. I know that by telling this Story I will be push
ing my credibility, whatever I have, to the max. But the angels have in
sisted that this story be told. 

The reason that this Sirian experiment was undertaken in the first place 
goes back to Atlantis. In chapter 4,1 wrote that because of the misuse of 
Mer-Ka-Ba knowledge by the Martians [page 98ff], the dimensional worlds 
of the Earth were cut open, causing us to fall in consciousness. And be
cause of this misuse of energy, the human race fell deep into this dense 
third-dimensional world. As we said before, the Galactic Command, a 
body of 48 members, approved the rebuilding of the Christ consciousness 
grid around the Earth, using the system of sacred temples and special sites 
to re-create this grid geomantically so that humanity could regain its right-
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ful place in the universe. It was a plan that had been used before by count
less other planets in a similar position, and it had almost always worked. 
But when it hadn't, the consciousness of that particular race was lost. 

It was calculated by those who know these things that we would be back 
into Christ consciousness before a particular cosmic event would occur in 
August 1972. This cosmic event was to be huge relative to this solar sys
tem, and if we were not back into Christ consciousness by that time, we 
would be destroyed, including planet Earth. 

Thoth and the ascended masters of this human race, in conjunction 
with the Great White Brotherhood and the Spiritual Hierarchy of this gal-
axy, planned everything down to the last detail. This experiment by galac-
tic consciousness was to be completed before August 1972 no matter what. 

What was this cosmic event? In August 1972 our Sun was going to ex
pand into a helium sun, a natural event. You see, it was then a hydrogen 
sun. All the light that comes to Earth and creates all life on this planet 
comes from the fusion of two hydrogen atoms to make helium. But as this 
helium builds up over billions of years, a new reaction begins, with three he-
hum atoms coming together in a fusion reaction to form carbon. It was 
known that this reaction would take place in August 1972, which would 
mean that if humanity was not in the right state of consciousness at that 
moment, we would be burned to a crisp. If we were in the right state, 
namely Christ consciousness, we would be able to protect ourselves and life 
would go on. We absolutely had to be complete with the consciousness 
change before this date. 

In the middle of the 1700s, after almost 13,000 years of this experiment 
to re-create the Christ-consciousness grid, it became clear to our physical 
rather, the Sirians, that we were not going to make it. What was so sad was 
that we were not going to make it by only a few years. The Sirians and the 
Nefilim, our father and mother, both wanted to help, but our father was 
much further advanced in knowledge and understanding and was more 
prepared to actually do something. So the Sirians took the initiative to find 
a way to save humanity. The problem was, there was no solution known in 
the whole galaxy. 

The Sirians loved us so much—we were their little child, and they did 
not want to lose us. So about 250 years ago they began to search the 
akashic records of the galaxy to see what other races had thought of con
cerning this problem. There was no known answer that worked. But be
cause their love was so strong, they continued to search even though there 
was almost zero chance. Then one day as they were searching a distant gal
axy, they found a single being who had proposed a possible solution to this 
human problem. It had never been tried or tested, it had only been con
ceived. But the idea was brilliant and could really work. 

The Sirians went to the Galactic Command and asked permission to 
perform this unusual experiment on Earth humanity in order to save us. 
The Sirian council presented all the knowledge they had learned. You see, 
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the problem was that our Sun was going to physically expand past the Earth 
and engulf the Earth in its flames in August 1972. This expansion would be 
only a pulse, returning to almost normal after a few years. But as far as hu
manity was concerned, five minutes would destroy us. 

In order to make this experiment work, the Sirians first had to protect 
the Earth and humanity from the Sun's heat, but in order not to completely 
destroy our evolutionary DNA, we could not know they were doing it. It 
was much like the Star Trek mission statement of not interfering with a 
planet's indigenous cultures. But there really is a powerful reason for not 
interfering: This kind of ET interference would alter the human DNA for
ever, and the original human instructions would be lost. If we knew what 
they were doing, we would not be human anymore! As you may have sur
mised, this information is only for a few, not for mass consciousness. 

The Sirians had to accelerate our evolutionary path so we could catch 
up with the cycle of the new reality and finish the 13,000-year experiment 
and return to Christ consciousness. T h e n we had to relive what we had 
missed because of the expansion of the Sun in order to put us back in sync 
with the new Luciferian reality. This was a very complex situation to ma
nipulate. 

The Galactic Command asked the Sirians if they expected anyone to 
survive if they didn't do the experiment- If the Sirians had said yes, even if it 
were only one man and one woman, they would not have been allowed the 
experiment. But since every last human was expected to be destroyed, then 
there was nothing to lose, so they agreed to it. Besides, this experiment had 
never ever been done before, not since the beginning of life. They too 
wanted to know if it would work. 

The Sirians returned and. locked into position, iust outside the mem
brane the huge, black cigar-shaped ship- They built this ship exclusively for 
this experiment. They then went to the Earth in the fourth dimension and 
placed objects at the remote corners of the star tetrahedral field of the 
Earth's lightbody and locked them in place. These were out in space over a 
thousand miles from the surface, one object at each of the eight points. 

Then a special laser beam, unlike anything we know, transmitting unbe
lievable amounts of data, was fourth-dimensionally beamed down to the 
north or south pole of the Earth to one of the remote objects, which then 
sent a beam that was either red, blue or green to each of three of the other 
seven objects. The beam was relayed until it reached all eight remote ob
jects. From the remote object opposite the one that received the initial 
beam, it penetrated the Earth to its center and from there outward to the 
surface into each human being on the planet. The animals and the rest of 
life on Earth were also inside this energy field, although they were not ma
nipulated. It entered into the original eight cells at the center of each hu
man, and from there outward to each human's star tetrahedral field. This 
last step created a unique holographic field around each human being, giv
ing the Sirians a means to alter human consciousness. They could both 
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protect and change consciousness without the humans' knowing about it. 
This created a holographic field around the Earth that re-created the 

outer reality of space. It placed us in a holographic replica of the universe, 
twice removed from the original Reality. This same field was used to pro
tect the Earth from the deadly expansion of the Sun. The Earth would be 
engulfed with fire, but we would not know it. 

At the same time, they could gain control of human thoughts and feel
ings and project images into our immediate surroundings. This would give 
them the ability to influence the evolutionary patterns of every person on 
Earth. The overall system would allow complete protection while this 
change was taking place without the humans knowing it, and allow the 
complete alteration of our DNA if and when it became necessary. 

The plan was to take away our free will for a short time in order to make 
rapid changes in our DNA, then slowly restore our free will to the point 
where we would begin to control the patterns—all this to lead humanity as 
fast as possible into Christ consciousness. Would a complicated, untried 
plan such as this work? No one knew. But the universe was about to find 
out. 

August 7, 1972, and the Successful Aftermath 

The big day came—August 7, 1972. The peak of the event actually oc
curred over a period of about seven days, but the seventh of August was its 
greatest expansion. What really happened on that day we humans will not 
know until we reach Christ consciousness, and no one on Earth would be
lieve me if I put it into words. The real event was almost completely hidden 
from us through holographic means, but what did happen or what we were 
allowed to see was still the most powerful emission of energy from the Sun 
on record. The solar wind reached around 2,500,000 miles per hour for 
three days and continued at record output for 30 days. It was a truly spec
tacular cosmic event. 

The experiment was incredibly successful. It did work, and we, the in
nocent humans, were still alive. We made it through the most crucial min
utes without any problems. What the Sirians did was keep the programs 
running that would look to humans like there was little change, then con
tinue the events in the exact way they would have unfolded without the ho
lographic field. They didn't want to change anything until they knew that 
the system worked perfectly. After about three months they began their 
real work, rapidly changing consciousness. 

For two years, from about June or July 1972 (just prior to the Sun's ex
pansion) until about the end of 1974, we had no free will. All events were 
programmed, and our reactions to the events were also programmed to 
force rapid spiritual growth. This worked amazingly well. The Sirians were 
filled with glee. It looked like we were really going to make it. 
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The Return of Free Will and Unexpected Positive Consequences 

Finally, as progress became apparent, the Sirians began to allow freewill 
choices. However, if we did not respond with the right choice, the Sirians 
would continue to give us a similar set of reality choices over and over again 
until we learned the spiritual lesson. The outer circumstances would 
change, but the same spiritual lessons would be applied. At one point we 
became adept and the Sirians allowed us to take back our free will com
pletely. 

All this was timed to another event, which was the completion of the 
Christ grid around the world that the Great White Brotherhood was focus
ing on. It was completed in 1989, which then made it possible for humans 
to actually ascend into the next dimensional world. Without this grid there 
could not be ascension to any level. There were a few minor adjustments in 
the immediate years that followed, but the grid was functional. 

Since the early 1990s humankind has been in a most-remarkable posi
tion in the universe, and we don't even know it. 

Within the first three years of this Sirian experiment, it became appar
ent that something very unusual was beginning to happen, something that 
no one anywhere had ever seen or expected. As this strange phenomenon 
began, people from all parts of the galaxy became very interested in us. Be
fore this time we were just another speck in the worlds of light. As the ex
periment continued, even other galaxies began to watch us. And on di
mensional levels, all of life shifted its attention to our humble little planet. 
We became a superstar in the universe—and everyone knew but us! 

What was causing the attention was the speed with which we were 
evolving. From where we are, inside the holographic experiment, we can't 
tell how fast we are evolving, but from outside the system it is clear. We are 
evolving so fast that no life form ever known anywhere has ever even come 
close to achieving what we are doing naturally. And it is increasing expo
nentially, just as it is inside the experiment if we are observant. What this 
all means is not really clear to the Spiritual Hierarchy. It's hard to tell what 
any experiment is going to do when there is no history, no precedent. 

The story we told about Thoth and Shesat leaving with 32 members to 
move into the higher-dimensional worlds and go past the Great Void 
[chapter 11, page 301] will begin to make sense now. The ascended mas
ters were attempting to find out what this all meant. They began to follow 
and enter the dimensional windows that had been opened by our expanded 
consciousness. It now is clear that they lead all the way past the Great Void 
into the next dimensional octave. This is all so absolutely astounding, by 
normal galactic understanding of the universe, that few are willing to speak 
out about where this is all leading to. What is clear is that this is new. 

Further, upon close examination, this tiny seed of information that 
came from a single life form in a distant galaxy (who had an idea that trig
gered the Sirian experiment) was contained within the original Reality. 
God put it there, not Lucifer. Of course, God knew what would happen, 
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and only He knows where this will lead. 
The reason for celling you this information so that you know the hidden 

reality behind the events of the day is simple: You are now, or about to be
come, one of the new ascended masters who will inherit the Earth. You, 
and those who work with you, will soon be responsible for awakening the 
rest of humanity. The primary information necessary to open your minds 
and hearts to the original Reality is within you. Within you is a wisdom 
older than time. May all that you do be a blessing for all life everywhere. 

God will always be with you. 
May you transcend the good-and-evil, dualistic consciousness and open 

to the oneness of the One God and the original Reality. From this ancient 
perspective, the birth of something brand new will surely emerge into the 
light of this new day. 
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E I G H T E E N 

The Dimensional Shift 

The Great Change 

ost of the prophets and the indigenous peoples of the world see a 
"great change" coming to Earth and to mankind. We see this 
change, ultimately and specifically, as a planetary dimensional 

shift into a new level of existence associated with a change of consciousness 
into Christ or unity consciousness. In the final chapter we will look closely 
at the great change itself and what may be understood from it. In this chap
ter we will peer into the nature of the dimensional shift associated with this 
change to find wisdom that can now be lived here on Earth to bring balance 
to these changes. Understanding the nature of the dimensional shift is a 
way to speed one's spiritual growth and utilize to the greatest potential the 
time we have left on this beautiful planet. 

A dimensional shift is when a planet or any cosmic body moves from one 
dimensional level into another. In our case it will be from the third to the 
fourth dimension. The whole planet and everyone on it will experience this 
translation from one dimension to another. The Native Americans believe 
that we are about to move from the fourth world into the fifth world, a 
change preceded by a day they call the Day of Purification. The difference 
in the numbers is because they see the Void as a world and begin counting 
from that point. So the third dimension of the Melchizedeks and the fourth 
world of the Native Americans are the same. 

If you choose, you can understand the nature of this transformation into 
the next dimensional level, or next world. Even though it's probably going 
to be a very quick transformation, we can see the nature of it and under
stand what the changes are that we must enter. It also lifts the veil from the 
events of this world and explains why they are happening, which allows 
clarity of mind and heart about this transformation as we pass through it. 

An Overview of a Dimensional Shift 
On planets in this galaxy, normally the geomagnetic fields first begin to 

weaken and then become erratic, the civilization on the planet begins to 

M 
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break down and finally the last phase is entered. The final phase lasts usu
ally no more than two years but nearly always at least three months. In this 
phase the civilization begins to dissolve, and it becomes extremely danger
ous just to be alive. All the systems that keep civilization in place disinte
grate and chaos rules. This is the period that most religions, such as the 
Mormon religion, have prepared for. It is the period when we are still on 
Earth in the third dimension before we actually make the transition into 
the fourth dimension. 

Then there is a period of five or six hours before the dimensional shift 
begins. This is a very strange time, when the fourth dimension begins to 
leak into the third dimension. It really helps to know this is coming. 

When the shift actually begins, there will be no doubt. There are spe
cific changes of color and form that are outside of most human conscious
ness. From this point forward, we have left the Earth's third dimension. 
Usually the axis of the planet will shift at this time, but we will not know it 
because we will literally be in a new space-time dimension. There are al
ways other possibilities for how this might happen, but this is the normal 
course. 

Passing through the Void, we will enter into the Earth's fourth dimen
sion. Life will be altered dramatically. Ascension, resurrection and final 
death will all take place before this phase. Birth into the new world will 
have begun. 

The following scenario details the way a dimensional shift generally 
happens in the universe, but Earth is an exceptional case. I will first talk 
about a normal transition as though that is what will happen, but our own 
transition could and almost certainly will lead to something more anoma
lous. The course of history may turn into something very different from 
what I am about to tell you. It depends on the love we have for each other 
as a planetary race of beings. At the end of this discussion I will present an
other theory. It is too early to know for sure that it is happening, but it 
seems to be. 

The First Signs 

The first sign of a planetary dimensional shift is a sharp weakening of the 
geomagnetic field, which science knows has been dropping on Earth for the 
last 2000 years, since Jesus appeared. In the last 500 years, the Earth's geo
magnetic field has been dropping more dramatically. As we approach the 
dimensional shift, the geomagnetic field will begin to go crazy, which has al
ready happened. The world's airports have had to alter the magnetic error 
corrections for north for their airport maps in order to use automatic instru
ments. The last thirty years has seen very peculiar magnetic field changes. 
The birds are not migrating to their usual locations. Birds use magnetic 
lines to navigate their migratory routes home, and these lines have changed 
dramatically. I believe this is what is causing the whales and dolphins to 
beach themselves, because they too use these lines to migrate. Many mag-
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netic lines that have always followed the coast have now moved inland. As 
the cetaceans follow them, they run into land and are beached. Eventually 
the geomagnetic field will probably collapse and fall to zero. It has hap
pened many times in Earth's history. 

If this happens, several scenarios might take place. The field could re
verse itself and the poles would switch. Or it might return to the same polar 
configuration after it reaches zero, but with a completely different axis. 
There are various ways it could move, but it doesn't really matter to you and 
your ascension. You will not be here on this level of Earth's dimensions, so 
you won't have a direct experience of this change. 

There are other more subtle energy changes, such as the Schumann fre
quency (the basic resonant frequency of planet Earth), which will change 
before the dimensional shift occurs, but the geomagnetic change is the big
gest. I am not going to speak about the Schumann frequency, since the 
United States government has gone to great lengths to deny that this 
change is occurring. If you really want to know the truth, check with Ger
many and Russia, because both nations have information on this subject 
that utterly conflicts with our government's position. You can also study 
Gregg Braden's work. His work is more enlightened and honest. 

The importance of the geomagnetic field lies in the effect it has on the 
human mind when and if it moves to zero and stays there for more than 
about two weeks. According to the Russians, in the early days when they 
put people into space and they were mostly out of the Earth's geomagnetic 
field for more than two weeks, their cosmonauts literally went crazy. This is 
exactly what happened after the Fall when Atlantis sank—people lost their 
memories and went nuts. It seems that Earth magnetism holds our memo
ries intact, much like a cassette tape, and this is tied to our emotional bod
ies. So the Russians invented a small appliance to be worn on a belt that 
cosmonauts wear to maintain a normal geomagnetic field around the body 
when in space. I'm sure that NASA has done the same thing. 

It may seem strange that geomagnetics would affect our emotions, but 
just think what happens during a full moon. The full moon makes only 
slight changes in the geomagnetics, but the effect is obvious. In any major 
city in the world, check out the police records on the day before, the day of, 
and the day after the full moon. There are more murders, rapes and general 
crime on those three days than at any other time. However, when the geo
magnetic field moves to zero, it becomes a much greater problem. Even the 
fluctuations of the world stock market are based on human emotions, so 
you can see how major fluctuations in the Earth's geomagnetic fields that 
last for longer than two weeks can cause havoc in the world. 

The Phase before the Shift 

This is the period that usually lasts from three months to two years. It is 
triggered mostly by the geomagnetics driving people crazy. This is what 
causes the collapse of the social systems of the world. The stock market 
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crashes, the governments become nonfunctional and martial law is invoked 
but doesn't work because the military is having the same problem. This is 
followed by the lack of food and other supplies and no help. On top of this, 
most people become paranoid and reach for their guns. Nowhere is safe on 
the Earth's surface. 

However, because of the tremendous help that our spiritual ET brothers 
have given us and because of the dramatic changes in consciousness that 
we have accomplished ourselves, there is an excellent chance that we will 
not go through this dangerous period, and if we do, it will be very quick. In 
fact, I would not be surprised if we had no warning at all, except the five to 
six hours that we speak of below. 

If we were to prepare for this phase on a physical level, we would put food 
and supplies in a hole in the ground to last at least two years. However, if 
we entered this underground fort when the shift began, we would not come 
out. Why? Because the dimensional shift will take us into a new dimension 
of the Earth's consciousness, a place where the third dimension, our normal 
world, will not exist. Once the shift begins, the third-dimensional world 
will pass away, so it is unfeasible to put food and supplies in a hole and ex
pect to emerge after everything is over and resume life as usual. 

A large portion of our population have recently done this in anticipa
tion of a Y2K problem. There is nothing wrong about doing it, but it must 
be understood that it cannot save you. No physical preparation will help 
you in the higher dimensional levels. Success there depends on your spiri
tual awareness and mostly on your character. Yes, character. I will explain 
soon. 

Five to Six Hours before the Shift 

This phase is a weird one, from a human point of view. The Native 
Americans in the tribe I was first born to when I arrived on Earth, the Taos 
Pueblo, are told to enter the pueblo, pull the curtains, not look outside, and 
pray. To look outside would only cause fear, which is the last thing you 
need. 

A strange phenomenon begins at this stage. The two dimensions begin to 
overlap. You may be sitting in your room when suddenly something appears 
out of nowhere that will not be explainable to your mind. It will be a fourth-
dimensional object that will not fit into your understanding of reality. You 
will see colors that you have never seen before in your life. These colors will 
be exceedingly bright, and they'll seem to have their own light source. The 
color will seem to be emitted rather than reflected. And they have a shape 
your mind will not be able to explain. These objects will be the strangest 
things you have ever seen. It is okay; it's a natural phenomenon. 

My strong suggestion to you is, don't touch one of these objects. If you 
do, it will instantly pull you into the fourth dimension at an accelerated 
rate. It would be easiest and best if you avoid moving that fast. If it is un
avoidable, then it is the will of God. 
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Synthetic Objects and Lucifer-Reality Thought Forms 

The other phenomenon that almost certainly will occur has to do with 
the nature of the reality that Lucifer created and that we live within. The 
original Reality is created in such a way that everything is in divine order 
with everything else. But in Lucifer's reality, technology has made syn
thetic materials. These materials, which are not found in nature, will not 
be able to pass into the fourth dimension. They will return into the ele
ments they were created from. It is possible to send a synthetic material 
into the next dimension, but it requires a special energy field to keep it in
tact. 

Further, these synthetic materials have a spectrum of stability. Some of 
them, like glass, are not far removed from nature. Glass is just melted sand. 
But other materials are far removed, thus far more unstable, such as our 
modern plastics. This means that some synthetic objects, depending on 
their stability, will melt or disintegrate quicker than others during this five-
to six-hour period. Your car is made of plastics and other highly unstable 
materials, so it will definitely be unserviceable. Even your house is probably 
made of many unstable materials and will, for the most part, break down 
and partly disintegrate. Most modern homes will be unsafe during this 
phase. 

Knowing that this time would come and what would happen when it 
did, the Taos Pueblo long ago made it illegal to use modern building materi
als inside the pueblo. The Taos people do make summer homes of synthetic 
materials away from the pueblo, but they know that when the Day of Purifi
cation comes, they are to head for their ancient homes on the pueblo. 
Sometimes they put windows in their pueblo buildings, but because the 
openings didn't have glass before, if they lose a window, it won't be a big 
loss. Other than that, their pueblo is made only of mud, straw, sand, stones 
and trees. They will not experience this problem. 

Therefore, it would be best to be in nature when this happens, but if you 
cannot be, then it is the will of God. I would not worry about this. I am only 
informing you so that you will understand as the shift begins. 

I will explain this a little further. Synthetic objects are really just 
thoughts created by and through the Luciferian experiment. They don't 
exist in the original Reality. It might be hard to understand that they're 
only thoughts. "Thought forms" would be a better term. They come from 
what the Hindus call the mental plane, from a higher-level dimension, and 
slowly filter down through the dimensions until they get here in the third 
dimension. 

In human terms, a person thinks of something, imagines it, then figures 
how to do it. People create it in one way or another and manifest the object 
on the Earth. It can be an individual or a group of people, it doesn't matter. 
The person (or persons) who creates it does not hold the object here on the 
Earth plane even if they created it. It's held in place by our third-dimen
sional human grid around the planet. That's the consciousness grid of all 
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the people on this level. It's an agreed reality held in place by the grid, so if 
someone dies who created an object, the object remains. But if the grid that 
holds these objects were to break down, the object would turn into the ma
terials it came from, leaving no trace. And this grid will break down before 
or during the shift. 

Obviously, the people who are already going crazy because of the col
lapse of the geomagnetic field will become much worse when they see the 
Luciferian reality collapsing, when objects begin to disappear or disinte
grate. The good side is that it lasts for less than six hours. 

According to Edgar Cayce and other psychics, there have been many 
extremely advanced civilizations here on Earth before, but there is little or 
no trace of them. This is because of what we have just described. Their 
synthetic materials did not make it through the last dimensional shift 
13,000 years ago or through other prior shifts. God cleans up the original 
Reality environment every time there is a dimensional shift. 

If an advanced ET culture comes here and wants to make a structure 
(like a pyramid, for example) last for tens of thousands of years, they don't 
make it out of a sophisticated metal like stainless steel. They use natural 
materials from the planet that are very hard and durable. This way they 
know that the pyramid will last through all these natural dimensional 
changes that every planet experiences. It's not a Stone Age limitation, it's 
just an intelligent thing to do, that's all. 

Furthermore, these advanced ET cultures are also very careful not to 
leave any trace of themselves. They either take their bodies with them or 
vaporize them in order not to break the galactic law of noninterference. 

Planetary Shifts 
Every person who has ever lived on Earth has already experienced the 

shift. They had to in order to get here on Earth. It's just a cosmic fact. Un
less we came from close by, wherever we came from before we came to 
Earth, we had to have passed through the Void to get here, so we had to 
change dimensions. On the day you were born on Earth as a baby, you ex
perienced a dimensional shift. You moved from one world into another. 
It's only because of our poor human memory that we don't remember. 

By not remembering the experience of being born or of the other dimen
sions, we have placed enormous limitations on ourselves. For one, we can't 
overcome the reality of great distance. The distances in our reality are so 
great that we can't cross them. We can't even leave our solar system, for in 
this present state of awareness we are prisoners in our own home. 

Is it not true? Traveling great distances by spaceship in the conven
tional way of perceiving time and space is not possible. Scientific minds 
have come to that conclusion already. But of course it is a disheartening 
suggestion that we can never leave our own solar system. Reaching the 
nearest star (Alpha Centauri, about four light-years away) would take 
about 115 million years using current space technology. Humans do not 
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live that long, and besides, that is only the closest star. To reach deep into 
space would simply be impossible. We would have to change our under
standing of time and space to be successful. 

As we have said, our problem is that we know about only time and 
space; the reality of dimension has been mostly lost. Because all things are 
perfect, we are remembering now, just when we need to. We first remember 
in our dreams, then in our movies. Movies like Star Trek, Contact, Sphere 
and many others all explore ideas about dimension. We will remember, for 
God is with us. 

So let's do it. I'll tell you exactly what normal!} happens in a dimensional 
shift. I will give this description from my direct experience, but what really 
comes to pass may be slightly different, for the universe is always experi
menting. Some of you would probably prefer that I tell this in story form, 
but I feel that a straight shot may be more appropriate. 

The Experience of an Actual Planetary Shift 

Remember that what I am about to say is what a galactic textbook would 
reveal. It is just the normal scenario. There can be many different details 
because life is flexible, but by knowing the norm, you can imagine the differ
ences. 

As we enter this new millennium, the ascended masters feel that there 
will be very little violence approaching this shift, for we have come a long 
way on the path. We have done a great job in helping to birth the new hu
man consciousness! So I am going to say it now—relax, don't worry. Enjoy 
this transition. As you witness the perfection of life, you can be that little 
baby you may have wanted to revert back to. Know that you are going to be 
taken care of and that pure love is guiding the events. This energy wave is 
so much bigger than you that you might as well surrender to life and just be. 

We have probably altered the possibility of the two years to three 
months of chaos. It is now believed that the period before the shift will 
probably be very short and with almost no disruption. They expect little or 
no warning except for the five- or six-hour shift. More than likely you will 
wake up one morning, and before sunset find yourself a baby in a brand-new 
world. 

Six Hours before the Shift 

Let's begin six hours before the shift. You wake up on a clear, cool 
morning feeling great. As you stand up, you realize that you are feeling very 
light and a little strange. You decide to take a bath. As you're watching the 
water, you sense something behind you. You turn and see a large, brightly 
glowing object of strange colors floating about three feet off the floor next 
to the wall. As you try to figure out what this is, a smaller one appears out of 
nowhere a few feet away. They begin to float around the room. 

You jump up and run into the bedroom, only to see the whole room 
filled with these strange, unimaginable things. You might think you are 
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having a mental breakdown or chat maybe a brain tumor is affecting your 
perception, but neither is the case. Suddenly the floor begins to break apart 
and the whole house begins to distort. You run outside into nature, where 
everything seems normal except that there are many of these strange things 
everywhere. 

You decide to sit down and not move. You remember your Mer-Ka-Ba 
and begin to breathe with awareness. You relax into the prana flow that 
moves through your body. The great spinning Mer-Ka-Ba has enclosed you 
in its warmth and safety. You become centered and wait, because what's 
about to happen is God's grace. There really is nowhere to go. It's the 
greatest ride you can imagine. It is ancient, yet it is brand new. It is beauti
ful and you feel fantastic. You feel more alive than you ever did when you 
were in the normal Earth reality. Each breath seems to be exciting. 

You look across the meadow, where a red, glowing fog begins to slide 
into the space all around you. Soon you are surrounded by this red fog, 
which seems to have its own source of light. It's a fog, but it doesn't actually 
look like any fog you have ever seen before. It seems to be everywhere now. 
You are even breathing it. 

An odd feeling comes over your body. It isn't really bad, just unusual. 
You notice that the red fog is slowly changing to orange. You no sooner see 
it is orange than it turns yellow. The yellow quickly changes into green, 
then blue, then purple, then violet, then ultraviolet. Then a powerful flash 
of pure white light explodes into your consciousness. You are not only sur
rounded by this white light, but it seems that you are this light. For you, 
there is nothing else in existence. 

This last feeling seems to continue for a long time. Slowly, very slowly, 
the white light changes into clear light and the place where you are sitting 
becomes visible again. Only it looks like everything is metallic and made of 
pure gold—the trees, the clouds, the animals, the houses, other people— 
except your body, which may or may not appear like gold. 

Almost imperceptibly, the gold, metallic reality becomes transparent. 
Slowly everything begins to look like golden glass. You'll be able to see right 
through walls; you can even see people walking behind them. 

The Void—Three Days of Blackness 

Finally, the gold, metal reality begins to dim and fade away. The bright 
gold becomes dull and keeps losing its light until your entire world is dark 
and black. A blackness engulfs you, and your old world is gone forever. 
You can't see anything now, not even your body. You realize that you are 
stable, but at the same time you seem to be floating. Your familiar world is 
gone. Do not feel fear here. There is nothing to be afraid of. It is com
pletely natural. You have entered the Void between the third and the 
fourth dimensions, the Void that all things came from and must always pass 
back into. You have entered the doorway between the worlds. There's no 
sound and no light. It's total sensory deprivation in every imaginable way. 
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There is nothing to do but wait and feel gratitude for your connection with 
God. You will probably dream at this point. It is okay. If you don't dream, 
it will seem like a long, long time is passing. In truth, it will be only about 
three days. 

To be concise, this period may last from two and a quarter days (the 
shortest ever known) to about four days (the longest ever experienced). 
Normally it is between three and three and a half days. These days are 
Earth days, of course, and this time is experiential, not real, because time as 
we know it does not exist. You have now reached the "end of time" that rhe 
Maya and other religions and spiritual people have spoken of. 

The New Birth 

The next experience is rather shocking. After floating in nothing and 
blackness for three days or so, on one level of your being it may seem like a 
thousand years has gone by. Then, totally unexpected and in an instant, 
your entire world will explode with a brilliant white light. It will be blind
ing. It will be the brightest light you have ever known, and it will take a 
long time before your eyes can adjust and handle the intensity of this new 
light. 

More than likely the experience will seem brand new, and what you 
have just become is a baby in a new reality. You're a little baby. Just like 
when you were born here on Earth, you came from a very dark place into a 
very light place; you were somewhat blinded and didn't know what the 
heck was going on. The experience is similar in many ways. Congratula
tions! You were just born into a brilliant new world! 

When you start adjusting to this intensity of light, which might take 
awhile, you'll begin to see colors you've never seen before and never knew 
existed. Everything, the whole configuration, the whole experience of the 
reality, will be bizarre and unknown to you except for the short time with 
the floating objects right before the shift. 

In truth, it is more of a second birth. On Earth when you are born, you 
begin small and continue to grow until you are an adult. We usually think 
of human adulthood as the end of growth. What may sound strange until 
you see it is that a human adult body in the next world is a baby. Exactly as 
happens here, you begin to grow and get taller until you reach adulthood in 
this new world. Adulthood in this new fourth-dimensional world is surpris
ingly taller than here. An adult male is about 14 to 16 feet tall, and an adult 
female is about 10 to 12 feet. 

Your body will seem solid, just as on Earth, but compared to third-
dimensional Earth, it isn't. In fact, if you were to go back to Earth, no one 
could see you. You still have an atomic structure, but the atoms will have 
mostly converted into energy. You have become a great deal of energy and 
very little matter. You can walk right through a solid wall on Earth, but 
here you are solid. This new birth will be your last life in structure as you 
know it. In the fifth dimension, which will be coming soon after the fourth, 
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there are no life forms. It is a formless state of consciousness. You will have 
no body, but will be everywhere at once. 

Time is extremely different in the fourth dimension. A few minutes on 
Earth is several hours in 4D, so in what will seem like about two years, you 
will reach adulthood. But simply growing up is not what life is all about, just 
as here on Earth. There are levels of knowledge and existence that would 
be hard to imagine from where you will be when you first enter the fourth 
dimension, just as a baby here on Earth could not comprehend astrophys
ics. 

Your Thoughts and Survival 

Here you are, a baby in a new world. Yet in this new world you are far 
from helpless. You are a powerful spirit that can control the entire reality 
with your thoughts. Whatever you think, happens instantly! Yet at first 
you normally don't recognize this connection. Most people don't put the 
two together for several days, and those few days are crucial. They could 
keep you from surviving in this new world if you don't understand. 

Here you are, only a few minutes old, and the first big test in life begins. 
When the fourth-dimensional window is opened, anyone can go through, 
but generally not everyone can stay. 

What we have found is that there are three types of people at this stage. 
First, there are people who pass over who are ready. They have prepared 
themselves in this life by the life they lived. Then there are people who 
aren't ready, who are filled with so much fear that they cannot allow them
selves to leave this third dimension past the Void, and they immediately re
turn to Earth. Finally, there's a third group that passes over but isn't really 
quite ready for this experience. 

They were ready enough to transition into the fourth dimension, but 
they weren't really prepared to stay there. Jesus spoke of these people when 
he said at the end of a parable that "many are called, but few are chosen." 

There was another parable about a wheat farmer whose servants re
ported that many weeds were growing in his wheat fields and asked what to 
do. The farmer told them to let the weeds grow with the wheat, and when it 
was harvest time, to gather them both up and then to separate rhe chaff 
from the wheat. A farmer would normally attempt to get rid of the weeds 
before they got big, but that's not what he said to do. What Jesus was refer
ring to is these two different kinds of people—the ones who are ready and 
the ones who aren't. 

When people are not quite ready, it means they are bringing all their 
fears and hatred with them. When they find themselves in this very bizarre 
world, all their fears and anger arise. Because they don't know that what
ever they think will take shape around them, their fears begin to manifest. 

Because they don't understand what is happening, in the beginning 
most people reproduce familiar images of their old world, things they can 
recognize. They do this to make sense of what is happening. They are not 
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doing this consciously, but from their survival instinct. They start creating 
the old images and emotional patterns. But this new world is so bizarre that 
all their fears come up. They say, "Holy cow, what's going on ? This is crazy, 
insane!" They see people who had died long ago. They might begin to see 
scenes from their past, even their childhood. Nothing makes sense. The 
mind searches for some way to create order. 

They think they're hallucinating, and this brings up more fear. 
Thinking in their Earthly way, they might feel that someone is doing this to 
them, so they need to protect themselves. The ego thinks it needs a gun. 
Manifestation follows thought, and when they look down, there's a rifle 
with a scope, just what they wanted. They pick up the gun and think, "I 
need ammunition." They look to their left and there are huge boxes of it. 
They load up and begin looking for bad guys who they think are trying to 
kill them. So who instantly appears? The bad guys, fully armed. 

Now their worst fears start manifesting, whatever they are, so they start 
shooting. Everywhere they turn, other people are trying to kill them. 
Finally their biggest fear manifests, and they are fatally shot. 

A scenario of some sort will happen that will remove them from this 
higher world back to the world from which they came. This is what Jesus 
meant when he said, "For all they that take the sword shall perish with the 
sword." But Jesus also said, "Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the 
earth," which means that if you're sitting in this new world thinking simple 
thoughts of love, harmony and peace, trusting in God and yourself, then 
that is exactly what will manifest in your world. You will manifest a harmo
nious, beautiful world. If you are "meek," you allow yourself to remain in 
this higher world by your thoughts, feelings and actions. You survive. 

That's just the beginning, of course. So you are born into a new world 
and you survive. From this point on there are various possibilities. One 
that will invariably occur is that after a while you'll start to explore this real
ity, and at one point you will realize that whatever you think, happens. 

At this point people often look down at their bodies and say, "Wow," 
and, with their thoughts, perfect their bodies and physically become what 
they always wanted to be. They will heal everything, grow back arms and 
legs. Why not? It's like a toy to a child. Because ego often still functions a 
little bit at this stage, you might make yourself really beautiful or handsome 
or taller. But you will soon get bored with perfecting your body. You will 
begin to explore the rest of your new reality. 

One thing will almost certainly happen. You'll suddenly notice large 
moving lights around the area you are in. They're called mother and father. 
Yes, you will have parents in the fourth dimension. It is, however, the last 
time, for in the next higher world you will not. 

In the area of the fourth dimension where you arrive, the family prob
lems we have experienced here on Earth don't exist. Your mother and fa
ther there will love you in ways you probably have only dreamed of on 
Earth. They will completely love and take care of you. They will not allow 
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anything to happen to you in a bad way once you have survived. You have 
absolutely nothing to worry about. It is a time of tremendous joy if you sim
ply surrender and allow this love to guide you. You may realize that you've 
just won the big game of life. 

All the pain and suffering you have experienced in life is over, and an
other beautiful and sacred level of life is emerging. Now the purpose and 
meaning of life begins to return consciously. You begin to experience an
other ancient, yet new way of being, and it's yours. It has always been yours, 
but you gave it up. So now you are returning to the state of awareness 
where God is apparent in all of life. He is apparent with every breath that 
enters your shining body of light. 

How to Prepare: The Secret of Everyday Life 
You ask, what can we do here on Earth that will prepare us for this expe

rience of the higher worlds? 

It's definitely not collecting food and making a hole, in the ground or 
anything else like that. Not that this is wrong action, only that physical 
preparation has its limits. In heaven, in the higher worlds, you are what you 
create. It is true here too, but most of us don't know it. From the fourth di
mension on, it becomes obvious. 

Since we are what we create, then it becomes important and necessary 
that our emissions are in harmony with all life everywhere. We come to un
derstand that everything we think, feel and do creates the world we must 
live in. Therefore, ordinary life here on Earth can be seen as a school, a 
place where each moment of life gives us lessons that can be directly trans
lated into the next world. No wonder Egypt and most of the ancient civili
zations regarded death with such reverence. Death, no matter how it 
comes, is the doorway of darkness into the Void that leads into the brilliant 
light of the higher worlds of life. If mastered, it leads directly into a con
scious connection with all life everywhere—eternal life! 

So what about these Earthly lessons? The truth is that the Source of all 
life is in the eyes of every person created, So even here on Earth, great in
telligence and wisdom and love are present in every moment inside each 
person. Once this is seen, then it becomes clear that your thoughts, feelings 
and actions are the key. You know exactly what to do. In simple words, it's 
perfecting your character. The shining diamonds in your character become 
the survival tools of ascension. 

Buddha, Mother Mary, Lao-tsu, Mohammed, Jesus, Abraham, Krishna, 
Babaji, Sister Teresa and about 8000 other great masters of the eternal 
light—these are your schoolteachers and the heroes of life. By their exam
ples they show you how to build your character. All of them feel that loving 
your neighbor is the primary key. It brings order into the world you create. 
It gives you eternal life. Do you see? 

In the Melchizedek transition, as you pass through what are called 
stargates and go from one area of existence to another, the only way you 
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can get through is by thinking, feeling and being very specific emotional 
and mental patterns. These patterns generally come in sets of five or six 
[see chapter 13, update 5]. The pattern I used to enter this dimension was 
love, truth and beauty, trust, harmony and peace. There are many others. 
They are like codes or keys that allow you to pass the guardians. If the 
guardians sense that you are ready for the world they guard, they will let you 
through. If they do not, they will chase you back to the world from which 
you came. It's just their job—and you set it up that way. 

If you can just sit there and keep chanting those patterns of love, truth 
and beauty, trust, harmony and peace, you don't have to worry about a 
thing. That's the female pattern [see Fig. 18-1]. There are other patterns. 
There's a male pattern [see Fig. 18-2], which is compassim, humility and wis

dom, unity, love and truth. All stargate patterns have love and truth. 

Wherever there is compassion and humility, there is wisdom; that's the 
male component. And wherever there is love and truth, there is unity; 
that's the female component. On the first stargate pattern, which is ar
ranged differently, wherever there is love and truth, there is beauty, which 
is the male component. And wherever there is trust and harmony, there is 
peace, the female component. 

So these mental/emotional states or stargate patterns become the most 
important possessions you could have when you enter the higher worlds. 
They'll become even more essential each time you pass higher. Where does 
this process lead? 

When you reach the fourth dimension and see and understand your sit
uation and begin to demonstrate your ability to control events, a funny 
thing begins to happen. Remember the painting on the Egyptian ceiling 
called the egg of metamorphosis [see chapter 10, Fig. 10-34a], the one with 
the red-orange oval over the heads of the Egyptians as they were making 
the 90-degree turn into the next world? Like them, you will begin to go 
through a metamorphosis. Like the butterfly, your body will rapidly change 
into something similar but uniquely different. 

"Pharaoh" means "that which you will become." The first king given 
the name pharaoh was Akhenaten, with his lovely wife Nefertiti. If you 
want to know what you will become, there they are to see. The race they 
came from, the Sirians, are our father, and we carry the genes they have 
given us. At the right moment we will change into their race. It is a race 
designed for the fourth dimension. When it happens, you will say to your
self, "Of course, I remember." The changes taking place in your body will 
feel so natural that you won't even think about it. 

Life in the next world will seem normal and ordinary once growth be
gins. You will have entered one of the three highest overtones of the fourth 
dimension—the tenth, eleventh or twelfth overtones. In one or more of 
these three worlds you will gain the knowledge and wisdom to move into 
the fifth dimension, the beginning of a return trip straight back to God, ever 
changing as the truth unfolds. 

love truth 

humility 
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Fig. 18-1. The female stargate pattern. 

peace 
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Fig. 18-2. The male stargate pattern. 



The eyes of the universe are upon us, the great souls of the universe are 
following us closely. We are the children of God who offer the possibility of 
new life to life. In deepest gratitude, I thank you for being alive. 

This Unique Transition 
We have told you what normally happens when a planet transitions into 

the fourth dimension. Now we will propose a new theory of what may be 
happening here in the beginning of the 21" century of the third millennium 
on Earth. Occasionally a planet may enter into an anomaly in order to 
make the transition easier. It transits into the next dimension, but it re
creates the old dimension in such a way as to complete the old karma and 
make a smoother transition into the next world. It is rare on a planetary ba
sis, but possible. It usually requires a very high level of consciousness to ini
tiate it, though, and this is almost always lacking. 

Edgar Cayce said that the axis of the Earth would change in the "winter 
of 1998," but it did not. Other predictions suggested that by August 11, 
1999, we would have entered a higher dimension or destroyed ourselves, 
and it seems that we have not done that, either. Could it be that we already 
transitioned into the fourth dimension and don't know it? It is possible. 

This is a subject so vast that I can hardly contain it. Perhaps the best 
way is to discuss where this higher level of consciousness could be coming 
from that would be making this kind of change. It just may be that the new 
children of Earth, the leading edge of consciousness, are here just for this 
reason. Vast numbers of our children today are high spiritual beings who 
have come to Earth to help us with this transition into a new world. 

These new children have the ability to initiate the transition of this 
world into a new world through extraordinary means. We may be witness
ing this miracle at this very moment in history. With their high level of uni
versal understanding, they could re-create this world in the next world in 
such a way as to not lose a single soul—which is their desire, I believe. We 
would have to change Jesus' saying into "Many are called, and all are cho
sen." I believe he would be overjoyed. It has been the dream of the uni
verse to transition every last soul, but it has never been possible before. 

How could children save a planet in such an extraordinary way? A 
child's pure innocence and love in the higher worlds is the source of har
monic creation itself. If these children are real, and they appear to be, then 
anything whatsoever is possible now. God may have just blessed us with 
His perfect grace. 
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N I N E T E E N 

The New Children 

We humans are so funny. Exciting, earth-shaking miracles could 
be happening all around us, and we would rationalize them 
away so that our old world continues to be comfortable and 

unchanged. No one wants to rock the boat. Actually, most of us would just 
like to keep sleeping and hiding from the awesome changes that are every
where in our daily lives. In the last hundred years the Earth has changed so 
much that no one, and I mean no one, would have believed the present if 
you had described it in 1899. 

Y2K, the "year 2000." How did we get here to this supertechnological 
world so quickly? It's exponential, that's why. 

The Current Growth of Knowledge 
In the fall of 1999 I talked with Edgar Mitchell while we were in the 

Yucatan. We were both speaking at a Mayan conference during the time 
the shaman and Mayan priest Hunbatz Men performed the ceremonies for 
the "New Light of the Sun." This was a beautiful and important series of 
ceremonies, which had not been allowed for hundreds of years, that ush
ered in the beginning of a new light from the Sun and, as a result, a new 
Earth. 

Dr. Mitchell said that NASA was in the middle of the greatest renais
sance in the history of science, surpassing even the understandings of rela
tivity and quantum physics. These theories had never quite fit together, 
and there were anomalies. Einstein had searched for the unified field the
ory that would bring all forces together in a single mathematical formula. 
Since Einstein's time, the scientific world has been searching for this theo
retical holy grail. 

Now, according to Dr. Mitchell, NASA has found the answer. He said 
that NASA has learned as many facts about our physical environment in 
the last five years (as of September 1999) as civilization has learned in the 
last 6000 years. Further, he said that they have learned as much in the last 
six months as in the previous five years! It is definitely exponential. Only a 
mere one hundred years ago the idea of going to the Moon, as Dr. Mitchell 
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has so eloquently demonstrated, would have been considered absolutely 
impossible. 

NASA has found the unified field theory. They feel that a great under
standing has been born. In a nutshell, they have discovered that the Real
ity is holographic, that just as in a hologram, where you can take a small 
piece of the picture from anywhere on the image and retrieve the whole im
age, any physical piece of this Reality contains the image of the whole uni
verse. Distant star patterns can be found in a piece of your fingernail. 

Even more interesting is that the inverse is also true. That piece of fin
gernail can be located not only where we find it, but also anywhere in space. 
The Reality is not what we thought it was. The Eastern Indians called our 
reality maya, which means "illusion." They were right. It is a hologram. It 
is only light! 

Thought follows attention. Attention follows intention. 

Computers are changing everything—this special love affair between 
the two living atoms, carbon and silicon. The Earth has two eyes and can 
see in a new way. She can now see much better and farther. If only we can 
learn to live in peace, if only we can learn not to destroy our environment, I 
believe, I really believe, that Great Spirit will give us another chance with 
this Earth. In fact, perhaps it has already happened, this second chance. 

The indigenous peoples of North, South and Central America per
formed the ceremony that brings together the condor and the eagle, ac
knowledging that the next 13 years are the last cycle of this Earth. Many 
teachers of the Mayan calendar have said that the last cycle ends on either 
December 22 or December 24, 2012. But the elder brothers, the Kogi, and 
the Maya themselves say no, that the last 13-year cycle begins on February 
19, 2000, and ends on February 18/19, 2013. 

What is so important is that the elder brothers believe that we, the 
younger brothers, are changing to remember the ways of Great Spirit. Joy 
sings in the jungle and old hearts are moved. We are learning quickly. We 
are waking up from a 500-year-old dream that was closer to a nightmare. 
The eyes of a child are blinking open. 

And why would not the great change happen now? Were you not 
warned over and over long ago? Almost every prophet who has ever lived 
(speaking about the end of time) has placed it at this exact moment that 
you are reading this book. This period, different from the last 13-year cycle 
above, is from February 26,1998 (an eclipse of the Sun) to February 18/19, 
2013, and this is the time of the Great Change. Notice that this end-time 
date is different from the traditional date of December 24, 2012. 

Edgar Cayce ("the sleeping prophet"), Nostradamus, the Holy Bible, 
Mother Mary, Yogananda and many others of the civilized world predicted 
that this time we live in is the time of the great change. Some saw this time 
as one of great destruction and pain, with huge Earth changes and a world 
altered beyond recognition; others saw a time of rapid spiritual growth, a 
time of ascension into a new world. Some saw both. 
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The indigenous peoples of the world—the Maori of New Zealand, the 
Zulus of Africa, the kahunas of Hawaii, the Eskimos of Alaska, the Maya of 
Mexico and Guatemala, the Kogi of Colombia, the Native Americans of 
North America, the Shintos of Japan and many others—all feel and predict 
that a great change is about to happen or, in some cases, is now happening. 

Why would so many great people over such a long period of time point 
their finger at this particular moment in history? So I say again, why would 
not the great change happen now? And is it happening now? 

In 1899 there were 30 million species of life on this planet. It took 
Mother Earth billions of years to reach this teeming variety of life forms 
from the one-celled amoebas to the magnificent humans and dolphins. It 
took mankind and his misuse of energy and his unconscious actions to re
duce the number of life forms to less than half in a mere hundred years. 
Over 15 million species are now gone forever. How can we go so far up in 
consciousness and stoop so low at the same time? 

If we can control our greed, if we can live from our hearts, we may make 
it. It is clear to me that Mother Earth has found a way to save us, the uncar
ing humans. Assuming this is true, do you know where this new hope is 
coming from? Not our great scientists or our greatest minds; it is coming 
from our innocent children. They are leading the way, just as the Holy Bi
ble said would happen. 

Human Mutations, Historical and Recent 
The renaissance taking place in NASA is mirrored by what is happening 

inside our bodies. Deep in our DNA we are becoming new and very differ
ent. What appear to be genetic changes in our human DNA are showing 
up all over the world. What many scientists would call mutation has al
ready occurred and, like it or not, the birthing of at least three new human 
races appears to be occurring at this very moment on the Earth—three very 
different kinds of races, filling the needs of a new humanity. The great 
change is definitely happening inside us, and hardly anyone knows. It is 
quiet, but it is getting louder with the first breath of each newborn baby. 

DNA Changes in Blood Types 

DNA changes are rare, but they do happen. One of the most docu
mented cases is associated with human blood. Mankind had only one blood 
type from the dawn of humanity until relatively recently. No matter what 
the outer skin appearance was—black, yellow, red, white, brown—the 
blood was the same. Everybody had type O blood flowing through their 
veins and everybody killed animals for their food. It was universal until a 
mere 15,000 years ago, the time when the great comet struck the Earth off 
the coast of Atlantis. 

What happened? Most of the world, other than Atlantis, quit moving 
from place to place to hunt and eat animals; we became farmers. Our diets 
changed. We began to eat vegetables and grains in combinations that had 
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never entered the human body before. The body responded to these di
etary changes by mutating the human DNA and making a new, unheard-of 
blood type, type A. Besides this new blood, there were other DNA changes 
that affected the stomach acids and enzymes and other body functions to 
assimilate these new foods. Some scientists suggest that climate changes 
may also have had an effect on this mutation. 

As time went on, twice more the human blood changed, each time in re
sponse to changes in diet and possible climate changes. Types B and AB 
were born. At the moment there are four types, but will this continue? To
ward the end of the 20th century, foods from all over the world became 
available to almost anyone anywhere on Earth. Humanity for the first time 
began to eat all the foods of the world. You can go into almost any major 
market in the civilized world and get anything you want from anywhere— 
papayas from Mexico, avocados from California, olives from Greece, vodka 
from Russia and on and on. You can go into almost any American city and 
eat Chinese food or Mexican, Italian, Japanese, American, German and so 
on. Will a new blood type emerge to accommodate this unprecedented 
shuffle of foods? 

As you can see, DNA changes do take place with seemingly innocuous 
changes in diet and climate. The changes happening on Earth today are as
tounding by anyone's standards. They are so huge that one would expect a 
human genetic response, and beyond doubt, humanity has responded. 

A new change has taken place in human genetics that has such far-
reaching implications to the future of mankind that I simply must discuss it. 
Most of the people who have made these DNA changes are children. 
There are three distinct categories, each with very different, exciting new 
powers. There might be more than three, but to date this is all we can see. I 
believe these children are leading us into a new future unlike what has been 
experienced in the last few million years. In addition, as I suggested before, 
these children may have altered the fourth-dimensional shift to complete 
the karma of the third dimension in such a way as to allow all humans to 
make this translation into the fourth dimension. Yet with or without this 
dimensional shift, the new human genetic change will alter us forever. 

It was from China in 1974 that the first newly mutated child was noticed 
by the world. It was a young boy who was able to "see" with his ears. Yes, he 
could see with his ears in the same way you can see with your eyes—actu
ally, even better. Do you think it is impossible? If you do, then you are in 
for a life-shaking surprise. 

Perhaps I am getting ahead of myself. Let's start here in the United 
States with a completely different race of new children. These children are 
called the Indigo children. 

The Indigo Children 

The Indigo children, as they are now called by science, were first traced 
back to the year 1984. This was the year when suddenly a child appeared 
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with very different human traits, and since that time this new type of hu
man being has spread rapidly. As of 1999, science has suggested that ap
proximately 80 to 90 percent of all the children bom in the United States 
are Indigo children. I believe it probably will rise to nearly 100 percent in 
the future. You and I are obviously being phased out. These children are 
being born not only in the U.S., but also in many other areas of the world 
that seem to be connected with the wide use of computers. 

Lee Carroll and Jan Tober have written a book called The Indigo 
Children: The New Kids Have Arrived. It is a book of compiled scientific 
studies, letters and notes written by medical doctors, psychologists and sci
entists who have been studying these new children since they were first dis
covered. It is the first book in the world, I believe, to discuss these new chil
dren. I have been aware of these children for the last ten years or more, and 
I have been discussing them with hundreds of people and children's groups 
that have also noticed the change. Yet no one officially recognized them 
until this book appeared. So I thank Lee and Jan for this timely edition. 
Please read this book if you wish to know more of the details. 

Now, how are these children different? Science has not yet figured out 
exactly what the specific DNA change is that has taken place in this new 
race, but it is obvious that one has happened. First of all, these children 
have a different liver than ours, which means there has to be a DNA 
change. This liver change is, naturally, a response to the new foods we are 
eating. The new liver is designed to eat, of all things, junk food! 

Sound funny? Why? We would all become increasing unhealthy or even 
die if we continue to eat these kinds of foods on a long-term basis. What hap
pens to cockroaches when you feed them poison? At first they get sick and 
die, but then they mutate, change their DNA and end up loving our poisons. 
We have to keep changing our poisons because they keep adapting to them. 
Do you think that human beings are any different? We continue to feed our 
kids poisonous junk food, so they have to adapt to survive. 

But this liver change is nothing compared to the other revisions in hu
man nature and genetics. First of all, these Indigo children are brilliant. 
They have an IQ that averages around 130, and I do mean average, as many 
of these kids are way up in the genius range of 160 or higher. A 130 IQ is 
not a genius, but it used to be that only one person in 10,000 had it. Now it 
is becoming normal. The intelligence of the human race has just jumped 
into a new range. 

Doctors and psychologists studying these children have found that the 
computer seems to be an extension of these kids' brains. They are far more 
able to function within the parameters of computer software than anyone 
ever before. Where this will lead we can only speculate. 

What 1 find fascinating about these brilliant new kids is that our teach
ers and the educational system found them defective when judging this new 
human race. In the beginning our educational system didn't realize they 
were so intelligent. They have actually thought they were problematic. 
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They diagnosed them with attention deficit disorder (ADD) because they 
thought they could not stay focused. The problem is now becoming clear: 
It is not the children; it is the educational system itself that is not prepared 
to educate these gifted children. The children are simply bored with the 
speed and nature of the delivery and the content of the information. We 
need to adapt to this exciting new race of children. Give an Indigo child 
who has been tagged as ADD or ADHD something to study that he or she is 

interested in, and you will see the brilliance unfold before your eyes. There is 
so much we need to learn in order to allow the great potential of these kids 
to come to light. 

It is clear to people studying these children that they also have very 
heightened psychic abilities. They can literally read their parents' minds. 
They know what you are thinking. These and other differences you can 
read about in The Indigo Children have led researchers to realize that a new 
way of raising these children is mandatory. If you have had a child or are 
raising a child born after 1984, you need to read this book. 

Who the Indigo children are, of course, is in great debate. Many psy
chics are saying that they are coming from the indigo ray, a very high level 
of consciousness not of this Earth. I also feel this is true, for when I first met 
the angels in 1971 they began talking about these new children that would 
come in the future and change the world. They told me many details about 
them that are coming true at this time. 

Also, many psychics I have discussed this subject with feel that there are 
actually two different cosmic sources for these children. One is the indigo 
ray and the other is the deep-blue ray, similar but different. Wherever they 
come from, it definitely is a diversion from the normal human evolutionary 
track. And the Indigo children are not the only ones who have changed 
their DNA. 

The Children of AIDS 

The children of AIDS are a special grouping of mostly children who 
have made their DNA change because of a different problem. It was not 
food (if that is a cause) that changed them, but AIDS/HIV. 

I recommend that you read a book by Gregg Braden called Walking be
tween the Worlds: The Science of Compassion. Mr. Braden was the first one to 
report this new race in a popular publication. I quote from him: "If we de
fine ourselves genetically, this new species looks different in terms of spe
cific DNA, though their bodies may appear as the familiar bodies of friends 
and loved ones. On a molecular level, beyond the seeing of the naked eye, 
they have allowed themselves to become genetic possibilities that were not 
available just a few short years ago. In the open literature there are reports 
of a phenomenon that scientists have named spontaneous genetic mutation. 
They are called spontaneous because they appear to have developed during 
the course of an individual's lifetime in response to a life challenge rather 
than appear as a new form of the code detected at birth. In these instances, 
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the genetic code has learned to express itself in a new way that serves the 
individual's survival." 

There is a report of a young boy in kindergarten who was born with HIV. 
As quoted from Mr. Braden's book [page 81], "'Researchers at the University 
of California, Los Angeles, School of Medicine report unambiguous evidence 
of a boy who tested positive for HIV twice—at 19 days of age and one month 
later. Yet by every measure, this kindergartner appears to have been HIV-
free for at least 4 years' [in a quote from an article in the April 1995 Science 

News]. The study was reported by Yvonne J. Bryson and her colleagues in 
the March 30, 1996, New England Journal of Medicine.... The virus is not ly
ing dormant within the body, opportunistically awaiting an external cue to 
become active; it is eradicated from the body!" 

This new resistance to HIV infection is so strong that in a few of the 
cases it was 3000 times more resistant than what it would take to infect a 
normal person. In all cases their resistance to HIV is noticeably higher. If 
this were just one small boy showing these changes, it would simply be an 
interesting phenomenon, but this is not the case. From Walking between the 
Worlds: "A study released in the August 17, 1996, issue of Science News re
ports that about 1 percent of the population tested now have developed ge
netic mutations that make them resistant to HIV infection!" In October 
1999, the United Nations reported that the six-billionth person was born, 
which means that 1 percent of the population (60,000,000 children and 
adults worldwide) have altered their DNA to become resistant to HIV. 

Exactly what has changed in the DNA of these children is known. It 
has to do with codons*. In the human DNA there are four nucleic acids, 
which combine in sets of three to form 64 codons. Normal human DNA 
has 20 of these codons turned on, plus three others that act much like the 
stop-and-start codes in software programming. The rest of these codons are 
inactive. Science has always thought that these unused codons were from 
our genetic past, but now that theory is changing. Perhaps they are actually 
from our future. These children have turned on four more of these "un
used" codons, giving them 24, which has completely altered their resistance 
to HIV infection. 

The potential of what this means is staggering. These children appear 
to have superheightened immune systems. As they are being tested for 
other diseases, it is becoming clear that they very well may be disease-
resistant or even immune to many other, if not all, diseases. Testing in this 
last area is not yet conclusive. 

The Bible Code and AIDS 

I would also like to bring your attention to something taking place in an
other arena of investigation. This one has to do with the Bible code, the 

* Codon: A sequence of three adjacent nucleotides constituting the genetic code that 
specifies the insertion of an amino acid in a specific structural position in a 
polypeptide chain during protein synthesis. 
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computer code found in the Torah. Some researchers of the Bible code at 
the Hebrew University in Israel plugged the acronym AIDS into the com
puter program to see what would happen. You can read in Cracking the Bi
ble Code by Jeffrey Satinover, M.D., on page 164, the amazing supportive 
revelation. "AIDS" brought forth the following words in the matrix: death, 
in the blood, from apes, annihilation, in the form of a virus, the HIV, the immu
nity, destroyed—all words you would expect from the search term AIDS. 
But in the matrix was also a phrase that made no sense to the Bible code re
searchers in Israel, because they didn't know what was happening with 
AIDS research here in America. In the matrix of AIDS it was clearly 
stated, "the end to all diseases"! I believe this new race of children will even
tually make its mark on humanity in a way that will change forever the ex
perience of being alive on Earth. 

In the beginning of this section, Mr. Braden mentioned the phrase 
"spontaneous genetic mutation"—spontaneous because it takes place dur
ing a person's lifetime, not before birth. What does this mean to you? 
When this mutation was first discovered, it was always in children, but over 
time science has found more and more adults who have followed these chil
dren and mutated in exactly the same manner. This is exciting, because it 
means that you and I, even if we don't have AIDS, might possibly alter our 
DNA to superstrengthen our immune system just as they have. How is this 
possible? 

You are all aware of the hundredth-monkey theory. (We mentioned 
this in chapter 4, page 106.) It was first a young female monkey, a child, 
that began to wash the sand off her potatoes. Then her friends, who were 
also children, imitated her. Soon the mothers began to imitate their chil
dren, and finally the fathers. At one point the potato-washing phenome
non, in a single day, expanded to the other monkey-inhabited islands, even 
to the mainland of Japan. In the same way, it may be possible that you and I 
can change our DNA to give us a superstrong immune system. 

We are researching this exciting possibility ourselves at this moment, 
using the Mer-Ka-Ba and meditation. In the same way that attention and 
intention are the key to psychic abilities, placing your attention on your 
DNA and having the intention for it to change in the same way as these 
kids' DNA is a definite possibility for evolutionary change. What is hap
pening with the following third new race of children will present further 
possibilities. 

The Superpsychic Children 

The superpsychic children are perhaps the most unusual and charis
matic race being born today. Their dramatic abilities distinguish them from 
the other two races with their sensational demonstrations. These children 
are able to do things that most people thought could be done only in movies 
with computer graphics. What is so amazing of all is that it is real. If these 
children don't change our world, nothing will. Notice how some of the 
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abilities of these children resemble the manifestations of consciousness we 
talked about in chapter 18, during the dimensional shift. What you think is 
what you get! These children are able to demonstrate that whatever they 
think becomes reality. 

Paul Dong and Thomas E. Raffill wrote China's Super Psychics. It reports 
what has been transpiring in China around these new psychic children who 
have begun to emerge since 1974 with the young boy who could see with his 
ears. Actually, the Chinese government claims that these children, when 
blindfolded, could see either with their ears, nose, mouth, tongue, armpits, 
hands or feet. Each child was different and their vision from these unheard-
of areas was perfect. These tests were not just a percentage right some of 
the time; they were flawless. 

I first spoke about these children in 1985 when I mentioned the article 
about them in Omni magazine. Omni was invited to come to China to ob
serve some of these children and write an article about them. Omni as
sumed that there might be cheating involved, so when they were given 
some of these children to test, they conducted their examinations in a way 
that ruled out any possible cheating. They left nothing to chance. 

One of the tests began this way: With the children present, Omni took a 
stack of books and at random selected one of them, then opened the book at 
random and ripped out a page, crumpling it up into a small ball. Omni then 
placed it in the armpit of one of these children—and this child could read ev
ery word on the page perfecdy! After many varied tests, Omni became con
vinced that the phenomenon was real, but they could not explain how these 
kids were doing it. Their report was released in their January 1985 issue. 

But Omni was not the only one to send researchers to observe these chil
dren. Several other world magazines and also papers in respected journals 
such as Nature, a prestigious science magazine, have also agreed that this 
phenomenon is real. 

In Mexico City we found exactly the same new human traits emerging 
in the children there. There may be more, but we found over 1000 children 
able to see with various parts of their bodies. What is noticeable is that 
these Mexican children can see with the very same parts of the body as the 
Chinese children do. It sounds like this DNA mutation has jumped across 
the ocean just as in the hundredth-monkey phenomenon. Soon I will come 
back to one of these children, now nineteen, to give my direct experience of 
the abilities she demonstrated to us. 

According to Paul Dong in China's Super Psychics, seeing with various 
parts of the body was the psychic ability that caught the attention of the 
Chinese government, but this ability was quickly understood to be only the 
tip of the iceberg. These children began to demonstrate other psychic abili
ties that are truly difficult to accept inside this "normal" reality. 

Mr. Dong reports how several times a large audience of a thousand peo
ple or more would enter the auditorium and be handed a live rosebud. 
When everyone was seated and quiet, the demonstration would begin with 



a young Chinese girl, about six years old, who would come on stage all by 
herself and stand in the center facing the audience. Then with a silent 
wave of her hand, the thousand rosebuds would slowly open into full
blown, beautiful roses before the eyes of the astonished audience. 

Mr. Dong also speaks of how over 5000 young children have demon
strated in public another amazing feat. Realize here that the Chinese gov
ernment has carefully tested these children to see if what I am about to say 
is real or not. The government is convinced it is true. 

One child would take a sealed bottle of pills off a shelf at random, like vi
tamin pills, for example. The bottle would be sealed with the original plas
tic wrap and have a tightly screwed metal or plastic top. The bottle would 
then be placed in the center of a large bare table. Then a video camera 
would observe what happened next. 

The child would say to the audience that he/she was beginning, but 
nothing was visible to the audience. Suddenly, the pills inside the sealed 
bottle would pass right through the glass and appear on the table. In many 
cases, the child would then take another object, such as a coin, set it on the 
table, and it would pass into the sealed bottle. This demonstration and oth
ers like it are definitely approaching what I would call fourth-dimensional 
consciousness. What you think and what happens are connected. 

There are several other psychic abilities that have been demonstrated in 
China, according to this book. If you are interested, read what has been re
ported. You may think that this is just magic tricks, but when you see these 
things in person, it is very hard to explain. For the first ten years the Chi
nese government would not believe it either, until the number of these chil
dren who could do these things kept growing. By the time China's Super 
Psychics was released in 1997, the Chinese government had identified over 
100,000 of these children. In fact, by about 1985, the government and the 
Chinese scientific community simply had to admit it was true. 

Because they realized what this could mean, the government set up 
training schools to assist these children in their psychic abilities. Whenever 
a psychic child is found now, he or she is sent to one of these schools. Im
portant is the fact that they have found that they can even take children 
who are not known to be psychics and in the presence of the naturally psy
chic kids, the trained children can perform the same wonderful feats. 

This brings forth the memory of Uri Geller, the famous psychic from Is
rael who could bend metal objects just by looking at them. In his book, Uri 
Geller, My Story, he talks about when he demonstrated his psychic abilities 
on television throughout Europe. He went on TV and asked people to get 
knives, spoons and forks and place them in front of the television set. With 
millions of witnesses, he then bent tableware before their eyes and table
ware in the homes in Europe who were watching the show. This single act 
had an interesting side effect. From the phone calls immediately after the 
show and the following days, it was discovered that over 1500 children were 
able to do the same thing just by seeing it happen one time. They could all 
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bend the metal tableware with their minds. 

People, especially scientists, were convinced that Mr. Geller was a magi
cian and that everything he did was a trick of some kind. Stanford Re
search Institute asked if he would submit his magic to scientific scrutiny. 
Mr. Geller agreed. For a period of time Mr. Geller did whatever Stanford 
asked him to do to prove once and for all that his psychic ability was not a 
trick. 

Just to give you an idea of how tight the testing at Stanford was, one of 
the tests placed Mr. Geller in a sealed steel room, which was also a Faraday 
cage (a room where electromagnetic fields, such as radio waves and even 
brain waves or thoughts, could not pass through the walls). He was sealed 
in physically as well as energywise. The Stanford researchers placed outside 
the test chamber a sealed, hand-blown glass tube that was twisted on each 
end so that it could not be opened without breaking it. Inside it was a piece 
of the hardest metal known to man. Then they told Mr. Geller to bend it. 
With all their scientific instruments recording the test, Stanford scientists 
watched in total amazement as the piece of superhard metal bent as if it 
were Jell-O. Mr. Geller could in no way have cheated. 

What is so impressive is that besides Mr. Geller, there were about 15 
children from Europe who could also do these things, and they were tested 
along with him. Everything that Stanford did to test Mr. Geller they also 
did with the children, and these kids could do everything he could do. So if 
this was a trick, then 15 children were also "advanced magicians," and 
Stanford Research Institute, with all their scientific magic, could not detect 
fraud. 

This test and the rest of the research from Stanford was printed in Na
ture magazine in its October 1974 issue. The New York Times immediately 
came out with an editorial that said: "The scientific community has been 
put on notice 'that there is something worthy of their attention and scru
tiny' in the possibilities of extrasensory perception." Yet here we are in the 
next millennium, and science still will not seriously admit that the human 
potential for psychic abilities is real. I believe that these new children ap
pearing around the world will soon force science into accepting what has al
ways been true. The old paradigm has nowhere to go and must dissolve. 

In Denver, Colorado, in July 1999,I spoke about these new children to a 
large audience. I asked a young woman named Inge Bardor from Mexico to 
demonstrate directly to this audience her ability to see with her hands and 
feet. At that time she was eighteen years old. For about an hour, Inge 
placed a blindfold around her eyes and accepted photographs at random 
from the audience. She would hold the photograph and lightly touch it 
with the fingertips of her other hand. 

First she would describe the picture perfectly, as though she was looking 
at it, but then she would become more specific, giving information that 
would be impossible for her to know even from a photo. She could tell ev
erything about the people or place in the photo. She could tell exactly 
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where the photo was taken and what was around the area outside the view, 
such as a lake or buildings. 

Inge could even describe the person who took the photograph and what 
he/she was wearing that day. She could tell you what everyone in the photo 
was thinking at the moment the picture was taken. In one photo of the in
side of a house, Inge went into the house psychically and described exactly 
what was down the hallway. She even described what was on the bedside 
table. 

Finally someone placed a newspaper under Inge's feet, and with her 
high-heeled shoes on, she was able to read the paper as if it was in her hands 
and she wasn't blindfolded. (If you are interested in this video, please call 
Lightworks Video at 1-800-795-TAPE and ask for "Through the Eyes of a 
Child.") 

Under the strict discipline of scientific research, the Chinese govern
ment has observed these children changing the human DNA molecule in a 
petri dish before cameras and scientific equipment necessary to record this 
supposedly impossible feat. If this is true, which the Chinese government 
claims, would we not be able to change our own DNA with just the right 
understanding? I think so. Just follow the children. 

How is it possible that 60 million people in the world have already 
changed their DNA to drastically improve their immune systems against 
HIV infection through spontaneous genetic mutation, if not through a pro
cess similar to what our new children of China have demonstrated? This is 
a grand time in the history of the Earth—and you are alive to experience 
this extraordinary world change! 

I was recently in Russia, in September 1999, and there I spoke with 
many Russian scientists about these new children. I talked with people who 
asked me not to print their names, but some were on boards of directors 
that controlled over 60 Russian scientific communities, including the Rus
sian space program. They told me personally that what was happening in 
China was also happening in Russia. Thousands of Russian children were 
exhibiting the same kinds of psychic abilities. I am convinced that these 
three new races of children are truly a worldwide phenomenon, one that is 
altering the human experience on Earth forevermore. 

The Fourth-Dimensional Shift and the Superkids 
The question is, have we actually entered the fourth dimension and re

created it to appear like the third dimension? It does seem this way as I ob
serve these new children. But the truth will come out of its own accord. 
Now that you know the nature of the original Reality mingled with the Lu
cifer reality, search your own heart. Is it true? Look inside yourself. Are 
you changing? Are you even remotely the same person you were just a few 
years ago? And now that you are exploring, or about to explore, your higher 
consciousness with your lightbody, the Mer-Ka-Ba, will your life ever be the 
same? Birth has its way of making everything new again. 
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Life Is Great 
We live in a world that exists only in the mind of God. It is only light. 

Using sacred geometry, the Mother/Father spirit of life has created a uni
verse of light for us to play in and love each other. We are the children of 
God. Great Spirit expresses through each one of us and speaks of worlds of 
consciousness far above the ordinary life of humanity. We hold within us a 
potential so great that if all the adjectives in the dictionary were com
pressed into one word, it would still not fully describe the innate greatness 
shining out of the eyes of a single ordinary, everyday child. 

You have a choice. You can continue to live life from the normal hu
man perspective, where the only reason for being alive is to become com
fortable through material things or to gain control over other human beings 
through force—or realize that the outer world is not something you appro
priate, but rather an opportunity to express joy and love in your life. The 
outer world and our inner world are one. 

Breathe deeply the pure life force into your glowing chakras and let your 
Mer-Ka-Ba live. Open your heart fearlessly to the unknown and look with 
the eyes of a child into the eyes of God in each person who stands before 
you. It is all so simple. 

I love you. 
Drunvalo 
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NOTE TO THE READER 

The Flower of Life Workshop was presented internationally by 
Drunvalo from 1985 until 1994. This book is based on a transcript of the 
third official videotaped version of the Flower of Life Workshop, which was 
presented in Fairfield, Iowa, in October 1993. Each chapter of this book 
corresponds more or less to the same-numbered videotape of that work
shop. However, we have changed the written format where necessary to 
make the meaning as clear as possible. Hence, we've shuffled paragraphs 
and sentences and occasionally even whole sections to their ideal locations 
so that you, the reader, can glide through this with the greatest of ease. 

Please note that we have added current updates throughout the book, 
which are in boldface. These updates begin in the margin alongside the old 
information. Since so much information was presented in the workshop, 
we have divided the material into two parts, each with its own table of con
tents. This is volume 2. 

For those who wish to locate a facilitator in their area, see the Flower of 
Life Web site www.floweroflife.org or call the Flower of Life Headquarters 
in Phoenix, Arizona (English only) at (602) 996-0900 or fax (602) 996-
4970. Or call the Latin American division office at 52-5-846-0007 in Mex
ico City (Spanish and English available). 
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MAAT RESEARCH 
The Way of Truth 

Maat is the ancient Egyptian goddess of Truth. She is still alive 
in the hearts of those who love the Mother. 

In the summer of 2000, a new Web site will open that seeks to find in
tegrity in the world's information. This is important, for we believe that the 
Internet is forming a global brain and birthing a new type of planetary com
munication. At the moment, there is so much distortion of information 
moving through the Web that it is akin to being mentally unbalanced, not 
knowing what is reality and what is not. The truth would bring clarity. 
Most important, truth might just find the answer (s) to save ourselves from 
ourselves. We might even find peace. 

How will this be accomplished? This site will report the truth on a spe
cific subject as it is known and give all supporting documentation. It will 
not merely refer to a specific source, but actually show the documentation 
whenever possible or tell you how to get it so that everyone can make their 
own interpretation of what is being claimed. 

Once all known documents are released, the site will ask the public to 
respond with what they personally know. Anything that anyone in the 
world knows that can be proven will be checked out and posted on the site, 
providing a data bank of reliable knowledge and a search engine to find 
what is needed. 

Whereas most news agencies report on a subject only once and perhaps 
never talk about it again, we will maintain the subject and keep building the 
database until the truth reveals itself. 

Nine months in the birthing, Maat Research will soon open just for you 
and for Mother Earth. 

www.maatresearch.com 

If you really want to know. 
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Instructions: 
1. Cut out the outline. 
2. Cut along all heavy lines. 
3. Score plain lines on the front. 
4. Score dotted lines on the back. 
5. Fold triangles upward along plain lines. 
6. Fold triangles downward along dotted lines. 
7. Glue or tape tabs to form small tetrahedrons. Note: This will take concentration, so don't be dis-
8. Continue until you have a star tetrahedron. couraged. (It might be helpful to make several copies.) 
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